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WESTWÄRTS!


Wir sehen uns in New York!

Ihr

[Unterschrift]

HEADING WEST!

Exactly 50 years ago, on May 12, 1966, the Queen Mary, a Royal Mail ship, left the ports of Southampton and Cherbourg. She was westward bound, heading for New York City, with countless guests on board on their way to the Sixth International Philatelic Exhibition (SIPEX) in Washington D.C.

Many famous European philatelists was on board, among them Dr Ferdinand Wallner, Giulio Bolaffi, Sir John Wilson (Curator of the Royal Philatelic Collection) and Ronald Lee, to name but a few. These names might still ring a bell with younger philatelists, too.

This was no ordinary trip, however: After all, the doyens of the trade, Robson Lowe – in the company of his daughter Annabelle – Anke Slottke and Adriano Landini held the “First Trans-Atlantic International Philatelic Radio Auction” on board the Queen Mary on 16th May. It did not go quite as smoothly as hoped, as the phone connections to London and NY were cut off several times. All in all, this auction was a great success, though, and brilliant advertisement for philately as a whole.

50 years on, Christoph Gärtner Auction House team will make their way to the World Stamp Show New York 2016 as one of the official auctioneers – albeit on a plane.

There will be no auctions above the clouds, but as early as on May 30, first-class stamps and postal history will be auctioned off at the Javits Center. The team will be bringing with them the finest of philately, presented in two auction catalogues and as always online at: www.auktionen-gaertner.de.

Looking forward to seeing you in New York!
NORTH AMERICA  
lot 774 - 936  
**start: 5 pm**

SOUTH AMERICA  
lot 700 - 756  
**start: 4 pm**

CENTRAL AMERICA  
lot 757 - 773  
**start: 4:30 pm**

EUROPE  
lot 220 - 646  
**start: 12 am**

AFRICA  
lot 180 - 219  
**start: 11:30 am**

**Volume II**

**LIVE-BIDDING:**
www.philasearch.de  
www.stampauctionnetwork.com

More information on page 500 - 502!

**Versteigerer / Auctioneers:**
Christoph Gärtner & Andy Kupersmit
Volume I

- AIR MAIL / ZEPPELIN MAIL
  lot 647 - 670
  start: 3:30 pm

- THEMATICS
  lot 657 - 666

- COLLECTIONS
  lot 667 - 670
  start: 3:30 pm

- AUSTRALIA
  lot 1 - 21
  start: 10 am

- ASIA
  lot 22 - 179
  start: 10:15 am
BESICHTIGUNGSZEITEN
Viewing Hours

WICHTIGE INFORMATIONEN: ZUR BESTEUERUNG DER LOSE
Important Information – for ec customers mainly

Volume I

Australien & Ozeanien | Australia & Oceania
ab 10:00 Uhr – start at 10 am

AUSTRALIEN – AUSTRALIA
lot 1 - 10

Neusüdwales – New South Wales
lot 1

Queensland
lot 2

Südaustralien – South Australia
lot 3

Victoria
lot 4

FIJI-INSeln – FIJI
lot 11 - 13

FRANZÖSISCH-OZEANIEN – FRENCH OCEANIA
lot 14

FRANZ. GEBIETE IN DER ANTARKTIS – FRENCH ANTARCTIC TERRITORIES
lot 15

NEUGUINEA – NEW GUINEA
lot 16 - 17

NEUSEELAND – NEW ZEALAND
lot 18 - 21

Asien | Asia
ab 10:15 Uhr – 10:15 am

ANNAm UND TONGKING
lot 22

CEYLON / SRI LANKA
lot 23

CHINA
lot 24 - 64

FRANZÖSISCH-INDIEN – FRENCH INDIEN SETTLEMENTS
lot 65

FRANZÖSISCH-INDOCHINA – FRENCH INDO-CHINA
lot 66 - 67

HOLYLAND
lot 68 - 71

HONGKONG
lot 72 - 76
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Lot Range</th>
<th>Page Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INDIEN - INDIA</td>
<td>77 - 109</td>
<td>77 - 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRAK - IRAQ</td>
<td>110 - 113</td>
<td>94 - 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRAN</td>
<td>114 - 116</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAPAN</td>
<td>117 - 143</td>
<td>97 - 112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanische Post in Korea – Japanese Post Offices in Korea</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanische Besetzung WK II – Japanese Occupation WW II</td>
<td>101 - 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOREA</td>
<td>144 - 150</td>
<td>112 - 116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Korea-Süd – South Korea</td>
<td>115 - 116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LABUAN</td>
<td>151 - 154</td>
<td>117 - 119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIBANON – LEBANON</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALAIISCHE STAATEN – MALAYSIA</td>
<td>156 - 165</td>
<td>120 - 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Straits Settlements</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kedah</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pahang</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trengganu</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORDBORNEO – NORTH BORNEO</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMAN</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALÄSTINA – PALESTINE</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILIPPINEN – PHILLIPINES</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHARDSCHA / SHARJAH – SHARJAH</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINGAPUR – SINGAPORE</td>
<td>171 - 172</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYRIEN – SYRIA</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THAILAND</td>
<td>174 - 177</td>
<td>131 - 133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIETNAM</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>134 - 135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afrika</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ab 11:30 Uhr – start at 11:30 am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ÄGYPTEN – EGYPT</td>
<td>180 - 184</td>
<td>138 - 141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country/Region</td>
<td>Lot Numbers</td>
<td>Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ÄTHIOPIEN – ETHIOPIA</td>
<td>lot 185</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRITISCH-OSTAFRIKA &amp; UGANDA – BRITISH EAST AFRICA &amp; UGANDA</td>
<td>lot 186</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GABUN – GABON</td>
<td>lot 187 - 188</td>
<td>143-144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITALIENISCH-SOMALILAND – ITALIAN SOMALILAND</td>
<td>lot 189</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIBYEN – LIBYA</td>
<td>lot 190</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAURITIUS</td>
<td>lot 191 - 196</td>
<td>146-149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYASSALAND – NYASALAND</td>
<td>lot 197</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENIA &amp; UGANDA – KENYA &amp; UGANDA</td>
<td>lot 198</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REUNION</td>
<td>lot 199</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHODESIEN – RHODESIA</td>
<td>lot 200 - 204</td>
<td>152-154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brit. Südafrika-Gesellschaft – Brit. South Africa Company</td>
<td>lot 200</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST. VINCENT</td>
<td>lot 205</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEYCHELLEN – SEYCHELLES</td>
<td>lot 206</td>
<td>156-157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUDAN - SUDAN - OFFICIAL MILITARY STAMPS</td>
<td>lot 207</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SÜDAFRIKA – SOUTH AFRICA</td>
<td>lot 208 - 217</td>
<td>158-162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kap der Guten Hoffnung – Cape of Good Hope</td>
<td>lot 208 - 214</td>
<td>158-161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natal</td>
<td>lot 215</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transvaal</td>
<td>lot 216 - 217</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZANZIBAR</td>
<td>lot 218 - 219</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Europa | Europe

*ab 12:00 Uhr – start at 12 am*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Lot</th>
<th>V1 page</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ÄGÄISCHEN INSELN – AEGEAN ISLANDS</td>
<td>220</td>
<td></td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBANIEN – ALBANIA</td>
<td>221</td>
<td></td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELGIEN – BELGIUM</td>
<td>222 - 223</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
<td>167 - 168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOSNIEN UND HERZEGOWINA – BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA</td>
<td>224 - 227</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
<td>169 - 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BULGARIEN – BULGARIA</td>
<td>228 - 230</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
<td>171 - 173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DÄNEMARK – DENMARK</td>
<td>231 - 235</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
<td>173 - 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEUTSCHLAND – GERMANY</td>
<td>235 - 414</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
<td>176 - 317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baden</td>
<td>236 - 243</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
<td>176 - 195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayern – Bavaria</td>
<td>244 - 259</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
<td>196 - 216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergedorf</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braunschweig – Brunswick</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg</td>
<td>262 - 264</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
<td>219 - 221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannover – Hanover</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helgoland – Heligoland</td>
<td>266 - 270</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
<td>222 - 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lübeck – Lubeck</td>
<td>271 - 272</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
<td>225 - 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oldenburg</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preußen – Prussia</td>
<td>274 - 280</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
<td>227 - 230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sachsen – Saxony</td>
<td>281 - 285</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
<td>231 - 233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schleswig-Holstein</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thurn &amp; Taxis</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Württemberg – Wurttemberg</td>
<td>288 - 296</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
<td>236 - 242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elsass-Lothringen – Alsace and Lorraine</td>
<td>297 - 298</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutsches Reich – German Reich</td>
<td>299 - 317</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
<td>244 - 257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutsche Kolonien – German Colonies</td>
<td>318 - 382</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
<td>258 - 296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Lot</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>297</td>
<td>Deutsche Besetzung I. WK – German Occupation WW I</td>
<td>383</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>297</td>
<td>Saargebiet – Saar</td>
<td>384</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>298</td>
<td>Memel</td>
<td>385 - 387</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>299 - 311</td>
<td>Dt. Besetzung II WK – German Occupation WW II</td>
<td>388 - 404</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>312 - 316</td>
<td>Feldpostmarken – Fieldpost Stamp</td>
<td>405 - 412</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>317</td>
<td>Französische Zone - Rheinland Pfalz – French Zone - Rhineland-Palatinate</td>
<td>413</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>317</td>
<td>Bundesrepublik Deutschland – Federal Reublic of Germany</td>
<td>414</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>318 - 319</td>
<td>ESTLAND – ESTONIA</td>
<td>415 - 417</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320 - 321</td>
<td>FINNLAND – FINLAND</td>
<td>418 - 420</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>321</td>
<td>FIUME</td>
<td>421</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322 - 336</td>
<td>FRANKREICH – FRANCE</td>
<td>422 - 433</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>337 - 339</td>
<td>GRIECHENLAND – GREECE</td>
<td>434 - 436</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>340 - 344</td>
<td>GROSSBRITANNIEN – UNITED KINGDOM</td>
<td>437 - 443</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345</td>
<td>IONISCHEN INSELN – IONIAN ISLANDS</td>
<td>444</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345 - 347</td>
<td>ISLAND</td>
<td>445 - 448</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>347 - 369</td>
<td>ITALIEN – ITALY</td>
<td>446 - 491</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>347</td>
<td>Kirchenstaat – Papal States</td>
<td>449 - 451</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>349 - 355</td>
<td>Modena</td>
<td>452 - 463</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355 - 357</td>
<td>Neapel – Naples</td>
<td>464 - 468</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>358</td>
<td>Parma</td>
<td>469 - 471</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>359</td>
<td>Romagna</td>
<td>472</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360</td>
<td>Toscana – Tuscany</td>
<td>473 - 474</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>366 - 368</td>
<td>Italienische Post in der Levante – Italian Post Offices in Turkey</td>
<td>486 - 490</td>
<td>V1 page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>JUGOSLAWIEN – YOOGOSLAVIA</td>
<td>492</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>LIECHTENSTEIN</td>
<td>493</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>371</td>
<td>LUXEMBURG – LUXEMBOURG</td>
<td>494</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Page Range</td>
<td>Page</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALTA</td>
<td>lot 495</td>
<td>V1 page 372</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIEDERLANDE – NETHERLANDS</td>
<td>lot 496</td>
<td>V1 page 373</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MITTELLITAUEN – CENTRAL LITHUANIA</td>
<td>lot 497</td>
<td>V1 page 373</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONACO</td>
<td>lot 498</td>
<td>V1 page 374</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ÖSTERREICH – AUSTRIA</td>
<td>lot 499 - 549</td>
<td>V1 page 375 - 409</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lombardei und Venetien – Lombardy and Venetia</td>
<td>lot 535 - 542</td>
<td>V1 page 401 - 404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Österreichische Post in der Levante – Austrian Levant</td>
<td>lot 543 - 547</td>
<td>V1 page 405 - 407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLEN – POLAND</td>
<td>lot 550 - 558</td>
<td>V1 page 410 - 416</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PORTUGAL</td>
<td>lot 559</td>
<td>V1 page 417</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUMÄNİEN – ROMANIA</td>
<td>lot 560 - 567</td>
<td>V1 page 418 - 422</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUSSLAND – RUSSIA</td>
<td>lot 568 - 581</td>
<td>V1 page 423 - 431</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Semstwo (Zemstvo) – Zemstvo</td>
<td>lot 575 - 577</td>
<td>V1 page 428 - 429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAN MARINO</td>
<td>lot 582</td>
<td>V1 page 431</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHWEDEN – SWEDEN</td>
<td>lot 583 - 584</td>
<td>V1 page 432</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHWEIZ – SWITZERLAND</td>
<td>lot 585 - 620</td>
<td>V1 page 433 - 452</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zürich – Zurich</td>
<td>lot 585 - 587</td>
<td>V1 page 433 - 434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Genf – Geneva</td>
<td>lot 588 - 596</td>
<td>V1 page 434 - 438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basel</td>
<td>lot 597 - 599</td>
<td>V1 page 439 - 440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOWJETUNION – SOVIET UNION</td>
<td>lot 621 - 622</td>
<td>V1 page 453</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPANIEN – SPAIN</td>
<td>lot 623 - 624</td>
<td>V1 page 454</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIEST</td>
<td>lot 625</td>
<td>V1 page 455</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TÜRKEI – TURKEY</td>
<td>lot 626 - 643</td>
<td>V1 page 455 - 465</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UKRAINE</td>
<td>lot 644</td>
<td>V1 page 466</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WESTUKRAINE – WEST UKRAINE</td>
<td>lot 645</td>
<td>V1 page 467</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZYPREN – CYPRUS</td>
<td>lot 646</td>
<td>V1 page 467</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Volume II

Südamerika | South America
ab 16:00 Uhr – start at 4 pm

ARGENTINIEN – ARGENTINA
lot 700 - 703 V2 page 22 - 23

BOLIVIEN – BOLIVIA
lot 704 - 706 V2 page 24 - 27

BRASILIEN – BRAZIL
lot 707 - 716 V2 page 28 - 35

BRITISCH GUAYANA – BRITISH GUIANA
lot 717 - 724 V2 page 36 - 41

ECUADOR
lot 725 - 727 V2 page 42 - 43

FALKLANDINSELN – FALKLAND ISLANDS
lot 728 - 730 V2 page 44 - 45

KOLUMBIEN – COLUMBIA
lot 731 - 739 V2 page 46 - 49

PERU
lot 740 - 742 V2 page 50 - 52
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Lot Numbers</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>URUGUAY</td>
<td>743 - 752</td>
<td>53 - 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VENEZUELA</td>
<td>753 - 756</td>
<td>60 - 63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Zentralamerika | Central America**  
*ab 16:30 Uhr – 4:30 pm*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Lot Numbers</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAHAMAS</td>
<td>757</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARBADOS</td>
<td>758</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRITISCHE HONDURAS – BRITISH HONDURAS</td>
<td>759</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KUBA – CUBA</td>
<td>760 - 761</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAITI</td>
<td>762</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEXICO</td>
<td>763 - 765</td>
<td>70 - 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEVIS</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICARAGUA</td>
<td>767 - 768</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANAMA</td>
<td>769</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST. CHRISTOPHER</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST. KITTS</td>
<td>771</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOBAGO</td>
<td>772</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO</td>
<td>773</td>
<td>76 - 77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Nordamerika | North America**  
*ab 17:00 Uhr – start at 5 pm*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Lot Numbers</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KANADA – CANADA</td>
<td>774 - 812</td>
<td>80 - 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British-Kolumbien &amp; Vancouver Island – British Columbia &amp; Vancouver Island</td>
<td>775 - 779</td>
<td>81 - 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kronkolonie Kanada – Colony of Canada</td>
<td>780 - 790</td>
<td>85 - 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neufundland – Newfoundland</td>
<td>797 - 806</td>
<td>101 - 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neu-Schottland – Nova Scotia</td>
<td>807 - 812</td>
<td>108 - 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAWAII</td>
<td>813 - 815</td>
<td>111 - 112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Lot</td>
<td>V2 Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KONFÖDERIERTE STAATEN VON AMERIKA – CONFEDERATE STATES OF AMERICA</td>
<td>816 - 865</td>
<td>113 - 149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEREINIGTE STAATEN VON AMERIKA – UNITED STATES OF AMERICA</td>
<td>866 - 933</td>
<td>150 - 221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postmasters Provisionals</td>
<td>866 - 875</td>
<td>150 - 157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stampless Covers</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Issues &amp; Carriers Stamps</td>
<td>911 - 919</td>
<td>186 - 193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal Stationeries</td>
<td>920 - 925</td>
<td>194 - 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transatlantic Mail</td>
<td>926</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialities</td>
<td>927 - 933</td>
<td>202 - 221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITED NATIONS - NEW YORK</td>
<td>934 - 936</td>
<td>222 - 224</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rund um die Auktion | About Auction**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>V1 Page</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VERSTEIGERUNGSBEDINGUNGEN</td>
<td>496 - 497</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Auction Conditions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAHLUNGSMÖGLICHKEITEN</td>
<td>498</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment Options</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEIGERUNGSSTUFEN</td>
<td>499</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidding Increments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GÄRTNER IM INTERNET</td>
<td>499</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gärtner online</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAMP AUCTION NETWORK – LIVE BIETEN</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stamp Auction Network – live bidding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILASEARCH – LIVE BIETEN</td>
<td>501 - 502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philasearch – live bidding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUKTIONSAGENTEN</td>
<td>503</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auction Agents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HANDELSHAUS CG – <a href="http://www.philatelie-Gaertner.de">www.philatelie-Gaertner.de</a></td>
<td>504</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mail Order Houses CG – <a href="http://www.philatelie-Gaertner.de">www.philatelie-Gaertner.de</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPRESSUM</td>
<td>505</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Details</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BESICHTIGUNGSSFORMULAR</td>
<td>507</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewing Form</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUKTIONSauftrag</td>
<td>509 - 510</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bid Form</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Besichtigung der Auktionslose | Viewing Hours

Nutzen Sie die Chance schon weit vor der Auktion, aber auch während der Messe und des Versteigerungstages die meisten Auktionslose zu besichtigen.

Take the chance to intensively view most auctions lots at an early date or during the show an the auction day.

In unseren Geschäftsräumen in Bietigheim-Bissingen

At our Premises in Germany

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Auktionshaus Christoph Gärtner</th>
<th>2. - 6. Mai 2016</th>
<th>9.00 - 17.00 Uhr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May 2 - 6, 2016</td>
<td>9 am - 5 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steinbeisstraße 6 + 8,</td>
<td>9. - 13. Mai 2016</td>
<td>9.00 - 17.00 Uhr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74321 Bietigheim-Bissingen</td>
<td>May 9 - 13, 2016</td>
<td>9 am - 5 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. - 20. Mai 2016</td>
<td>May 17 - 20, 2016</td>
<td>9.00 - 17.00 Uhr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.00 - 17.00 Uhr</td>
<td>May 28, 2016</td>
<td>10.30 - 18.00 Uhr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9 am - 5 pm</td>
<td>10:30 am - 6 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28. Mai 2016</td>
<td>8.00 - 21.00 Uhr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May 28, 2016</td>
<td>8 am - 9 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29. Mai 2016</td>
<td>8.00 - 19.00 Uhr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May 29, 2016</td>
<td>8 am - 7 pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Termine außerhalb der angegebenen Zeiten sind nach vorheriger Absprache möglich.
  Private Viewing by appointment.
Auktionstermine 2016 | Auction Dates 2016

SONDERAUKTION
IN NEW YORK
30. Mai 2016 / Raritäten Alle Welt

34. AUKTION
13. - 17. Juni 2016 / Philatelie & Ansichtskarten

35. AUKTION
10. - 15. Oktober 2016 / Philatelie & Ansichtskarten
19. - 20. Oktober 2016 / Münzen & Banknoten
Einlieferungsschluss 10. August 2016

36. AUKTION
Im Februar 2017
Philatelie & Ansichtskarten, Münzen & Banknoten

OB DIREKTVERKAUF GEGEN
BARZAHLUNG ODER EINLIEFERUNG
IN UNSERE AUKTION

Entscheiden Sie selbst!

Für unsere Auktionen sind wir immer auf der Suche nach interessanten und wertvollen Einzelstücken, Posten, gut ausgebauten (Spezial-)Sammlungen und kompletten Nachlässen.

Vereinbaren Sie einen Termin, unsere Experten freuen sich auf Ihren Anruf und kommen bei Bedarf und entsprechenden Objekten auch gerne kurzfristig zu Ihnen.

Vermittler erhalten eine angemessene Provision und wir garantieren eine diskrete Abwicklung.

Rufen Sie uns an:
+49-(0)7142-789400
Kontaktieren Sie uns per E-Mail:
info@auktionen-gaertner.de

SPECIAL AUCTION
IN NEW YORK
May 30, 2016 / worldwide rarities

34th AUCTION
June 10 - 11, 2016 / coins & banknotes
June 13 - 17, 2016 / philately & picture postcards

35th AUCTION
October 10 - 15, 2016 / philately & picture postcards
October 19 - 20, 2016 / coins & banknotes
Closing date for consignments: August 10, 2016

36th AUCTION
February 2017
philately & picture postcards, coins & banknotes

SELL OUTRIGHT OR CONSIGN
TO OUR AUCTIONS

The choice is yours!

We are always looking for rare and valuable stamps worldwide, interesting covers, specialised collections, complete estates or large accumulations and dealer stocks. All types of coins and banknotes are also welcome.

Please feel free to get in contact with our experts. We look forward to hearing from you, and will be happy to travel to view large or high-value collections.

Agents referring clients to us receive finder’s fees. For all transactions discretion is guaranteed.

Just give us a call:
+49-(0)7142-789400
Or contact us by mail:
info@auktionen-gaertner.de
Treffen Sie uns Persönlich!
Meet us Personally!

Internationale Briefmarken-Messe Essen
www.briefmarkenmesse-essen.de

World Stamp Show New York 2016
www.ny2016.org

Memphis International Paper Money Show
www.memphisipms.com

8. - 10. September 2016 | September 8 - 10, 2016
SBĚRATEL Prag
www.sberatel.info

Autumn Stampex 2016 London
www.thephilatelictraderssociety.co.uk

NUMISMATA Berlin
www.numismata.de

PhilaTaipei 2016
www.taipei2016.post.gov.tw

Int. Briefmarken-Börse Sindelfingen 2016
www.briefmarken-messe.de
BITTE BEACHTEN

Erklärung zu Abbildungen und Losbeschreibungen

Sollte es in unseren Print- oder Online-Katalogen bei einzelnen Losen zu Abweichungen zwischen Bild und Losbeschreibung kommen (z.B. unterschiedliche Ausrufspreise oder die Losbeschreibung passt nicht zur Abbildung), so gelten die Angaben der Losbeschreibung als verbindlich.

Die Katalogwertangaben in EURO (€) beziehen sich, sofern nicht anders angegeben, auf den jeweils aktuellen MICHEL-Katalog zum Zeitpunkt der Katalogbearbeitung. Ausländische Spezialwerke sind gegebenenfalls zitiert.


Abkürzungen bei der Losbeschreibung

Bei den Losbeschreibungen vor der Losnummer verwenden wir folgende Abkürzungen:

P = PRINT / diese Lose sind im Katalog bebildert
W = WEB / Abbildungen zu diesen Sammlungen sind online unter www.auktionen-gaertner.de vorhanden, diese Lose sind nicht im Katalog abgebildet

Die Buchstaben in Klammern am Ende der Beschreibung weisen auf die Art der Aufbewahrung des Loses hin:
A = Album
K = Karton
M = Mappe
S = Schachtel
T = Tasche

Abkürzungen bei den Abbildungen

Bei den Abbildungen vor der Losnummer verwenden wir folgende Abkürzung:

ex. = EXEMPLARISCH / bei diesen Losen wird nur ein Teil des Loses abgebildet, die restlichen Bilder finden Sie online

SPEZIAL-HINWEISE

FÜR LOSE AUS DIESEM KATALOG

Der Staat und die Stadt New York erheben eine Verkaufssteuer von insgesamt 8,875 %, die sogenannte ‘New York Sales Tax’. Wenn Sie die von Ihnen ersteigerten Lose persönlich an unserem Messestand in Empfang nehmen oder die Lose innerhalb des Staates New York verschickt werden, sind wir verpflichtet, diese Verkaufssteuer an Sie weiter zu berechnen, sofern keine der gesetzlichen Ausnahmeregelungen zutrifft.

PLEASE NOTICE

Explanation to pictures and lot descriptions

Given that in our print-and online-catalogues lot-numbers have differences between the image and lot description (e.g. starting prices are different or the picture does not fit with the corresponding description), the data of the lot description has to be regarded as valid.

The catalogue value stated in EURO (€) is based, unless otherwise stated, on the actual MICHEL catalogue at the time of our catalogue compilation. In some cases, specialised foreign catalogues may also be quoted.

Collection lots are “sold as seen”. The lot descriptions are made in the best will and conscience and do not guarantee any characteristics. Collections lots are excluded from complaints.

Abbrications at the lot description

At the lot numbers in the lot description we use following abbreviations:

P = PRINT / these lots are pictured in the catalogue
W = WEB / you will find pictures of these collections online on: www.auktionen-gaertner.de

The different letters you will find in brackets after the description are indicating the size and packing of the lot:
A = binder
K = big box
M = folder
S = box
T = envelope

Abbrications at the pictures

At lot numbers below the pictures we use following abbreviation:

ex. = EXEMPLARILY / these lots are not completely pictured, you will find more pictures online

SPECIAL NOTES

FOR LOTS OF THIS CATALOGUES

The State and the City of New York impose a sales tax of 8.875 %, the so-called ‘New York Sales Tax’. If you pick up your bought lots at our booth or if we shall sent these lots within the State of New York we have to collect the sales tax from you unless one of the legal exceptions applies. (like dealers with american Sales Tax Number)

Welche Auswirkungen dies für Sie als Bieter hat, wird an den folgenden Beispielen für ein Los, das mit 1.000,- € zugeschlagen wird, deutlich:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BIS 31.12.2013</th>
<th>AB 01.01.2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alle Lose</strong></td>
<td><strong>Alle Lose</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regelbesteuert 7 %</td>
<td>Regelbesteuert 19 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuschlag 1.000,00 €</td>
<td>Zuschlag 1.000,00 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aufgeld 20 %</td>
<td>Aufgeld 22 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200,00 €</td>
<td>220,00 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 % Ust.</td>
<td>19 % Ust.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84,00 €</td>
<td>231,80 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUMME</strong> 1.284,00 €</td>
<td><strong>SUMME</strong> 1.220,00 €</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hieraus wird ersichtlich, dass Sie die mit Differenzbesteuerung angebotenen Lose rund 5 % günstiger erwerben können als vor dem 1.1.2014.

Für alle Lose, die in ein umsatzsteuerliches Drittland ausgeführt werden, wird weiterhin keine Umsatzsteuer berechnet.

**IMPORTANT INFORMATION – FOR EC CUSTOMERS MAINLY**

Since January 1st, 2014 the German VAT for collectibles like stamps and coins was increased from 7% to 19%. Therefore, we now offer the majority of our lots under margin system. No tax at all will be charged on top neither on the hammer price nor on the buyer’s premium for these lots and the Christoph Gärtner Auction Company pays and transfers the VAT. Starting with the 29th auction we now can offer many lots under margin system for which we previously had to charge 19 % VAT. These are lots which have been imported into the EC. The costs of the import amount 7 % of the hammer price which we have to charge you (= import expenses, part of the buying price). The import expenses are also invoiced if the lots will be exported. All lots of this kind are marked by a plus after the lot number (ie 4839 +). Lots marked in the catalogue by a point after the lot number (ie 3412 ●) are charged under normal VAT rate of 19 % if the lot is not exported (not charged when exported).

For all lots without any mark (● or +) only hammer price and buyer's premium will be charged - no VAT or import expenses will be added!

By implementation of the margin system purchasing of relevant lots will be 5% cheaper now for EC buyers.

Lots purchased in order to be carried out to Non-EC-Countries are ex-empted from taxation as before.
The auction sale for the following lots starts at 10 am in room 1E03 Javits Center, New York City.
1 • Australia - New South Wales

1850: Sydney View, 2 d. lilac-blue, Plate II, early impression, Position 5, with good to large sheet margins, cancelled with barred Numeral “5” (Gosford).

Ansicht von Sydney, 2 d. bläulich lila, Platte II, Position 5, früher Druck, breit/überrandiges Luxusstück vom oberen Bogenrand mit zentrischem Nummernstempel “5” (Gosford). Ein Rekordstück dieser deutlichen und seltenen Nuance! (SG 22)

starting price: 900 €
(est. 1,000 US$)

2 • Australia - Queensland

Design 1906 International Reply Coupon as block of four 3 d Queensland. This block of International Reply Coupons belong to the scarcest postal stationery and is a key item of any exhibition collection. The importance and real value is still very much underestimated – highlight of every postal stationery or country collection. This offer comes from the collection King Fuad – this block of four is probably unique in private hands. (T)

starting price: 1,000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)

3 • Australia - South Australia - Official Stamps

1877, QV 4d ultramarine surcharged ’3 PENCE’ and optd. ’O.S’ with variety ’No stop after S’, fine used with minor corner crease top right and small thin, rare stamp with RPSL certificate (1967)

starting price: 500 €
(est. 550 US$)
4 | Australia – Victoria

1866, Envelope bearing a BLOCK OF FOUR (!) of Victoria 10 d. lilac-brown on rose paper (stamps upper side transport faults, letter with some crinkles) tied by duplex "MELBOURNE SE 10 70" addressed to London, GB (arrival 31.12.70) with alongside m/s “via Marseille”, in reason of demolition the railway-bridge of Oise at 15.9.70 by the German army during the 1870/71 German-France-War, the route was changed via Brindisi with a higher postal rate of 3 d. per ½ oz, so the General Post Office in London confect a boxed handstamp "INSUFFICIENTLY PAID FOR BRINDISI ROUTE DEFICIENT POSTAGE" (without tax-denomination, here m/s "1/= 1 Shilling) for all letters to England, totally ca. 20 letters by the monthly ship-departure between 11. September and 11. November with this cancel known, but ONLY TWO LETTERS KNOWN WITH A BLOCK OF FOUR !!, cert. Van der Linden AIEP (2010)

starting price: 3,000 €
(est. 3,300 US$)
Australia - Victoria

1866, Envelope bearing a Victoria 10 d. lilac-brown on rose paper tied by duplex "SALE NO 4 70 =72=" addressed to Manchester, GB (arrival 26.12.70) with alongside m/s "via Marseille", in reason of demolition the railway-bridge of Oise at 15.9.70 by the German army during the 1870/71 German-France-War, the route was changed via Brindisi with a higher postal rate of 3 d. per ½ oz, so the General Post Office in London confect a boxed handstamp "INSUFFICIENTLY PAID FOR BRINDISI ROUTE DEFICIENT POSTAGE d" for all letters to England, stamp in superb condition, cover with minimal corner faults, totally ca. 20 letters by the monthly ship-departure between 11. September and 11. November with this cancel known, a very scarce and rare exhibition-item!

Mi. 46

starting price: 1,500 €
(est. 1,700 US$)
6 • | Australia - Victoria

**Design 1906 International Reply Coupon** as block of four 3d Victoria. This block of International Reply Coupons belong to the scarcest postal stationery and is a key item of any exhibition collection. The importance and real value is still very much underestimated - highlight of every postal stationery or country collection. This offer comes from the collection king fuad - **this block of four is probably unique in private hands** (T)

IAS (4)

starting price: 1,000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)

7 • | Australia

1913, Kangaroo £2 black and rose 1st wmk. fine used with corner cancel (CTO Melbourne, without gum), pencil notations and small paper adherence on reverse otherwise a very fine and rare stamp! BW. 55w

starting price: 800 €
(est. 900 US$)

8 • | Australia

1924, Kangaroo £2 purple-black and pale rose 3rd wmk. fine used with corner cancel (CTO Melbourne, without gum), fine and rare stamp! BW. 56Cw

starting price: 600 €
(est. 700 US$)
1986, MISSING COLOUR - complete sheet with 100 stamps (incl. five gutter-pairs) of the 36 C. value from the issue “Winning the America’s Cup 1983” with the theme “Trophy”. All stamps with missing Country Name and missing indication of value, mint never hinged MNH. One of the great rarities from modern Australia!

starting price: \(\text{3.500 € (est. 3,900 US$)}\)
1995/96, **Big lot IMPERFORATED stamps** for investors or specialist containing 4 different issues in special formats, there are Scott #1451 pair “People with Disabilities” imperforated, with 9 vertical single gutter pairs, 20 vertical double gutter pairs, 5 double horizontal gutter pairs, 7 booklet panes and some parts of the stamp sheet, in all 375 stamps (Michel 1488/89), Scott #1478 “Australien Day $1” with 22 imperforated stamps including 1 horizontal gutter pair (Michel 1529), Scott #1490b souvenir sheet “Cuscus”, 2 uncutted s/s pairs without overprint and 4 uncutted s/s pairs with overprint “… Indonesia ,96” and as a very special item a complete printing sheet containing 40 imperforated souvenir sheets without overprint (Michel Bl. 21, 21 I) and closing 3 imperforated souvenir sheet “Kangaroos of Australia” overprinted “China ,96 …” and a part of a printing sheet containing 20 imperforated Kangaroos-s/s (Michel Bl. 22).

*Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de*

**IMPERFORATED**

**starting price: **18.000 €

(est. 20,000 US$)
11 • Fiji

1875: 2 d on 12 C. on 6 P. rose, black overprint, variety “VR” MISSING, used and in good condition (minimal thin and rough perforation). A **scarce and not registered variety**! Certificate Pascal Scheller.

*2 d. schwarzer Aufdruck auf 12 C. auf 6 P. rosa, Abart “ohne ‘VR’ im Aufdruck”, gestempelt und in guter Erhaltung (minimal hell und unregelmäßige Zähnung). Eine sehr seltene, bisher nicht katalogisierte Abart, möglicherweise Unikat. Fotoattest Pascal Scheller. (SG 26 var; Sc 32 var)*

starting price: **2,300 €**
(est. 2,500 US$)

12 • Fiji

1876: 2 P. on 3P. green (11 copies) and 6 P. rose (6 copies), normal paper, almost good preservation, cancelled by black pen cross, on "CONVEYANCE"-document dated “11/September/1876”. A scarce and decorative document!

*2 P./3 P. grün (11 Exemplare) zusammen mit 6 P. rosa (6 Exemplare), meist gut erhalten, normales Papier, jeweils mit schwarzem Tintenkreuz auf "CONVEYANCE"-Dokument vom "11/SEPTEMBER/1876". In dieser Form ein sehr attraktives und hochdekoratives Dokument mit Großfrankatur. (SG 29a/30a) (M)*

starting price: **2,600 €**
(est. 2,900 US$)
13 • Fiji

1890: 5 P. ultramarine, perforation 11, block of 20 with 5 gutter pairs, mint never hinged, except minor gum creases in fresh and faultless preservation, the largest known unit of this scarce stamp!

5 P. ultramarin, gez. 11, postfrischer 20er-Block mit waagerechtem Zwischensteg, kleinere Gummibüge, in frischer, einwandfreier Erhaltung. Die größte bekannte Einheit dieser seltenen Marke! (Sc 58 variety; SG 91 £ 3,000,- für Einzelmarken mit Falz)

starting price: **2,900 €**
(est. 3,200 US$)

14 • French Oceania

Design “Rome” 1906 International Reply Coupon as block of four 35 C. “Etablissements français de l’Océanie”. This block of International Reply Coupons belong to the scarcest postal stationery and is a key item of any exhibition collection. The importance and real value is still very much underestimated – highlight of every postal stationery or country collection. This offer comes from the collection King Fuad – this block of four is probably unique in private hands. (T)

starting price: **1,000 €**
(est. 1,100 US$)

15 • French Antarctic Territories

1969, 87 fr. Concorde, prepared but not issued, unmounted mint with slight irregular perfs (as always), not signed, certificate Raybaudi. This stamp was issued later showing a denomination of 85 fr. Rarely offered!

(Maury PA 19A)

starting price: **3,700 €**
(est. 4,100 US$)
16 | New Guinea - N.W. Pacific Islands

1919, 1/2d - 3d five values tied violet “NAMATANI 5 SEP 19 QUEENSLAND” via Sydney to Berne/Switzerland (backstamps) with german period registration label “Namatanai (Deutsch-Neuguinea)” use-up, scarce thus and in good condition.

starting price: **1.000 €**
(est. 1,100 US$)
17 • | New Guinea – N.W. Pacific Islands

1915: 1 £ ultramarine / brown, vertical pair and single in types I-III together with large additional franking on cover from "NEU GUINEA COMPAGNIE, RABAUL" to Rabaul, cancelled with clear cds "RABAUL 10/MR/20". A unique envelope in excellent condition!

1 £ ultramarin/braun, senkrechtes Paar und Einzelwert in den Untertypen I-III, mit enormer Zusatzfrankatur auf großformatigem Umschlag der "NEU GUINEA COMPAGNIE, RABAUL", je klarer K1 "RABAUL 10/MR/20", als Ortsbrief. In dieser Form ein einzigartiger Beleg in Luxuserhaltung. (SG 70a, 99a/c, 102/05, 106/17) (M)

starting price: 2,600 €
(est. 2,900 US$)
18 • New Zealand

1857, Chalon Head 1s green on blue unwatermarked paper, imperforate with good to wide margins around fine used with numeral '14' cancel, rare stamp signed and Dr. Ferchenbauer (1981) and RPSL (1961) certificates

SG 6

starting price: 500 €
(est. 550 US$)

19 • New Zealand

1863 (15 Dec.) envelope from Waianiwa to Dunkeld (Scotland), bearing New Zealand Chalon Head 6d. black-brown perforated such that the value is completely missing at foot, cancelled "7" in oval of thin bars and with "W3 DE 15 63" c.d.s. alongside, the reverse with two Invercargill, Southland transit c.d.s. (15.12) in red and arrival c.d.s. (19.2). Very rare, being one of only a handful of covers recorded from this office. Signed Holcombe. Scott 19b; S.G. 75. Provenance: "Antipodes", October 1988. Note: Only five covers, all but one from the same correspondence, are known with the Southland "W3" c.d.s., only one of which (presumably this cover) has the numeral "7" decipherable. See N.Z. Handbook, Vol. VII, pages 191-192.

SG 75

starting price: 1,500 €
(est. 1,700 US$)
20 | New Zealand

1864, 1/- green with watermark NZ, an extraordinary upper left corner example, unused with trace of original gum, 11mm. sheet margin at top and 15mm. sheet margin at left, clear to large margins on the other two sides. An unique and wonderful exhibition item, certainly the finest known example of this rare stamp and ONE OF THE MOST SPECTACULAR NEW ZEALAND CHALON HEADS IN EXISTANCE. B.P.A. Certificate 1990 and 2009. Sc. 30; S.G. 100 Provenance: R. Marty collection public auction by Gilbert Paris Drouot 9 June 1921 lot 219 “tres bel exemplaire”, Dale-Lichtenstein collection (May 1990)

starting price: **6,000 €**
(est. 6,600 US$)

21 | New Zealand

1865 (19 Sept.) yellow-brown envelope from Kanieri (Goldfield in Westland county) to Tokomairiro, Otago, bearing New Zealand, Chalon Head, 2d. pale blue (Plate I, worn) cancelled with large manuscript capital “K” of KANIERI, showing Christchurch (15.9) and arrival (19.9) datestamps, the latter tying the adhesive, and on reverse, Okitiki (8.9) and Dunedin (18.9) c.d.s. Believed to be the ONLY RECORDED COVER WITH THIS GOLDFIELD CANCELLATION. R.P.S. Certificate (2006). Sc. 32a; S.G. 113.

starting price: **1,500 €**
(est. 1,700 US$)
The auction sale for the following lots starts at 10:15 am in room 1E03 Javits Center, New York City.
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22 | Annam and Tongking

1888 set of eight different colours of the 15c Sage type imperforated overprinted "ANNAM TONKIN". VERY RARE AND ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE TO FIND AS COMPLETE SET OF EIGHT (we record only two complete sets). Certificate Pascal Scheller.

starting price: 3,500 €
(est. 3,900 US$)
23 • Ceylon / Sri Lanka

1857/1935 CEYLON POSTAL STATIONERY: Extremely specialized exhibition collection on 128 pages, actually winning Gold at Singapore 2015 stamp show, containing all kind of postal stationeries, mint and or used, from early QV ENVELOPES 1857-59 including all denominations unused, some used cut-outs (almost all are rarities), Specimen and proofs, also specialized section with further envelopes including varieties like double/inverted overprints, proofs, or as mail to good destinations (incl. Camp mail), followed by an also specialized section WRAPPERS including proofs and rare items (scarce overprints), and POSTCARDS from 1872 with rarities like No.1 perfd. SPECIMEN (only recorded example), even one used and an unused example of both the 1879/80 cards optd. “8 cents” and “8 Cents”, further scarce proofs, cards and usages, unusual destinations like Hawaii, registered mail, P.O.W. Camp mail, etc., followed by LETTER CARDS including the unique printer’s essay of No.1, SPECIMEN, insuff. franked letter card 1904 to Japan, registered or Camp mail to Europe, and others more, and, last but not least, an also impressive section REGISTERED ENVELOPES showing the various issues, formates, and usages including insured mail, good destinations, large sized env’s used, and many interesting items more. A FIREWORK ON SPECIAL, SCARCE AND RARE CEYLON POSTAL STATIONERIES.

Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

starting price: 50,000 €
(est. 55,000 US$)
1879 Provisional overprint "2 cents" on TWO-CENTS violet

The 2-cent postcard rate was introduced on 1st April 1879 for mail via Southampton (via British vessels), or via Marseille (via French vessels). On 30th June, 1879 the rate changed to 8 cents via Brindisi and 6 cents via Southampton or Naples.

Large 'D' of 'Cents' in the overprint

Sold for: $150

Only three used copies currently known.

The '10 cents' surcharge

10-cent postcard rate in UPU countries via Brindisi and Naples for British packets and via Marseille and England for French packets.

Surcharge on TWO-CENTS violet.

Hill Baffins limited off to the US Pacific Coast

One of four used copies currently recorded.

Less than ten annual copies currently exist.

Less than two annual copies currently exist.

1880CIGHT CENTES redbrown on buff

new design on an 8-cent postcard to UPU countries

The proof of the stamp which was originally issued as a postage stamp.

Rated for: $1,500

Only one used copy known.

Overprinted CANCELLED locally in seapost stamp

Exquisite Small collection.

Venezuela, Mexico, Cuba

39
24 | China

1859, entire folded transatlantic letter of three pages, dated "Shanghai le 4 avril 1859" via "HONG KONG AP 10 59" to France w. tax hs. and red arrival of May 26. Scarce early letter during the period of the 2nd opium war.

starting price: **1.000 €**
(est. 1,100 US$)

25 | China

1882, large dragon thick paper, set used with blue seal "Peking": 1 Ca. pair, 3 Ca. and 5 Ca. blocks of four. Attractive multiples, some perforation imperfections.

starting price: **4.500 €**
(est. 5,000 US$)
26 | China

1882, large dragon thick paper 3 Ca. brownish red canc. seal “Shanghai” on small cover w. on reverse “CUSTOMS SHANGHAI OCT 20 86”, in combination with France 25 C. bistre on straw (slight rubbing at top) canc. “Shanghai/Chine 20 OCT 86”, to London (Nov. 29 arrival), transits red transit TPO “Modane à Paris” and TPO “Paris à Calais” 29 NOV 86’ on reverse, somewhat unevenly opened, not affecting stamps, very fine. Chan 8.

starting price: **11,000 €**
(est. 12,000 US$)
27 | China

1882, large dragon thick paper 3 Ca. brownish red tied blue seal “Peking” to reverse of cover w. blue “I.G. of CUSTOMS PEKING FEB 8 86” alongside, transit “CUSTOMS SHANGHAI FEB 23 86”, in combination w. on front Japan S S. 1876 (trimmed at right) canc. crossroads w. 20 mm “I.J.P.A. SHANGHAI 24 FEB 1886” alongside, via YOKOHAMA and SF and NY to South Orange NJ/USA. Provenience: Alevizos No. 30, 1981; literature: James B. Whang p. 50.

starting price: **9.000 €**
(est. 10,000 US$)
28 | China

1888, small dragon 3 Ca. tied blue seal script style seal “Tientsin” to reverse of small cover w. blue “CUSTOMS TIENTSIN FEB.. 93” alongside, also “CUSTOMS SHANGHAI FEB 17 1893”, in combination w. German offices forerunner crown&eagle 20 Pf. blue tied “KDPA Shanghai 17/2 93” to Berlin/Germany w. arrival “delivered by p.o. 7 25/3 93”. The winter overland route.

starting price: 3.200 €
(est. 3,500 US$)

29 | China

1888, small dragon 3 Ca. rough perf. 12½ tied blue seal “Peking” to small envelope to Belgium, matching blue “I.G. of Customs Peking Jan 20 1894” on reverse, in combination w. France 25 C. tied ”SHANG-HAI CHINE 9 FEVR 94”, transits blue customs Tientsin, customs Shanghai, also showing red french TPO ”Modane à Paris” and arrival “BRUXELLES. Envelope has been refolded at top and backflap mended with old-time cellotape, but all the postal markings are still there, fine single rate cover sent via the winter overland route with both Chinese and French stamps applied at same time by the sender. Chan 17.

starting price: 1.800 €
(est. 2,000 US$)
1894, empress dowager, study on pages consisting of three sets of 1-24 Ca., each: large master die proofs in black, displaying the fineness of detail characteristics of the originals; 3rd printing imperforate plate proofs in colours of the 2nd printing on hard wove paper, horizontal margin pairs (but 12 Ca. vertical), signed Holcome with certificate (1992); Mollendorf printing. An exquisite and rare assembly. (M)

starting price: **18,000 €**
(est. 20,000 US$)
31  | China
1894, Dowager 1 Ca.–6 Ca., proofs of printing II in ungummed blocks of 4.
starting price: 2,700 €
(est. 3,000 US$)

32  | China
1894, Dowager 2 Ca. green, imperforate, on top, a top margin piece, unused mounted mint.
starting price: 1,400 €
(est. 1,500 US$)
33 | China
1894, Dowager 3 Ca. tied blue seal “Peking” w. blue “I.G. OF CUSTOMS PEKING AUG 23 95” alongside, via blue “CUSTOMS SHANGHAI AUG 28 1895”, in combination w. German offices, forerunner 20 Pf. blue “SHANGHAI 29 AUG 95” to London w. “10 1 95” arrival.

starting price: **3.600 €**
(est. 4,000 US$)

34 | China
1894, Dowager 3 Ca. tied blue seal “Tientsin” to reverse of small envelope (file bend at left) w. blue customs dater “DEC 1 1895” alongside, via “CUSTOMS SHANGHAI DEC 5 1895”, in combination w. France 25 C. “SHANG-HAI 8 DEC 95” to Paris/France w. Jan. 10 arrival on reverse.

starting price: **1.800 €**
(est. 2,000 US$)
35 | China
1894, dowager 9 Ca. green, a horizontal pair **imperforated in-between**, pos. 1 w. retouch in lower left corner, unused mounted mint.
13a ii (2)

*starting price: 6.300 € (est. 7,000 US$)*

36 | China
1897, 1 C. on 1 Ca., small figure surcharge, variety: **surcharge inverted**, w. complete strike of Hankow pa-kua in black. Chan 38d, Scott 29a, cert. Experts & Consultants (2007).
17II K

*starting price: 3.600 € (est. 4,000 US$)*

37 | China
1897, 4 C. on 4 Ca., large figure surcharge narrow distance, variety: **surcharge inverted**, unused mounted mint.
19IIIb K

*starting price: 1.400 € (est. 1,500 US$)*
38 | China

1897, Local Post envelope (form use) with oval “SHANGHAI CUSTOMS MAIL MATTER” to Customs House Wenchow w. arrival “CUSTOMS WENCHOW SEP 9 97”, scarce.

**starting price:** 1,000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)

39 | China

1897, 10 C./9 Ca. large figures close space w. 8 C. / 6 Ca. antiqua and 2 C. / dragon 3 Ca. each tied oval bilingual “KIAOCHOW JAN 2 1900” in combination w. German offices 10 Pf., 20 Pf. tied "TSINGTAU 28.1.00" to registered sealed red band cover to Germany (backstamps), sender Breitenfeldt of I.M.C. Kiaochow, rarity, double signed Dr. Steuer VÖB.

**starting price:** 2,000 €
(est. 2,200 US$)
40  |  China

1901, incoming mail, Hawaii: USA Grant 5 C. blue, a horizontal pair tied duplex "HONOLULU JUNE 4 190" to German consul general in Shanghai, via "YOKOHAMA 16 6 01", boxed vermilion "via Kobe" and arrival IJPO Shanghai June 23, very scarce incoming from Hawaii.

USA 128 (2)

starting price: **1000 €**
(est. 1,100 US$)
41 • China

1897, ½ C. on 3 Cand. Dowager (top 2 mm tear) tied large dollar „SHANGHAI 23 SEP 97“ in combination with Germany, forerunner crown&eagle 20 Pf. (2) tied „SHANGHAI 24/9 97“ to Germany w. arrival „HAMBURG 27.10.97“, the left german adhesive is pasted over a boxed „T.“ marking, great rarity, double signed Steuer BPP for colour „d“ on reverse.

starting price: 12,000 €
(est. 13,000 US$)
42  |  China Specialities

1897, 1 C. type I on red revenue resp. 4 C. large type on red revenue with surcharges on dowager: seriffed 5 C., 8 C. and non-seriffed 2 C., 10 C./12 Cn., 30 C./24 Cn. all canc. brown Pa-Kua on registered cover with brown „CUSTOMS SHANGHAI APR 22 1897” and bold vermillion „R” alongside, in combination with french offices 50 C. tied „SHANG-HAI 22 AVRIL 97” to Boehmer, Oppeln/Germany. On reverse transits of „NAPOLE 24 MAI 97”, „AMB. ROMA BOLOGNA 24 5 97” (TPO Rome-Bologna) and arrival „OPPELN 27.5.97”. The hand-stamped address appears erased and reinstated in manuscript, adhesives lifted and re-affixed. The cover is accompagnied by the original registration receipt signed by the Shanghai counter staff.

starting price: **20.000 €**
(est. 22,000 US$)
43 | China

1914/19, junk series 1st Peking printing, hall of classics $10 in a bottom right corner part-imprint block-4, variety: center shifted upward 3-4 mm, mounted mint LH to MNH, few stains, this striking variety appears to be unreported.

168II (4)

starting price: **6,800 €**
(est. 7,500 US$)
44 | China - Local Post

Chungking, 1894, 8 Ca. orange tied boxed bilingual "CHUNGKING 21 DEC 96" to cover to London, in combination w. Hong Kong QV 10 C. lilac on red tied "SHANGHAI C JA 4 97", on reverse HK transit and London arrival. Backflap shows monogram of “AL” = Archibald Little, founder of Chungking Local Post.

starting price: **4.500 €**
(est. 5,000 US$)

45 | China - Local Post

Kiukiang, 1895, stationery card 1/2 C. w. red "CUSTOMS KIUKIANG NOV 20 95", transit "CUSTOMS SHANGHAI NOV 22 1895", to Amoy. Sent through China p. o., respective pencil note by Peter Holcombe, stains, rare.

starting price: **1.400 €**
(est. 1,500 US$)
China


starting price: **5.400 €**
(est. 6,000 US$)
47 • China - Shanghai

1866/77: Large Dragon 3ca. red-brown on thin hard paper, used and cancelled by red “LOCAL POST OFFICE SHANGHAI” double-ring h/s, with four margins, fine. A scarce stamp (only a few known used) from the late printing 50, Group XVI.


starting price: 7,500 €
(est. 8,300 US$)

48 • China - Shanghai

1873: Large Dragon 1 CAND. on 16ca. green, surcharged in blue, used and cancelled with full strike of red “LOCAL POST OFFICE SHANGHAI” double-ring, fine. A SCARCE STAMP. Signed Houtzamer.

1 CA auf 16 C. grün, Aufdruck blau, Kabinettstück mit vollem, zentrischen K2 in rot “LOCAL POST OFFICE SHANGHAI”. Eine extrem seltene Marke, geprüft Houtzamer. (CHAN LS 76; SG 48)

starting price: 2,300 €
(est. 2,500 US$)
49 • China - Shanghai

1874, stationery card green “FOR USE OF VOLUNTEERS ONLY.” can. blue “SHANGHAI LOCAL POST G DE 14 74” to E. Hey, request for company drill of “Shanghai Volunteer Corps. / No. 2 Company.” This one of the two recorded copies of OC2, the other one, also used 1874, listed in a 2008 Spink auction sale. Top rarity of Shanghai LPO stationery.

Livingston OC2

starting price: 9,000 €
(est. 10,000 US$)

50 • China - Postal Stationery

1924, 31.12.: The reply half of a 1922/23 4c red reply card uprated with 1923 2c yellow-green. The Chinese stamps were cancelled by mistake in Harbin on 16.12.1924, the date on which the entire card was sent on its outward trip. The card was then sent to Russia, where the reply message was written on 28.12.1924 and the reply portion was cancelled at the Central Station (Chita, Vokz) on the last day of 1924, and then forwarded to Harbin, Manchuria, where it was charged postage due and was struck by the RARE boxed “TAX” handstamp for the fact that the Chinese stamps had been cancelled. Certificates Holcombe (1996) and RPSL (2007).

starting price: 2,500 €
(est. 2,800 US$)
51 • | China - Airmail

1949 Airmail cover from a Swedish Missionary in Wuchang, Hupeh, China to Lidingö in Sweden bearing a block of 12 $500.000 on $20 red and a strip of four $100.000 on $20. Covers with multiples of $100,000 on $20 stamps are rare. Covers with any $500,000 on $20 stamps are very rare. A cover with a block of 12 of these stamps is in all probability unique!

starting price: **10.000 €**
(est. 11,000 US$)

52 | China - Specialties

1862, German States to China: folded envelope from THURN & TAXIS bearing horizontal pair 3 Sgr. brown-red and 10 Sgr. orange, all on white paper with well margins light cancelled “300” (Hamburg) and “PP” in black alongside, transit mark “Forbach 27/Dec/62” in red and red crayon “22” for weight alongside, addressed to Shanghai China and name of addressee overwritten with ink, a very scarce destination, expertised Kosack and certificate P. Sem 2015

starting price: **5.000 €**
(est. 5,500 US$)
53 | China - Specialties

British Offices, Shanghai, 1863, small envelope with vermilion “SHANGHAE C PAID MY 14 63” w. black “SHANGHAE C MY 14 63” on reverse via “HONG KONG C MY 20 63” to Bergen/Bavaria and forward, LONDON PAID, french entry marking “AMB. CALAIS” resp. TPO “PARIS A STRASBOURG”, bavarian transits of ELLINGEN, WEISSENBURG and BERGEN. Very unusual.

starting price: 4.000 €
(est. 4,400 US$)

54 | China - Specialties

1865, German States to China : folded envelope from THURN & TAXIS bearing horizontal pair 3 Sgr. ochre and 10 Sgr. orange, all with well margins but flaw at right bottom corner, light cancelled “300” (Hamburg) and “PP” in black, transit mark “HAMBURG TH. & T.16/12” and ms. “via Marseille” alongside, on reverse transit marks Marseille and Hong Kong, addressed to Canton/China, usual file folds and tiny crease, a very scarce destination, certificate Sommer 1979

starting price: 4.000 €
(est. 4,400 US$)
China – Specialties

1865/1967, the amazing collection of used and mint stamps in three albums: the 1st album starts with classic Shanghai local post, then China proper with large dragon issue (often twice), the surcharged (inc. red revenue)-issues and other better values, mostly complete. The 2nd album features „People Republic of China” nearly complete in used condition with all the good s/s and sets between 1949 and 1967, e. g. 1962, Mei Lan Fang set imperforated and s/s, 1967 Maos theses in strips of five etc. The 3rd album content is German Offices in China with many rare and valuable items.

*Find the complete collection for download on [www.stamp-auctions.de](http://www.stamp-auctions.de)*

starting price: **45,000 €**
(est. 50,000 US$)
1901: Entire Field Post Telegram franked with twelve German P.O. in China 50pf. lilac-brown (two vertical GUTTER PAIRS and block of 8) to pay the charge of 6 Marks, tied with “TONGKU DEUTSCHE POST 10/6 1901” cds, fine. A VERY SCARCE FRANKED TELEGRAM FROM THE BOXER REBELLION PERIOD. Steuer 2000 certificate.


starting price: 4.000 €

(est. 4,400 US$)
57 | China - Specialties

1903, blue bilingual dispatch mark “LIU KUNG TAU WEIHAIWEI 12 JUN 03” on reverse of small envelope w. imprinted sender british royal navy warship “H.M.S. Argonaut”, transit chinese “CHEFOO 13 JUN 03”, added russian offices 10 K. tied “TCHIFU 13 VI 03” to London, London JY 6 arrival, clean condition, scarce.

starting price: 1,000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)

58 | China - Specialties

1903, blue bilingual dispatch mark “LIU KUNG TAU WEIHAIWEI 20 JUN 03” on reverse of small envelope w. imprinted sender british royal navy warship “H.M.S. Argonaut”, transit chinese “CHEFOO”, added russian offices 1 K., 2 K., 7 K. tied “TCHIFU 22 VI 03” to London, endorsed “Via Chefoo, Port Arthur, Moscow”, early via Siberia.

starting price: 1,000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)
59 | China – Specialties

1916, letter with 50 Cent. single cancelled by the Russian post office CHARBIN 7.6.16 with censor PO-GRANICHNAYA No. 3 and CHABAROWSK arrival mark. Extremely rare example for post exchange in the Mandschurian territory. Short time later Chang-Tso-Liu came into force. **Piece with historical value for the Mandschurian history.**

*starting price: 1.500 €*  
(est. 1,700 US$)

60 • | China – People’s Republic

1951, Tien-An-Men, high denomination set $10.000-$200.000, top margin blocks of six, unused no gum as issued, faultless condition, great rarity

*starting price: 10.000 €*  
(est. 11,000 US$)
61 • | China - People’s Republic

1953, October revolution Mao Zedong and Stalin, 800$ blue with ‘SOVIET’ in the description, issued in error, very fine used with 19th Feb. cds. of p.o. in Hunan province, Mi € 3.000,-

starting price: 1,200 €
(est. 1,300 US$)

62 • | China - People’s Republic

1967, Maos theses (I) gold/red strip-5 plus two red singles (one creased) tied bilingual „DAIREN 1969.1.18“ on air mail cover (backflap missing) to Denmark, sender Captain of steamer „Michael Jebsen“, danish s/s co. at Hong Kong, commercial covers are very rare. (T)

starting price: 1,200 €
(est. 1,300 US$)
63 • China – People’s Republic

MAGNIFICENT STOCK OF APPRX. 250,000 COMPLETE SETS WITHIN COMPLETE SHEETS. This impressive holding was accumulated in Europe and is in perfect quality throughout. It covers 30 years of Chinese philately, from 1967 to 1997 there are plenty of interesting and valuable sets, ALMOST EXCLUSIVELY MNH!

A detailed inventory list is available on request. A PERFECT LOT FOR THE BIG RETAILER OR THE CLEAR-SIGHTED INVESTOR! PROBABLY A UNIQUE CHANCE, LARGE ACCUMULATIONS LIKE THIS ARE VIRTUALLY NOT BEING OFFERED! (KS)

starting price: **120,000 €**
(est. 130,000 US$)
TREMENDOUS STOCK OF APPRX. FIFTY-SIX THOUSAND SOUVENIR SHEETS - ALMOST EXCLUSIVELY MNH. This impressive holding was accumulated in Europe and is in perfect quality throughout. It comprises plenty of interesting material incl. better issues. A detailed inventory list is available on request. A PERFECT LOT FOR THE BIG RETAILER OR THE CLEAR-SIGHTED INVESTOR! PROBABLY A UNIQUE CHANCE, LARGE ACCUMULATIONS LIKE THIS ARE VIRTUALLY NOT BEING OFFERED! (K17)

starting price: 60,000 €
(est. 65,000 US$)
65.000 Blöcke / souvenir sheets!
65 | French India Settlements

1872, French Colonies: Ceres 1 C green on greenish in pair + stripe of three and 30 C brown (huge denomination) on entire letter sent from "INDE PONDICHERY 17 OCT 78" via Aden to Mauritius with b/s arrival "MAURITIUS NO 17 78", stamps in fresh colour, one 1 C cut on upper side otherwise good/wide margins, letter few lightly stains and name with little ink-acid hole, otherwise good condition, **great rarity and UNIQUE ITEM with this stamp-combination!**

French Colon. 14 (5), 22

starting price: **2,500 €**
(est. 2,800 US$)
1892: Groupe type complete set of the 13 values issued in 1892, as bloc of four plate proofs on cardboard paper showing the following **FOUR DIFFERENT COUNTRY NAMES**: INDO-CHINE, ETABLISSEMENTS DE L’OCEANIE, GUINÉE FRANCAISE, OBOCK. These proofs were exhibited at the “Exposition Universelle de Paris” in 1900. **Each bloc of four is UNIQUE and they can be considered as the rarest proof of Indo-China.** Signed by the expert Pascal Scheller. Very Fine.

**starting price: 12.000 €**

(est. 13,000 US$)
French Indo-China

1921 (20.4.), Extremely rare first airmail "Luang-Prabang - Saigon": Envelope (some corner faults/transport marks and small tear on upper side) bearing 2x "4 CENTS" on 10 C and "2 CENTS" on 5 C cancelled by "LUANG-PRABANG 20-4 21" and beside boxed "PAR AVION VIENTIANE-SAI GON 27 AVRIL 1921", flown first from Luang-Prabang to "VIENTANE 21 AVRIL 21" and flown for a second time at 27.4.21 from Vientiane to Saigon with arrival "SAIGON CENTRAL 2 5 21" and sent finally to Paris, an scarce exhibition item showing the earliest airmail of French Indochine! (M)

starting price: **10,000 €**
(est. 11,000 US$)
68 | Holyland

1858: Levante precursor, **Russia 20 Kop. blue/orange** with plate flaw "double incision of the upper left "20". (The other "20" show also clear traces of double incision). This plate flaw has position 81 in the sheet. Ties by a clear blue "784" (Jaffa) this stamp is fresh in colours. Small perforation irregularities. **This plate flaw used in the Holy Land is unique!** Provenance: Collection A Fabergé. Certificate Mikulski.


**starting price: 3,500 €**
(est. 3,900 US$)

69 | Holyland

1867 **FRENCH P.O “CROIX POTENCÉE DE JERUSALEM” ON ENTIRE LETTER WRITTEN ON THE TOMB OF JESUS CHRIST!** Amazing letter written by a pilgrim (Mr. Rochet pharmacien a Chambery): “Jerusalem 21 avril 1867. Mon cher Durand, je suis heureux de pouvoir vous dire, sur le tombeau de Jesus Christ: je pense à vous et à votre chère Famille” on front weak strike of the blue **“POSTE FRANCAISE JERUSALEM”** and franked with France 1862 20c pair (one stamp small faults) tied by **5089 numeral** and **“JAFFA SYRIE”** cds alongside. Sent to Paris with exceptional inclosure of dried flowers glued on a small card “N.D de Sion à Jerusalem, Fleurs de Gethsemani” (Gethsemane (lit. "oil press") is a garden at the foot of the Mount of Olives in Jerusalem, most famous as the place where Jesus prayed and his disciples slept the night before Jesus’ crucifixion.)

**starting price: 900 €**
(est. 1,000 US$)
**70 | Holyland**

1875 TIBERIAS: Eight strikes of negative seal TABARYA POSTA SUBESI (Tiberias Branch Office) on 12 copies of Turkey 1875, 1 pia. yellow on rejoined piece (strip of three, 3 pairs and 3 singles) = 12 Piaster, some faults on adhesives but a very spectacular piece and the RAREST KNOWN POSTMARK OF THE HOLY LAND, only this multiple recorded by Collins (no other single, nor cover!). Unrecorded by Steichele. Cert. Geo H. Mentz. Ex Otto Hornung collection (were it sold for 8000 CHF)

starting price: **4.000 €**
(est. 4,400 US$)

**71 | Holyland**

Holyland, German Post Office in Jerusalem: Deutsches Reich 1889 10 Pfg “lebhaft lilarot” used as “Mitläufer” cancelled by “JERUSALEM DEUTSCHE POST * a 3.7.00” cds on picture postcard “Jerusalem l’église de St Sépulcre” and send to Frankfurt with arrival on front. The german stamps of 1889-94 used in Turkey only exists as “Mitläufer” and on this issue the “JERUSALEM * a” cds is a MAJOR RARITY OF WHICH ONLY TWO STRIKES ARE KNOWN (& possibly unique on cover). Very fine, certificate Ronald F. Steuer BPP (2015): “Es handelt sich um den zweiten bis heute bekannt gewordenen Abschlag dieser seltenen Stempeltype von Jerusalem mit Kennbuchstaben “a” auf einer Marke der Ausgabe “Krone und Adler”. Michel Deutsche Post in der Türkei M47d.

starting price: **3.000 €**
(est. 3,300 US$)
72 | Hongkong

1897, Hong Kong used in China: 3c. on 16c. yellow postcard used uprated registered with 2c. carmine and 10c. purple / red, all tied by clear "CANTON AP/7/97" cds. and "R" in circle alongside to Germany with transit mark "Hong Kong AP/8" on reverse and arrival mark "LICHTENTHAL 11/5/97" on front, tiny border toned, fine and very attractive

starting price: **4,500 €**
(est. 5,000 US$)

73 | Hongkong

1898: $1 on 96c. grey-black without Chinese characters overprint, mint lightly hinged, very well perforated, fresh and fine. RPS certificate.

1 DOLLAR/96 C. grauschwarz, Aufdruck ohne Wertangabe in Chinesisch, ungebrauchtes Exemplar, farbfrisch und hervorragend gezähnt. Fotoattest RPSL. (SG 53a, Sc.70a)

starting price: **2,300 €**
(est. 2,500 US$)

74 | Hongkong - Postal Fiscal Stamps

1897: $1 on $2 bluish green, Type II without Chinese character, mint hinged, with fresh colour and perfectly centered - A SCARCE STAMP. P. Scheller certificate.

1 $ auf 2 $ bläulichgrün, Type II = ohne zusätzlichen chinesischen Wertaufdruck, farbfrisches, perfekt zentriertes, ungebrauchtes Exemplar, eine seltene Marke. Fotoattest Scheller.

starting price: **1,500 €**
(est. 1,700 US$)
75 • Hongkong - Treaty Ports

Nagasaki, 1875, incoming mail from UK, 1/3d franking tied “96+LONDON SP 3 75” to entire folded letter endorsed “Via Brindisi” of “John Cosnell & Co., Perfumers by appointment” to Pignatel&Co., transit “HONG KONG A OC 11 75” on reverse, large “2d” rating handstamp.

starting price: **1,500 €**
(est. 1,700 US$)

76 • Hongkong - Postal Stationery

1901, stationery envelope QV 2 C. pale green uprated QV 2 C. pale green (4) and 5 C. ultra tied four strikes “SWATOW JY 23 01” registered to Sultanabad/Persia. On reverse transits HK reg., Bombay, Boushire, also scarlet embossed paper seal “Imperial German Consulate in Swatow”. Exhibition item.

starting price: **1,500 €**
(est. 1,700 US$)
77 | India - pre-philatelic

1837, Thomas Fletcher Waghorn’s Overland mail, the West-East route: entire letter “LONDON 1 JUNE 1837” to Calcutta/India with ms. “3/2 sh.” and perfect two-line “CARE OF M. WAGHORN / ALEXANDRIA.” (Smith type 4b) and red arrival “AUG 27 1837” on reverse.

starting price: **3,000 €**
(est. 3,300 US$)

78 | India - pre-philatelic

1839/40, Thomas Fletcher Waghorn’s Overland mail, the East-West route: entire folded letter dated “Dec. 13 1840” endorsed “care of Mr. Waghorn / Suez” resp. “via Marseilles” to London w. boxed red “INDIA” with fine strike of large oval hs. “Care of/Mr. Waghorn/Suez.” w. on reverse vermilion boxed segmented “STEAM POSTAGE (9)/INLAND Do. (4) TOTAL (1-1)” hs., the Calcutta Ship Letters despatch hs. (Giles SD13). Arrival “LONDON 13 FEB 1840”.

starting price: **2,500 €**
(est. 2,800 US$)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>India – pre-philatelic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>1860 (Febr. 1), Stampless full entire letter sent from Nova Goa (today Panaji) to Mozambique, very fresh and rare!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>starting price: <strong>1.000 €</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(est. 1,100 US$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>India</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>1852 <em>Scinde Dawk ½a. scarlet</em>, used on and tied by diamond of black dots to a small piece of a thin paper letter. Lower part cracked and almost separated, a short portion of frame missing at left and a weak vert. crease from top, but still good appearance, sharp embossing and attractive. R.P.S.L. 1985 certificate. (SG £25,000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>starting price: <strong>3.000 €</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(est. 3,300 US$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>India</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>1852 <em>Scinde Dawk ½a. blue</em>, used and cancelled with black diamond of dots, cut square with white margins around, sharp embossing, a weak diag. crease (through E of SCINDE and A of Dawk) and somewhat soiled/toned, but nevertheless A GOOD EXAMPLE OF THIS SCARCE STAMP. Signed and cert. Heddergott BPP. (SG £9500)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>starting price: <strong>2.000 €</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(est. 2,200 US$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
82 • | India

1854 Lithographed 4a. blue & pale red, horizontal pair from 1st printing, sheet pos. 3+4, used with fine strikes of diamond of dots and top half of British "PACKET LETTER/MR 2/..." d/s in double oval, cut square with wide margins including wavy lines between and below. The right hand stamp with a little thin, minor traces of toning/aging, but still A MOST ATTRACTIVE PAIR FROM THE FIRST PRINTING.

starting price: 1,000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)

83 • | India

1854 Lithographed 4a. blue & red HORIZONTAL PAIR from 2nd printing, Pos. 5+6, used on folded 1855 cover from Calcutta to Canton, China via Galle (endorsed) and Hong Kong, each impression cancelled by diamond of dots, manuscript “1/-” (ship rate 1s. = 8a.) and red boxed “PAID” alongside, backstamped red "CALCUTTA G.P.O./..." double-ring d/s (cover dated inside "24th Feb. 1855") and black Hong Kong 26.4.55 transit cds. A fine pair with fresh colours, good margins (touched/slightly cut right and bottom framelines only) on a slightly toned/stained but still fine cover. A SCARCE AND MOST ATTRACTIVE COVER TO CHINA BEARING A SCARCE PAIR OF THE 4A. LITHOGRAPHED. BPA 2016 certificate.

starting price: 8,000 €
(est. 8,800 US$)
84 | India

1854-55 Lithographed 4a. blue & red, 3rd printing with Head Die Illa and Frame Die I, sheet pos. 6 of wide setting, used and cancelled by diamond of dots, cut square with almost complete outer framelines (except a part cut at left and touched at top), a short corner crease at top left and slightly cut bottom left corner, otherwise A FINE AND FRESH EXAMPLE OF THIS SCARCE STAMP. Signed G. Bühler. (SG £3250)

starting price: **600 €**
(est. 700 US$)

85 • | India

1854-55 Lithographed 4a. blue & red, vertical pair from 5th printing, medium setting, sheet pos. 12+18, used from Sattara with fine strikes of “93” numeral plus “Stamped” in m/s and “BOMBAY/MA 23/1858” c.d.s., cut square with complete to wide margins around. Very small imperfections (thin between stamps at the very right edge, minor traces of usage), still A MOST ATTRACTIVE PAIR FROM THE FIFTH PRINTING with several special details including retouches (nose and frame of top stamp), and others.

starting price: **1.000 €**
(est. 1,100 US$)
86 | India

1853/1922: Lion & Palm 1922 reprint on thin white wove paper, complete sheet (155 x 109mm) in black showing three se-tenant type pairs (Die I + II, Spence 36 and 37), with usual slight smudging of ink, faint soiling, still fine. EXTREMELY RARE WITH ONLY 4 PRINTS OF EACH COLOUR. Ex Koh-i-Nor collection.

Essay Reprint

starting price: 1,500 €
(est. 1,700 US$)

87 | India

1853/1922: Lion & Palm 1922 reprint on stout white card, complete sheet (174 x 125mm) in orange-brown showing three se-tenant type pairs (Die I + II, Spence 51/66), with light soiling, still fine. EXTREMELY RARE WITH ONLY 4 PRINTS OF EACH COLOUR.

Essay Reprint

starting price: 1,500 €
(est. 1,700 US$)
1854/1894: Lithographic 1894 transfer of the 1854 Half Anna die used for the issued stamps, complete pane of 96 (12 rows of 8) of the Half Anna in brownish red on thin yellowish unwatermarked paper, with “SPECIMEN” on reverse of each row (Spence 129), trivial soiling and folded through center, but A VERY SCARCE SHEET. (M)

(starting price: 2.000 €
(est. 2,200 US$)
89 | India

1854/1916: One Anna in design of the issued stamps as **new 1916 lithographic impression** taken just prior to the defacement of the stone in black on white wove paper (Spence 59), complete pane of 14 (two rows of 7), with faint impression of the 4a. sheet (head only - defaced) on reverse, fine. **AN EXTREMELY RARE PANE OF WHICH ONLY 5 ARE KNOWN, FOUR OF WHICH ARE IN PUBLIC COLLECTIONS, UNIQUE IN PRIVATE HANDS.** Ex Wilmot Corfield. (M)

(5) Proofs

**starting price:** 4.000 €
(est. 4,400 US$)

90 | India

1890 One Anna essay of Queen with gothic Crown design in black on yellowish wove paper (Spence 7), plate (110 x 115mm) with the row of 3 including a tete-beche pair, FINE AND RARE.

Essay

**starting price:** 1.000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)
91 | India

1854 Essay of Half Anna and One Anna with crosses in upper corners, three complete panes of eight se-tenant vertical pairs (or two rows of 8 of each value) in blue, red and black on lightly yellowish wove paper (Spence 89-91, 41-43) all with traces of light foxing in places, but A RARE TRIO each with pencil annotations on reverse which indicates they are ex Eugene Klein collection. (M)

Essay Proofs

starting price: 4,500 €
(est. 5,000 US$)
92 | **India**

1854/1916: Essay with crosses in upper corner from a 1916 new impression taken from the 1894 stone, complete pane of the Half Anna (3 rows of 8) and One Anna (2 rows of 8) lithographic transfers in black on white wove paper (Spence 113 and 59), of which it is believed that only 5 copies were made just previous to the defacement of the stone, and this being **THE ONLY ONE IN PRIVATE HANDS**, trivial tone spots and adhesions on reverse. A WONDERFUL RARITY. Ex Wilmot Corfield. (M)

**Essay Proof**

*starting price: 4.000 €*

(est. 4,400 US$)

93 | **India**

1890/1916: Lithographed 1916 reprinted of Half Anna (Spence 75) and One Anna (Spence 34) in complete sheet (236 x 275mm) from the 1890 stones, with horizontal strips of six of each value in black, with remnants of adhesive tape on reverse, but still **A FINE AND EXTREMELY RARE SHEET FROM WHICH ONLY 5 KNOWN - THIS BEING THE ONLY ONE IN PRIVATE HANDS**. Ex Wilmot Corfield. (M)

**Essay Reprint**

*starting price: 4.000 €*

(est. 4,400 US$)
94 | India

1890/1916: Lithographed 1916 reprinted sheet (250 x 182mm) from the 1890 stones on ‘Perkins Bacon & Co. Ltd/London’ watermarked paper, with seven impressions of the Half Anna, a single One Anna and Eight Annas “Head” and “Frame” only, the last two inverted and partly superimposed, all in black taken from their respective 1890 stones of imitation (Spence 74, 75, 33, 6 and 7 resp.). A VERY RARE SHEET. (M)

Essay Reprint

starting price: **2,000 €**
(est. 2,200 US$)

95 | India

1854/1890: Two Annas in both the square (D1) and octogonal (D2) designs along with Four Annas complete design (Head Die III worn) and Head only all in lake on white parchment paper (Spence 6-7, 8, 50c), with surround of lake wavy lines and rosettes around the Four Annas impression, light soiling, but still fine.

AN EXTREMELY RARE ESSAY SHEET. (M)

Essays

starting price: **6,000 €**
(est. 6,600 US$)
96 | India

1854/1890 **Lithographic transfer of the Two Annas octagonal design** in a row of four (spaces 23mm apart) above four rows of eight One Anna all in vermilion on sheet of yellowish wove paper with “Specimen” printed on the reverse of each impression (Spence 21 and 50 resp.), with m/s “Given to me by Sir Sidney Burrard, Surveyor General” in pencil on reverse, vertical crease at far right and light bend at left, a few small nicks at edges, still fine. **AN ATTRACTIVE AND RARE SHEET.** (M)

*Essays*

**starting price:** **2,000 €**
(est. 2,200 US$)

97 | India

1854/1916 **Recess printing in black from the defaced copper plate:** Two Annas in both the square and octagonal designs along with Four Annas complete design and Head only all in black on sheet (Spence 2a-3a, 6a, 50b), with surround of black wavy lines and rosettes around the Four Annas impression, each impression defaced with black line, **FINE AND EXTREMELY RARE.** (M)

*Essays*

**starting price:** **4,000 €**
(est. 4,400 US$)
98 | **India**


(7) Reprint

*starting price: 3,000 €*

(est. 3,300 US$)

---

99 | **India**

1854/1894: **Four Annas as 1894 lithographic reprints of frames and heads separately**, with complete sheet of 24 of frames in black on yellowish wove paper (Spence 42) and complete sheet of 24 heads in black on similar paper (Spence 43) both with narrow strips of adhesive tape on reverse, but still **A FINE AND VERY RARE PAIR**, two BPA certificates (one for the heads mistakenly as Spence 48 on white wove paper). (M)

(7) reprints

*starting price: 6,000 €*

(est. 6,600 US$)
100  |  India

1854/1894: Four Annas as 1894 reprint by lithographic transfer using the essay head, in Brown-red and dark blue on thin yellowish almost pelure paper watermarked “J. WHATMAN 1874” (Spence 69), complete sheet of 12 (three rows of 4) with outer frames of wavy lines and rosettes, with the words “FACSIMILE COPY, 1894” at the foot, folded vertically at left and right clear of the design with hinge remains on these folds. Ex E.A. Smythies. (M)

(7) reprint

starting price: 2,000 €
(est. 2,200 US$)

101  |  India

1854/1916: Four Annas reprint as new impression taken from the stone just previous to the defacement, HEADS only in black (with black wavy lines and rosettes between images) on white wove paper, complete sheet of 12 (three rows of 4) with each row defaced by black horizontal 143mm line (Spence 76 var.), one tone spot in right hand margin, horizontal fold at top and minor creasing in lower margin. AN EXTREMELY RARE AND UNIQUE SHEET IN PRIVATE HANDS. Ex Wilmot Corfield. (RL 13/12/95, lot 41). (M)

(7) reprint

starting price: 3,500 €
(est. 3,900 US$)
102 | India

1854 Photolithographed essay of 8a. pale blue & orange-red on yellowish wove paper (Spence 3), sheet of six (180 x 94mm), a few tiny ink specks and minor creasing. **A RARE ESSAY SHEET.**

*starting price: 1,000 €*  
(est. 1,100 US$)

103 | India

1854/1916: **Eight Annas octagonal essay as 1916 impression** from the stone used for the 1890 printings, complete sheet with FRAME only and HEAD only both in black in horizontal rows of six (Spence 6-7), minor creasing. **UNIQUE IN PRIVATE HANDS.** RPS certificate. Ex Wilmot Corfield. (M)

*starting price: 2,500 €*  
(est. 2,800 US$)
104 | India

1857 (October 23) cover from Calcutta to Genova, Sardinia send per P&O Steamer Bentinck via Trieste. The cover is franked with a **spectacular combination** between 1854 imperforated 2 Annas green (very fine with four wide margins) and De la Rue 1855 pair of 4 Annas black on blue glazed paper and 1856 1 Anna brown all tied by Calcutta numeral and blue “FORWARDED BY HILLANDERS...Co CALCUTTA” handstamp. The 11 Annas paid the postage until Alexandria, Egypt from there on it was sent postage due. Alexandria-Triest 9 Kreuzer, Triest-Genova 9 Kreuzer. These 18 Kreuzer of Austrian credit are documented by the “D.A.a.L” handstamp with a 18 alongside. A final 1 Lire postage due (which also included the Sardinian inland postage) was paid by the receiver. In the book of the Jochen Hedeggott Grand Prix collection (page 184) a similar 1855 cover to Genova is illustrated. THIS FRANKING COMBINATION POSSIBLY UNIQUE. Very Fine. Signed A. Diena, certificate Vaccari.

SG 31, 35, 39

**starting price: 3,000 €**
(est. 3,300 US$)
105  |  India

1992: Birds of Prey - “Osprey” error - Rs “1” for Rs “2” and Hindi inscription “Shalin Kohila” (Peregrine Falcon) for “Macchhlimar” (Osprey) at top, no Watermark, Perf 13 x 13.5, unused with full original gum. Certificate BPA London.

starting price: 10.000 €
(est. 11,000 US$)

106  |  India

1992: Birds of Prey 6r “Perigrine Falcon” - error of Hindi inscription at top “Macchhlimar” (Osrey) for “Shahin Kohila” (Peregrine Falcon), no Watermark, Perf 13 x 13.5. unused with full original gum. Only two examples known. Certificate BPA.

starting price: 30.000 €
(est. 33,000 US$)
107 | India - Postal Stationery

1947, “International Reply Coupon” in PROOF block of four, this being the unique example in Private hands, presented to Eugene Thomas, the President of the 1947 UPU Congress in Paris, SHOWPIECE (T)

starting price: **1,300 €**
(4st. 1,400 US$)

108 | India - Airmail

1919 (Jan 9), "POSTAL SERVICE M.E.F./AERIAL POST - BAGHDAD-DELHI/PER/HANDLEY-PAGE AEROPLANE" cachet in magenta on field post cover from F.P.O. 55 at Baghdad to Scotland, with double-ring despatch dater and stamp on front, circled cachet “CARRIED BY AERIAL MAIL/BAGHDAD-DELHI/JANY. 1919” in violet and Delhi dater on reverse. AN EXTREMELY RARE COVER (OF ONLY 6 KNOWN) CARRIED BY THIS 1919 BAGHDAD-DELHI FLIGHT.

starting price: **1,800 €**
(est. 2,000 US$)
109 • India – Convention States

1948 GANDHI-Service 3½a. violet two singles used on piece, cancelled by “GOVERNOR GENERAL CAMP/16 FEB 49” c.d.s., slightly shortened perfs at top, still fine. B.P.A. 1984 certificate.

starting price: 3,000 €
(est. 3,300 US$)

110 • Iraq

1915, 1 Pia. blue tied by NEDJEF 1 (unrecorded in any catalogue) on cover with censor label “BAGDAD 1 - ASKERI SANSÜR HEYETINCE KİLİTLENMİŞDIR” (sealed by military censor commission Bagdad 1) alongside tied by arrival mark “Isfahan 4/11/15”, on reverse “BAGDAD 1333 ASKERI SANSÜR HEYETİ” censor mark, tiny toned at border, otherwise very fine and attractive. The combination of an unrecorded cancellation with an extremely scarce censor label makes this cover one of the most important Iraq, Turkey & WW I postal history items known and we ever had the pleasure to offer!

starting price: 3,000 €
(est. 3,300 US$)
111 | Iraq - Brit. Occupation of Bagdad

1917 2a on 1pi. bright blue also overprinted with a small five pointed star in red, used with small part of cds in lower right corner, fine. Holcombe 1983 cert. "... with part of cancellation and part orig. gum - impossible to give a definite opinion as to whether the stamp is used or unused'. (Actually the part gum has been removed.) Nevertheless a fine example of this rarity. (SG £8000)

starting price: 1,000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)

112 | Iraq - Brit. Occupation of Bagdad

1917 2a. on 1pi. ultramarine (on Turkey Mi. 371, SG 645), used with light but full strike of Baghdad circled datestamp, fresh and fine. B.P.A. 1982 certificate. (SG £3750)

starting price: 1,000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)

113 | Irak - Cancellations

1914, "ASCHAR (ASHAR)" blue cds. on 1 pia. blue stationery envelope (Isfia and Coles-Walker unrecorded), additional franking British India 2a.6p. deep blue tied by "BUSRAH" squared cds., ms. "via Bombay & Brindisi" alongside, addressed to Berlin Germany, tiny border crease at left, Ashar was a small district at Ashar Creek / Basrah, an important and unrecorded rarity, showpiece for a Iraq & Turkey postal history collection!

starting price: 4,000 €
(est. 4,400 US$)
114 | Iran
1876, 1 ch. black, vertical tete-beche pair, slight imperfection, unused/no gum, certificate Vachat.

starting price: **2,500 €**
(est. 2,800 US$)

115 | Iran
1915, Ahmad Shah Coronation issue Regent Palace 8 values 1 Kran imperf instead of 10 Kr. denomination, all in different colors, all very fine and fresh, four stamps with certificates M. Sadri 2011, an outstanding offer and a surprisingly difficult issue to obtain in such superb condition.

starting price: **6,000 €**
(est. 6,600 US$)

116 | Iran
1909, 10 Kr. green frameprint sheet of 25, imperf without center of unissued value on normal paper with large margins, only one sheet recorded, showpiece for an advanced collection! (M)

starting price: **6,000 €**
(est. 6,600 US$)
1865: Signed letter from QUEEN VICTORIA to the TYCOON OF JAPAN (Emperor Komei) including the cover, carried by diplomatic mail. The letter concerning the visit of Sir Harry Parkes in Japan, has been signed by the Queen and her Secretary of State Lord John Russel, and beginning "Victoria, by the Grace of God, Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, ... to the most High, Mighty, and Glorious Prince, His Imperial and Royal Majesty the Tycoon of Japan ...". The cover with the Royal dry seal (defected when opened). A SCARCE AND EARLY QUEEN VICTORIA-TENNO KOMEI LETTER FROM THE PERIOD WHEN JAPAN STARTS TO OPEN OUT.

starting price: 2.600 €
(est. 2,900 US$)
118 •  Japan

1871: Dragon 48 mon deep brown, Plate II, on native wove paper, bottom right corner block of four (Pos. 31-32/39-40) in combination with 1872 2 Sen vermilion, Matsuda printing, used on piece, all tied by the scarce boxed "CHINSENAIZUMI" (postage paid) handstamp in black of Yoshida. The block of four with complete/wide margins around, top left stamp with a small scrape at top right and the last stamp enclosed paper fibre missing, otherwise fine. Ex. Konsul Weinberger coll., signed Thier and W. Sellschopp, and Eichhorn 2004 certificate.

Drachen 48 mon dunkelbraun, Platte II, auf ungestrei
tem Japanpapier im Viererblock der Positionen 31/32 und 39/40 (rechte untere Bogenecke), in Mischfrankatur mit Kirschblüten 2 sen zinnober, Matsuda-Druck, auf Briefstück. Die gut- bis breitrandig geschnittene Einheit ist sehr fein erhalten und mit selte

starting price: 3,500 €
(est. 3,900 US$)
1875, the 3rd recorded bird 45 sen cover: bird 45 Sen syll. 2, a top margin copy with 15 Sen syll. 3 and small cherry blossom 20 S. syll. 8 resp. koban 2 s. violet canc. intaglio “R” on registered cover endorsed “via Brindisi” w. octagonal “REGISTERED YOKOHAMA FEB 11 1882” alongside, to Kitzingen/Bavaria and forward to Linz/Austria. On reverse blue embossed seal of german consulate Yokohama. The rate of 82 Sen consists of, UPU via Brindisi 7th weight = 72 Sen (12 + 10s x6) + 10 Sen registration. - Addresssee Theodor Weidenweber was an oyatoi (paid advisor) to the japanese government recorded in 1881 at the Tokyo-Koishikawa Artillery Arsenal. 45 Sen point thin and continues with closed tear 5 mm, 20 S. torn. Cover is rugged with creases and small tears, but complete. A new find, up to now only one foreign single and one inland mixed franking cover are recorded for Bava 45 S. bird. This is #3 and the only one of syll. 2 as well the only recorded mixed franking with the three other stamps including the 15 Sen bird syll. 3, which is a top cover rarity itself. (M)

starting price: 5,000 €
(est. 5,500 US$)
120 • Japanese Post Offices in Korea


starting price: 6,000 €
(est. 6,600 US$)

121 • Japanese Post Offices in Korea

1900, 1 S. (2), 1½ S.- 5 S., 15 S., 25 S. and commemorative 3 S. (horizontal strip-3) total 85 Sen tied 12 strikes of postal giro type “Korea Masan 34.4.3” (April 3, 1901) to complete postal savings booklet, on reverse top right black hs. “kankoku” (Korea), also vermillion marking of “Akamagaseki giro&postal savings administration branch”. Only a handful of postal savings books with “Korea” ovpt. issues recorded. Rarity.

starting price: 1,000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)
122 • Jap. Occupation of Hongkong
1945, 5y/5 S. (4 inc. strip-3) tied “Hong Kong 20.7.2” (July 2, 1945) to registered cover to Canton/China w. July 6 backstamp, rare commercial usage, VF.

starting price: **2,700 €**
(est. 3,000 US$)

123 • Jap. Occupation of Hongkong
1945, 5y/5 S. (strip-3) tied “Hong Kong 20.6.3” (June 3, 1945) to registered cover to Shanghai/China, rare, VF. (T)

starting price: **1,800 €**
(est. 2,000 US$)
124 • | Japanese Occupation of Malaya

1942 Red Okugawa seal each on Straits Settlements KGVI. $25, $100 and $500, each used fiscally and cancelled by "DAI NIPPON / STAMP OFFICE (PENANG) / ... 2603" oval datestamp in violet, the $25 with perf faults at top, otherwise fine, the rare $500 (only 5 copies are recored) on piece. TOP VALUES AND MAJOR RARITIES OF THE JAPANESE OCCUPATION PERIOD. Each stamp accompanied by a B.P.A. 2011 certificate.

Nach 131 (SG after 168)

starting price: **32,000 €**
(est. 35,000 US$)
125 • | Japanese Occupation of Malaya

Straits, 1942, stationery card 2 C. with uprate double circle “2 CTS” both with small red double-framed seal canc. “SYONAN 3 17 2602”, the final 2 in the year slug being inverted, only known card with this postmark error.

starting price: **2,000 €**
(est. 2,200 US$)

126 • | Japanese Occupation of Malaya

Johore, 1942, used unoverprinted during Japanese occupation period: 8 C., 2 C. tied “MUAR 7 MR 1942” to cover used local, less than five such usages recorded.

starting price: **3,000 €**
(est. 3,300 US$)
127 • | Japanese Occupation of Malaya

Johore, 1942, UNOVERPRINTED stationery envelope 8 C. canc. “LABIS 22 6 2602” to Tanjong Malim/Perak, very rare, horizontal crease thru imprint.

starting price: **5.000 €**
(est. 5,500 US$)

128 • | Japanese Occupation of Malaya

Johore, 1943, unoverprinted issues no more valid in 1943: stationery card 2 C. uprated 2 C. marked invalid used from “MALACCA 2 17 2603” (Feb. 17, 1943) to Syonan, circular “T/MALACCA” and boxed “Malacca p.o./censorship passed”, less than five such usages recorded.

starting price: **3.000 €**
(est. 3,300 US$)
129 • | Japanese Occupation of Malaya

Kedah, 1942, “DAI NIPPON 2602” two-line overprints on registration envelope 15 C. uprated 5 C. (4, two pairs) tied blue rubber type “ALORSTAR YUBINKYOKU / KEDAH 2602” also ties registration label on front with s.l. “17 Aug 2602”, AR-registered to Penang, scarce AR usage from Kedah.

starting price: 7,000 €
(est. 7,700 US$)

130 • | Japanese Occupation of Malaya

Kedah, 1942, UNOVERPRINTED stationery card 2 C. uprated same 2 C. tied “ALORSTAR KEDAH 2 MAY 1942” to Penang w. 4 MY arrival, very early usage after resuming of mails.

starting price: 5,000 €
(est. 5,500 US$)
131 • | Japanese Occupation of Malaya

Malacca, 1942, envelope KGVI 5 C. with red uprate markring “3 Cts. paid” and large vermilion seal of Malacca province administration, unused mint, toning, less than 10 known.

starting price: 3.500 €
(est. 3,900 US$)

132 • | Japanese Occupation of Malaya

1942, Negri Sembilan, 1 C. black with small seal in dark violet (pair, one RC) tied “KUALA LUMPUR 11 10 2602” with 6 C. “DAI NIPPON 2602 MALAYA” additionally boxed ovpt. “fiscal” uncancelled to cover to Syonan, fiscal not valid for postage and triangular “T”, on arrival affixed ovpt. “DAI NIPPON 2602 MALAYA” 8 C. due and regular KGVI 2 C. orange tied “SYONAN 11 12 2602”. Very rare for normal stamp used as due stamp.

starting price: 5.000 €
(est. 5,500 US$)
133 • | Japanese Occupation of Malaya

Negri Sembilan, 1942, Pahang 8 C. ovpt. “DAI NIPPON...” tied violet “XXX KUALA PINAS XXX” with handwritten date inserted “8-6-2602” to cover to Kuala Lumpur, boxed violet censor mark on reverse.

starting price: 1,000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)

134 • | Japanese Occupation of Malaya

Penang, 1942, “DAI NIPPON 2602 PENANG” on 2 C. (vertical pair), 1 C. and 3 C. each with plate no. in bottom margin tied “TENCHO-SETSU PENANG 2602 APRIL 17” used local, the 1 C. with double ovpt. This is the only known cover of this error with plate number.

starting price: 2,500 €
(est. 2,800 US$)
135 • | Japanese Occupation of Malaya

1942, 8 C. with single frame “MALAYA MILITARY GOVERNMENT” chop in red, tied “TANJONG PINANG 12 12 2602” to cover to Jakarta/Java w. on reverse return address of Tanjong Kidjang (Syonan). Boxed violet censormark. Vertical crease und gum remainders on reverse.

SG J95

starting price: 2.500 €
(est. 2,800 US$)

136 • | Japanese Occupation of North Borneo

1942, BNB 8 C. used unoverprinted during Japanese occupation period: tied “JESSELTON 26 MAY 1942” to cover to Kuching/Sarawak, backstamp “LABUAN 28 MY 1942” and “MIRI 30 MAY 1942”, violet bisected circle “(star)/Jesselton Military Police /censorship passed”, less than 10 such usages recorded.

starting price: 2.500 €
(est. 2,800 US$)
137 • | Japanese Occupation of North Borneo

1942, Sarawak, UNOVERPRINTED 4 C. (2) tied “KUCHING 15 MAY 1942” to reverse of cover to Singapore, violet oval censormark of Kuching and boxed blue censormark and mute censor tape, said to be the earliest known cover from Kuching under japanese occupation.

starting price: **5,000 €**
(est. 5,500 US$)

---

138 • | Japanese Occupation of North Borneo

Sarawak, 1942, stationery card 4 C. w. s. l. in black canc. violet rubber type “Kuchin p.o./17.12.1/North Borneo” (Dec. 1, 1942) to Sapporo/Japan, vermilion trisected censormark “Kuchin/censorship passed/military police detachment”, toning, rare.

starting price: **3,500 €**
(est. 3,900 US$)
139 • | Japanese Occupation of North Borneo

1943, Sarawak, definitive series 4 C. pale scarlet, a pair (right stamp top faults) tied violet rubber “Sibu 18.7.8 North Borneo” to July 8 1943 commercial cover by staff of Nissan Norinkogyo KK to Pusan/Korea. Boxed red censormark of Sibu Central p.o., double circle with star violet censormark of Jap. Military Police. A very rare destination during the war.

starting price: **5,500 €**
(est. 6,000 US$)

140 • | Japanese Occupation of North Borneo


starting price: **7,000 €**
(est. 7,700 US$)
141 | Japan - Postal Stationery

1947, “International Reply Coupon” in PROOF block of four, this being the unique example in private hands, presented to Eugene Thomas, the President of the 1947 UPU Congress in Paris, SHOWPIECE (T)

starting price: 1,300 €
(est. 1,400 US$)

142 | Japan - Specialties

1867: Prussia Single of 2 Sgr. blue together with horizontally pair of 3 Sgr. light brown (one stamp with tiny crease) on folded letter from “ELBERFELD BAHNHOF 8 6 * 6-7” (1867) “via Marseille & Suez” to Yokohama (Japan), on front red K2 “PRUSSE 4 FORBACH 4 10 JUIN 67” and red “P.D.”, at the back arrival stamp of the French post office in Yokohama from 30th July 1867, in very good condition, an attractive cover with very scarce destination!


starting price: 3,500 €
(est. 3,900 US$)
143 • | **Japan - Specialties**

Design "Madrid" 1920 International Reply Coupon as block of four Ensemble des autres dependances japonaises (native characters). Backside with red overprint in 4 languages. This block of International Reply Coupons belongs to the rarest postal stationery and is a key item of any exhibition collection. The importance and real value is still very much underestimated - highlight of every postal stationery or country collection. This offer comes from the collection King Fuad - **this block of four is probably unique in private hands** (T) IAS (4)

**starting price: 2.500 €**
(est. 2,800 US$)

144 • | **Korea**

1896, Tae Geuk 2nd printing 5 P., 10 P. tied "Daegu 4.10.16" (Oct. 16, 1900) to cover to Tokyo/Japan, via "Busan 4.10.18", japanese p.o. "Fusan 33.10.18" and arrival "Tokyo 33.10.22" (Oct. 22, 1900). Cover slightly reduced at top. The first year of Korea international mail, to Japan 15 P. = 3 Ch. from Jan. 1st, 1900.

**starting price: 2.200 €**
(est. 2,400 US$)
145 • Korea

1896/1900, Tae Geuk 5 P. 2nd printing (3 inc. pair) w. plum blossoms 2 Ch. old design (pair) and 3 Ch. tied four strikes “Pyongyang 4.10.7” (Oct. 7, 1900) to reverse of small envelope via Samhawa and Shanghai French p.o. to France w. arrival “BIÉVRES”

starting price: 2,700 €
(est. 3,000 US$)

146 • Korea

1897, 10 p. blue, 25 p. red and 50 p. lilac with red overprint (type I) and 3 ch. yellow, tied by cds. “SEOUL COREE 29.DEC.00” to registered cover with red registered cachet via Shanghai to St. Petersbourg with arrival mark, fine, a very rare and beautiful philatelic cover! (SG 13, 14, 16 and 26) Signed Pascal Scheller with certificate and certificate R. Menozzi

starting price: 5,000 €
(est. 5,500 US$)
1897, Dae Han in red on Tae Geuk 10 P. 2nd printing tied unclear "Hansong 3.10.14" (Seoul) to reverse of small inland cover to official in Kyongsong in North Hamgyong province, w. "Kyongsong 3.12.7" arrival, addressee had left to Seoul, so re-dispatched from Kyongsong 12.8 and finally delivered "Hansong 4.1.14" (Jan 14, 1901), a well travelled cover.

**Starting price:** 2,800 €
(est. 3,100 US$)
148 | South Korea

1946, official presentation book by Dept. of Communications with letter dated “1 May 1946” by dept. head Kiel Wong Bong to Captain Ritter “as a memento of the issuance of the Korean Emancipation Commemoration postage stamps”. Included are full sheets of: 1946 Feb. surcharge on Japan issues (6 full sheets plus singles), essay surcharge / unissued (five strips-5), 1946 May commemorative set in full sheets plus singles, with the 50 Ch. single being imperforated. The scarcest gift book of Korea, Michel cat. value 46,000 euros. (MS)

1-6 (101), J-Y (5), 7-12 (101)

starting price: **14,000 €**

(est. 15,500 US$)
**149 • South Korea**

1950, Korean unification, 100 W. Syngman Rhee and 200 W. map s/s, unused no gum as issued, only 300 issued, very fresh condition (Mi 12.000-)

Bl. 19, 21

*starting price: 1.800 €*

*(est. 2,000 US$)*

**150 • South Korea**

1950, 50 Ch. vertical pair tied "Jinju 83.6.7" (June 7, 1950) to cover to North Korea, from Jinju city administration to Sukchon village major. This cover was part of the last mail exchange at the North-South border June 19, 1950. Backstamp "Sukchon 50.6.25", the day the Korean war broke out. Unique cover.

58 (2)

*starting price: 6.000 €*

*(est. 6,600 US$)*
151 | Labuan

1885 “2 CENTS” surcharge on 8c carmine, the surcharge applied diagonally and doubled (almost not shifted), unused no gum, very fine. **ONLY KNOWN EXAMPLE WITH DIAGONAL SURCHARGE.** Mentioned in SG since 2016. A MAJOR LABUAN RARITY. For comparaison the double overprint on SG 25 (2c on 16c blue) is priced at 7000 GBP. RPS Certificate (2015). SG 23 variety

**starting price: 6,000 €**

(est. 6,600 US$)
152 • | Labuan

1892: Powerful **FIVE COLOR FRANKING** with 6 C. yellowgreen, 10 C. darkbrown, 12. C. ultramarine, 16 C. grey and 2C. on 40 C. ochre, in good preservation on registered envelope (opening faults and flap partly missing) to London, tied by clear oval cancel and “LABUAN AU/2/1893” alongside. Very attractive franking!

Fünf-Farben-Buntfrankatur, bestehend aus: 6 C. gelbgrün, 10 C. dunkelbraun, 12 C. ultramarin, 16 C. grau und 2 C. auf 40 C. ocker, Kabinetterhaltung, auf feinem Brief (Öffnungsmängel und Klappe teils fehlend). Die Marken sind klar mit Ovalstempel versehen, nebengesetzt K1 “LABUAN AU/2/1893”, per Einschreiben nach LONDON. Wirkungsvolle Frankaturrarität! (SG 40,43a,45,46,49)

**starting price: 2.600 €**
(est. 2,900 USS)

153 | Labuan

1904-05 High Values, **$5 dull purple**, very fine unused with part original gum. A very rare stamp, only the dull purple shade is recorded commercially used and a majority of the mint examples seem to belong to the bright purple shade. B.P.A. Certificate of 1979 which mentions the old SG number and the wrong shade. S.G. 141a, Michel 122.

**starting price: 6.500 €**
(est. 7,200 USS)
154 • | Labuan

1912, straits stationery card KEVII 3 c. canc. “POST OFFICE LABUAN 14 AU 1912” via “SINGAPORE 19 AU 1912” to France.

starting price: **2,500 €**
(est. 2,800 US$)

155 • | Lebanon

FORERUNNER/AUSTRIAN LEVANT:1867, 10 Soldi - foreign postage from BERUTTI to Brooksville/USA, rare combination with each pair 2 Soldi and 3 Soldi Franz-Joseph, coarse print, cancelled with circle stamp “BERUTTI 12/6”, on reverse transit stamp “New York” in red, slight stains, good condition, Cert. Ferchenbauer/1996.


starting price: **800 €**
(est. 900 US$)
156 | **Malaysia - Straits Settlements**

1880 (Mar.) "10" on 30c. Claret Mint Type "I", [60], unused with small part original gum, a light corner crease at upper left. A very rare stamp in fine condition. B.P.A. Certificate (1992). S.G. 37, £8000, Michel 22 II (Untertype). Provenance: Dr. F.E. Wood collection, December 1964

**starting price: 4.800 €**
(est. 5,300 US$)

157 • | **Malaysia - Straits Settlements**

1894, (3c on) 32c carmine-rose, Wmk Crown CC, variety 'Surcharge omitted', unused without gum, minor traces of toning, fine. (SG £4250)

**starting price: 1.300 €**
(est. 1,400 US$)

159 • | **Malaysia - Straits Settlements - P.O. in Bangkok**

1883: 5 C. blue, unused pair with full original gum and upper sheet margin and marker cross, fresh color and good preservation!

5 C. blau, ungebrauchtes Paar mit vollem Originalgummi vom oberen Bogenrand, im Rand Anlagekreuz, in farbfrischer Erhaltung. (SG 18)

**starting price: 1.100 €**
(est. 1,200 US$)
1882 Cover bearing QV Straits Settlements 1882 2c and 8c tied by a full and readily legible strike of the very RARE “BRITISH CONSULATE BANGKOK” oval addressed to London with appropriate Singapore PAID 22.6.82 transit and London arrival backside. This previously unrecorded cover, one of only a handful known, was discovered in a lot at a European Auction with a cover from the same correspondence (but cancelled by the later and far less rare Bangkok cds). A phenomenal find and major rarity for the Thailand specialist and student of postal history. Adhesives creased, 8 c torn upper left corner, split at right and discoloured. Certificate BPA.

starting price: **25,000 €**
(est. 27,500 US$)
1883: Envelope with two and eight cent B-overprint (SG No. 15 and 20) from "BANGKOK OC 27-'83" via "SINGAPORE No. 3 - '83" to London with arrival postmark DE 7-'83. A very scarce commercial usage of the "B" overprint stamps, only few covers known to date. Usual stains.

starting price: **30,000 €**
(est. 33,000 US$)
161 • Malaysia – Straits Settlements – P.O. in Bangkok

1883 QV 8c. orange overprinted “B” (for Bangkok) in black, used on blue envelope from Bangkok (sender’s name on back-flap) to Paris, tied on Singapore arrival with black “SINGAPORE P.O.” double-ring h/s (Proud K22), red “SINGAPORE/P/PAID/AU 16 83” cds (Proud PD11) and red ‘Modane a Paris 25.9.83’ double-ring d/s alongside, six French datestamps and boxed “6/6” h/s on reverse. The cover has been redirected several times in France. He shows some weak traces of vert. bends on front and tears (opening) on back, but nevertheless **A SCARCE COVER AS THE BRITISH P.O. IN BANGKOK STAMP HAS BEEN CANCELLED IN SINGAPORE WHEN THE SHIP ARRIVED, AND BEARING ONE OF THE SCARCE SINGAPORE-PAID DATESTAMPS. Menozzi (Paris) 2015 certificate.**

**starting price: 20,000 €**
(est. 22,000 US$)
162 • | Malaysian States – Kedah

1920, registration envelope 10 C. deleted by red cross and used as form from Siam, 10 S./12 S. (4) tied “SINGORA 2.X.20” as registered-AR (boxed vermilion “A.R.”) to Bangkok, backstamp.

starting price: **1.500 €**
(est. 1,700 US$)

163 • | Malaysian States – Kedah


starting price: **1.500 €**
(est. 1,700 US$)
164 | Malaysian States - Pahang

1891 (May) “PAHANG TWO CENTS” Surcharge on Straits Settlements 2c. (Type 8) on 24c. green, very fine mint original gum. A scarce stamp. B.P.A. Certificate (2005). S.G. 10, £1200, Michel 4

starting price: \textbf{1.100 €}
(est. 1,200 US$)

165 | Malaysian States - Trengganu

1933, registration envelope 15 C. uprated 5 C. violet tied bilingual “TRENGGANU 16 APR 33” to Singapore w. 20 AP arrivals.

starting price: \textbf{1.500 €}
(est. 1,700 US$)
166 • | North Borneo

1889 Combination franking of North Borneo 1883 2c. red-brown (SG 1, for domestic postage) tied by "KU-DAT/A/10/JL/1889" cds and Straits Setlements 1882 8c. (SG 52, for international postage) tied by black "SINGAPORE P.O." double-ring on insufficiently franked cover from the "Rotterdam-Borneo Maatschappij" shipping company to Rotterdam/Holland with Dutch tax mark "20" and a 20c. postage due adhesive tied by numeral h/s "91", on reverse with sender cachet, Singapore, 17 July 89' transit cds and arrival postmarks. The Dutch postage due stamp slightly toned around, envelope slightly stained, but still a good and A VERY RARE COVER.

1 (SG 1) et al.

starting price: 9.000 €
(est. 10,000 US$)
167 • | Oman

1972, Definitive Overprints, 25 (b.) on 40 b., proof sheet of 40 overprint settings on ungummed paper, vertical fold and some creasing, rare and attractive! (M)

A 140 proof (40)

starting price: **2,200 €**
(est. 2,400 US$)
1927-1945: Pictorials color trial proofs in unissued colors with “HARRISON’s SPECIMEN” overprints: Dome on the Rock 4 m grey-green (instead of rose-pink), Rachel’s Tomb 10 m blue (instead of slate) & 90 m bright blue (instead of bistre). Each in upper-left corner block of 25 with plate 1 controls in margins, 4m top 2 rows double perfs & 10 m top row double perfs. Very fresh MNH. Bale T92, T97 & T 101 cat US$ 112,500 for hinged singles, so we estimate that such never hinged control blocks should be valued at least double, so should be US$ 225,000+. Spectacular & unique items. Each Block with Ceremuga certificate (2016). (M)

starting price: 20,000 €
(est. 22,000 US$)
169 | Phillippines

1894, Alfons XIII 2 C brown, stripe of three and single stamp, all tied by framed "CERTIFICADO" on registered envelope sent from "LINGAYEN 15 MAY 95" with french sea-post-canc. "LIGNE N PAQ. FR. No6 4 JUIN 95" to Luxembourg with b/s arrival 30.6.95, one stamp perforation faults and cover with vert. fold, but scarce exhibition piece and UNIQUE destination / incoming-item!

starting price: **1,500 €**
(est. 1,700 US$)

170 • | Sharjah

1952, SHAIKH SAID BIN MAKTUM, document with seal and signature of Shaikh Said bin Maktum, Ruler of Dubai and grandfather of the present shaikh, alongside typewritten confirmation of Arthur John Wilton, H.M.Political Officer, Trucial States, Sharjah, dated 20 Jan 1952 with seal, signature and fiscal stamps 10s. and 4s. EXTREMELY RARE ITEM, stated to only 2 such pieces in existence! (M)

starting price: **8,000 €**
(est. 8,800 US$)
171 • Singapore

1922, KGV 4 C. resp. “MALAYA-BORNEO EXHIBITION” ovpt. 2 C. both perf in “A.C.” (A. Clouet & Co.) canc. “SINGAPORE 16 MY 22” on ppc to San Francisco. So far the only known MBE stamp with perf in on entire.

starting price: **2,000 €**
(est. 2,200 US$)

---

172 • Singapore

1936, “FORWARDING STAGE COVER” Zeppelin mail LZ 129 1st North America Trip, registered American Mail 8.5.36 with cachet alongside to Frankfurt/Germany with arrival mark 14.5., adressed to Kopenhagen 14.5.36, franked on reverse 15.5.36 and registered, via Berlin 17.5.36 to SINGAPORE 28.5.36, franked with 40c. scarlet/dull purple (postmark illegible) and finally sent registered to Kirkwall/Orkneys with arrival mark 16.5.37 (one year later), few transportation marks. Most uncommon and rare entire, 13 postmarks on reverse!

Straits S. SG 270, Sieger 409 C

starting price: **1,000 €**
(est. 1,100 US$)
173 | **Syria**

1871, Folded envelope from Damas with 2 Pia. brick bisect and black revenue 20 Pa. “fee for contract of renting houses” with ms. “postage stamps not available” on it, addressed to Beyrouth in arabic and hebrew, few light creases but very fresh appearing, **probably the earliest provisional usage in Syria** and important postal history, ex Passer with his ms.!

*Turkey 75*

*starting price: 1,500 €*
(est. 1,700 US$)

174 | **Thailand**

1894, Small paquebot envelope with VERY RARE round mute cancel with diamond dots, handstamped on a stripe of three of “4 Atts” on 12 A (smaller roman type) sent from “BANGKOK 2 6/8 98” to Hannover, Germany with b/s arrival 8.9.98, a scarce and VF letter with very rare cancellation!

*25 II (3)*

*starting price: 2,000 €*
(est. 2,200 US$)
175 • | Thailand

1907 Provisionals complete set of three surcharged "Specimen" in black, mint lightly hinged, fresh and fine.

Starting price: 1.300 €
( est. 1,400 US$)

176 • | Thailand - Occupation of Malaya


Starting price: 3.500 €
( est. 3,900 US$)
177 • Thailand - Cancellations

SIEM REAP (Cambodia/Cambodge): bold strike of all native „Siem Reap” dater (near Angkor Wat) on UPU card 4 Atts. via „BATTAMBONG 21.10.1901” to Paris w. “31.10.01” arrival, minor corner crease, rarity

starting price: **2.500 €**
(est. 2,800 US$)
1925, Imperial grant by emperor Khai Dinh 啟定, the 12th emperor of the Nguyễn dynasty, dated Kai Dinh 啟定 9th year 7th moon 25th day (August or early September 1925). Issued to a temple in Hanam province, Bình Lức 平陸県 prefecture, Hội An village. Sized 134x50 cm (printed area 123x49.5 cm) showing the imperial dragon surrounded by five geometrical symbols. The dateline is calligraphed over a vermilion strike of the imperial seal "Sac menh chi bao" (132x132 mm). The background is illuminated by hand in gold and silver. A stunning document intended for public exhibition on a wall.

starting price: 10,000 €
(est. 11,000 US$)
179 | Vietnam - Specialties

1925, Imperial grant by emperor Khai Dinh 啟定, the 12th emperor of the Nguyễn dynasty, dated Kai Dinh 啟定 9th year 7th moon 25th day (August or early September 1925). Issued to a temple in Hanam province, Ly Nhan city, Nam Xuong 南昌県 prefecture. Sized 134x50 cm (printed area 123x49.5 cm) showing the imperial dragon surrounded by five geometrical symbols. The dateline is calligraphed over a vermilion strike of the imperial seal „Sac menh chi bao“ (132x132 mm). The background is illuminated by hand in gold and silver. Slight faults outside the printed area in left margin. A stunning document intended for public exhibition in the temple premises.

starting price: **10.000 €**
(est. 11,000 US$)
The auction sale for the following lots starts at 11:30 am in room 1E03 Javits Center, New York City.
1866, *Pellas Freres* first issue essays in margin imprint blocks of four, complete set of 7 values showing each type I & type II together in one block, no watermark, fine and fresh, very attractive showpiece

*starting price: 1,000 €*

(est. 1,100 US$)
181  |  **Egypt**

1866, **20 para blue block of nine**, mint hinged with original gum, few tiny gum spots, an exceptional block ex Farouk collection, certificate RPS 1971, a rarity and showpiece

Sc. 3, SG 3

*starting price: 4,000 €*

(est. 4,400 US$)

182  |  **Egypt**

1867, **combination cover with Egyptian and French stamps**: Egypt 1867 1 Pia (3) & 2 Pia blue, tied “POSTE VICEREALE EGIZIANE ALLEXANDRIA JAN 68”, 40 c. orange `Napoleon’ horizontal pair, ship post mark (lozange with anchor), “PAQUEBOT ALEXANDRIE 9 JAN 68”, sent to Paris. Vertical bend very light touching the 2 Pia stamp, envelope with light faults.

11a (2), 11b, 12 / France 15(2)

*starting price: 1,600 €*

(est. 1,800 US$)
183 | Egypt

1874-75, 1 Pia. vermilion, tete-beche block of 20 with complete margins, second print blurred impressions, most stamps mint never hinged with original gum, only two small hinges, usual gum creases, a very attractive and important block from an old time collection, showpiece for an advanced collection! (M)

Sc.27

starting price: **45,000 €**
(est. 50,000 US$)
184 | Egypt - Postal Stationery

1869: Prevost Essay for proposed 20 Paras black postal stationery envelope, a used example mailed to Angelo de Tedesco in Paris, who is said to have commissioned these Essays modelled on those of Negroni, struck on front with ALEXANDRIE / EGYPTÉ cds (Dec 19 1869) and charged with handstruck ‘6’ (décimes) due marking on arrival in Paris (Dec 26). Flap inside with manuscript notation ‘Essais proposé au Gouvernement Égyptien au Caire le 15.12.1869’. This amazing essay was send through the post just 9 days after being proposed to the Egyptian government. IT IS THE ONLY KNOWN EXAMPLE OF AN ESSAY OF EGYPT’S CLASSIC PERIOD POSTALLY USED AND AT THE SAME TIME THE FIRST EVER USED “POSTAL STATIONERY” OF EGYPT! Nile Post E41b var.

starting price: 4.000 €
(est. 4,400 US$)
185 | Ethiopia

1943, Commemorative Issue for the Killed in Action Soldiers, complete set of five values with HANDSTAMPED OVERPRINT, which was issued in a quantity of 40 sets only, unmounted mint, signed and certificate Raybaudi (Yvert 229A/E).

refers to 207/11

starting price: **4.700 €**
(est. 5,200 US$)

186 • | Britsch East Africa and Uganda

1903 East Africa and Uganda Protectorates 50r. grey & red-brown, used and cancelled by full strike of "MOMBASA/DE 7/08" double circled datestamp in black, fine.

16 (56 16)

starting price: **1.000 €**
(est. 1,100 US$)
187 • Gabon

1889: 25 C. on 75 C. carmine, two copies on cover "LIBREVILLE 26/MARS/89" and manuscript "PER KISANGA 26/3/89" to Manchester with red cds "LIVERPOOL AP/21/89" alongside. Upper flap missing and envelope aging marks, the adhesives discreetly corrected. An EXTREMELY RARE USAGE!


starting price: **2,500 €**
(est. 2,800 US$)
188 | Gabon

1889: provisional issue 25 c black on rosa paper, typesetted and typographic printed, without the usual diagonal GAB overprint. Unused, but placed on a backing. This stamp is an unissued predecessor of the overprint provisionals issued in May 1888 for the French colony Gabun. This 25 c – printed on the rosa paper of the 15 c (instead of green paper). Roger Calves stated in his attest: “This is the first time I see this piece” and Bernhard & Pascal Behr wrote: “1st piece I see up to date. Exceptional piece”. The provenance: Collection Ferrari 1925. At that time still classified as an “essai”, nowadays established as “non emis” (unissued). This piece is unique. Most valuable item of the French colonies and of the African philately. Certificates Calves and Bernhard&Behr.


starting price: **6,000 €**
(est. 6,600 US$)
**189 | Italian Somaliland - Official Stamps**

1934, 25 c. blue/orange with overprint “11 NOV. 1934-XIII SERVICIO AEREO SPECIALE”, unmounted mint, signed. Edited in a quantity of 1,500 stamps only! (Sass. SA2)

*starting price: 1,800 €*

(est. 2,000 US$)

**190 | Libya**

1911, “ZILLETEN (ECHELLE)” violet cds. on envelope bearing 1 pia. blue (Isfila and Coles-Walker unrecorded), via Tripoli with transit mark on reverse, addressed to Sfax / Tunis with label “INCONNU” and redirected to Tripoli, some border crease and few spots, tiny border flaw, an important and unrecorded rarity for a Libya & Turkey postal history collection!

*starting price: 4,000 €*

(est. 4,400 US$)
191  | Mauritius

1848: 2d POST PAID which is a truly exceptionally Pemiere Gravure, like lot 23 of Feldman november 1993 sale. It is almost like a Post Office! There are very few examples unused and this state is probably UNIQUE. Part gum. Unfortunately the margins are what they are. Two clean certificates Royal Philatelic Society, London.

starting price: **8,000 €**
(est. 8,800 US$)
192  |  Mauritius

1853-55  1d. orange-vermilion, EARLY IMPRESSION, on thin, slightly blued paper, VERTICAL PAIR used with fine strikes of target obliterator. The top stamp with very small thins at top right, otherwise a fine pair of fresh colour and wide margins. A SCARCE PAIR FROM THE EARLY IMPRESSION, AND A MOST ATTRACTIVE SHOWPIECE. Signed, and photocopy of a G. Bühler certificate (1973).

Starting price: 3,000 €
(est. 3,300 US$)

193  |  Mauritius

1848, Queen Victoria 2 d light blue, intermediate impression, position 5, used, exceptional wide margins all around and very fresh colour, an outstanding copy of this rare stamp, photo certificates Edgar Mohrmann and BPA. (Cat. value £ 3,000)

Starting price: 2,500 €
(est. 2,800 US$)
194 • | Mauritius

1858 (4d) green strip of three + pair in combination with 1859 1s. vermilion on 1859 cover to ADEN „Per Malta“ (endorsed), cancelled and tied by black oval of bars, large double oval “PACKET LETTER MAURITIUS ...” datestamp on reverse. The multiples partially cut into at top, complete to large margins else, the 1s. fine. The envelope with slight traces of ageing and usage, but still a good cover bearing a spectacular franking.

starting price: **1.000 €**
(est. 1,100 US$)

195 • | Mauritius

1859, 2 d. pale blue, Dardenne, horizontal pair with exceptional fresh color. The left stamps has the variety “retouched nose”. On piece, clearly tied by oval cancel “MAURITIUS” posted for France. This pair show the rare wide gutter and is very decorative. Certificate BPA (SG 44; Sc 17; Yv 10)

starting price: **1.900 €**
(est. 2,100 US$)
196 • Mauritius

1849/1965: Comprehensive collection of stamps and some covers, well written up on pages, with early stamps used including 1849 2d. blue, early impression, 1854-57 1d. and two singles 2d. (one on piece) of intermediate impression, 1d. and 2d. (on piece) of worn, late impressions, two singles of 2d. from the new copper plates of J. Lapirot, and singles of 1d. (Holcombe cert.) and 2d. lithographed by L.A. Dardenne, followed by the various Britannia 1858-62 issues (including three interesting covers), and the following QV, Coat of Arms, Kings’ and further issues up to several high values plus covers. Appended are three Express stamps. (A)

starting price: 5,000 €
(est. 5,500 US$)
197 • Nyasaland

1913-21 Nyasaland Protectorate KGV. £1 and £10 both used, the £1 as plate number top right corner stamp cancelled by Zomba datetamp, the £10 in purple & royal blue with double-ring datetamp (Signed (Diena), Friedl 1982 and Brandon 2002 certificates), fine.

starting price: 500 €
(est. 550 US$)

198 • Kenya & Uganda

1922-27 Kenya & Uganda KGV. high values (£10 to £100, 6 values) optd. ”SPECIMEN”, mint lightly hinged, £20 and £25 good/fine, other values stained (more or less), but good appearance and an attractive short set of the highest denominations.

starting price: 1,000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)
199 | Reunion

1852, 15 centimes (Yvert, Michel No. 1) on letter to Bordeaux. Exceptional copy with full margins on letter sent 1858 from St. Denis via Suez and Marseille, where the numeral cancellation “1896” (small digits) was applied on the stamp. Transit marks Paris and arrival Bordeaux. Reunion No 1 is - after the Red Mauritius and 2c Hawaii Missionaries - the third rarest “number 1” in the world. **Up to now only six letters with this stamp are known and this is certainly one of the finest.** Great exhibition item. Certificate Pascal Behr (2012).


Starting price: **30,000 €**
(est. 33,000 US$)
200  |  *Rhodesia –
| *British South Africa Company*


*SG 12-13*

_starting price: 1.000 €_
(est. 1,100 US$)

---

201  |  *Rhodesia –
| *British South Africa Company*


*SG 92-93*

_starting price: 1.500 €_
(est. 1,700 US$)
202 • | Rhodesia

1910-13 RHODESIA 'DOUBLEHEAD’ ½d. dull bluish green (shade RJL 5) from Plate II top row, **variety “IMPERFORATED AT LEFT”**, used with June 1917 obliteration, fine. A **NEW DISCOVERY** of this variety from this printing, as the Rhodesia Study Group explained. (Recently Robert J. Looker wrote an article about this discovery, published in the R.S.G. journal.) R.P.S. certificate. **A CURRENTLY UNIQUE STAMP.**

*starting price: 1,500 €*  
(est. 1,700 US$)

203 • | Rhodesia

1910-13 Rhodesia Double Heads: Group of 8 high values **perforated 14**, with 2s6d., two shades of 5s. and 7s6d., one 10d., and two shades of £1, fine.

*starting price: 800 €*  
(est. 900 US$)
204 • | Rhodesia

1910-13 Rhodesia Double Heads: Set with 25 used stamps of all denominations perforated 15, with different colour shades including two shades of 2s. and one £1 cancelled by Bulawayo doubly circled dates-tamp. The £1 with some staining from oil in ink, good/fine else. (M)

101-118 (SG ex 167/179)

starting price: 800 €
(est. 900 US$)
205 | St. Vincent

1873, 1 shilling lilac-rose perforated 11 - 12½ x 15, unused with part original gum, small thin spot at right otherwise in fine and fresh condition. A MAJOR ST. VINCENT RARITY. Certificate BPA (1957). SG 20, Michel 12 bE = 7500 EUR

starting price: 2.000 €
(est. 2,200 US$)
206 | Seychelles

1859/1935: Extraordinary exhibition collection on more than 50 pages, starting with a very good part of Mauritius used in Seychelles, issue of 1859 with 6 pence and 1 shilling and 21 other values of the following issues, also one postal stationary card, one postal stationary envelope and a franked letter, then its own issues starting from 1890 with many different cancellations (also some rare like “TAKAMAKA”), more than 50 letters, cards and postal stationeries with registered post, postal stationeries with additional frankings, reply card from Oldenburg back to Mahe, postal stationary envelope with cancellation “DEUTSCHE SEEPOST OSTAFRIKANISCHE ZWEIGLINIE”, many postcards and so on, a very attractive object with many rarities!

Außergewöhnliche Ausstellungssammlung auf über 50 Seiten, beginnend mit sehr schönem Teil Mauritius auf den Seychellen gebraucht, dabei Ausgabe von 1859 mit 6 Pence und 1 Shilling sowie 21 weiteren losen Werten der nachfolgenden Ausgaben, eine Ganzsachenkarte, ein Ganzsachenumschlag und ein frankierter Brief, dann die eigenen Ausgaben ab 1890 reichhaltig gestempelt (dabei z.T. seltene Stempel wie TAKAMAKA), über 50 Briefe, Karten und Ganzsachen, dabei Einschreiben, Ganzsachen mit Zufrankaturen, Antwortkarte von Oldenburg zurück nach Mahe, GSU mit Stempel “DEUTSCHE SEEPOST OSTAFRIKANISCHE ZWEIGLINIE”, viele Ansichtskarten usw., ein sehr reizvolles Objekt mit vielen Seltenheiten! (A)

starting price: 12,000 €
(est. 13,000 US$)
207 | Sudan - Official Military Stamps

1905 (Nov): 1 m. brown and pink, watermark single Quatrefoil, Large Overprint (Gibbons Type A1) in black, unused example, position 29 in the setting, showing variety OFFICIAL for OFFICIAL at right, the stamp with closed tear at left, of good colour and fresh original gum. An extremely rare stamp, missing from most Commonwealth collections. Cert. RPS (1963) SG A4a = £ 6000. Note: It is believed that JUST 4 EXAMPLES OF THIS STAMP WERE PRINTED!

starting price: **2,000 €**
(est. 2,200 US$)

---

208 | South Africa - Cape of Good Hope

1853: 1 P. brick-red, white paper, 1857 printing, strip of three with wide margins all around, tied by black triangular postmark, a scarce unit!

1 P. hellbräunlichrot, weißes Papier, Auflage 1857, breitrandiger Kabinett-Dreierstreifen dieser seltenen Nuance, entwertet mit Dreieckstempel. Eine seltene Einheit! (SG 5/€ 2700,-++, Sc.3b)

starting price: **2,300 €**
(est. 2,500 US$)
209 • | South Africa - Cape of Good Hope

1853: 6 P. slate-purple, wide margins all around, unused with part original gum. This scarce adhesive has exceptional fresh colors, only few pieces are known!

$6$ P. purpur-schiefer, allseits breitrandiges, ungebrauchtes Luxusstück mit Originalgummi. Die seltene Marke ist außergewöhnlich farbfrisch und nur in wenigen Exemplaren bekannt. (SG 7d, £ 3.500,-.)

starting price: **1.800 €**
(est. 2,000 US$)

210 • | South Africa - Cape of Good Hope

1861: "Woodblock" 4d deep bright blue, on laid paper, no watermark (SG14c), used, is genuine. Certificate BPA.

$4$ P. dunkelblau, sogenannter “Holzschnitt”, allseits vollrandiges, extrem farbfrisches Luxusstück mit leichtem Stempelabschlag. Eine sehr seltene Marke, zumal in dieser Erhaltung! Fotoattest BPA.

starting price: **3.400 €**
(est. 3,700 US$)

211 • | South Africa - Cape of Good Hope

1861 Woodblock, four pence blue, with "SPECTACULAR PLATE VARIETY "RETOUCHED RIGHT HAND CORNER". Certificate: RPS 1912 signed by E.D. Bacon "GENUINE AND UNUSED" and RPS 2013 "has a pinhole at left and slight thins, is soiled. Genuine" An extremely rare stamp with this plate retouch, POSSIBLY UNIQUE. SG 14 ba (uncatalogued in SG in the blue shade), Michel 6e

starting price: **15.000 €**
(est. 16,500 US$)
212 | South Africa - Cape of Good Hope
1862, 1 Sh. yellow-green pair showing full to wide margins on cover clear cancelled, on reverse oval “CAPE TOWN AU/2/1862” ds. addressed to Graaff-Reinet, usual file folds, signed Diena (T)
SG 8
starting price: **1.500 €**
(est. 1,700 US$)

213 | South Africa - Cape of Good Hope - Postal Stationery
1898, ONE HALFPENNY on 1½d. grey on ivory, stationery card WITHOUT IMPRINT OF GRAHAMSTOWN VIEW ON REVERSE, unused. Stated to be one of two known copies worldwide. The rarest stationery card of Cape of Good Hope!
H&G P13 var.
starting price: **1.500 €**
(est. 1,700 US$)
214 • South Africa - Cape of Good Hope - Mafeking Siege Stamps

1900: British Bechuanaland 4 P. brown/green with double overprint “MAFEKING 1 s. BESIEGED” in type I and II on piece of letter (lower part of the adhesive is missing), centric tied by “MAFEKING C.G.H. MY/1/1900”. VERY SCARCE, only a few copies are known! Certificate Pascal Scheller.

4 P. braun/grün British Bechuanaland mit doppeltem Aufdruck “MAFEKING 1 s. BESIEGED” in Type I und II auf Briefstück (Teil der Marke unten fehlt) mit zentrischem K1 “MAFEKING C.G.H MY/1/1900”. Sehr selten und nur in wenigen Stücken bekannt! Fotoattest Pascal Scheller. SG 11ab, 6.000,- £.

starting price: **1,500 €**  
(est. 1,700 US$)

215 • South Africa - Natal

1859: 1 P. rose-red, without watermark, mint never hinged / mint block of 9 (only 3 copies with hinge), with full original gum in fresh preservation. A scarce unit!

1 P. rosarot, ohne Wz., postfrischer/ungebrauchter Neunerblock (3 Marken mit Falz) mit vollem Originalgummi in sehr frischer Erhaltung. Eine seltene Einheit! (SG 9)

starting price: **1,300 €**  
(est. 1,400 US$)
216 | South Africa - Transvaal

1885-93: £5 deep green, no Wmk, perf 12 1/2, unused original gum, tiny hinge thin spot (almost invisible) otherwise a very fine example of this rarity (more than 99,9% of the offered stamps are reprints), here is one of the few recorded unused originals. Certificate BPA (2012). (SG 187, Michel 24)

starting price: **1,200 €**  
(est. 1,300 US$)

217 • | South Africa - Transvaal

Design 1906 International Reply Coupon as block of four 3 d Transvaal. This block of International Reply Coupons belong to the scarcest postal stationery and is a key item of any exhibition collection. The importance and real value is still very much underestimated - highlight of every postal stationery or country collection. This offer comes from the collection King Fuad - this block of four is probably unique in private hands (T)

starting price: **1,000 €**  
(est. 1,100 US$)
218 | Zanzibar

1913, Definitives Sultan Kalif bin Harub/Sailing Canoe/Dhow, 1c. to 200r., complete set of 21 values, bright colours and well perforated, mint o.g., mainly even u/m! Extremely rare set in perfect quality!

SG 246/260g

starting price: **3,000 €**
(est. 3,300 US$)

219 | Zanzibar

1990, Printed envelope “Deutsche Ost-Afrika-Linie, Agentur in Sansibar” bearing India QV 3x ½ A green, 3x 1 A violet and 4A6p light-green, all tied by barr-canc. “ZANZIBAR AU 19 90” sent via “ADEN AU 29 90” to Hamburg, Germany with b/s arrival 10.9.90, left upper envelope-corner round, otherwise very fine and rare! (T)

India 32 (3), 33 (3), 38

starting price: **1,600 €**
(est. 1,800 US$)
The auction sale for the following lots starts at 12 am in room 1E03 Javits Center, New York City.
220 | Ägäische Inseln – Aegean Islands

1932, Giuseppe Garibaldi 10 c. - 5 l. with overprint "Calino" till "Stampalia" complete (I-XIII), each as block of 4 from the upper left corner sheet and additional airmail issue 50 c. - 5 l. (each block of 4), mint never hinged, very fine, scarce. Sassone: 32.000 +. (T)

88-97 I-XIII (4), 98-104 (4)

starting price: **5,000 €**

(est. 5,500 US$)
221 + | **Albanien – Albania**


16 var

**Starting price:** 1,500 €
(est. 1,650 US$)

223 | **Belgien – Belgium**

1851/54: Medaillon 20 c. blue and 40 c. rose, margins large to touched, used on attractive 1853 embossed "VALENTINE" Ladie’s envelope to London, tied by .24’ numeral obliterator of BRUXELLES with blue despatch cds (Feb 2) at left and London arrival in red. VALENTINE COVERS TO FOREIGN DESTINATIONS ARE RARE, NOT A SINGLE ONE IS ILLUSTRATED IN THE “DESTINATION ÉTRANGÈRES” HANDBOOK BY DR JAN HUYS & PIERRE KAISER.

Yvert 7, 8

**Starting price:** 1,100 €
(est. 1,200 US$)
1849 Leopold I., epaulettes’ 10 C. brown in BLOCK OF FOUR with full to wide margins, mint with original gum (penetrated slightly into the paper and usual patina) with slight hinge trace in the two top brands. Unused blocks of four of the first emission are great rarities - another block of four was sold in 2011 for €162,000 at a Swiss auction! All stamps sign. Buhler and certificates Buehler (1980), Holcombe (1995) and Van der Linden AIEP (2011). Opinion Pierre Kaiser: “The bloc is genuine with part original gum, but because of the quality of the bottom and the top of this block it is very difficult to be sure it was not repaired.”

starting price: **12,000 €**
(est. 13,000 US$)
224 | Bosnien und Herzegowina – Bosnia and Herzegovina

1865, Türkei, folded envelope with 20 Para yellow and 1 Pia. brown postage due, stamps affixed with faults, each tied by “BOSNA” in dots (Isfia no.2, RRR), this cancellation was used with Tughra issues and is the only known late usage on a Duloz issue cover. Adressed to Brod, usual file fold, Veliskovic certificate: „only known Duloz cover with this cancellation”, great rarity for a large gold Duloz or Bosnia collection!

starting price: 1,200 €
(est. 1,300 US$)

225 • | Bosnien und Herzegowina – Bosnia and Herzegovina

1865, Turkey 20 pa. yellow, two examples, one light crossed by file fold, tied to 1866 entire letter by circular arabic only “BOSNA-81” with dot! handstamps in watery blue ink, (Isfia no. 3, RR) addressed to Brod, the Bosna cancellation with point below arabic “B” is extremely scarce on cover, showpiece, ex Otto Hornung Collection

starting price: 1,000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)
226 | Bosnien und Herzegowina – Bosnia and Herzegovina


starting price: **1,500 €**
(est. 1,650 US$)

227 | Bosnien und Herzegowina – Bosnia and Herzegovina

1916, Franz Josef * 1916 * overprints “7 Heller” on 5 H and “12 Heller” on 10 H with DOUBLE overprint, one of the overprints is inverted, each in mint pair, very rare (only 1 sheet printed) Ferchenbauer: 10,000,- Euro

1916, Franz Josef *1916*-Aufdruckmarken “7 Heller” auf 5 H und “12 Heller” auf 10 H mit DOPPELTEM AUFDRUCK, dabei einmal KOPFSTEHEND, je im postfrischen Paar, sehr selten (je nur 1 Bogen gedruckt) Ferchenbauer: 10,000,- Euro

starting price: **2,000 €**
(est. 2,200 US$)
1879/1930, OUTSTANDING EXHIBIT COLLECTION, mounted on approx. 200 pages, showing the great fascination of early Bulgarian philately and postal history in an utmost extraordinary way, comprising all better items and rarities. The 1879/1884 issues are collected intensively incl. covers, also the 1884 overprints up to key value 50 on 1 fr., following issues, varieties/flaws, perforations incl. a many varieties (imperf./partly imperf.), entries incl. rare destinations (China, Cuba, Argentina), rare essays, 1912 colour error 5 st. bright green used (certificate) stated to only 450 copies in existence, airmail covers, perfs etc. The collection is accompanied by several certificates and some literature. An highly impressive collection, formed during decades with great financial effort, viewing strongly recommended! (K)

**starting price: 9,000 €**
(est. 10,000 US$)
229 | **Bulgarien – Bulgaria**

1884, Registered cover (minor vert. fold, b/s seal cut out) bearing a 1884 Lion-issue 1 Fr. with imprint “50” tied by blue cds “ROUSTCHOUK 3 1 86” sent to Nicolsburg, Austria with b/s arrival 12.1.1886, very fine and rare letter!

*I - II on cover!* + 206-209

Starting price: **1.400 €**

(est. 1,500 US$)

---

230 | **Bulgarien – Bulgaria**

1927, The three not issued stamps redbrown imprint “1” on 6 L, 4 L airplane green instead of blue and regular issue on registered letter sent from Sofia to St. Louis, USA with US due stamp 10 C and b/s arrivals 2.1.1930, only 6 letter known!! (T)

*I - II on cover!* + 206-209

Starting price: **1.000 €**

(est. 1,100 US$)
231 | Dänemark – Denmark

1851, 2 Skilling blue type 2, plate I, field 58 cancelled with mute ring stamp, super wide margins, cert. Nielsen (AFA 2ax)

starting price: **1.800 €**
(est. 2,000 US$)

232 | Dänemark – Denmark

1852, 2 Skilling blue plate I, type 4 field 70 unused with original gum, nice copy with wide margins, cert. Möller (AFA 2b)

starting price: **1.300 €**
(est. 1,400 US$)

233 | Dänemark – Denmark

1852, 2 Skilling blue plate II, type 2 field 56 cancelled with mute ring stamp which normally applied on letters from Kobenhavn, this cancellation has been used, however, in Aalborg, the stamp has a small gum crease and is otherwise in good condition, signed ”Köhler” and cert. Möller (AFA 2bx), scarce

starting price: **3.000 €**
(est. 3,300 US$)
234 | Dänemark – Denmark

1855, 2 Skilling blue horizontal strip of three and 8 Skilling green three single stamps cancelled with ringstamp “51” and beside blue circle “ODENSE 14/1”, red “P.D.” and red circle London on folded letter to London, brown gum stain at the upper edge, signed Bühler and cert. Nielsen (AFA 3 and 5), an attractive and very rare 30 Skilling franking!

starting price: 2,000 €
(est. 2,200 US$)
235 | Dänemark – Denmark

1870, 48 Skilling brown/purple block of four from the left lower corner, two upper stamps unused with original gum and two lower stamps mint never hinged, margins with little flaws, cert. Nielsen (AFA 21), scarce!

21IB (4)

starting price: **1.800 €**
(est. 2,000 US$)

starting price: **1.700.000 €**
(est. 1,900,000 US$)

---

**EHRENTAFEL**

Der R. Goldschagg-Kollektion „Alt-Baden“

1981 NAPOSTA: Gold-Medaille und Ehrenpreis
1981 WIPA: Gold
1983 BRASILIANA: Großgold
1985 ITALIA: Großgold und Spezialpreis
1986 STOCKHOLMIA: Großgold
1986 JOHANNESBURG: Großgold
1989 INDIA: Großgold

Und viele andere Ausstellungserfolge mehr.
1851-1868 „ALT-BADEN“ — The ROLF GOLDSCHAGG Collection containing 97 most important stamps, multiples, pieces and covers of the Baden philately, which are the Crème de la Crème of his collection honored at international exhibitions with highest awards. From three First Day covers (May 1st, 1851) to the Rural postage due stamps (including a bisected 12 kr.) on various covers there are important, rare, unique and famous items, with single stamps, used and unused, with varieties, scarce colors, or a corner copy of the 1851 6 kr. used on piece, three “Bridges” (gutter pairs) including a Bridge of the 1851-52 6 kr. on cover, various large and largest known multiples, used and unused, scarce pieces as one with the “Stockach-Provisional” and a large number of famous, important, unique and extraordinary covers like three covers to Peru with highest frankings up to 354 kr., rare mixed and multiple frankings, a second “Stockach-Provisional” on front, unique additional frankings on postal stationery envelopes, and a lot of high-ranking items more. All accompanied by actual (Feb./Apr. 2016) certificates (94) or opinions (2) by F. Stegmüller confirming the authenticity and a lot of details.

This impressive and extraordinary collection, well written up on pages, undoubtedly is an “El Dorado” of the Baden and German philately. At desire of the Goldschagg family, it will be auctioned in its current state as one lot and is thus among the most important collections ever offered in an auction worldwide. We are honored to offer this collection, and we present all pages on www.stamp-auctions.de or, by special request, in a printed form.

starting price: 1.700.000 €
(est. 1,900,000 US$)
1851 – Brief vom ersten Verwendungstag badischer Briefmarken


Ex Sammlung Koch
1851 – Bogenecke der 6 Kreuzer schwarz auf grün

Bogenecke der 6 Kr. schwarz auf blaugrün, mehrfach und übergehend auf Briefstück mit Nummernstempel „87“ von Mannheim entwertet. Mit jeweils 18 mm Bogenrand oben und links die höchstwahrscheinlich größte Bogenecke der ungezähnten Ausgaben überhaupt.

Ex Sammlungen Metzger, Boker

236 | Baden – Marken und Briefe
1852 – Zwischensteg-Dreierstreifen der 6 Kreuzer schwarz auf gelblichgrün ("Brücke")


Mit 7 mm breitem Zwischensteg und Unterrand ist der hier gezeigte farbfrische Dreierstreifen auf Brief ein Unikat, bei dem außerdem bekanntes Brief mit Zwischensteg handelt es sich lediglich um ein Paar.

1852 – Größte bekannte, ungebrauchte Einheit der 6 Kreuzer schwarz auf gelbgrün


Ex Sammlung Boker
1853 – 1 Kreuzer Kehldruckpaar mit 9,5 – 10,5 mm breitem Zwischensteg
Waagerechtes Zwischenstegpaar 1 Kreuzer schwarz mit 9,5 bis 10,5 mm breitem Zwischensteg zusammen mit 3 Kreuzer schwarz auf grün auf kleinem Briefstück, übergehend entwertet mit Fünfringstempel "43" von Freiburg. Eines von nur zwei bekannten Paaren der 1 Kreuzer von 1853 mit breitem Zwischensteg – beide auf Briefstück. Außerdem existiert noch ein Brief mit einem schmalen (4 mm) Zwischenstegpaar.
1858/60 – 18 Kreuzer Ganzsachenumschlag mit 2 x 1 Kreuzer Zusatzfrankatur


Ex Sammlung De Cock
Auslandsbriefe waren zur damaligen Zeit eine teure Angelegenheit. Das zu zahlende Entgelt war nicht nur vom Gewicht des Briefes sondern auch vom gewählten Postweg abhängig, so dass das zu zahlende Entgelt häufig vom Empfänger zu tragen war.


Diese seltene Mehrfachfrankatur mit Kreuzermarken gehört zur bekannten Kromer-Korrespondenz.
1862 – 3 Kreuzer rosa geschnitten statt gezähnt ("Stockach-Provisorium")


Die Briefvorderseite eines Nachahmebriefes von Stockach nach Schwandorf ist mit dem genannten "Stockach-Provisorium" in seiner typischen blässrosa Farbnuance sowie 1 Kreuzer schwarz postlich für die erste Entfernungzone (3 Kreuzer) und 1 Kreuzer Nachnahmeprävidition frankiert.

Neben dieser Buntfrankatur ist nur ein weiterer Brief mit einer Einzelfrankatur des "Stockach-Provisoriums" bekannt.

Ex Sammlung Koch (1910), Rothschild, Dr. Sammet, Koch
1862 – 3 Kreuzer rosa geschnitten statt gezählt ("Stockach-Provisorium")

3 Kr. rosa, GESCHNITTEN statt gezählt (sogenanntes "Stockach-Provisorium") zusammen mit 1 Kr.
schwarz auf kleinem Briefstück, entwertet mit dem Doppelkreisstempel "STOCKACH 28. DEZ.".
Die von Baden und Württemberg gemeinsam genutzte, im Dezember 1859 gelieferte Durchlochungs-
maschine war leider häufig defekt. Ob nun ein Fehler der Maschine für das ungezähnte „Stockach-
Provisorium“ verantwortlich war, lässt sich nicht mehr nachvollziehen. Jedenfalls gelangte eine kleine
Anzahl von ungezähnt gebliebenen Bogen der 3 Kreuzer-Marke an den Postschalter in Stockach, wo
sie vermutlich im Dezember 1858 bis Januar 1859 verkauft wurden, wie die Stempeldaten zwischen
Von diesen Provisorien sind Misch-/Buntfrankaturen die seltensten, und nur noch ein weiteres Brief-
stück sowie eine Vorderseite mit einer Buntfrankatur des Stockach-Provisoriums sind bekannt.

Es Sammlungen Koch (1908), Boker
1862 – Halbierung der 12 Kreuzer Landpostmarke auf Nachnahmebrief


Das Porto setzt sich hier aus 3 Kreuzer Landposttaxe und 3 Kreuzer Nachnahmeprovision für Nachnahmen bis einschließlich 3 Gulden zusammen. Diese seltene und dekorative Halbierung einer Dienstssache aus Säckingen ist literaturbekannt, Müller-Mark zeigt sie unter der Nummer 52.

Ex Sammlung Koch (1908)
1862/68 – 236 Kreuzer-Frankatur mit 7x 30 Kreuzer orangegeilb

Zwei Paare und drei Einzstücke der 30 Kreuzer Marke orangegeilb zusammen mit zwei Exemplaren der 9 Kreuzer rötlichbraun, beide Ausgabe 1862, in Mischfrankatur mit 1 Kreuzer grün und 7 Kreuzer blau der 1868er-Ausgabe auf vorgedrucktem Firmenumschlag von "MANNHEIM 12 SEP. 12:IN" nach Lima, Peru. Der Umschlag ist vorderseitig mit dem blauen Absender-Ovalstempel "Jose Cohen * Mannheim *" versehen und trägt den handschriftlichen Leitvermerk "Royal Engl. West India Mail | Belgien & Southampton", die roten Stempel "P.P." und "LONDON PAID 14 SP 70" mit rückseitig den Ankunftsstempel "Lima 17 OCT. 870".


Diese farbendreiliche und beeindruckende Großfrankatur stammt aus der bekannten Cohen-Korrespondenz.
1862/1863—Ganzsachenumschlag mit Zusatzfrankatur in die USA

Der Ganzsachenumschlag zu 9 Kr. wurde für den nötigen Tarif in die USA (6 Kr. Postverreinstaxe und 35 Kr. Weiterfrankierung) mit einem Paar der 1 Kr. schwarz (Hintergrund liniert) und einer 30 Kr. gelb-orange (Hintergrund weiß) zusätzlich frankiert. Mit der 30 Kreuzer Marke eine bislang einzigartige Mischfrankatur verschiedener Ausgaben auf einer Ganzsache.

starting price: 1,700,000 €
(est. 1,900,000 US$)
237 + | Baden - Marken und Briefe

1851, 6 KR. schwarz/lebhaftgrün, allseits breitrandiges Luxusstück mit postfrischem Originalgummi in völlig unbehandeltem, ursprünglichem Zustand. Das herrliche Exemplar ist aus der linken unteren Bogenecke (linker Bogenrand 18mm, unterer Bogenrand 25,5mm) und stellt in diesem Erhaltungszustand ein Top-Stück der Altdeutschland-Philatelie dar. Aus dem Fotoattest: "In dieser Erhaltung sehr selten, m.E. die einzige noch existierende postfrische Bogenecke dieser Marke". Fotoattest Brett/BPP.

starting price: 25.000 €
(est. 27,500 US$)

238 + | Baden - Marken und Briefe

1858, 3 KR. schwarz/blau, allseits breitrandiges Luxusstück (2 min. abgeplatzte gummihelle Stellen abgedeckt) mit nahezu postfrischem Originalgummi aus der linken oberen Bogenecke (linker Bogenrand 12mm, oberer Bogenrand 10mm). Einmaliges Liebhaberstück, ungebraucht, mit vollem Originalgummi, sehr seltene Marke. Fotoattest Stegmüller/BPP.

starting price: 4.500 €
(est. 5,000 US$)
239 | Baden - Marken und Briefe

1862, 1 Kr. SILBERGRAU im senkrechten 3er-Streifen, farbfrisch und tadellos erhalten mit dreimal sauber aufgesetztem Bahnpost-DKr. "HEIDELBERG-WÜRZBURG 7 NOV 68 Z58" auf kpl. Faltbrief (Krankenhaus-Rechnung für eine polizeiliche Einweisung) mit sauber nebengesetztem Postablagestempel "OBERSCHEFFLENZ-NECKARBURKEN" nach Heidelberg. Diese Frankatur stellt die GRÖSSTE BEKANNTES EINHEIT DER 1 KREUZER SILBERGRAU dar und ist laut dem Baden Handbuch ALS SENKRECHTER DREIERSTREIFEN AUF BRIEF EIN UNIKAT (es gibt nur noch einen waagerechten 3er-Streifen und einen 3er-Block). Bedingt durch seine Ausnahmequalität ist der hier vorliegende Brief der schlechthin BESTE DER 17b ÜBERHAUPT. Fotoattest Stegmüller BPP: "Bemerkenswert frische und feinste, tadellose Erhaltung...Ein sehr dekorativer Brief"

starting price: 28.000 €
(est. 31,000 US$)
240 | Baden – Marken und Briefe

1869, 9 Kreuzer dunkelbraun Ausgabe 1862 (Mi. Nr. 20c) zusammen mit 1 Kreuzer grün Ausgabe 1868 (Mi. Nr. 23) auf portorichtig frankiertem Charge-Faltbrief (3 Kr. Franko und 7 Kr. Charge-Gebühr) von “ETTLINGEN 13 NOV” (1869) nach Heidelberg, roter Rahmen-Nebenstempel “Charge” und privater blauer Rahmen-Nebenstempel “Recommandirt”, Marken allseits vollständige Zähnung, die 9 Kreuzer ist lagerungsbedingt stellenweise gering verfärbt, ansonsten ursprüngliche und tadellose Erhaltung, in Kombination mit der dunkelbraunen Nuance eine seltene Mischfrankatur, Fotoattest Stegmüller BPP, ein sehr attraktiver Beleg!

1869, 9 Kreuzer dark-brown issue of 1862 (Mi. Nr. 20c) together with 1 Kreuzer green issue of 1868 (Mi. Nr. 23) on folded letter (3 Kr. for franko and 7 Kr. for "Charge") from "ETTLINGEN 13 NOV" (1869) to Heidelberg, red framed "Charge" and private blue framed "Recommandirt", stamps with full perforation, 9 Kreuzer caused of storage conditions little discolored partly, otherwise in perfect condition, in combination with the dark brown colour it is a rare mixed franking, photo-certificate Stegmüller BPP, a very attractive piece!

starting price: 1,200 €
(est. 1,300 US$)
241 + | Baden - Marken und Briefe

1862, 18 Kr. grün, 3 Kr. rosa und 1 Kr. schwarz je mit DKr. "HEIDELBERG 10.AUG.(65)" als portogerechte 22 Kreuzer-Frankatur via Bremen und New York mit rotem Ra1 "PAID.10" nach Detroit, Umschlag mit kleinen Randspuren, bei der 3 Kr. fehlt ein Zahn, sonst alle Marken einwandfrei und farbfrisch mit besonders tiefer Farbe bei der 18 Kr. (fast b-Nuance), dekorative Buntfrankatur nach Übersee, Fotoattest Brettl BPP

21 a, 18, 17 a

starting price: 1,000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)
242 | Baden – Marken und Briefe

1862/68, 30 Kreuzer orangegelb in Mischfrankatur mit 1 Kr hellgrün im senkr. Paar, entwertet mit K2 MÜLL-HEIM 10 Mrz. (1870) auf **doppelt verwendeter portorichtiger Faltbriefhülle aus ALEXANDRIEN/Ägypten nach Badenweiler**, innen frankiert mit FRANKREICH 1867/68, Napoleon 20 C blau und 40 C orange, entwertet mit Rhombus-Punktstpl. „5080“ sowie Zweikreis-Nebenstempel „ALEXANDRIE EGYPTE 5 JANV. 70“, die Marken haben meist vollständige Zähnung, nur die linke 1 Kr weist links Randfehler auf, die 30 Kr hat einen kleinen Randspalt oben, durch beide 1 Kr. und der 40 C verlaufen leichte Bugspuren, das Briefpapier ist stellenweise gestützt, gebrauchsbedingte, ansonsten tadellose Erhaltung, nicht repariert, statt der 1 Kr.-Marke klebte neben der 30 Kr ursprünglich eine andere Marke (vermutlich 9 Kr) für den vom Absender zunächst ausgewählten Leitweg über Frankreich, für die günstigere Spedition über Italien wurde diese entfernt und durch das 1 Kr.-Paar ersetzt, daher ist der Brief portorichtig nach Tarif 1868 (3. Gewichtsstufe), signiert Friedl, Star(auschek) und ausführliches Fotoattest Stegmüller BPP. **Ein sehr interessantes und in dieser 2-Länder-Kombination EINMALIGES Ganzstück!**

starting price: **45.000 €**
(est. 50,000 US$)
243 + | Baden – Marken und Briefe

1862, 30 Kr. gelborange und 9 Kr. rötlichbraun und Ausgabe 1868 3 Kr. rosa mit EKr. "OFFENBURG 12.SEP. (71)" als portogerechte Frankatur auf Auslandsbrief mit L1 "P.P." über London mit rotem EKr. "LONDON PAID 14.SP.71" nach Buenos Aires, vorderseitig mit Rötelvermerk "10 3/4" (Silbergroschen an Peußen gutgeschrieben) und Tax-Vermerk "11" (Pence) für den englischen Anteil (bezahlt bis zum Landungshafen), 9 Kr. und 3 Kr. mit ausgepresstem senkrechten Bug (ursprünglich zur Rückseite verklebt) und bei der 30 Kr. wurde ein waagerechter Riss ausgebessert, trotz der Einschränkungen eine dekorative 42 Kreuzer-Frankatur mit seltener Destination, Fotoattest Brettl BPP und auführliches Fotoattest van der Linden mit der Portoerklärung!

starting price: 1.500 €
(est. 1.650 US$)
1849, 1 Kreuzer. Specialised collection of Germany's first stamp Bavaria Nr. 1 with a total of 112 stamps including 7 on covers with a strip of three in the better shade "b" and the very rare usages on two lettered wrappers as mail fraud. It was collected by cancellations, cds from the first nine days use, semicircle cancel, mill wheel cancel and thimble cancel. A special attention was given to printing characteristics and plate flaws with 21 varieties some on the rare b-shade including border pieces and beautiful stamped sheet corners. Almost all pieces are provided with certificate mounts. A massive collection never offered in this form, which was collected with great care. A very outstanding collection.

1849, 1 Kreuzer Spezialsammlung der Nr. 1 mit Marken und Briefen von insgesamt 112 Stücken der Dt. Erstausgabe in 6 Alben. Nach Entwertungen wurde davon in 4 Alben gesammelt angefangen mit Tintenkreuzentwertung, Zweikreisstempel AU(GSBURG), Fingerhutstempel (EMS)KIRCHEN, Fingerhutstempel WEIDEN, Mühlradstempel "242" auf Bogenecke unten rechts, ungebrauchte Nr. 1 I a (Makulaturdruck) von rechten Seitenrand, ungebrauchte Nr. 1 I a vom linken Seitenrand, Nr. 1 II a als rechte untere Bogenecke mit geschlossenem Mühlradstempel "18", Nr. 1 I a aus der rechten unteren Bogenecke mit geschlossenem Mühlradstempel "396" und Rötelstrichen, Briefstuck mit Nr. 1 I a mit Halbkreisstempel (KITZINGEN...4 vom rechten Bogenrand, Nr. 1 I a mit Halbkreisstempel SCHWABACH), Nr. 1 I a mit zweizeiligem Landstempel LAND(SHUT), Nr. 1 I a mit Halbkreisstempel SCHWEINFURT), Nr. 1 I a mit Halbkreisstempel und Federzug entwertet, Nr. 1 I a mit Zweikreisstempel NÜRNBERG), Nr. 1 I a mit Halbkreisstempel und Rötelstreich, Nr. 1 I a mit Zweikreisstempel NÜRNBERG 26 APR, Nr. 1 I a mit Zweikreisstempel AUGSBURG 24 APR, Nr. 1 I a mit Zweikreisstempel ASCHAFFENBURG), Nr. 1 I a mit zweizeiligem Langstempel MÜNCHEN) 18 MAR, Nr. 1 I a mit Halbkreisstempel NEUULM) und kleinem Tinntenstreifen, Stücke mit Mühlradstempel Nr. "7", "14", "18", "20", "23" mehrfach, "41", "52", "86", "91", "115", "134", "144", "171", "175", "177", "196", "217" mehrfach, "236", "243" mehrfach davon einmal als waagerechtes Paar, "250", "277", "315", "339", "342", "354", "396" mehrfach davon einmal als waagerechtes Paar und Stücke mit nicht klar erkennbarer Nummer. Ein besonderes Augenmerk wurde auf Druckbesonderheiten und Plattenfehler in einem Album gelegt mit allein 21 Abarten auch auf der seltenen b-Farbe. Einen kleinen Auszug nennen wir mit Nr. 1 I a PF I, Nr. 1 I b PF LII, Nr. 1 I a PF IV, Nr. 1 I a PF V, Nr. 1 I a PF VI, Nr. 1 II a PF VII, Nr. 1 I a PF VII zweimal vorhanden, Nr. 1 I b PF X, Nr. 1 II a PF XI, Nr. 1 I a PF XIV, Nr. 1 II a PF XVIII, Nr. 1 I a PF XXVI, Nr. 1 I a PF XXVIII zweimal vorhanden, Nr. 1 I I a PF XXVIII und anderen Besonderheiten. Im sechsten Album befinden sich selten Belege dabei u.a. beschriftete Streifbänder als Postbetrug zwei Stück und ein Brief mit einem Dreierdreierstreifen der seltenen b-Farbe. Fast alle Stücke sind mit Attesten versehen. Eine in dieser Form bisher nicht angebotene Sammlung der ersten Deutschen Briefmarke. (K)

starting price: **180.000 €**
(est. 200,000 US$)
starting price: **180,000 €**

(est. 200,000 US$)
Bayern - Marken und Briefe – Bavaria

starting price: **180,000 €**
(est. 200,000 US$)
Bayern - Marken und Briefe – Bavaria

1849, 1 Kreuzer grauschwarz Platte 1, sogenannter „SCHWARZER EINSER“, mit klarem ERSTTAGS-ZWEI KREISSTEMPEL „NÜRNBERG / 1. NOV. /...9“, die Marke ist allseits breitrandig mit 4 sichtbaren Schnittlinien, die Erhaltung ist tadellos, nicht repariert, eindeutiges Merkmal für den Ersttag ist die oben offene Ziffer “9“ der Jahreszahl des Stempels, außerdem wurde im November 1850 bereits Platte 2 verwendet, das Stück ist signiert Bühler bzw. Renard und hat Fotoattest Sem BPP, EIN HERVORRAGENDES EXEMPLAR MIT ÄUSSERST SELTENEM STEMPEL FÜR DIE GROSSE BAYERN-/DEUTSCHLAND-SAMMLUNG!

starting price: 10.000 €
(est. 11,000 US$)
246 + | Bayern - Marken und Briefe – Bavaria


starting price: **3.800 €**
(est. 4,200 US$)
Bayern - Marken und Briefe – Bavaria


starting price: 7.500 €
(est. 8.300 US$)
248 + | Bayern - Marken und Briefe – Bavaria

1849, 1 Kr. schwarz, Platte 2, im allseits voll- bis breitrandigen senkrechten 3er-Streifen mit teilweiser Zwischenlinie links auf Briefstück mit zwei übergehenden Halbkreis-Stempeln "RÜDENHAUSEN 21.6.", untere Marke mit Plattenfehler "linke untere Ecke stufenförmig abgeschrägt", sehr schöne, farbfrische Streifenheit in einwandfreier Gesamterhaltung, in Verbindung mit der Ortsstempel-Entwertung eine sehr seltene Einheit, Fotoattest Brettl BPP

I II a (2), I II a Pf IV

starting price: 3.000 €
(est. 3,300 US$)
249 | Bayern - Marken und Briefe – Bavaria


starting price: **45.000 €**  
(est. 50.000 US$)
250 | Bayern - Marken und Briefe – Bavaria


starting price: 25.000 €
(est. 27,500 US$)
251 + | Bayern - Marken und Briefe – Bavaria

1850, 3 Kr. blau, Platte V, 1 Kr. rosa im waagerechten Paar und 18 Kr. gelborange im waagerechten Paar als außerordentlich dekorative Dreifarben-Buntfrankatur auf weißem Luxusbrief. Die Marken sind allseits voll- und sehr breitrandig geschnitten, sehr farbfrisch und klar mit NS “28” versehen. Der mit K2 ”AUGSBURG 24/ AUG/1862” nach Boston/USA adressierte Brief trägt übergehende Transit-Stempel ”AACHEN PAID 23/Cts.” und ”BOSTON AM.PKT.SEP/9”. Bei dieser Schönheit handelt es sich um einen Bayern-Brief von höchstem Liebhaberwert! 41 Kr. = 6 Kr. Bayr. Porto + 35 Kr. Weiterfranco. Fotoattest Brett/BPP.

starting price: **10.000 €**
(est. 11,000 US$)
252 | Bayern - Marken und Briefe – Bavaria

1854/58, 18 Kreuzer gelborange und 12 Kreuzer rot glasklar entwertet mit oMR “145” und beigesetzt HKr “FÜRTH XI 28 S” (1862) auf portorichtigem Briefumschlag nach Lillehammer/Norwegen, bei beiden Marken wurden die Ränder angesetzt und nachgemalt, ansonsten sind sie farbfrisch und der Beleg insgesamt sehr dekorativ, Fotoattest Stegmüller BPP, EINE SELTENE BUNTFRANKATUR DER BEIDEN HÖCHSTWERTE!

starting price: **2,000 €**
(est. 2,200 US$)
253 | Bayern - Marken und Briefe – Bavaria

1862, Large part of letter frontside with 18 Kr. red in two different shades, 6 Kr. blue and 9 Kr. ocre, all tied by numeral “247” and beneath half-circle “KIRCHHEIMBOLANDEN 14/7 (1865)”, in red “PP” and “LONDON PAID JY 18 1865” + m/s “per british Westindia Mail”, sent to Habana, Cuba, extremely rare destination! 1862, 18 Kr. rot, zweimal in versch. Nuancen zusammen mit 6 Kr. blau und 9 Kr. ocker, alle mit gMR “247” und Neben-HK “KIRCHHEIMBOLANDEN 14/7 (1865)” auf grossem Briefstück mit je rotem Ra1 “P.P.” und K1 “LONDON PAID JY 18 1865” sowie hds. ”per british West India Mail” nach Habana, Cuba. Extrem seltene Destination!

13a (7), 10, 11

starting price: **8.000 €**

(est. 8,800 US$)
Bayern - Marken und Briefe – Bavaria

1862: 1 Kr. gelb 2 Stück, mit 3 Stück 6 Kr. blau, 9 Kr. gelbbraun und 12 Kr. grün, alle Werte im für die Heidenheimer Korrespondenz typischen Zwergenschmitt, abwechselnd dekorativ als Streifen geklebt mit oMR "639" auf Briefkuvert mit etwas schwach nebengesetztem Aufgabestempel "FÜRHER KREUZUNG" über "AACHEN PAID 23 Cts" und England nach New York; die beiden äußeren Werte winzige Eckbestoßungen, die 12 Kr. oben kleiner Einriß, eine attraktive und in dieser Form außerordentlich seltene 4 Farben und 41 Kreuzer transatlantische mail Frankatur aus der berühmten Heidenheimer Korrespondenz; Attest Schmitt (1999).

starting price: 4,500 €
(est. 5,000 US$)
Bayern – Marken und Briefe – Bavaria

1862, 1 Kr. gelb, 3 Kr. karmin und 18 Kr. zinnoberrot, 3 außerordentlich breitrandige Exemplare als sehr dekorative 22-Kr.-Frankatur auf kleinformatem weißen Brief, je NS “325” bzw. R2 “MÜNCHEN 14/OCT/1866”, nach New York. Der herrliche Brief wurde via “BREMEN 17/10” befördert und zeigt Verrechnungsstempel “PAID.10”. In dieser Qualität eine Briefseltenheit von Liebhaberwert! Fotosattest Brett/BPP.

starting price: 3.000 €
(est. 3,300 US$)
256 | Bayern - Marken und Briefe – Bavaria


starting price: **12.000 €**
(est. 13,000 US$)
257+ | Bayern – Marken und Briefe – Bavaria

1867, 6 Kr. blau, Schalterbogen von 60 Stück, mit 26 mm breitem Zwischensteg, der die beiden Bogenteile zu je 30 Marken trennt. Die Einheit ist postfrisch (Falze nur im Rand) und präsentiert sich in tadelloser Qualität. Eine große Bayern-Rarität. **Nur ein weiterer Zwischensteg-Bogen ist noch erhalten.** Fotoattest Brettl/BPP. (M)

16ZW16

**starting price: 13.000 €**

(ess. 14,500 US$)
258 + | Bayern – Marken und Briefe – Bavaria

1850/67 (ca.), Die SIMON-WIESENTHAL-Sammlung der geschlossenen Mühlenradstempel von Nr. 1-606, jede Nummer gesammelt auf 3 Kr. blau, 6 Kr. braun, 3 Kr. karmin und 9 Kr. grün (in wenigen Fällen auf anderen Werten), wobei nur saubere und fast ausnahmslos volle Abschläge gesammelt wurden mit vielen „Idealabschlägen“; Simon Wiesenthal hat über Jahrzehnte die in seiner Sammlung bereits existierenden Abschläge mit besseren ersetzt. Bis auf ganz wenige Ausnahmen sind alle Nummernstempel zumindest auf drei Werten vorhanden, überwiegend jedoch auf vier Werten! Dazu diverse noch nicht einsortierte Neueinkäufe für einige 1000 Euro; ein wirklich phantasievoll und in dieser Form vielleicht einmaliges Objekt!

1850/67 (approx.) The Simon-Wiesenthal-Collection „Closed Mill Wheel cancels“ from number 1 to 606, collected on 3 Kr blue, 6 Kr brown, 3 Kr carmine and 9 Kr green (in single cases on other values). Only clean and almost full cancels are collected, many of them in TOP quality. Simon Wiesenthal has replaced for decades existing cancels with better ones. Despite very few exceptions all cancels are available on at least three values, most of them on four values. Part of the lot are some purchases (several 1.000 €), which were not yet put into the collection. A unique, fantastic object. Provenance: “The Simon Wiesenthal Collection” – 328th Heinrich Köhler Auction (2006).

starting price: 50,000 €
(est. 55,000 US$)
Bayern – Marken und Briefe – Bavaria

starting price: **50,000 €**
(est. 55,000 US$)
Bayern - Marken und Briefe – Bavaria

starting price: 50,000 €
(est. 55,000 US$)
259 | Bayern - Ganzsachen – Bavaria - Postal Stationery

1873, 2 Kreuzer graugrün, Ganzsachenkarte, Type II, mit Zusatzfrankatur eines senkrechten Paares der 1 Kreuzer grün (Mi. Nr. 22Ya) und Einzelstück der 3 Kreuzer rot (Mi. Nr. 23Y), von “FUERTH 12 SEP 6-7N” (1873) nach Amsterdam, Weiterfranko “9/12” mit Rötel, rückseitig Ankunftsstempel (15. Sept. 1873), 3 Kreuzer Marke mit kleinen Mängeln, sonstige Frankatur und Karte selbst in einwandfreier Erhaltung, tarifrichtige 7-Kreuzer-Frankatur, laut Fotoattest Sem BPP von 2015 ist nur eine weitere Postkarte nach Holland mit 7-Kreuzer-Porto bekannt, ein sehr seltener Beleg!

873, 2 Kreuzer grey-green, postal stationery card, Type II, with additional vertical pair of 1 Kreuzer green (Mi. Nr. 22Ya) and single of 3 Kreuzer red (Mi. Nr. 23Y), from “FUERTH 12 SEP 6-7N “(1873) to Amsterdam, franco “9/12” with red chalk, on back arrival postmark (15th Sept. 1873), 3 Kreuzer stamp with small defects, other franking and card itself in perfect condition, correct 7-Kreuzer-postage, according to photo-certificate Sem (BPP) from 2015 its known only one other postcard to Holland with 7 Kreuzer-postage, a very rare card!

starting price: **4.500 €**
(est. 5,000 US$)
260 | Bergedorf - Marken und Briefe

1862, 1 Schilling schwarz auf weiß, 2 Exemplare auf nicht mehr ganz komplettem Faltbrief nach Hamburg, Vorder- und Rückseite jedoch vollständig erhalten, Name leicht ausgekratzt, Marken mit schönem Schnitt, oben links jeweils berührt, sonst allseits voll- bis breitrandig, außerordentlich frische Frankatur je mit sehr klarer, gitterförmiger Abstempelung, Nebenstempel "BERGEDORF 2/2", rückseitig Ankunftsstempel "HAMBURG 2/2 62", Fotoattest Jakubek BPP sowie bereits geprüft Thier und Calves, ein sehr attraktiv wirkender Beleg mit sehr seltener Frankatur!

1862 1 Schilling in black on white, 2 copies on not quite complete folded letter to Hamburg, front and back complete, name lightly scratched, stamps touched on top left, otherwise all sides having full to wide margins, very fresh condition with very clear, grid-like cancellation, beside "BERGEDORF 2/2", at the back arrival postmark "HAMBURG 2/2 62", photo-certificate Jakubek BPP and also signed Thier and Calves, a very attractive-looking letter with very rare franking!

starting price: €5,500
(est. 6,000 US$)
261 | Braunschweig - Marken und Briefe – Brunswick

1866, ½ Gr./5 Pfg. schwarz auf lebhaft graugrün (Mi. Nr. 10A) zusammen mit 2 Exemplaren der 3 Gr. braun der Ausgabe 1865 (Mi. Nr. 20) auf kleinformatigem Briefumschlag von "BRAUNSCHWEIG 6 DEC. 1866 6½-7A" nach New York, ½ Groschen voll- bis breitrandig, etwas verfärbt, 3 Groschen-Marken teils Scherentrennung, teils Durchstich innerhalb des Schnittes, sonst ist die Erhaltung der Marken einwandfrei, Umschlag naturgemäß geringe Mängel, da aus sehr dünnem Pergaminpapier, vorderseitig roter K1 "HAMBURG Packet. Dec 8 Paid 3" und rückseitigen Durchgangsstempeln des Stadtpost- und preußischen Postamtes Hamburg, korrekt frankiert mit 6½ Gr. nach Amerika, 4½ Gr. Weiterfranko in Röteln vermerkt, Fotoattest Lange BPP (2013), ein außergewöhnlich attraktiver und wirkungsvoller Beleg!

starting price: **1.000 €**

(est. 1.100 US$)
262 + | Hamburg - Marken und Briefe


starting price: 3.000 €
(est. 3,300 US$)
263 | Hamburg - Marken und Briefe

1867, ½ Groschen schwarz gezähnt, 8 Exemplare als Massen-Mehrfachfrankatur auf Briefumschlag von „HAMBURG 3/7“ (1865) nach Berlin, ein waagerechter 4er-Streifen, ein senkrechtes Paar sowie 2 Einzelstücke, Marken leichte Einschränkungen, Umschlag mit Mängeln (u. a. rückseitig etliche Falzreste und Siegel ausgeschnitten), geprüft Carl H. Lange und Köhler sowie Fotoattest Brettl BPP, äußerst seltene und attraktive Frankatur in ursprünglicher Erhaltung!

starting price: 2.500 €
(est. 2.750 US$)

starting price: **2.000 €**
(est. 2,200 US$)
265 | Hannover
Marken und Briefe –

1864, 3 Groschen braun durchstochen mit hellrosa Gummierung, Originalgummi mit minimaler Haftspur, tadellos, Fotoattest "echt und einwandfrei" Berger BPP, eine sehr seltene Marke!

1864, 3 Groschen brown rouletted with light-pink gum, original gum with minimal trace of adhesion, faultless, photo-certificate "genuine and impeccable" Berger BPP, a very rare stamp!

starting price: **1,500 €**
(est. 1,650 US$)

266 + | Helgoland
Marken und Briefe – Heligoland

1869, 1/2 S. blue-green and deep carmine, (some short perf.) tied by cds. „GEESTEMÜNDE FREIHAFEN 11.9“, fine, very scarce cancel on this issue!

starting price: **4,500 €**
(est. 5,000 US$)

267 | Helgoland - Ganzsachen – Heligoland

1889, 5 Farthings / 10 Pfennig Ganzsachenkarte von "HELGOLAND JU 30 1889" nach Chihuahua (Mexiko), Transitstempel New York und El Paso (Mexiko) und nachtaxiert, in sehr frischer und tadelloser Erhaltung, eine sehr ungewöhnliche und seltene Destination!

1889, 5 Farthings / 10 Pfennig postal stationary-card from "HELGOLAND JU 30 1889" to Chihuahua (Mexico), transit postmarks New York and El Paso (Mexico) and octogonal “T” postmark for additional tax, in very fresh and perfect condition, a very unusual and rare destination!

starting price: **1,000 €**
(est. 1,100 US$)
1813 Pre-Philatelic Letter from Heligoland to England during the Napoleonic War’s Continental Blockade. Pre-stamp folded lettersheet written December 12th 1813 on Heligoland (as stated in the letter) then sent by Packet Ship to be routed via London where it received the arrival marking “FOREIGN DE 23 1813” then departed for Hull, Yorkshire the same day receiving the transit date marking “B DE 23 1813”. A Major Heligoland Rarity.

The correspondence between Heligoland Merchant William Graham and his supplier George Malcolm of Hull, England represents the very beginning of Heligoland Postal History. Along with the early British Arrival & Transit postal markings, there is the hand scripted “5” on the front of the letter representing the Postage Fee charged for mailing the letter using the services of a Packet Ship. [The Packet Rate for Heligoland to London was 158d, then the 231 miles from London to Hull would be rated at 10d for a total of 256d. Thus the “5” indicates that this was a Double Rated Letter.] Though the outside of the letter shows the usual signs of wear for an item of this age, including some paper loss (a common occurrence when opening letters with wax seals) the interior of the letter is clean and the text is complete and unaffected. A month later on January 14th 1814, Britain was awarded Heligoland at the Treaty of Kiel. The Continental Blockade ended 11 April 1814. Royal Philatelic Society London Certificate.

starting price: **3,000 €**
(est. 3,300 US$)
269 + | Helgoland - Besonderheiten – Heligoland

1860: The most important item in Heligoland Philately to be offered in over Half-a-Century. 

Stampless pre-philatelic cover from Heligoland to Melbourne (Australia). Cancelled with a "HELIGOLAND DE 4 1860" ERS Type I and shipped to Hamburg where it received a “St.P.A. 7 Dec. 60” arrival marking as seen on the back; then on the same day it received a “HAMBURG 7 DEC 1860” Butterfly postmark and was sent to London where it received the transit postmark “LONDON HR DE 10 60 PAID” in red. From London it traveled to Australia, completing it’s journey on February 15, 1861 as shown by the “Melbourne C FE’15 61” arrival marking in red ink on the reverse. Provenance: ex Kapitän Sachse Collection. BPP Certificate: Estelmann Rarely is a “New Item” offered that rewrites Postal History, this exceptional Cover does exactly that. It is generally believed by Serious Collectors and Experts alike, that the HELIGOLAND ERS came into existence on July 1st 1866 when the British Administration took over control of the Island’s Post Office. This Cover clearly challenges that belief.

Only two examples of Pre-1866 ERS usage are known. Both are on Covers from the Kapitan Sachse Collection. Both are addressed to the same person in Australia and both were last offered in the 1952 Mohrmann 73 Auction and never seen again! The rediscovery of this “absolute Rarity” after 64 years of silence, accompanied by it’s BPP Certificate, opens a “New Chapter” in Heligoland Philately.

starting price: 25,000 €
(est. 27,500 US$)
270 + | Helgoland - Besonderheiten – Heligoland

1890, early picture post card “Grün ist das Land, Roth ist die Kant, Weiss ist der Sand, das sind die Farben von Helgoland” franked with 1875 1/2 P / 10 Pf tied by very rare “Hamburg BAHNPOST No 3”. This cancel is recorded only two times on Helgoland stamps. Arrival “Wernigerode 6 8 90". Card folded/bend, some imperfections.

starting price: 4,500 €
(est. 5,000 US$)

271 | Lübeck – Marken und Briefe – Lubeck

1859, ½ Schilling dunkelviolettgrau auf kleinformatigem Ortsbrief, entwertet durch klaren Fünfstrichstempel und nebensetztem K2 “LUEBECK 15/3 7-8M”, farbfrische Marke, rechts teilweise angeschnitten sowie kleinere getönte Stellen, andere 3 Seiten gut und gleichmäßig gerändet, Umschlag trotz eines kleinen Randrisses insgesamt gut erhalten, Fotoattest Mehlmann BPP (2014), Einzelfrankaturen der ½ Schilling sind sehr selten!

starting price: 2,000 €
(est. 2,200 US$)

starting price: 1.500 €
(est. 1,650 US$)
273 | Oldenburg - Marken und Briefe

1859, 1/3 Groschen schwarz auf grün, ungebraucht mit fast vollständigem Originalgummi und kleiner Falzspur, farbfrisch und allseits voll/breitrandig, einwandfreie Erhaltung, Fotoattest Berger BPP: "Eine mit originaler Gummierung seltene Marke."

starting price: 2.500 €
(est. 2,750 US$)

274 | Preußen - Vorphilatelie – Prussia


starting price: 2.000 €
(est. 2,200 US$)
275 | Preußen - Marken und Briefe – Prussia


Starting price: **2.600 €**
(est. 2,900 US$)

276 | Preußen - Marken und Briefe – Prussia


Starting price: **7.000 €**
(est. 7,700 US$)
277  | Preußen - Marken und Briefe – Prussia

1857, 2 Sgr. dunkelblau auf dünnem, durchscheinendem Papier, ungebraucht ohne Gummi, farbfrische Marke, Risschen geschlossen und kleine helle Stelle sowie rechts minimaler Randmangel, diese seltene Papiervariante ist ungebraucht nur in ganz wenigen Stücken bekannt, eine der seltensten Marken von Altdeutschland und im Michel nicht verzeichnet!, Kurzbefund Brettl/BPP

starting price: 2.000 €
(est. 2,200 US$)

278  | Preußen - Marken und Briefe – Prussia


starting price: 4.800 €
(est. 5,300 US$)
279 | Preußen - Marken und Briefe – Prussia


starting price: **4.500 €**
(est. 5,000 US$)

280 | Preußen - Marken und Briefe – Prussia

1861, Freimark: Preußischer Adler im Oval, 1 Sgr mittelrosa als Einzelfrankatur auf extrem seltener Ortspostanweisung mit einem der seltensten Berlin-Stempel "BERLIN H.P.A. 2/11 67 * * 4-SN" in blau mit 2 klaren Abschlägen, im Ortsbereich gelaufen, UNIKAT als Formularverwendung. Mit diesem Stempel sind einschl. diesem Exemplar 3 Ganzbelege aus der Preußenzeit bekannt, Glanzstück für jede Sammlung, sehr ausführliches Fotoattest Flemming BPP, die beschriebenen Mängel sind bei diesem Stück zu tolerieren! (T)

starting price: **4.500 €**
(est. 5,000 US$)
281 | Sachsen - Marken und Briefe – Saxony


starting price: 2.000 €
(est. 2,200 US$)

282 | Sachsen - Marken und Briefe – Saxony

1850, Freimarke 3 Pf ziegelrot, rechtes oberes Eckrandstück ursprünglich auf Briefstück mit seltenem, klar abgeschlagenem Rahmenstempel “OEDERAN 17. SEP. 50” Marke links minimal berührt sonst breitrandig, neues Attest Vaatz BPP, “…Echt, hervorragende Wirkung, nur wenige Stücke in dieser Qualität bekannt”

starting price: 3.000 €
(est. 3,300 US$)
Sachsen - Marken und Briefe – Saxony

1851, 3 Pf. "Sachsen Dreier" auf Drucksache mit Ra2 "GRIMMA .. (MRZ) 51", ein STEMPEL-UNIKAT nach 60 Jahren zum zweiten Mal wieder auf dem Markt ! 3 Pf. in Farbe a = ziegelrot, außergewöhnlich farbfri-sche Marke mit nur einmal bekanntem Rahmen-Zweizeiler GRIMMA mit Datum, von diesem ist nur die Jahreszahl 51 sicher zu erkennen, die Marke selber ist einwandfrei, nur links an der Randlinie geschnit-ten, die anderen Seiten alle breitrandig, auf frischer Drucksache (ohne Schleife) der Firma Voigt & Heuäcker in Neuwerk bei Königsee mit Vetreterankündigung, signiert u.a. Thier, Dr. Pirl, Pfenninger und Drahn, von welchem auch ein Attest von 1949 beiliegt, seitdem ist die Marke nicht mehr weiterverkauft worden. Natürlich wird diese Marke mit aktueller Prüfgaran-ție versteigert, auf Wunsch werden wir die Marke direkt nach Zuschlag zur erneuten Attestierung schicken, die Kosten dafür übernimmt der Käufer. Mi. 25.000,- + Stempelzuschlag für Unikat --DER FACHWELT WEITGEHEND UNBEKANNTER BRIEF MIT DEM EINZIG BISHER REGISTRIERTEN STEMPELABSCHLAG VON GRIMMA FÜR DIE GROSSE SAMMLUNG !!

starting price: 7,000 €
(est. 7,700 US$)
284 + | Sachsen - Marken und Briefe – Saxony

1850: 3 Pfennige kirschrot/mittelkarminrot, Platte IV, Type 16, außerordentlich breitrandiges und farbintensives Luxusstück, vom linken Bogenrand, zart mit blauem Einkreisstempel versehen. In dieser Qualität handelt es sich um ein Liebhaber-Exemplar dieser großen Deutschland-Seltenheit. Mit blauer Abstempelung dürfte es sich um eines der schönsten bekannten Exemplare handeln. Fotoatteste Brett, Pröschold/BPP, Rismondo/BPP. KW Michel 17.000,- €.  

starting price: 11.000 €  
(est. 12,000 US$)

285 + | Sachsen - Marken und Briefe – Saxony


starting price: 30.000 €  
(est. 33,000 US$)
286 | Schleswig-Holstein - Marken und Briefe

1850, 2 Sch. rot, farbfrisch in üblichem Schnitt, rechts vollrandig, als Einzelfrankatur auf kleinem Brief von KIEL nach LÜBECK, innen datiert "19.Nov.50", klar entwertet mit NS "18" sowie nebengesetzter K2 "KIEL 19/11", Briefhülle minime unauffällige Patina, signiert Richter, Köhler und Rieger. Reizvolles Brieflein vom 5. Tag der Verwendung, Mi. 25.000,-

1850, Folded letter bearing a 2 Schilling red, usual cut with wide margins on right side, clear tied by Numeral "18" and alongside double-cds "KIEL 19/11" (inside dated 1850) sent to Lübeck, cover signed Richter, Köhler and Rieger, very fine letter from 5. day of issue, Michel cat. value 25.000,-

starting price: 10.000 €
(est. 11,000 US$)
287 | Thurn & Taxis - Marken und Briefe


starting price: 25,000 €
(est. 27,500 US$)
288 | Württemberg – Marken und Briefe – Wurttemberg

1851, Freimarken 1 Kr schwarz auf gelbstichtigem Seidenpapier im senkrechten Paar und 18 Kr schwarz auf bläulichviolett auf portorichtig frankiertem Brief nach St. Petersburg, entwertet “ULM 16. Mai 1854”, Marken und Stempel sind echt und zum Brief gehörend, 18 Kr ist einwandfrei, 1 Kr-Paar hat unten einen belanglosen Randspalt, der Brief hat unten einen 1 cm Einriß und ist an den Rändern etwas gestaucht. Ein schöner und sehr dekorativer Brief mit sehr seltener Frankaturkombination und guter, früher Destination Rußland, doppelt signiert Thoma, Fotoattest Irtenkauf BPP. In dieser Form ein absolutes Unikat!

1 y b Type III (2), 5 Type II

starting price: 2.500 €
(est. 2,750 US$)

289 | Württemberg – Marken und Briefe – Wurttemberg

1851, 3 Kr. schwarz auf gelb, Type I als senkrechter Dreierstreifen mit glasklaren L2 “NEUENBÜRG 3 JUN 1853” auf komplettem Kabinett-Faltbrief, gelaufen nach Nürnberg mit ra. Ankunfts-K2 vom 5.6.53, farbfrischer und allseits breitrandiger 3-er Streifen, unten eine minimale Wellung, sonst einwandfreie und besonders frische Erhaltung, Fotoattest Irtenkauf BPP

2 a Type I (3)

starting price: 3.000 €
(est. 3,300 US$)
290 +  |  Württemberg - Marken und Briefe – Württemberg


starting price: **1.500 €**
(est. 1.650 US$)
291 | Württemberg - Marken und Briefe – Wurttemberg

1863, 6 Kr. blau weit gez., 3er Streifen + 2 Einzelmarken auf Brief nach SAIGON, COCHINCHINA 1863, 6 Kr. blau, weit gezähnt im Dreierstreifen (größte bekannte Einheit!) und zusätzlich zwei Einzelmarken mit K2 "NEUENSTADT 16 MAI 1866" auf Faltbriefhülle, gelaufen über Marseille (17.5.) mit der "Peluse" am 19.5. nach Alexandria (29.5.) und von dort über Land nach Suez, weiter mit der "Cambodge" am 27.6. über Singapore nach Saigon, Cochinchina (27.6.) die hds. Empfangsnote lautet "Goihsen 13 Juli 66 / R(epondu=Answered). Die Marken sind farbfrisch und gut gezähnt, der Dreierstreifen ist einwandfrei, die zwei Einzelmarken haben winzige unsichtbare Bugspuren, der Brief hat minimale Altersspuren und ist ansonsten in sehr guter Erhaltung. Fotoattest Irtenkauf BPP und Van der Linden BPP. — Die Massenfrankatur sowie auch die Destindation sind einmalig, in doppelter Hinsicht ein UNIKAT für die grosse Sammlung.

1863, 5x 6 Kreuzer blue on letter from "NEUENSTADT 16 MAI 1866" to SAIGON, COCHINCHINA 1863, Folded letter bearing 6 kreuzer blue, wide perforation in strip of three (max. known unit!) and two single stamps, all tied by double cds "NEUENSTADT 16 MAI 1866" sent via Marseille (17.5.) with ship "Peluse" to Alexandria (29.5.) and with overland mail to Suez, from ther with ship "Cambodge" (27.6.) via Singapore to Saigon (27.6.), m/s arrival notice "Goihsen 13.7.66/R(epondu=Answered). The stamps are all fresh and with good perforation, the two single stamps have a unvisible crinkle, the cover with minimal patina and transport marks, otherwise in very fine condition, cert. Irtenkauf BPP and Van der Linden BPP. - Both, the multible franking and the desintation is known only one time, in combination a UNIQUE item in twice aspects for the great collection!!

starting price: 10.000 €
(est. 11,000 US$)
292 + | Württemberg – Marken und Briefe – Württemberg

1865, 18 Kr. orangegelb mit rotem Fächerstempel “STUTTGART FIL.BUR.II. NOV.16” als portogerechte Einzelfrankatur auf kleinformatigem Auslandsbrief mit rotem Ra1 “P.D.” nach Roscrea, Irland mit Ankunftsstempel, Umschlag rückseitig mit verklebten Öffnungsmängeln und minimaler Patina, Marke einwandfrei, äußerst dekorativer Brief mit kontrastreicher Entwertung und recht seltener Destination, Fotoattest Thoma BPP, Michel cat. value 5.000,-

1865, Single franking 18 Kreuzer orange-yellow, wide perf. from Stuttgart to Roscrea, Ireland. 1865, Small cover bearing a 18 Kr. orange-yellow, wide perforation with red fan-cancel "STUTTGART FIL.BUR.II NOV 16 (1867)" and “P.D.” sent to Roscrea, Ireland with b/s arrival 19.11.67, backflap little cracks but complete with all transits, stamp and cover in very fine and fresh condition, very decorative with colourfully frontside and rare deatination, cert. Thoma BPP, Michel cat. value 5.000,-

Starting price: **1,000 €**
(est. 1,100 US$)
293 | Württemberg - Marken und Briefe – Württemberg

1863/69, EINMALIGE 3-AUSGABEN-MISCHFRANKATUR auf FIRMENZIERBRIEF nach INDIEN! 1863, Wappen ausgabe 18 Kr. gelborange, weit gezähnt zusammen mit Wappen 1865, 9 Kr. rötlichbraun, durchstochen und 1869 Ovalausgabe, 1 Kr. gelblichgrün, durchstochen auf reich illustriertem Firmencouvert "Pianofabrik J&P Schiedmayer Stuttgart." (Firma existiert heute noch) mit links Abbildung eines alten reichverzierten Flügels und rotem K1. "STUTTGART 23 3 FIL. BUR.1 (1870)" gelaufen nach Bangalore, Indien über "WIEN 24/3 70", handsch. "via Triest", "BOMBAY AP 16 70" und rs. Ankunftstempel vom 21.4.1870, die Marken sind farbfrisch und gut erhalten, nur die 18 Kr. hat oben etwas durch Randklebung bestossene Zähnung, Couvert ist von grosser Frische und portogerecht: 3 Kr. Vereinsporto + 25 Kr. Weiterfranko, Fotoattest Heinrich BPP. Dazu gehört noch ein weiterer illustrierter Zierbrief derselben Firma mit 1869 Ovalausgabe 1 Kr. grün im Paar und 7 kr. blau mit rotem K1 "STUTTGART 20/8" gelaufen nach Paris mit rs. AK 22.8.69, Marken und Brief in einwandfreier Erhaltung, Fotoattest Irtenkauf BPP, zusammen ergeben die zwei Briefe eine wunderschöne und einmalige Albumseite. Phantastische und einmalige Dreifarben-Frankatur von drei verschiedenen Ausgaben Württembergs auf wunderschömem Firmenzierbrief mit sehr seltener Destination Indien!! (T)

starting price: **50.000 €**
(est. 55,000 US$)
294 | Württemberg - Marken und Briefe – Württemberg

1873, Ganzsachenumschlag 9 Kr. gelbbraun mit Zusatzfrankatur Ovalausgabe 1 Kr. grün, durchstochen mit K3 "MAEGERKINGEN 10 2 73" gelaufen nach JERUSALEM, PALÄSTINA (Holyland) über "WIEN 12 2 73" und "TRIEST 13/2 73". Portogerechte und ursprüngliche Frankatur (3 Kr. für die erste Gewichtstufe, 7 Kr. waren an die Reichspostverwaltung zu vergüten), rechts gering bügig, sonst sehr gute Erhaltung. Aus der gesamten Württemberg-Kreuzerzeit sind insgesamt NUR DREI BRIEFE MIT DESTINATION PALÄSTINA BEKANNT, mit dieser Frankatur ein UNIKAT!, neues Fotoattest Heinrich BPP.

1873, stationery envelope 9 Kr. uprated with oval-issue 1 Kr. green, rouletted, sent from "MAERKINGEN 10 2 73" via "WIEN 12 2 73" and "TRIEST 13/2 73" to Jerusalem, Palästine (Holyland), correct franking, 3 Kr. inland postage + 7 Kr. tax-rate for German Imp. Post which transported the cover to the German Post Office in Turkey. IN THE COMPLETE KREUZER-PERIOD ONLY THREE LETTERS TO PALÄSTINA ARE KNOWN, with this franking a UNIQUE letter !!, actual cert. Heinrich BPP

starting price: 11,000 €
(est. 12,000 US$)
295 + | Württemberg - Marken und Briefe – Württemberg

1873, 70 KR. dunkelviolettbraun, 1.Auflage, einfache Trennungslinien, im waagerechten Luxus-Paar der Bogenfelder 4 und 5, ungebraucht mit vollem Orginalgummi, postfrisch! Dieses Paar vom linken Bogenrand stellt in der vorliegenden Qualität eine Württemberg-Rarität dar. Die Einheit ist außerordentlich farbfrisch und schön. Fotoattest Irtenkauf ... das Paar ist postfrisch.”!

starting price: **8.000 €**
(est. 8,800 US$)

---

296 + | Württemberg - Marken und Briefe – Württemberg

1873: 70 Kr. dunkelviolettbraun, **senkrechtes Luxuspaar** (obere Marke am Bogenrand geschlossener Spalt) der Bogenfelder 3 und 6. Außerordentlich breitrandig mit nahezu vollständigen Trennungslinien, klar mit Fächerstempel "STUTTGART 21/APR" versehen. Die seltene Einheit ist sehr farbfrisch und besonders dekorativ. Große Württemberg-Rarität! Ex Conte-Contini-Block, Sammlung Fürstenberg. Geprüft Kruschel, DIENA, Fotoattest Irtenkauf/BPP. (KW Michel 15.000,- €)

starting price: **5.000 €**
(est. 5,500 US$)
297 | Elsass-Lothringen - Marken und Briefe – Alsace and Lorraine

1870, 5 C gelblichgrün, Netzunterdruck mit Spitzen nach unten als waagrechter Dreierstreifen auf kleinem Couvert von "Corny (Novent) 7 10 71" gelaufen nach Germersheim, Rheinpfalz mit rs. bayerischem Ankunfts-HK vom 9.10.71, rechte Marke rechts unten winz. Eckzähnkorrektur, sonst einwandfreie und sehr frische Erhaltung, tiefgeprüft Spalink BPP und Brettl

*starting price: 4,000 €*

(est. 4,400 US$)

298 | Elsass-Lothringen - Marken und Briefe – Alsace and Lorraine

1870, 10 C braunocker/rötlichgelb und 20 C ultramarin, beide Netzspitzen nach oben und gestempelt mit K1 "NEU-BREISACH 25 11 71" zusammen mit NDP Innendienstmarke 10 Gr. hellbraungrau im Paar (linke Marke oben links unauffälliger Eckmangel, sonst Prachterhaltung) mit handschriftlicher Entwertung auf Wertbrief-Vorderseite über 600 Thaler und 22 Gramm, gelaufen nach Grodziczno in Westpreussen, EXTREM SELTENE LÄNDER-MISCHFRANKATUR, nur 4 Belege registriert!, ex Sammlung Henry Kastler (1992)

*starting price: 3,500 €*

(est. 3,800 US$)
300 | Deutsches Reich - Brustschild – German Reich - Eagle with Shield


Eine ebenso BEEINDRUCKENDE wie EINMALIGE MASSENFRANKATUR aus dem berühmten "Württemberger Fund"! (M)

starting price: 15,000 €
(est. 16,500 US$)
301 + | **Deutsches Reich – Brustschild – German Reich – Eagle with Shield**

1872, 1 Kreuzer kleiner Schild im ungebrauchten/postfrischen 4er-Block vom linken Bogenrand, farbfrisch, gut geprägt und üblich gezähnt, die oberen Marken mit drei kleinen hellen Stellen, die unteren tadellos und die rechte postfrisch, Fotoattest Krug BPP, eine seltene Einheit! Mi. ca. 10.000,- €

*starting price: 2.000 € (est. 2,200 US$)*

---

302 + | **Deutsches Reich – Brustschild – German Reich – Eagle with Shield**

1872, 10 Gr. Innendienst im senkrechten Paar und 30 Gr. blau im waagerechten Paar, jeder Wert einzeln pedantisch klar mit handschriftlicher Entwertung “Bln 35 29/11 73” und waagerechtes Paar 2 Gr. blau großer Schild mit EKr. “BERLIN P.E.No.35 29.11.73”, rückseitig auf kleinformatigem Paketbegleitbrief via Bremen nach Pakersburg, West-Virginia. Der Umschlag ist in sehr guter Gesamterhaltung, alle Marken sind farbfrisch, sehr gut gezähnt und gut zentriert, sehr dekorative 84 Groschen-Frankatur mit äußerst seltener Marken-Kombination, Luxus für höchste Ansprüche, Fotoattest Sommer BPP: “...ein ungewöhnlicher schöner, herausragender Beleg der Brustschild-Philatelie!”

*starting price: 2.000 € (est. 2,200 US$)*
303 | Deutsches Reich - Brustschild – German Reich - Eagle with Shield

1872, HÖCHSTE BEKANNTEN NDP/BRUSTSCHILD-FRANKATUR über 596 (!) Groschen mit NDP 17x 30 Gr. + DR 8x 10 Gr., 5 Gr. + 1 Gr. auf Paketbegleitbrief von "SONDERSHAUSEN 20 10" nach Berlin Wertpaketbegleitbrief über 5 Fässer zu 101 Pfund und ein Fass zu 78 Pfund 400 Gramm, alle mit Wertangabe 100 Thaler, frankiert mit Innendienstmarke Norddeutscher Postbezirk siebenmal 30 Gr. und Innendienstmarke DR achtmal 10 Gr. sowie Grosser Schild 5 Gr. und 1 Gr. mit Ra2 "SONDERSHAUSEN 20 10" bzw. die 30 Gr. und 10 Gr. vorschriftsmässig handschriftlich entwertet, gelaufen nach Berlin mit Rötelsteuer "596", nach dem bis Ende 1873 geltenden Tarif von je 1 Groschen pro Pfund Gewicht und der Versicherungsgebühr pro Fass von 2 Groschen. Die Brustschildmarken und zwei 30 Gr. Marken haben leichte Eckfehler, ansonsten in guter Bedarfserhaltung und farbfrisch, Umschlag mit leichten Beförderungsknittern, sonst in guter Erhaltung; neues Fotoattest Krug BPP. DIESER BRIEF MIT 596 GROSCHEN FRANKATUR IST ALS HÖCHSTE BEKANNTEN FRANKATUR DER BRUSTSCHILD-ZEIT ÜBERHAUPT EIN SCHAUSTÜCK FÜR DIE GANZ GROSSE SAMMLUNG !! (M)

starting price: 25,000 €
(est. 27,500 US$)
304 + | *Deutsches Reich – Brustschild – German Reich - Eagle with Shield*

1872, ½ Groschen kleiner Schild orange im ungebrauchten 4er-Block, laut aktuellem Fotoattest Krug BPP "farbfrisch, gut geprägt, üblich gezähnt und in einwandfreier Erhaltung", die rechte obere Marke hat den Plattenfehler "S ind POST mit hellem Punkt im oberen Bogen" (Feld 43), eine sehr seltene Einheit! Mi. 11.000,- € +

starting price: **1.500 €**
(est. 1,650 US$)

305 + | *Deutsches Reich – Brustschild – German Reich - Eagle with Shield*

1872, 2 Kreuzer großer Schild im POSTFRISCHEN VIERERBLOCK, laut aktuellem Fotoattest Krug BPP "farbfrisch, gut geprägt, bis auf einen leicht kürzeren Zahn (Anm.: rechte obere Marke rechts unten) gut gezähnt und IN EINWANDFREIER ERHALTUNG", jeder Wert rückseitig mit Bleistiftsignaturen, postfrisch eine sehr seltene Einheit! Mi. ca. 18.000,- €

starting price: **2.500 €**
(est. 2,750 US$)
306 | Deutsches Reich - Pfennige – German Reich - Pfennige

1875, je Einzelstücke 3 Pfennige, 5 Pfennige und 10 Pfennige zusammen mit 2 Exemplaren der 50 Pfennige auf Brief von "ELSFLETH 25/4 75" nach St. Juan / Portorico (Puerto Rico), vorderseitig Transitstempel London (27.4.) und rückseitig Ankunftsstempel Puerto Rico vom 18. Mai, eine 50 Pfennige aus zwei Hälften zusammengesetzt, Frankatur sonst in guter Erhaltung, Umschlag mit einigen Spuren (u. a. kleine Kugelschreibernotizen vorder- und rückseitig), trotzdem in sehr attraktiver Gesamterhaltung, ein schön wirksender Beleg mit außergewöhnlicher und sehr seltener Destination! 1875, single pieces of 3 Pfennige, 5 Pfennige and 10 Pfennige, together with 2 copies of 50 Pfennig e on cover from "ELSFLETH 25/4 75" to St. Juan / Puerto Rico, on front transit mark of London (27.4.) and on back arrival mark of Puerto Rico on May 18, one copy 50 Pfennige put together from two halves, franking otherwise in good condition, cover with a few small faults (e. g. small pencil notes on front and back), overall in a very attractive condition, very rare destination!

starting price: 4,000 €
(est. 4,400 US$)
307 | Deutsches Reich - Germania – German Reich - Germania


starting price: **7,500 €**

(est. 8,200 US$)
308 + | Deutsches Reich – Germania – German Reich – Germania

1900: 5 Mark Reichspost, Zwischentype mit Rahmen in Type I und Mittelstück in Type II (Böttcher mit Ohr), Luxusstück, hervorragend farbfrisch und sehr gut gezähnt. Aus dem Fotoattest: "Es handelt sich um ein überdurchschnittlich gut erhaltenes Exemplar dieser extrem seltenen Marke." Diese Marke zählt, zumal in der hier vorliegenden Qualität, zu den bedeutendsten Seltenheiten der Ausgaben des Deutschen Reiches. Fotoattest Jäschke-Lantelme/BPP. KW Michel 30.000,- €.

starting price: 20.000 €
(est. 22,000 US$)

309 + | Deutsches Reich – Germania – German Reich – Germania

1902: Germania 2 Pfg. - 80 Pfg. ungezähnt, 10 Werte je im waagerechten Paar mit unterem Bogenrand, postfrisch, Luxus. Als Paar und in dieser Erhaltung handelt es sich um eine Deutschland-Rarität, geprüft DRAHN. (KW Michel 10.000,- € ohne Paar- und Randzuschlag)

starting price: 3.800 €
(est. 4,200 US$)
310+ | **Deutsches Reich – Germania – German Reich – Germania**


IV DD, IV, BS I

**starting price: 7.500 €**

(est. 8,200 US$)
311 | Deutsches Reich - Inflation – German Reich - Inflation

1923, “20 Tausend” auf 200 Mk illarot (weiter Abstand) mit KOPFSTEHENDEM Aufdruck als Einzelfrankatur auf Firmenbrief “Kalkverband Mitteldeutschland” gelaufen von “MAGDEBURG 25.8.23” nach Goslar, der Bedarfumschlag ist senkrecht gefaltet und oben einige Millimeter verkürzt, ansonsten sind Marke und Umschlag in einwandfreier Erhaltung, ein EXTREM SELTENER Beleg, bisher nur 3 Stück bekannt!, tiefgepr. Peschl und Fotoattest Dr. Oechsner BPP, im Michel aufgrund der Seltenheit ohne Preisangabe!

starting price: 1.300 €
(est. 1,400 US$)

312 | Deutsches Reich - Weimar – German Reich - Weimar

1930, 1 Reichsmark Burg Rheinstein grünoliv, Unterrandstück mit spiegelverkehrter Plattennummer “1a”, senkrechter Bug, sonst tadellos, Fotoattest Hans-Dieter Schlegel BPP, in Kombination mit der Plattennummer eine große Seltenheit des Deutschen Reiches!

starting price: 8.000 €
(est. 8,800 US$)
313 | Deutsches Reich – 3. Reich – German Reich – 3rd Reich

1937, 6 Probedrucke, ähnlich der Marke für die Hitler-Blocks, je einzelne Marke in abweichender Zeichnung mit unten oder rechts anhängendem Rand, in 5 verschiedenen Farben: orange (2), blau, dunkelgraublau, dunkelgrün und braun, tadellos, wie verausgabt ohne Gummi, je leichte Falzspur, sehr seltene Probedrucke!

1937, 6 proofs, similar to the stamp of Hitler-s/s, with lower or right margin, in 5 different colors: orange (2), blue, dark gray blue, dark green and brown, in perfect condition, as issued without gum, each one trace of hinge, very rare proofs!

starting price: 4.000 €
(est. 4,400 US$)
1941, Freimarke Hitler 6 Pf auf DUNKELBLÄULICHVIOLETTEM Papier. Durch Reparatur einer Schadstelle im Papier wurden acht Exemplare unbeabsichtigt auf diesem Papier gedruckt, es sind die bis jetz einzig bekannten Stücke dieser seltenen Besonderheit, es handelt sich nicht um eine geklebte Papierbahn. Minimale Unebenheiten der Gummierung sind herstellungsbedingt und stellen keinen Mangel dar, ausführliches Fotoattest Stastny VPEX.

1941 Stamp Hitler 6Pf on DUNKELBLÄULICHVIOLET paper. By repairing a flaw in the paper eight copies were printed unintentionally, there are so far the only known pieces of this rare feature, it is not a glued paper web. Minimum unevenness of rubber are production-caused and represent no fault, certificate with photograph Stastny VPEX.

starting price: 3.500 €
(est. 3,900 US$)
315 | Deutsches Reich – 3. Reich – German Reich – 3rd Reich


A VERY SPECTACULAR UNISSUED SET OF 12 PERFORATED PHOTO ESSAYS ILLUSTRATING ECOLOGICAL TOPICS: WASTE COLLECTION FOR RECYCLING (Altstoffsammlung); MEDICINAL HERBS COLLECTION (Heilkräutersammlung); YOUTH HELPING IN AGRICULTURE (Ernteeinsatz), YOUTH SENT TO THE COUNTRY SIDE (Kinderlandverschickung). THIS EXTREMELY RARE SET IS EVEN MISSING IN THE OFFICIAL COLLECTIONS OF THE “ARCHIV FÜR PHILATELIE BONN”. On our website the article by Wolfgang Jakubek discussing this issue and the reasons for it staying unissued is pictured. Certificate Hans-Dieter Schlegel BPP

starting price: **12,000 €**
(est. 13,000 US$)
316 | Deutsches Reich - Markenheftchen – German Reich - Booklets

1927, Markenheftchen Beethoven/Kant ONr. 5 (2. Auflage), die Qualität ist einwandfrei, die Marken sind in der für Heftchenblätter typischen Zähnung, FA Schlegel BPP, RRR (Mi. 13.000,-).

starting price: **3.300 €**
(est. 3,600 US$)

---

317 | Deutsches Reich - Dienstmarken – German Reich - Official Stamps


starting price: **4.000 €**
(est. 4,400 US$)
| Deutsche Post in China – German Post Offices in China |

318 +  

starting price: **3.800 €**
(est. 4,200 US$)

---

319 +  

starting price: **2.600 €**
(est. 2,900 US$)
320 | Deutsche Post in China
German Post Offices in China

30 Pfg. Handstempel, nahezu postfrisches Luxusstück mit vollem Originalgummi. Sehr selten! Fotoattest Jäschke-Lantelme/BPP.

1900, 30 Pfg. manual overprint "China", nearly mint never hinged copy with full original gum, very scarce!

starting price: 3,800 €
(est. 4,200 US$)

321 | Deutsche Post in China –
German Post Offices in China


1900, Tientsin issue: German 50 pf. with DOUBLE MANUAL OVERPRINT "CHINA", used with Tientsin c.d.s., with fresh colors, slightly uneven perfs, good condition. A GREAT RARITY of the German Post in China, from which only one other example is recorded. Several signatures, certificates by Engel (1953) and M. Jäschke-Lantelme (2014).

starting price: 20,000 €
(est. 22,000 US$)
322+ | Deutsche Post in China – German Post Offices in China


1901, “Field telegram”, completely preserved, impeccable quality, franked with 6 x 50 Pfg “Germania” to pay the required fee of 3 Mark. Extremely rare 3 Mark-franking special postage for lower ranks because officers had to pay 6 Mark. The stamps are clean, individually with K1 “TIENTSIN a 30/12/01 canceled. An extremely rare rarity from the time of the Boxer Rebellion. Few field telegrams are known! Certificate Steuer / BPP.

starting price: **4.000 €**
(est. 4,400 US$)

323 | Deutsche Post in China – German Post Offices in China


1901, Petschili issues, 3 Mark Kiautschou violet-black with K1 “K D FELD-POSTSTATION No. 2 8/5”, fresh colors, good perforated and otherwise faultless, signed “Dr. Oertel” and “Ressel”, new photo-certificate Jäschke-Lantelme (11/2015)

starting price: **2.000 €**
(est. 2,200 US$)
324+ | Deutsche Post in Marokko — German Post Offices in Morocco


1899. Not issued 25 Pf (crown / eagle) stamp overprint "Marocco", below with gutter, on not issued 10 Pf registered answer card, with additional 5 C. and 30 C., canceled K1 "MUSKAU 11//. 2//02", to Tangier and back. All cancellations on this card from the famous “Hentschel correspondence” are real. (The receiver location was later amended). The card has correctly passed through the post. In every respect UNIQUE. The only previously known post-stamped copy of the no. V. A significant rarity of DP Morocco. Certificate Steuer/BPP.

starting price: 5,000 €
(est. 5,500 US$)
German Post Offices in Turkey – Forerunners

1872/1874, four letters with eagle with shield multiple / mixed franking, all cancelled Constantinople. One cover with small shield ½ Gr. + pair of 2 Gr. sended to Lyon, large shield two multiple frankings per 3x 1 Gr. sended to Bremen, one cover with a pair of 2 Gr. sended to Neukirch, Switzerland and 2 Gr. + 2½ Gr on envelope with an Arabic form sended to Dijon. All stamps and covers in fresh condition!

starting price: **5,000 €**
(est. 5,500 US$)
1896, 1 Para/5 Pf. and 10 Para/5 Pf. w. 2 1/2 Pia/50 Pf. and black label “EXPRESS D’ORIENT” tied “CONSTANTINOPEL 1 16/7/96” via Munich to Berne/Switzerland (19.VII.96 backstamp). The only recorded usage of the black label with German offices in Turkey, see Woitas report in ‘Kolonialbriefmarkensammler Berichte’ Vol. 96 p. 2028. Roughly opened, a stunning cover, cert. Steuer BPP (2016)

starting price: 5,000 €
(est. 5,500 US$)
327 + | Deutsche Post in der Türkei – German Post Offices in Turkey

889, 2 1/2 Pia./50 Pfg. braunkarmin (UV=weinrot), tadellos erhaltenes Exemplar mit nahezu vollem Originalgummi ohne Falz oder Falzrest. In dieser Erhaltung handelt es sich um eine große Seltenheit!! Fotoattest Dr. Hollmann/BPP.

1889, 2 1/2 Pi./50 Pfg. carmine brown (UV = burgundy), perfectly preserved stamp with almost full original gum without hinge or rest of hinge. In this condition it is a great rarity!! Photo-certificate Dr. Hollmann / BPP.

starting price: **2.300 €**
(est. 2,500 US$)

328 + | Deutsche Post in der Türkei – German Post Offices in Turkey


1903, 25 piasters / 5 M., type II, variety: Double overprint. Almost mint never hinged piece. This stamp is one of the major rarities of Deutsche Post in Turkey. In this condition, it is likely to be a world rarity!!! This by the Reichsdrukkerie in 1903 produced variety should clarify the origin of the double pressure unrecognized used. A sheet of 20 stamps where overprinted twice, of which 10 pieces having the variant without or with triple overprint. Signed Kosack.

starting price: **11.500 €**
(est. 13,000 US$)
329 + | Deutsche Post in der Türkei – German Post Offices in Turkey


1905, “German Reich”, 10 Para / 5 Pfg - 25 Pia./5 Mk, 12 values, complete set of 12 values with original gum, almost mint (partly minimal patina)... An extremely rare and far undervalued series, each bearing the letter in Latin, bold type or with roof.

starting price: 5,000 €
(est. 5,500 US$)
330 | Deutsche Post in der Türkei – German Post Offices in Turkey

1914, 25 Piaster auf 5 Mark mit Wasserzeichen, 11 Exemplare (1 vorne, 10 hinten) zusammen mit Mi. Nr. 37, 39, 45 und 46 auf Wertpaketkarte von “CONSTANTINOPEL DEUTSCHE POST 21.2.14 1-2N.” nach Brüssel (Belgien), Transitstempel Wien (26.2.) und Köln (28.2.) sowie ein weiterer, nicht lesbarer Transitstempel vom 22.2., 2 Werte der 25 Piaster über den Rand geklebt mit dementsprechenden Abstumpfungen, sonst tadellose Bedarfserhaltung, spektakuläre Massenfrankatur des Höchstwertes!

1914, 25 Piaster on 5 Mark with watermark, 11 copies (1 on front, 10 on back) together with Mi. Nr. 37, 39, 45 and 46 on a value-package-card from “CONSTANTINOPEL DEUTSCHE POST 12.2.14 1-2N.” to Brussels (Belgium), transit-marks Vienna (26.2.) and Cologne (28.2.) and another, unreadable transit-mark from 22.2., 2 copies of 25 Piastres glued over the edge with damaged perforation, otherwise very good condition, spectacular mass-franking of the highest value!

starting price: 5.000 €
(est. 5,500 US$)
Deutsche Post in der Türkei – German Post Offices in Turkey


1914, RAISINS LID LABEL the Can Top... Franked with 20 Ps AND 2 ½ Pia, JE R3 “SMYRNA 8 / APR / 1914 GERMAN POST” (Arges) R CHIT 239, L1 “Echantillon SANS VALEUR” AND address Labels by Laggenbeck, Westphalia. The corresponding label of the can bottom is franked with pair of 10 C. and 50 C., this also shows the Arrival DB “Laggenbeck 04/16/14”. These labels were used on round packages, in which samples were sent from raisins to prospective buyers. Since the labels were looseend from the can lids, traces of water are inevitable. A very unusual label pair, which is also franked with an interesting mixed combination. In this form, certainly unique. Certificates with photograph Hans Bothe / BPP.

starting price: 2.500 €
(est. 2,750 US$)
332 | Deutsche Post in der Türkei - Stempel
German Post Offices in Turkey - Cancellations

1917 "Aus Emmaus (El Kubebe)" auf Ansichtskarte mit Stpl. JERUSALEM MIL. MISS. 20.7.17, sehr selt. Nebenstpl., geschrieben im Feldlazarett 213 am 18.7.17, Liebhaberstück, Fotoattest Hollmann und Attest Muentz

1917 "From Emmaus (El Kubebe)" on picture postcard with postmark. JERUSALEM MIL. MISS. 20/7/17, very rare post mark. Written in field hospital 213 on 07.18.17, collector's item, certificate Hollmann and certificate Muentz

starting price: **2.000 €**
(est. 2,200 US$)

333 | Deutsche Post in der Türkei - Stempel
German Post Offices in Turkey - Cancellations

1918, "FELDPOST MIL.MISS. ARGHANA MADE 3/7/1918" klarer Stempel mit frühestem bekannten Datum auf Feldpostkarte nach Deutschland mit Nachsendung, rückseitig inter. Text, sehr seltener Bedarfsbeleg!

1918, German fieldpost card used in Turkey with clear "FELDPOST MIL.MISS. ARGHANA MADEN 3/7/1918" cds., earliest recorded date, sent to Germany and there redirected, fine and very scarce

starting price: **2.500 €**
(est. 2,750 US$)
334 + | Deutsch-Neuguinea - Britische Besetzung – Occupation of German Colonies – New Guinea

1914, 1 S. auf 1 M. Kaiseryacht mit Aufdrucktype II (Setting 2, Position 3) mit übergehendem violettem Oval-Stempel “RABAUL NEW BRITAIN JAN 18 - 1915” auf Briefstück, Kabinett, signiert Alberto Diena mit Fotoattest, seltene Marke! (SG 27), Mi 3200.-

1914, 1 S on 1 M “Yacht”, overprint type II (setting 2, position 3) on piece tied by violet oval “RABAUL NEW BRITAIN JAN 18 - 1915” on fragment. A rare stamp. Signed A. Diena. Certificate Diena. (SG 27), Mi 3200.-

starting price: **700 €**
(est. 770 US$)

335 + | Deutsch-Neuguinea - Britische Besetzung – Occupation of German Colonies – New Guinea

1914: 2 s./2 Mk. blau, Aufdruck-Abstand 5½ mm zwischen “G.R.I.” und “2”, ungebraucht und gut zentriert, eine sehr seltene Marke.

2 s./2 Mk. blue with 5½ mm between G.R.I. and value, mint, well centered and in perfect condition. A rare stamp. (Sc.28, Gibbs 28, SG 28)

starting price: **3.400 €**
(est. 3,700 US$)
336 + | Deutsch-Neuguinea – Britische Besetzung – Occupation of German Colonies – New Guinea

1914, 5 S. auf 5 M. Kaiseryacht mit Aufdrucktype I (Setting 4, Position 1), Randstück mit linkem Bogenrand und übergehendem alten Stempel "STEPHANSORT" in blau auf Briefstück, senkrechte Zahnspitzen mit leichtem violettem Strich, sonst einwandfrei, Kabinett, Marke zur Prüfung gelöst und mit Falz replaziert, signiert Champion, sehr seltene Marke (SG 15), Mi. 10.000.–

1914. 5 on 5 M “Yacht”, overprint type I (setting 4, position 1), margin copy with left margin, tied by old, blue “STEPHANSORT” on fragment. Violet lines on the vertical perforations, otherwise perfect. The stamp was loosen from the paper and replace with a hinge. Signed Champion. A rare stamp (SG 15).

starting price: **2.000 €**
(est. 2,200 US$)

337 + | Deutsch-Neuguinea – Britische Besetzung – Occupation of German Colonies – New Guinea


3 d, block of four, left lower stamp with variety: no stop after "d". According to Gibbs only 5 examples of the variety are recorded. Illustrated in Gibbs, page 53.

starting price: **3.000 €**
(est. 3,300 US$)
338 + | Deutsch-Neuguinea - Britische Besetzung – Occupation of German Colonies - New Guinea

1914, 3 d. Kieta, im ungebrauchten Luxus-Viererblock, Setting b, Positionen 1 und 2, No. 280 & 279, 275 & 274, die linke untere Marke mit Abart: Fehlende Klammer vor "Deutsch". Eine große Seltenheit, zumal als Blockstück! Fotoatteste Gibbs, BPA. (SG 38,38a Sc.43d Gibbs 42,42a.)


starting price: 3,800 € 
(est. 4,200 US$)

339 + | Deutsch-Neuguinea - Britische Besetzung – Occupation of German Colonies - New Guinea


1 d./3 Pfg., vertical strip of 3, setting II, VARIETY: short "1", the middle stamp also: double surcharge. A REMARKABLE PIECE shown in Gibbs book on page 74. The only recorded example of this variety. Provenance: Collections of Ferrari, The Marquess of Bute, Robert M. Gibbs. (SG 16b,16be Sc.16a/f Gibbs 16a,da)

starting price: 7,500 €
(est. 8,200 US$)
340 + | Deutsch-Neuguinea – Britische Besetzung – Occupation of German Colonies – New Guinea


Official Stamp 1 d. on 3 Pfg., vertical pair with additional overprint in the middle. An outstanding variety. This variety results from one additional row of ten surcharges applied between the ninth and tenth row of the sheet. The surcharge sloped slightly upwards to the right, resulting in the first six vertical pairs having the double surcharge applied across the pairs, while the last four pairs (vertical rows 7-10) have the complete double surcharge on the top stamp. (SG 01b; Sc. 01a; Gibbs 048b)

starting price: **5,500 €**
(est. 6,000 US$)

D 1 DD, Aufdruckfehler

341 + | Deutsch-Neuguinea – Ganzsachen – German Colonies – New Guinea – Postal Stationery


2 d./10 Pf., Postal Stationary card with provisional typewritten surcharge in violet “Sold at 1 D.” and “2d.” barred, unused, perfect condition. The reverse shows a printed New Year’s Message signed by Sgt. G. W. Moore (Chief Post Master). This is the only unused example known. (Gibbs PS 6)

starting price: **5,000 €**
(est. 5,500 US$)
342 | Deutsch-Ostafrika – Britische Besetzung (Mafia) –
German Colonies – East Africa – British Occupation (Mafia)


½ H. with Double-Handstamp-Overprint of the first and second issue. Extremely fine. Only 4 examples are known to exist by Gibbs. (SG M13 var; Sc. ML44; Gibbs 3Ba)

starting price: **11,000 €**
(est. 12,000 US$)

343 | Deutsch-Ostafrika – Besonderheiten –
German Colonies – East Africa – Specialties

1916, Postanweisung über 1 Rupie von “TABORA 20.4.16” mit 7½ Heller Barfrankierung, rückseitig gleicher Ankunftsstempel, ein waagerechter und ein Eckbug sowie einige kleinere Einrisse, ein sehr dekorativer und seltener Beleg in attraktiver Gesamtherhaltung, nur 2 Stücke bekannt!

1916 postal order about 1 rupee from “TABORA 20.4.16” with 7½ Heller paid by cash, same arrival mark on back, a horizontal and a corner crease and some minor cracks, very decorative and scarce document in an attractive condition, only 2 pieces known!

starting price: **2,000 €**
(est. 2,200 US$)
344 + | Deutsch-Südwestafrika – German Colonies - South West Africa


1901: 50 Pfg, lila brown, “Südwest-Afrika” (two words), fresh color and perfect on registered letter tied by "OKAHANDJA 28/10/01" to Berlin. This stamp was only sold by the Post Museum in Berlin, but was valid for franking. Only a few copies of this German Rarity are known on letter. Signed Brandes, Ebel. Certificates Erich Boden, Hans Bothe (BPP), Ronald Steuer.

starting price: 50,000 €
(est. 55,000 US$)
345 | Deutsch-Südwestafrika – German Colonies - South West Africa

1905, 3 Mark Kaiserjacht, Einzelfrankatur auf Feldtelegram von "KEETMANSHOOP 23/12 05", Marke sehr gut gezähnt, Telegramm bügig, u. a. ein starker senkrechter, auch durch die Marke gehender Bug, sonst in sehr guter Gesamterhaltung und von herrlicher Wirkung, UNIKAT!

1905, 3 Mark imperial yacht, single franking on fieldpost-telegram, some imperfections, also a strong vertical crease, going through the stamp, otherwise in very good overall-condition, a very attractive piece of one of the rarest frankings of the colonies, UNIQUE!

starting price: **4.000 €**
(est. 4,400 US$)

346 | Deutsch-Südwestafrika – German Colonies - South West Africa

1914, 3 Mark Kaiserjacht ohne Wasserzeichen zusammen mit Einzelstück der 80 Pfg. sowie 3 Exemplaren der 5 Pfg. auf Nachnahme-Paketkarte von "SWAKOPMUND 2 . 6 14" nach Hamburg, rückseitig verschiedene Ankunftsstempel (11.+12.7.14), Marken allseits gut gezähnt, Bedarfserhaltung, ein sehr wirkungsvoller und seltener Beleg!

1914, 3 Mark imperial yacht without watermark with single copie of 80 Pfg. and 3 copies of the 5 Pfg. on COD-parcelcard from "SWAKOPMUND 2 . 6 14" to Hamburg, on back different arrival marks (11.+12.7.14), stamps well perforated, overall in good condition, a very attractive and rare piece!

starting price: **1.500 €**
(est. 1,650 US$)
Deutsch-Südwestafrika - Stempel –
German Colonies - South West Africa - Cancellations


Registered letter from KOES to Charlottenburg. The stamps were canceled by pen in Koes, the registration label was also corrected. On its journey cds "KEETMANSHOOP 31.1.09" were applied. MANUSCRIPTED CANCELLATIONS are extremely rare, for the small postal agency Koes in the Kalahari there are only two letters known.

starting price: **16.000 €**
(est. 17,500 US$)
Deutsch-Südwestafrika - Stempel – German Colonies - South West Africa - Cancellations


1895, 10 Pfg. crown/eagle postal stationary card with purple K1 “LÜDERITZBUCHT” with handwritten date “14/11 95” to Berlin, written by the postal secretary Sachs, also with transit mark “300” on the stamp and beside K1 “WALFISH BAY E NO20 95”, arrival postmark Berlin from 24.12.1895, the card has some strong crease, which can be tolerated due to the rarity of the cancellation, signed Wittmann and photo-certificate Czimmek BPP, from the Romanow-collection, sold at Kruschel 1991, great rarity of German colonies cancellations!

starting price: **1.800 €**
(est. 2,000 US$)
Deutsche Kolonien - Kamerun-Vorläufer –
German Colonies - Cameroun - Forerunners

1887/89, 3 Pfg. grün, 2 Exemplare, mit 5 Pfg. violett und 10 Pfg. rot als außerordentlich dekorative Drei-
farben-Buntfrankatur von 21 Pfg. auf völlig ursprünglichem weißem Luxusb Brief mit originaler Patina. Die
Marken sind einzeln mit zentrischem K1 "KAMERUN 12/9/88" versehen. Der nach Dresden adressierte
Brief trägt rs. K1 “DRESDEN ALTST. 17/10/88”. Eine höchst wirkungsvolle Briefrarität von Liebhaberwert. Ein
Parade-Stück der Vorläufer-Philatelie Deutsche Kolonien. Fotoattest Dr. Steuer / BPP.

1887/89, 3 Pfg. Green, 2 copies, together with 5 Pfg violet and 10 Pfg red as extremely decorative tricolor
franking of 21 Pfg on complete cover. The stamps are individually canceled with centric K1 "CAMEROON
09/12/88”. The cover is addressed to Dresden, arrival K1 "DRESDEN Altst. 17/10/88" on the back. A highly
attractive cover rarity. A top precursor from the German colonies. Certificate with photograph Dr. Steuer /
BPP.

starting price: 9.500 €
(est. 10,500 US$)
350 | Deutsche Kolonien - Kamerun – German Colonies - Cameroun


1898, 20 Pfg. overprint diagonally bisected with correctly franked additional franking 25 Pfg. with right margin and 1897 5 Pfg. overprinted on registered letter with cds “CAMEROON 3:10.” to Munich with arrival mark. Envelope and stamps in perfect condition, with a corresponding certificate R. Steuer BPP and double signed Bothe BPP. Very decorative item with this so-called “VALDIVIA provisorial”. As a registered letter a rare item for a great colonies collection.

starting price: **7,000 €**
(est. 7,700 US$)

351 | Deutsche Kolonien - Kamerun – German Colonies - Cameroun


1900: Imperial yacht 20 Pfng ultramarine, vertically bisect, “LONGJI - provisorial”, right half in outstanding quality on cover to Hamburg, perfect K1 “LONGJI CAMEROON 19/05/11” and official seal. A colony rarity!
(KW Michel 9,000, - €)

starting price: **2,700 €**
(est. 3,000 US$)
352 + | Deutsche Kolonien - Kamerun – German Colonies - Cameroun
1913, 5 M. Kaiseryacht mit Wasserzeichen und Stempel "DUALA 30.12.13", Pracht, u.a. signiert Pfenninger und Bothe BPP mit Fotoattest: "...fehlerfrei in der Zähnung!", seltene Marke!

Canceled 1913 5 M Imperial yacht with watermark, tied by "DOUALA 30/12/13", superb, signed Pfenninger and Bothe BPP certificate: "...no errors in the perforation!", rare stamp!

Starting price: 1.000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)

353 + | Deutsche Kolonien - Kamerun – German Colonies - Cameroun

1913: 5 Mark, green / red, with watermark, left margin luxury copy, perfect perforated and fresh colors, as rare single franking on cover to Laggenbeck (arrival 12 / Jan / 1914). Following the rules tied by two strokes of cds "RIO DEL REY 14/12/13". An important letter rarity of German colonies. Signed Engel, Richter, Brandes, certificate Dr. Steuer / VÖB.

Starting price: 5.000 €
(est. 5,500 US$)
354 + | Deutsche Kolonien - Kamerun - Britische Besetzung –
Occupation of German Colonies - Cameroun


1915, 1/2 d to 5 S, the complete set to 13 values on 5 registered letters, the high values in mixed frankings with French Cameroon 30 C. and 35 C., in outstanding quality, DB “DUALA 13 / 10/15 “on the Mark values or” DUALA 01/18/17 “on the French postage. Addressed to Basel / Switzerland this letters show German registration labels on front and arrival marks ”BASEL 25 / II / 17” on the back. An extremely rare, probably unique set. Certificate BPSB. (SG 1/13; 25/37 Yv; Gibbs 1/13)

starting price: 4,000 €
(est. 4,400 US$)
355 + | Deutsche Kolonien - Kamerun - Britische Besetzung – European Colonies - Cameroun

1915: 1 S. auf 1 Mark. bis 5 S. auf 5 Mark Kaiserjacht, je auf Luxusbriefstück mit perfektem, zentrischem DB "DUALA (KAMERUN) b 28/7/15". Ein wohl einmaliges Angebot der vier Höchstwerte in absoluter Spitzenqualität! (SG B10/13, £ 3050,- ++)

1915, 1 S. on 1 Mark. to 5 S on 5 Mark "Kaiseryacht", each on luxury piece of cover with perfect, centric DB "DUALA (CAMEROON) 07.28.15 b". A unique offer of these four top values in best quality! (SG B10 / 13, £ 3050, - ++)

starting price: **2.500 €**
(est. 2,750 US$)

356 + | Deutsche Kolonien - Karolinen – German Colonies - Caroline Islands

1910, 5 Pf. auf 3 Pfg. Kaiseryacht mit kopfstehendem Aufdruck (sogen. 2. Ponape-Ausgabe) mit Stempel "PONAPE 12.7.10" als portogerechte Frankatur auf Ansichtskarte mit nebengesetztem Dienstseiegel und Grußtext nach Dattenfeld, Kabinett, doppelt signiert Dr. Lantelme BPP und Fotoattest Jäschke-L. BPP: "...in fehlerfreier, gebrauchter Erhaltung!"

1910, 5 Pf. On 3 Pfg. "Kaiseryacht" with inverted overprint (called 2nd Ponape issue) tied by cds "PONAPE 12.7.10" on picture postcard (in tarif), alongside official seal and greeting text to Dattenfeld, cabinet, double signed Dr. Lantelme and certificate Jäschke-L. BPP: "... in perfect, used condition!"

starting price: **1.500 €**
(est. 1,650 US$)
357 | Deutsche Kolonien – Karolinen – German Colonies – Caroline Islands


1910, 5 Pfg. Germania, fresh in color and faultlessly on large piece of cover with clear postmark "PONAPE 6.7.10". The Empire-stamp used in the Caroline should be taken from the stamps held by the Navy Ship post of German Cruiser Squadron SMS "Scharnhorst" and "Nuremberg". The use is to be regarded as a demand-related emergency measure. The visit of the two ships left the existing stocks of 5 and 10 Pfg stamps quickly come to an end, which is why first the 5 Pfg Germania stamps of board stocks where spent. There are only 2 pieces known, of which the piece offered here is by far the most beautiful piece. Registered by Friedemann on page 632 under "A2". Great rarity of the German colonies! Certificate and double signed. Bothe/BPP; offered and sold at Kruschel in October 1990 for 15,000 - DM. Provenance Paul Kramer.

starting price: 4,000 €
(est. 4,400 US$)
358 | Deutsche Kolonien – Karolinen – German Colonies – Caroline Islands

**Buried Post from squadron “Spee”:** 1914, 10 Pfg Germania with postmark “MSP No ... 6.8.14” on cover with back preprint “SMS Nürnberg” and Labels “Post of the cruiser squadron ....” and on face with label “At (20.9.) 19 (23) from the Foreign office ... Navy post office Berlin C 2”, addressed to Kiel, envelope with slight tropical traces, but otherwise in very good condition, probably one of the most beautiful letters of this rarity!

**starting price:** 700 €
(est. 770 US$)

---

359 | Deutsche Kolonien – Karolinen – Ganzsachen –
German Colonies – Caroline Islands – Postal Stationery

1899, Crown / Eagle 5 Pf. Double postal stationary card. The question part WITHOUT overprint, the response part with DOUBLE overprint “KAROLINEN”, mint, flawless condition, so far the ONLY KNOWN PIECE !!, recent certificate Jäschke-Lantelme BPP

**starting price:** 1,500 €
(est. 1,650 US$)

starting price: **15,000 €**
(est. 16,500 US$)
**361 | Deutsche Kolonien - Marshall-Inseln - Vorläufer –
German Colonies - Marshall Islands - Forerunners**

1889, 20 Pfg. dunkelultramarin im Viererblock mit zentrischem und klarem Stempel "JALUIT MARSCHALL-INSeln 11.8.89" als portogerechte Mehrfachfrankatur auf Auslandsbrief bis 60 gr. via San Franciso nach Ganesville, Wisconsin (Blindenschule) mit Ankunftsstempel, Umschlag mit stärkeren, dem Gewicht entsprechenden Rand- und Transportspuren sowie rechts durch das Öffnen etwas verkürzt, Marken farbfrisch und gut gezähnt, signiert Mansfeld, äußerst seltene Mehrfachfrankatur mit sehr guter Destination, Steuer "LP"

**starting price: 2.500 €**
(est. 2,750 US$)

---

**362 | Deutsche Kolonien - Marshall-Inseln - Vorläufer –
German Colonies - Marshall Islands - Forerunners**


**starting price: 1.800 €**
(est. 2,000 US$)
363 | Deutsche Kolonien - Marshall-Inseln -
German Colonies - Marshall Islands

1899, 10 Pfg. Aufdruck-Ausgabe, diagonal halbiert, untere Hälfte mit Stempel “JALUIT MARSHALL-INSELN 4.12.00” auf farbiger Ansichtskarte nach Bebra mit Ankunftsstempel, Marke einwandfrei, Karte vorder- und rückseitig mit kleiner Schürfung, signiert Richter und Bothe BPP mit Fotoattest sowie Fotoattest Jäschke-L. BPP, Mi. 9000.-

1899, 10 Pfg overprint issue, halved diagonally, lower half with stamp “MARSHALL ISLANDS JALUIT 4:12:00” on colored picture postcard to Bebra with arrival mark, stamp superb, front- and reverse with small prospecting, signed Richter and Bothe BPP with certificate and certificate with photograph Jäschke-L. BPP, Michel 9000.-

starting price: **1,600 €**
(est. 1,800 US$)

364 | Deutsche Kolonien - Marshall-Inseln -
Occupation of German Colonies - Marshall Islands


1 on 2d on 20 Pfg. ultramarine, variety „No stop after ,d” setting 2, position 6, unused, o.G., very fine. Gibbs records only 5 examples of the “no stop” variety. According to him, this is the only unused example. (SG 64a, Sc.45 var., Gibbs 31a)

starting price: **8,000 €**
(est. 8,800 US$)
365 + | Deutsche Kolonien - Samoa - Vorläufer – German Colonies - Samoa - Forerunners

1890, 2 M. lebhaftgraulila im senkrechten Paar, 10 Pfg. dunkelrosarot im senkrechten Paar und Krone/Adler 50 Pfg. bräunlichtrot, je mit einem klarem Stempel "APIA KDPAg ** 21.5.90" auf Briefstück, Paar der 10 Pfg. mit leichten Einschränkungen, sonst in sehr guter Gesamterhaltung, signiert Mansfeld - sehr dekorativ verklebte und äußerst seltene Mischfrankatur!

1890, 2 M. bright gray purple in the vertical pair, "Krone/Adler" 10 Pfg dark gray red as vertical pair and 50 Pfg brownish-red, each with a clear cancel "APIA KDPAg ** 05/21/90" on piece, the pair of 10 Pfg. with slight faults, otherwise in very good condition, signed Mansfeld - very decorative and extremely rare mixed franking!

V 37 d (2), V 41 b (2), V 50 a (2)

starting price: 1.000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)

366 + | Deutsche Kolonien - Samoa - Britische Besetzung – Occupation of German Colonies - Samoa

1914: 2 ½ d. auf 20 Pfg., Doppelaufdruck und Abart: ohne Bruchstrich, ungebrauchtes Kabinetstück. Einzig bekanntes Exemplar mit dieser Kombination von Abarten. Fotoatteste BPSB, BPA. (SG 104a/e, Sc.104a/c, Gibbs 4da)

2 ½ d. on 20 Pfg. VARIETIES: surcharge double and no fraction bar, “2 ½” of second surcharge split into a top and bottom part. Unique! According to Gibbs, only one example of this combination of varieties was printed.

starting price: 3.000 €
(est. 3,300 US$)
367 | Deutsche Kolonien - Samoa - Britische Besetzung – Occupation of German Colonies - Samoa


2 ½ d. on 20 Pfg. strip of three, on piece, left pair with varieties: surcharge double and no fraction bar, “2 ½ d.” at top. A spectacular and unique variety. Mr. Gibbs schreibt in seinem Fotoattest: I have recorded the following: .... and two examples of variety double overprint in which one impression shows “No fraction bar”, one in an unused pair, the other being in this used strip of three. (SG 104ae var., Sc.104ac var., Gibbs 4da var.)

starting price: 4.500 €
(est. 5,000 US$)

368 | Deutsche Kolonien - Samoa - Britische Besetzung – Occupation of German Colonies - Samoa


1914: 4 d on 30 Pf. with overprint variety: “Comma instead point behind I of GRI” unused copy (gum repaired) of this this rarity. This stamp comes from the famous Bute Collection. Until now the only known copy of this variation on this denomination. A invaluable rarity. Same setting error on No. 5, of which a few are known, evaluates £ 5,000, - (Sc 106; Gibbs 6).

starting price: 7.500 €
(est. 8,200 US$)
369 + | Deutsche Kolonien - Samoa - Britische Besetzung – Occupation of German Colonies - Samoa


Error 4 d. on 40 Pfg. instead of “5 d.”, unused, o.g. very fine. Only 10 stamps of this error of value were printed. (SG 107 var., Gibbs 7a)

starting price: **5.500 €**
(est. 6,000 US$)

---

370 + | Deutsche Kolonien - Samoa - Britische Besetzung – Occupation of German Colonies - Samoa

1914, 1 S. auf 1 M. Kaiseryacht, Aufdruck mit Währungsangabe “Shillings” und Aufdruckzufälligkeit “n von Shillings mit Farbe ausgefüllt”, gestempelt, Kabinett, Fotoattest RPS - sehr seltene Marke! (SG 110)

1914, 1 S. on 1 M. “Kaiseryacht”, overprint with indication of currency “Shillings” and printing accident “n of Shillings filled with color”, used, Cabinet, certificate with photograph RPS - very rare stamp! (SG 110)

starting price: **1.000 €**
(est. 1,100 US$)
371 + | Deutsche Kolonien - Samoa - Britische Besetzung – Occupation of German Colonies - Samoa

1914, 2 S. auf 2 M. Kaiseryacht mit altem dt. Stempel "APIA 23.9.14" auf Briefstück, Marke oben links mit winzigem Eckzahnknitter, sonst einwandfrei, Kabinett, Fotoattest BPA, sehr seltene Markel! (SG 112)

starting price: 1.000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)

372 + | Deutsche Kolonien - Samoa - Britische Besetzung – Occupation of German Colonies - Samoa


starting price: 15.000 €
(est. 16,500 US$)
373 | Deutsche Kolonien - Togo - Britische Besetzung –
British Occupation of German Colonies - Togo
10 Pfg. rosa, Type I, 3 mm, Setting 1 A, Positionen 43 & 44, waagerechtes Luxuspaar mit oberem Bogenrand, Abart „Kopfstehender und versetzter Aufdruck“, perfekter DB “LOME 4/10/14”. Eine bemerkenswerte Rarität, nur wenige Exemplare des kopfstehenden Aufdruckes sind, zumal als Einheit, bekannt. Fotoattest Bothe/BPP.

1914: 10 Pfg., horizontal pair, variety “overprint inverted”, from the top of the sheet. Extremely fine. (SG H3a, £ 6.000,++, Sc 37a; Yv.34a; Gibbs 3a), Mi. 9000,- +

starting price: **4.000 €**
(est. 4,400 US$)

374 | Deutsche Kolonien - Togo - Britische Besetzung –
British Occupation of German Colonies - Togo
1914, Freimarken 20 Pf mit Aufdruck im postfrischen 16er-Bogenteil aus der rechten oberen Ecke (teils angefaltet und angetrennt), dabei seltener PLATTENFEHLER “zweites ‘O’ von ‘Togo’ fehlt” (hier auf Feld 37), Fotoattest BPA. M€17.000,-++.  

1914, 20 Pfg blue with G.R.I. overprint, block of sixteen from the upper right corner (partly folded and partly separated. Mint never hinged. With the rare plate flaw “second o of Togo missing” (Field 37). certificate BPA Michel 17,000 €.

starting price: **5.000 €**
(est. 5,500 US$)
375 + | Deutsche Kolonien - Togo - Britische Besetzung –
British Occupation of German Colonies - Togo

1914: 20 Pfg., Type II, 2 mm, Fehldruck „Ohne zweites 'O' in 'TOGO'“, Setting 2B, Position 37, auf Luxus-Briefstück mit perfekt zentrischem DB "LOME 27/11/14". Eine sehr seltene Marke. Fotoattest Kilian/BPP.

20 Pfg. Variety "TOG", setting 2B, position 37. An extremely fine example on piece. A spectacular error. (SG H17a; Sc 51a; Yv 35a; Gibbs 17a), Mi. 9000.- +

starting price: 4.500 €
(est. 5,000 US$)

376 + | Deutsche Kolonien - Togo - Britische Besetzung –
British Occupation of German Colonies - Togo

1914: 1 Mark rot, Type II (2mm), rechte untere Luxus-Bogenecke auf Briefstück, zarter DB "LOME 29/9/14". Ein sehr attraktives Exemplar einer außerordentlich seltenen Marke. Fotoattest Philatelic Foundation. (SG H23H, Yv. 41II, Sc. 57), Mi. 8000,- +

1914, 1 Mark red, Type II (2 mm), right lower corner of the sheet on fragment, tied by light cds "LOME 9/29/14". A very attractive specimen of a very rare stamp. Certificate Philatelic Foundation. (SG H23H, Yv 41II, Sc 57th.), Michel 8000, - +

starting price: 3.800 €
(est. 4,200 US$)
377 +  | Deutsche Kolonien - Togo - Britische Besetzung – British Occupation of German Colonies - Togo


2 M. blue, wide spacing, VARIETY: overprint inverted, never hinged, extremely fine. (SG H11b; Gibbs 11b)

starting price: **11.000 €**
(est. 12,000 US$)

378 +  | Deutsche Kolonien - Togo - Britische Besetzung – British Occupation of German Colonies - Togo


1915, 3 Pfennig brown, Sansane-MANGU EDITION, tightly imprint, (Setting 3 b), mint item without gum. According to Gibbs manual only 3 unused pieces are known from the printed 50 copies. This Stamp is one of the world rarities. The price ratio of the Michel catalog takes no attention of the rarity relationship between mint and canceled from 1:15. This stamp is one of the great rarities of the occupied issues. Certificate Robert M. Gibbs. (SG H29, Gibbs 29)

starting price: **20.000 €**
(est. 22,000 US$)
379 + | Deutsche Kolonien - Togo - Französische Besetzung –
French Occupation of German Colonies - Togo


1914: 20 Pf blue, overprint variety: Distance between TOGO and OCCUPATION 3.35 mm instead of 2.5 mm. Fresh color, mint never hinged. An exceptional piece of this very rare overprint variety, unrecorded in Michel. We have not seen any other copy. Photo-certificate Dr. Pauligk.

starting price: 3.500 €
(est. 3,900 US$)

380 + | Deutsche Kolonien - Togo - Französische Besetzung –
French Occupation of German Colonies - Togo


05 (C) on 3 Pf, full original gum. Variety “narrow O” in TOGO and “Occupation”. Only 2 unused examples are recorded. A world rarity! Provenance: Colonel Howland Green-Collection. Signed Herbert Bloch. Certificate Bothe/BPP. (Sc 164; Yv 43)

starting price: 25.000 €
(est. 27,500 US$)
381 | Deutsche Kolonien - Togo - Französische Besetzung –
French Occupation of German Colonies - Togo


Fotoattest Brun/AIEP. (Ce. 47), Mi. 7000,- +

starting price: 3.400 €
(est. 3,700 US$)

382 | Deutsche Kolonien - Witu-Schutzgebiet –
German Colonies - Witu Protectorate


starting price: 20.000 €
(est. 22,000 US$)
383 + | Deutsche Besetzung I. WK: Postgebiet Ober. Ost – German Occupation WW I - Eastern Command


starting price: **3.800 €**
(est. 4,200 US$)

384 | Deutsche Abstimmungsgebiete: Saargebiet – Saar - League of Nations Control

1920, Freimarken 5 Pf. - 10 M. Ludwig mit Aufdruck „SARRE“, komplette Ausgabe auf Satzbrief. Der Aufdruck aller Marken ist echt, die 14 Werte befinden sich in einwandfreier, frischer Erhaltung, sind durchweg gut gezähnt und mit echtem Stempel “ST. INGBERT 13 APR. 20 Vor. 11-12” entwertet. Der Brief wurde vermutlich postalisch befördert, hat rückseitig einen nicht möglichen Ankunftsstempel vom 12.4.20, Fotoattest Burger BPP. (M)

starting price: **2.300 €**
(est. 2,500 US$)
385 | Memel
1920, 80 Pfg. karminrot/rotschwarz auf hellrosa mit Aufdruck, nicht ausgegebene Marke, sehr gut gezähnt und mit tadellos postfrischem Originalgummi, Fotoattest “echt und einwandfrei” Huylmans BPP (2014), Mi. 15.000,- €, eine sehr seltene Marke!

1920, 80 Pfg. carmine-red/red-black on light-rose with overprint, unissued stamp, very good perforated and mint never hinged, certificate “genuine and impeccable” Huylmans BPP (2014), CV Michel 15.000, - €, a very rare stamp!

*starting price: 5.000 € (est. 5,500 US$)*

386 | Memel
1920, 1 Mark rot, Offsetdruck, Urmarke Deutsches Reich Mi.Nr. A113a statt 94BII mit einzeiligem Buchdruck-Aufdruck ”Memelgebiet”, in dieser Form nicht verausgabte und erst im Jahre 1999 entdeckte Marke, von der verausgbten 1 Mark markant abweichend (Reichspostamt jetzt mit Flaggen), sehr gut gezähnt und tadellos postfrisch, Fotoattest “echt und einwandfrei” Huylmans BPP, dieser Fehldruck zählt zu den großen Seltenheiten des Memelgebiets!

1920, 1 Mark red, offset printing, single-lined letterpress overprint ”Memelgebiet” on Mi. A113a instead of 94BII, not issued and in 1999 discovered stamp, from the issued 1 Mark significantly deviating (post office now with flags), very good perforated and faultless, mint never hinged, photo-certificate’genuine and impeccable” Huylmans BPP, this stamp is one of the great rarities of Memel!

*starting price: 4.500 € (est. 5,000 US$)*

387 | Memel
1920, 1,25 M. grün mit kopfstehendem Aufdruck, postfrisches Kabinettstück vom Feld 44 (rückseitig mit Bleistiftvermerk) aus dem bisher einzig bekannten Bogen mit dieser Abart, davon sind nur 10 Marken mit komplett originaler Zähnung bekannt, entsprechendes Fotoattest Huylmans BPP - in dieser Erhaltung eine große Seltenheit!

*starting price: 2.200 € (est. 2,400 US$)*
1943, HEYDRICH-BLOCK mit Blocknummer 242 ist selbst echt mit den Originalmaßen 101:146 mm. Der aufgebrachte Stempel "PRAG 1/ PRAHA 1 -4.VI.43 10 e" ist nie in den regulären postalischen Gebrauch genommen worden. Vielmehr waren die Stempel mit Ub 10 unter Verschluß, vorgesehen für die Abstempelung von Marken/ Belegen der Versandstelle für Sammlermarken. Aufgrund fortschreitender Kriegereignisse wurde die VfS jedoch nach Berlin verlegt, die Stempel sind verschollen. Daher kann auch kein Attest ausgestellt werden, Kopie einer Stellungnahme von Herrn Pfeiffer BPP, frühere Fotoatteste Gilbert und Jan Karasek AIEP. 1

1943, HEYDRICH - SHEET with Nr. 242, Original-size 101:146 mm. The cancellation "PRAG 1/ PRAHA 1 - 4.VI.43 10 e" never was regularly used by the postal administration, it was destined for usages for philatelic purposes and during the war disappeared. See a recent statement of the expert Pfeiffer BPP in german, refusing a new certificate. Older certificates Gilbert and Karasek AIEP.

starting price: 6.000 €
(est. 6,600 US$)
389 | Dt. Besetzung II WK – Böhmen und Mähren –
German Occupation WW II – Bohemia and Moravia


1943, Autograph of “Reich Protector” FRANK, Notepaper sheet “Der Reichsprotektor in Böhmen und Mähren”, dated 8 Jun 1943 and addressed to Mr. “Franťišek Šitta, Prag-Nusl, Brus-Gasse 1”, accompanying the remittance of a Heydrich souvenir sheet: “To commemorate the Deputy Reich Protector, SS-General and Police-General Reinhard Heydrich, who did you take care of after the injury, I remit to you the souvenir sheet no. 679. Frank”. IMPORTANT AND MEANINGFUL UNIQUE COPY! (M)

starting price: 4.500 €
(est. 5,000 US$)
390 | Dt. Besetzung II WK - Frankreich - Privatausgaben: Legionärsmarken – German Occupation WW II - France - Legionnaire Stamps

1942 “French Legion Against Bolshevism” design “Watch over Moscow” showing a Legionnaire in trench looking through binoculars over the frontline at edge of Moscow: 2 imperf full proof sheets of 50 with double panes of 25 separated by gutter, with 20 special tabs on sides and 2 of those tabs also “2.4.42” date imprint: 1st sheet is proof in issued colors of BLUE with red inscriptions & value, 2nd sheet is proof in VIOLETT without inscriptions. F-VF unused (*) as made. Mi X(P) cat 31,200++ plus premium for gutter pairs & for full sheets. Spectacular. Each with Ceremuga certificates (2009). (M)

starting price: 6,500 €
(est. 7,200 US$)
1940, 1 Zloty Brühlsches Palais in Warsaw, 6 proofs on yellowish colored paper in line perforation, each on presentation-card with embossed seal of the “Staatsdruckerei Wien” and grease proof paper, 2 almost identical lilac red tones, 2 almost identical black tones and reddish brown and brown, faultlessly and very rare! (T)

starting price: **3.500 €**
(est. 3,800 US$)
392 | Dt. Besetzung II WK - Generalgouvernement –
German Occupation WW II – Poland


1941, Hitler-definitive issue, 9 values of the 12 Groschen stamp on color presentation plate, 3 values in various shades of green as color presentation for the 32 Groschen stamp, 3 values in various shades of blue as color presentation for the 40 Groschen stamp and 3 values in various shades of brown as color presentation for the 48 Groschen stamp, ”Tafel 4“ (board 4) for the highest 3 values of Hitler-definitive issue 1941 with 12 values, photo-certificate Ludin BPP, showpiece for the great exhibition-collection! (T)

starting price: 4,000 €
(est. 4,400 US$)
393 | Dt. Besetzung II WK - Generalgouvernement –
German Occupation WW II - Poland

1942, Hitler-Freimarken, Einzelabzug zur Ausgabe Mi. Nr. 83/88 in blau, im Blockformat (120x71mmm), herstellungsbedingt durch Prägung rechts im Rand gebrochen, tadellos postfrisch mit ganzflächig tadellosem Originalgummi, Fotoattest Ludin BPP.

1942, Hitler-definitive issue, single print for the issue Mi. Nr. 83/88 in blue, in s/s-format (120x71mmm), due to printing in right margin broken, faultless, mint never hinged, photo-certificate Ludin BPP.

starting price: 1,200 €
(est. 1,300 US$)

394 | Dt. Besetzung II WK - Generalgouvernement –
German Occupation WW II - Poland

1943, 3 Jahre NSDAP, 5 Werte, Probedrucke in Linienzähnung, teils in anderen Farben, tadellos ungebraucht mit vollem Originalgummi und sauberem Erstfalz, eine sehr seltene Serie!

1943, 3 years NSDAP, 5 values, proofs with line-perforation, partly in other colors, mint with full original gum and first time hinged, a very rare issue!

starting price: 2,000 €
(est. 2,200 US$)
395 | Dt. Besetzung II WK - Generalgouvernement –
German Occupation WW II - Poland


1944, 40 Groschen blue of the unissued series “country and people”, perforated single single print in s/s-form, production-related fractures in the edges by embossing and perforation partly broken, accordingly partly stucked behind, handwritten notes and date stamp “16. Aug. 1944”, photo-certificate Ludin BPP.

starting price: **1.600 €**
(est. 1,800 US$)
1940, 6 G. to 80 G. color proofs in brown. Complete set as one imperforated sheet. This sheet was folded to pocket format, which results in tears, creases and gum imperfections, which don’t affect the stamps. Certificate Junghoehann BPP (2002): “... the only known example”. A very rare printing proof.

starting price: **10.000 €**
(est. 11,000 US$)
398 | Dt. Besetzung II WK - Litauen - Telschen (Telsiai) –
German Occupation WW II - Lithuania - Telsiai

1941, 30 K. Kasachische SSR und 30 K. Karelo-Finnische SSR je mit Aufdruck der 1. Auflage in Type II im waagerechten Zusammendruck (Feld 9 + 10), postfrisch, Kabinett, signiert Keiler BPP und Fotoattest Krischke: “...Die Erhaltung ist einwandfrei”, äußerst seltener Zusammendruck, nur wenige Paare sind erhalten geblieben!

starting price: **3.000 €**
(est. 3,300 USD)
400 | Dt. Besetzung II WK – Litauen – Zargrad (Zarasai) –
German Occupation WW II – Lithuania – Zarasai

1941: Viererblock 5 Kop. braunrot mit kopfstehendem Aufdruck in braunlila, Bogenfelder 13-14/23-24 mit den Aufdruckfeldern 38/37 (oberes Paar, Aufdrucktype III) bzw. 28/27 (unteres Paar, Aufdrucktype II), tadellos postfrisch. Ein sehr seltener Viererblock mit kopfstehenden Aufdrucken in den besseren Typen II und III. Attest R. Bender BPP. (Mi. für 4 Einzelmarken mit Aufdrucktype I schon 6000,- €, für die selteneren Typen II und III entsprechende Zuschläge!)

Block of four of 5 kop. brown-red with INVERTED OVERPRINT in braun-lilac, stamps pos. 13-14/23-24, overprints pos. 38/37 (top pair, ovpt. type III) and 28/27 (bottom pair, ovpt. type II), mint never hinged, very fine. A rare block of four with inverted ovpt. of better types II and III. R. Bender 2009 certificate.

starting price: **2.500 €**

(est. 2,750 US$)
399+ | Dt. Besetzung II WK - Litauen - Zargrad (Zarasai) – German Occupation WW II - Lithuania - Zarasai

1941: 10-50 K., schwarzer Aufdruck, Typen II+III in einheitlichen Eckrandpaaren der rechten unteren Bogen-ecke, dabei alle Type II-Marken die seltene Abart X, zentrisch gestempelt, Luxus. Gepr. Krischke/BPP. (KW Michel ca. 4.000,- €)

Starting price: **1,500 €**
(est. 1,650 US$)
EUROPE

401 + | *Dt. Besetzung II WK - Ukraine - Alexanderstadt – German Occupation WW II*

1942: 1 Rbl./10 K. dunkelgraublau, Type III (kleines Hakenkreuz 4 mm), typisch gezähnt und mit klarem Aufdruck, Briefstück mit K2 “12/5/42” und übergehendem L1 “Alexanderstadt”. Diese Marke zählt zu den größten Seltenheiten der Deutschen Besatzungsausgaben. Fotoattest Zirath/BPP. Gepr. Keiler, Mi. 30.000.- Euro

*starting price: 10.000 €*  
(est. 11,000 US$)

402 + | *Dt. Besetzung II WK - Ukraine - Alexanderstadt – German Occupation WW II*

1942: 3 Rbl./20 K. grün, Type III, kleines Hakenkreuz (4 mm), postfrisches Kabinetstück. Eine enorm seltene Marke, die nur in wenigen Exemplaren bekannt ist. Fotoattest Zirath, Michel 15.000.- Euro

*starting price: 4.000 €*  
(est. 4,400 US$)
403 + | Dt. Besetzung II WK - Ukraine - Alexanderstadt  
**German Occupation WW II**

1942: 10 Rubel/1 Rubel rot/schwarz, postfrisches Kabinetstück mit besonders, klarem, kontrastierendem Aufdruck, sehr gut zentriert mit typischer Zähnung, das Markenpapier sehr frisch, ohne die sonst üblichen Stockflecken, sehr seltene Marke! Fotoatteste Krischer/BPP, Zirath/BPP, Mi. 30.000,-  

**starting price:** **13,000 €**  
(est. 14,000 US$)

---

404 + | Dt. Besetzung II WK - Ukraine - Alexanderstadt  
**German Occupation WW II**

1942: 10 Rbl./1 Rbl. rot/schwarz, Aufdruck in Type III, kleines Hakenkreuz (4 mm), auf Luxus-Briefstück. Die Marke ist außerordentlich farbfrisch, hervorragend zentriert, der Aufdruck besonders gut kontrastierend. Die Abstempelung erfolgte mit L1 "Alexanderstadt" und dem zugehörigen Stummen K2 "15/5/42". Diese Marke gehört zu den größten Seltenheiten der deutschen Besetzungsausgaben im II. Weltkrieg, Fotoattest Walter Zirath/BPP,(2003). Geprüft Keiler, Mi. 32.000,-  

**starting price:** **14,000 €**  
(est. 15,000 US$)
405 + | Feldpostmarken – Fieldpost Stamp


*starting price: 13.000 €  
(est. 14,000 US$)*
406 | Feldpostmarken – Fieldpost Stamp

1944, Rhodos-Aufdruck auf gezähnter Feldpostzulassungsmarke Mi. Nr. 1A, farbfrisch und sehr gut gezähnt, originale glatte, stellenweise geringfügig verlaufene Gummiierung ohne Falz oder Falzspur mit einer minimalen Anhaftung, laut aktuellem Fotoattest Petry BPP "bis auf zwei schwache diagonale Bugandeutungen unter Berücksichtigung der historischen Begleitumstände in einwandfreier Erhaltung", weiterhin noch signiert Pickenpack, ungebrannte gezähnte Stücke dieser Ausgabe zählen zu den Seltenheiten der Feldpostausgaben! Mi. für ** 15.000,- €

Starting price: **2,000 €
(est. 2,200 US$)

407 | Feldpostmarken – Fieldpost Stamp


Starting price: **1,800 €
(est. 2,000 US$)
408 | Feldpostmarken – Fieldpost Stamp

1944, RHODOS-Aufdruck in Versalien mit Groteskschrift auf durchstochener Zulassungsmarke Mi-Nr. 2By vom linken Rand aus einem ESSAY-Bogen mit verschiedenen Aufdruckvarianten zur Vorlage und endgültigen Auswahl durch den Kommandanten der Ost-Ägäis, Generalmajor Otto Wagener, die Marke ist in allen Punkten tadellos, ausführliches Fotoattest Petry BPP

starting price: **2.500 €**
(est. 2,750 US$)

409 | Feldpostmarken – Fieldpost Stamp

1945, Insel Leros Päckchen-Zulassungsmarke gezähnt mit "INSELPOST"-Aufdruck der Type II in schwarz auf Feldpost-Brief mit Normstempel "h 28.3.45" (Zweigfeldpostamt Porto Lago) und links Teil der Absenderangabe mit Feldpostnummer "68090 A" (= Stab Festungskommandant Leros bzw. Stabskompagnie Festungsbrigade 968) nach Deutschland, Umschlag links durch das Öffnen stärker beschnitten, Marke bis auf kleine Schürfung rechts einwandfrei, entspricht in der Zentrierung und Farbnuance aber nicht den bisher bekannten gezähnten Päckchenmarken, auch ist die Aufdruckfarbe bisher nicht bekannt, stammt aber von dem echten Handrollstempel. Laut ausführlicher Expertise von Claus Petry mit einer möglichen Erklärung für diese Aufdruckmarke, handelt es sich um ein ungewöhnlich interessantes und bisher einmaliges Ganzstück aus dem zeithistorischen Umfeld der INSELPOST!

starting price: **2.000 €**
(est. 2,200 US$)
410 | Feldpostmarken – Fieldpost Stamp


starting price: **3.400 €**
(est. 3,700 US$)

411 | Feldpostmarken – Fieldpost Stamp


starting price: **5.500 €**
(est. 6,000 US$)
412 + | Feldpostmarken – Fieldpost Stamp

1943: Kuban-Päckchen-Zulassungsmerke, Type I, breitrandig geschnittenes, sehr gut erhaltenes Exemplar, mit Hitler 20 Pfg. auf Feldpostkarte (nicht störende Mängel, siehe Attest) [Propagandaspruch "Was die Front opfert, das kann überhaupt durch nichts vergolten werden. Aber auch das, was die Heimat opfert, muß vor der Geschichte dereinst bestehen können (der Führer am 30/10/1941)"], die als Päckchen-Adressenträger mit vollständigen Absender- und Empfängerangaben verwendet wurde, K1 “FELDPOST 4/6/43” und neben- gesetztem violetter Dienststempel. Zu diesem Zeitpunkt war die Verwendung einer Zulassungsmerke zwar nicht mehr zwingend erforderlich, bei der Truppe befindliche Marken wurden wohl aber noch aufgebraucht. Der Absender war Angehöriger des Generalkommandos des V. Armeecorps mit der FP-Nr. 18063. Diese Württembergische Einheit war im Kuban-Brückenkopf eingesetzt. Ein sehr interessantes Zeitdokument und eine Feldpost-Rarität ersten Ranges! Fotoattest Müller/BPP.

starting price: 7.000 €
(est. 7,700 US$)
413 | Französische Zone - Rheinland Pfalz -
Germany - French Zone - Rhineland-Palatinate

Bl. I I F II

*starting price: €4,500*
(est. 5,000 US$)

414 | Bundesrepublik Deutschland – Federal Reublic of Germany


*starting price: €6,000*
(est. 6,600 US$)
415 | Estland – Estonia

1919, Numeral Design Proof 5 p. black and 10 p. black in small vertical block format, unused without gum, tiny spots at left margin, otherwise fine, very scarce!

starting price: 1,000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)

416 | Estland – Estonia

1919, not issued Viking 3 M. black and yellow and additional part of only frame at top on card in block format, unused without gum, crease at left margin, otherwise fine, very scarce Essay!

starting price: 1,000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)
417 | Estland – Estonia

1919, Viking 1 m. brown and yellow with double frame on thin paper, vertical block of 20 with sheet margin at left, unused without gum, multiple folded and creases, very scarce item! (M)

12 P 00 (20)

starting price: 2,000 €
(est. 2,200 US$)
418 + | Finland – Finland

1958: 5 K. blue, large pearls, extremely wide margins all around with left sheet margin on fresh white cover, tied by clear cds “HELSINGFORS 21/9/1858” and crossed pen stroke, addressed to Borgå (Porvoo). This letter has likely the most beautiful franking of the 5 Kop. adhesive! Certificate Gummesson.

5 K. blau, große Perlen, extrem breitrandiges Exemplar mit breitem linken Bogenrand auf archivfrischem weißen Luxusbrief. Klar mit K1 “HELSINGFORS 21/9/1858” sowie Federkreuz versehen. Dieser nach Borga adressierte Brief dürfte die schönste bekannte Einzelfrankatur der 5 Kop.-Marke darstellen. Fotoatteste Gummesson, Salmenkylä. (Fac. 1Iib)

starting price: **7,500 €**
(est. 8,200 US$)

419 + | Finland – Finland

1856: 5 Kop. blue, large pearls, two single stamps on cover to Sordavala. Cancelled with high box postmark “WIBORG 26/6/1859”. The adhesives are narrow cut or partially touched. Correct rate for long distance over 125 verts (133 km), a remarkable rarity! Certificate Schwenson/BPP.

5 Kopeken blau, große Perlen, 2 Exemplare, teils voll und gut geschnitten, teils knapp bzw. angeschnitten (siehe Fotoattest), als Doppelfrankatur auf Kabinettbrief. Die Marken sind klar mit R3 “WIBORG 26/6/1859” versehen. Der nach Sordavala adressierte Brief ist portogerecht frankiert. Eine bemerkenswerte Seltenheit! Fotoattest Schwenson/BPP. (Facit 1Iib)

starting price: **5,000 €**
(est. 5,500 US$)
420 + | Finnland – Finland

1866: Coat of Arms 5 P., PRINTING ERROR BLACK (color of 10 P.) on buff medium laid paper, unused with part gum, in good preservation. The adhesive has fresh colors and several shorter teeth. According to the literature (Grosfilis-Berger) only this unused copy is known. A significant world rarity! Ex Fabergé collection. Certificates Mikko Ossa and Jussi Tuori.

Wappen 5 P., FEHLDRUCK schwarz auf gestreiftem sämischen Papier (Farbe der 10 Pennia), ungestempelt in guter Erhaltung. Die Marke präsentiert sich farbfrisch und mit für diese Ausgabe recht gut erhaltenen Zungen. Entsprechend der Literatur (Grosfilis-Berger) ist nur dieses eine ungebrauchte Exemplar bekannt. Bei Harmer zur Auktion am 9/10/1940 wie folgt beschrieben: „Unused with part gum, centred to left and the points of several teeth are missing, but fine and extremely rare in unused state.“ Eine bedeutende Weltrarität von musealem Wert. Provenienz: Aus der Fabergé-Sammlung stammend. Fotoatteste Mikko Ossa, Jussi Tuori. (Facit 7v6, Norma 7 CWVa)

starting price: 11,500 €
(est. 12,650 US$)

421 | Fiume – Fiume

1918/1919, 10 f. rose with machine overprint (inverted as always), neatly cancelled, small imperfection at top, signed Oliva, Raybaudi and cerificates Raybaudi, Dr.Avi. Very rare stamp, only 50 pieces issued (Sass. 8).

starting price: 3,500 €
(est. 3,800 US$)
422 + | Frankreich – France
1849, 10 c. bistre, horiz. strip of 3 incl. TETE-BECHE, bright colour, full to large margins, neatly obl. by roulette gros points, signed Friedl and certificate von der Weid. A very rare item in perfect condition! (Yvert 1 d)

starting price: **3.000 €**
(est. 3,300 US$)

423 + | Frankreich – France
1850, 25 c. blue, vertical TETE-BECHE pair with left margin, bright colour, one stamp cut into at right, otherwise full to large margins, on lettersheet (only this some imperfections) from Crest to Uzer, clearly obl. by 2 strikes of grille and CREST c.d.s. 24 AOUT 1850 alongside, Nimes transit and Uzer arrival mark on reverse, signed Calves. Only 30 entires bearing a 25 c. tete-beche pair are known! (Yvert 4 c)

starting price: **2.000 €**
(est. 2,200 US$)
425 + | Frankreich – France

1849, 1 fr. carmine, horiz. **strip of 3 incl. TETE-BECHE**, fresh colour, close margins/slightly touched at top, otherwise full to large margins with part of adjoining stamp, obl. by grille sans fins, centre stamp showing a slight and really unobtrusive thinning (irrelevant), otherwise a very attractive piece. Signed Calves and certificate Loeuillet (Yvert 6 a).

starting price: **2.000 €**
(est. 2,200 US$)

424 + | Frankreich – France

1849, 1 fr. **VERMILLON VIF**, bright intense colour, full to large margins with part of adjoining stamp at left, single franking on cover from Draguignan to Marseille, clearly obl. by full strike of grille and **DRAGUIGNAN c.d.s. 9 SEPT. 1849** alongside, faint strike of arrival mark on reverse. Signed/certificate Calves and von der Weid. An exceptional copy of this popular classic rarity! (Yvert 7)

starting price: **5.000 €**
(est. 5,500 US$)
426  |  Frankreich – France

1849, Destination Lithuania: Ceres, 1fr light carmine, margins three sides, used with pair of 25c blue (6a), margins all round, very fine, all tied by indistinct lozenge cancels on folded letter bearing PARIS 11 OCT 52 c.d.s., black boxed FRANCO boxed PD and blue company oval, on reverse French, Berlin 13 10 and AACHEN transits, to Vilna., Calues handstamp.

Yvert 6 a

starting price: 1,000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)

427  |  Frankreich – France

1860, 80 c. rose, TETE-BECHE pair, fresh colour, full margins, obliterated by GC “2240”, few tiny imperfections, signed Calves and certificates Calves and Brandon (Yvert 17).

16 K

starting price: 1,000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)
428 | Frankreich – France

**1871: THE MOST SPECTACULAR FRANCE-MEXICO MIXED FRANKING KNOWN.** Cover from Vera Cruz 1871 franked with Mexico 1868 Hidalgo issue 12 centavos green (Scott 47) tied by VERA CRUZ cds in mixed franking with France 1870 Bordeaux issue 20c type III, report 2 with a strip of 6 + pair, well margined and the majority in very fine condition tied by “ANCRE” and “MEXIQUE 1 / 15 JUL 1871” ship mail datetamp alongside, sent to Bordeaux par “Paquet francais Washington”. On reverse octogonal “VERA-CRUZ PAQ. FR.B No3” datetamp. **THE BORDEAUX ISSUE IS VERY RARE IN MIXED FRANKING WITH MEXICO. WE ONLY RECORD THREE COVERS:** 1 & 2): both sent on the same day (June 13 1871) to Madrid each with a combination Hidalgo 50 centavos and 80c Bordeaux (in both cases defective) 3): our UNIQUE double rate cover with eight Bordeaux stamps which is by far the most spectacular mixed franking known. Certificate Pascal Scheller.

Yvert 46 B + Mexico Yv. 44

**starting price: 18,000 €**

(est. 20,000 US$)

---

429 | Frankreich – France

**1877, French Consular Post Mexico**, 75 C carmine Sage, single franking on cover from Vera-Cruz to Paris in France, tied by octagonal 1 MEXIQUE 1, 18 MAI 77, alongside manuscript type taxation handstamp “12” (decimes) and triangular “T”, on reverse octogonal maritime dater LIGNE B / PAQ.FR.No.4, 18 MAI 77, and arrival mark. **An obviously UNIQUE cover and postal history gem in VF condition.**

Yv. 71

**starting price: 1,500 €**

(est. 1,650 US$)
1555/1800: The “ROYAL” Collection: Unique collection of more than 100 letters of ALL French rulers from Louis XIII to Napoleon Bonaparte as well as high-ranking personalities and crowned heads of Europe, all with original signatures. Starting with a letter from 1555 during the reign of Henry II the collection includes letters of Louis XIV, letters from the Vatican, a letter with complete seal from Louis XV (1746), a letter from the French-British war in Canada (1758), vouchers and documents from the revolutionary period in 1789 or a letter of NAPOLEON BONAPARTE (with complete signature “Bonaparte”) as General en Chef during the Egypt war in 1798 from Cairo, to the citizen General Dommartin, Commander of the artillery, concerning the armament. Many further documents of historical importance were gathered here from a French lover during decades and drawn up in 3 luxury albums and a box with background information, illustrations of the personalities and collectibles as complete seals. He insisted on the quality and authenticity of the letters and let them therefore examine by famous experts (in Paris). A magnificent and unique collection of letters, it’s not only something over the respective time state, but it points also between the lines, on the character of the different personalities. All in all, this is a collection, as one gets to see only once (in a life) and it would honour each museum.

starting price: **50.000 €**
(est. 55,000 US$)
KAISER UND KÖNIGE FRANKREICHS UND EUROPAS:
Einzigartige Sammlung von über 100 Briefen ALLER
französischen Herrscher von Ludwig XIII. bis zu Na-
opoleon Bonaparte sowie hochgestellter Persönlichkei-
ten und gekrönter Häupter Europas, alle mit Origi-
alunterschriften. Beginnend mit einem Brief von 1555
aus der Regierungszeit Henry II. beinhaltet diese her-
ausragende Kollektion z.B. Briefe von Louis XIV., Briefe
aus dem Vatikan, Brief (1746) mit komplettem Siegel
von Louis XV., Brief vom französisch-britischen Krieg in
Kanada (1758), Belege und Dokumente aus der Revo-
lutionszeit 1789 oder ein Brief von NAPOLEON BONA-
PARTE (mit komplettem "Bonaparte" unterschrieben)
as General en Chef während des Ägypten-Feldzuges
1798 von Kairo an den Bürger General Dommartin,
Kommandant der Artillerie, bezüglich der Bewaffnung.

Viele weitere Belege von historischer Bedeutung wur-
den hier von einem französischen Liebhaber in Jahr-
zehnten zusammengetragen und in 3 Luxusalben (plus
Schachtel) mit Hintergrundinformationen, Abbildungen
der Persönlichkeiten und bezüglichen Stücken wie
kompletten Siegeln aufgezogen. Er legte größten Wert
auf die Qualität und Authentizität der Briefe, und ließ
sie folglich von namhaften Experten (v.a. in Paris)
prüfen. Eine grandiose und einzigartige Kollektion von
Briefen, die nicht nur etwas über die jeweilige Zeit aus-
sagen, sondern auch zwischen den Zeilen auf den Cha-
rakter der verschiedenen Persönlichkeiten hindeuten.
Alles in allem eine Sammlung, wie man sie nur einmal
zu sehen bekommt, und die jedem Museum zur Ehre
gereicht.

starting price: 50,000 €
(est. 55,000 US$)
1555/1800, la collection ROYALE - Collection unique de plus que 100 lettres de TOUS LES dirigeants français depuis Louis XIII jusqu’à Napoleon Bonaparte ainsi que les personnalités haut placées et les têtes couronnées d’Europe, toutes avec les signatures originales. Commençant avec une lettre de 1555 du ministère de Henry II contenant cette collection exceptionnelle p. ex. des lettres de Louis XIV, du Vatican, une lettre (1746) avec cachet complet de Louis XV, une lettre de la guerre franco-britannique à Canada (1758), des documents du temps révolutionnaire 1789 ou une lettre de NAPOLÉON BONAPARTE (avec signature complète “Bonaparte”) en tant que général en chef pendant la campagne d’Egypte en 1798 émise du Caire au citoyen général Dommartin, Commandant de l’artillerie, relative à l’armement. Beaucoup d’autres documents d’importance historique ont été collectionnés par un passionné français pendant des décennies dans 3 albums de luxe avec des Informations et des illustrations sur les personnalités concernées et morceaux de choix comme des lettres entières avec sceaux royaux intacts. Il a insisté sur la qualité et l’authenticité des lettres, et il les laissa en conséquence examiner par les experts renommés à Paris. Une grandiose et unique collection des lettres qui n’est pas seulement qui n’est pas seulement une énumération chronologique, mais qui permet aussi de comprendre entre les lignes le caractère des différentes personnalités concernées. Il s’agit somme toute d’une collection, comme il nous est donné qu’une fois dans notre vie de voir et qui ferait honneur à chaque musée.

Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

starting price: 50,000 €
(est. 55,000 US$)
1664, "Sun King" Louis XIV of France (1638 - 1715), complete manuscript letter with signature "Luis" by Louis XIV and with interesting contents: "...Je croy comme vous qu'on a fort de se plaintdre de mes trou- pes, mais il faut redoubler vos soins affin qu'on ayt toujours sujet de s'en louer...Et sur ce je prie Dieu qu'il vous ayt Mr Le Marquis de bellefont en sa sainte garde escrit a Paris le 25 de Janvier 1664", on front address "...Le marquis de Bellfont with dating and two complete wax seals, very good condition, very scarce signature by one of the most important monarch of its time! (M)

starting price: **10,000 €**
(est. 11,000 US$)
432 | Frankreich - Besonderheiten – France - Specialties


Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

starting price: 50,000 €
(est. 55,000 US$)
AU NOM DU PEUPLE FRANÇAIS.

BONAPARTE, PREMIER CONSUL DE LA RÉPUBLIQUE FRANÇAISE.

AU CIToyen

Nous avons nommé le C. [illegible] président de l'assemblée du canton de [illegible].

Nous avons en même temps ordonné qu'il prêterait, avant d'entrer en fonctions, le serment de les remplir avec fidélité, et nous vous avons commis et commettions par ces présentes, sédillées de petit sceau de l'État, pour recevoir ce serment, qui sera ainsi conté : « Je jure de maintenir le gouvernement institué par la Constitution de la République, d'observer les lois et les règlements, de me conformer aux instructions qui me seront données pour leur exécution ; de maintenir l'ordre dans l'assemblée ; que je présiderai, de me permettre qu'elle s'occupe d'autres autres objets que ceux prescrits par la lettre de convocation ; de ne tolérer aucune coalition tendant à capturer ou gêner les suffrages des citoyens, et de ne rien faire par haine ou par favoritisme. Je dissoudre l'assemblée le jour du mois de [illegible], époque indiquée pour sa clôture ; enfin d'exercer mes fonctions avec zèle, exactitude, fermeté et impartialité.»

Nous vous commandons, en conséquence, que vous ayez à vous aviser à ladite commission aussi tôt que ladite C. [illegible] présentera à cet effet par-devant vous, et en dessus procès-verbal, que vous adresserez au Préfet du département, pour être réuni à celui de l'assemblée cantonale de [illegible].

Donné à Saint-Cloud, sous le petit sceau de l'État, le jour du mois de [illegible], l'an [illegible] de la République française.

Par le premier Consul : [signature]

Le Ministre de l'Empire.

Le Secrétaire d'État.
1800/1875: The „ROYAL“- Collection: Unique collection of approx. 100 letters of ALL French rulers from Napoleon Bonaparte to Napoleon III as well as high-ranking personalities and crowned heads of Europe, all with original signatures. Just for example: A letter of NAPOLEON BONAPARTE (a partly printed, official document) signed „Bonaparte“ (as first Consul of the French Republic 1799-1804), J.-A. Chaptal (Interior Minister) and H. Maret (Secretary of State) (with certificate Achat, Paris) or an autographed letter of FRANZ II, the last imperator of the Holy Roman Empire (in central Europe), from 1809 during the Austrian war against Napoleon, sent out from Schrems to his brother the Archduke Joseph in Budapest concerning two notes in reference to the court council of war. Many further documents of historical importance were gathered here from a French lover during decades and drawn up in 4 luxury albums with background information, illustrations of the personalities and collectibles as complete seals. He insisted on the quality and authenticity of the letters and let them therefore examine by famous experts (in Paris). A magnificent and unique collection of letters, it’s not only something over the respective time state, but it points also between the lines, on the character of the different personalities. All in all, this is a collection, as one gets to see only once (in a life) and it would honour each museum.

starting price: 50.000 €
(est. 55,000 US$)
1800/1875, la collection ROYALE - collection unique d’environ 100 lettres de TOUS LES dirigeants français depuis Napoleon Bonaparte jusqu’à Napoléon III ainsi que les personnalités haut placées et les têtes couronnées d’Europe, toutes avec les signatures originales. Juste des exemples tout à fait particuliers: une lettre de NAPOLEON BONAPARTE (un document officiel en partie imprimé) avec signatures de „Bonaparte“ (Premier Consul de la République Française 1799-1804), Jean-Antoine Chaptal (le Ministre de l’intérieur) et H. Maret (secrétaire d’État) (avec certificate Achat, Paris) ou aussi une lettre autographiée par FRANZ II, le dernier Empereur du Saint Empire romain germanique (en Europe centrale), en 1809 pendant la guerre (campagne) en Autriche contre Napoléon, rédigée à Schrems à son frère l’Archiduc Josef à Budapest concernant deux notes en référence de la cour du conseil de guerre. Beaucoup d’autres documents d’importance historique ont été collectionnés par un passionné français pendant des décennies dans 4 albums de luxe avec des informations et des illustrations sur les personnalités concernées et morceaux de choix comme des lettres entières avec sceaux royaux intacts. Il a insisté sur la qualité et l’authenticité des lettres, et il les laissa en conséquence examiner par les experts renommés à Paris. Une grandiose et unique collection des lettres qui n’est pas seulement une énumération chronologique, mais qui permet aussi de comprendre entre les lignes le caractère des différentes personnalités concernées. Il s’agit somme toute d’une collection, comme il nous est donné qu’une fois dans notre vie de voir et qui ferait honneur à chaque musée.

starting price: 50.000 €
(est. 55,000 US$)
Le Préfet du Département de Seine.

à Paris, 23 Janvier 1815.

Le Ministre Délégué de l'Administration des Guerres,

Ministre d'État.

Note. Chacun aura le soin de copier l'indication du nom de la personne, et à en relater des détails et des mots.

Au nom des Guerres,

Le Ministre Délégué de l'Administration des Guerres,

Ministre d'État.

On lui ordonne un ordre

N° 319.

Avoir soin, pour l'avenir, de ne pas négliger l'indication du nom de la personne, et à en relater des détails et des mots.

Le Ministre Délégué de l'Administration des Guerres,

Ministre d'État.
Ballons en 1870
Ce qu'on aurait pu faire, ce qu'on a fait.
Par Nadar
50 centimes
Paris
Chez E. Chatelain
13, rue du Croissant, 18
1870
(Pendant le siege)

1870, Ballons monté: “Les Ballons en 1870. Ce qu’on aurait pu faire, ce qu’on a fait. Par Nadar, Paris (pendant la siege) 1870.” The origin of the ballons montés by the multitalent and balloonist Nadar (1820-1910), the text with handwritten corrections by the author, also authors handwritten signed dedication on front cover. Unique.

starting price: 3.600 €
(est. 4,000 US$)
434  |  Griechenland – Greece

187: 10 Lepta tied by “Zakynthos October 27th” (1867) with control digit “10” printed on the front (“ZANTE ERROR”). The stamp is in good condition and unrepairsed, with full to wide margins on three sides. The left side is touched. A spectacular printing error. Registered as no. X (from 20 examples) in the Philoteliea. (The register of the BPP experts lists 3x copies.). Ex Binos, Mytilene, South German collection. Certificate Simmermacher BPP.


19a, Kohl 27 FII

starting price: 6.000 €

(est. 6,600 US$)
435 | Griechenland – Greece

1875/80: 5 Lepta deep green tied by “ATHEN / 4” with plate flaw “white line” on sheet position 15. This stamp is an color error printed in the colour of the 60 Lepta (Athen printing). Only four examples of this stamp are known, this is the only one with a plate flaw. Cut touched at the upper margin. Three of the four known copies have touched margins all around. A WORLD RARITY. Certificate Rene Simmermacher BPP.


Hellas 49d PF

starting price: 25.000 €
(est. 27,500 US$)
436 | Griechenland – Greece

1875/80: 20 lepta deep blue on cream with figures on reverse in ultramarine, variety figures “20” inverted, the “ARGOSTOLIAN” error, used on a letter sheet on November 16, 1877. The stamp was separated from the letter and replaced with a hinge to show this variety. The addressee’s name has been cut out. One of the rarest figure varieties of Greece *(only two known on cover.)* Certificate Holcombe, Simmermacher BPP.


51a, Kohl 55 Fill

starting price: **10.000 €**

(est. 11,000 US$)
437 | Großbritannien – United Kingdom

1840, 1 d. black, plate 1b, CK, large margins to just in at upper right, bright shade, tied by red Maltese Cross, matching „H 7 AU 7 1840“ backstamp on Post Magazine folded publication to Tokenhouse Yard in London, also with „Gravesend AU 7, 1840“ and receiving backstamp. **Very fine, a beautiful and rare example of the Penny Black used on early edition of the Post Magazine in August 1840.** A phenomenal cover, highly desirable. According to British Pictorial Envelopes of the 19th Century, in August 1840 the Post Magazine appeared. It had originally been published in 1837 as propaganda for Uniform Postage. One flap states „Remarkable application of the reduced postage, Combining 1st. A magazine of useful information, 2nd. A Post Label, 3rd. A sheet of letter paper“. This weekly news sheet was sold ready stamped with the Penny Black and charged 1 ½ d. to the public and 1 d. to advertisers. Publication appears to have ceased in early 1841 but for some years afterwards the ready stamped magazines were used purely for correspondence purposes. With 2014 BPA photo certificate

**starting price: 4,500 €**
(est. 5,000 US$)
1840, 1d. black, plate 1b, deep colour, HORIZ. STRIP OF FOUR, lettered NB-NE (distinctive blur between ND and NE), full margins all around, on entire letter from London to Leith, obliterated by red MC, black Lombard Street dater 28 JY 1840 and blue arrival c.d.s. JUL 30 1840 on reverse, vertical fold affecting NC; certificate Brandon. Scarce and attractive cover!

starting price: 1,000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)
439 | Großbritannien – United Kingdom

1840, MAGENTA MALTESE CROSS CANCELLATION, 2d. blue, plate 2, vertical pair lettered DI-EI, fresh colour and full margins all around, clearly obliterated by two strikes of MAGENTA MC (most probably from Preston but of course not verifiable). Plate 2 was brought into use towards the end of 1840, and the overlap between the use of this plate and the use of red cancellation ink was therefore small. Magenta has been recorded from several post offices, although was never an officially adopted colour. It appears to have arisen as a result of “local initiative” as red ink ran out, and replacement pigment was ordered from local suppliers. This is the only known multiple of 2d. blue from plate 2. SG lists 2 single stamps of the more common plate 1 with £24000 (nota bene for plate 1!). Certificate BPA (SG spec. D1ue). A MARVELLOUS PAIR - UNIQUE AND UTMOST DESIRABLE!

starting price: **7.500 €**
(est. 8,200 US$)

440 | Großbritannien – United Kingdom

1853, 2d blue (pl. 4) in horizontal strip of four, lettered RD-RG, tied by numeral “131” on mourning-letter sent from Edinburgh (red backstamp 28.11.53) via London to Melbourne with f/s red arrival “SHIP LETTER MAR 11 1854 MELBOURNE”, left stamp lightly cut on left side, otherwise wide margins and in good condition, cert. BPA (2016)

starting price: **1.000 €**
(est. 1,100 US$)
441 | Großbritannien – United Kingdom

1847, the unique block of eleven of the 1 Shilling embossed. 1 Sh. Green – imperf – on Dickinson silk thread paper – die WW1 – lightly cancelled with London inland office No.2 obliteration, large margins all around, crisp embossing and deep rich colour, arguably to be the largest used unit in private hands. Some imperfections as to be expected (such as some smaller stains and marginal tears, creased along bottom of upper three stamps), but an exceptional showpiece and exhibition item of the highest calibre. Photo certificate RPSL, London (2015).

starting price: 22,000 €
(est. 24,000 US$)
442 + | Großbritannien – United Kingdom

1935, 2½d. Silver Jubilee, THE FAMOUS COLOUR ERROR “PRUSSIAN BLUE”, splendid copy, well perforated, on piece neatly obliterated by c.d.s “WESTMEAD (CORNER CAR) SHALTON SURREY 24 JY 35”. About 40 used pieces are recorded. A RARELY OFFERED ICONIC RARITY OF GB PHILATELY IN PERFECT QUALITY!

SG 456a

starting price: 4.000 €
(est. 4,400 US$)

443 + | Großbritannien – Dienstmarken – United Kingdom - Official Stamps

INLAND REVENUE: 1890, QV 5s rose on white paper with Anchor wmk. lettered ‘BF’ optd. ‘I.R. / OFFICIAL’ unused with large part original gum (vertical gum crease at left), rare stamp signed and with BPA certificate (2016), SG. £ 9.500

SG. O 9

starting price: 1.000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)
444 | Ionische Inseln – Lokalausgaben: Kefalonia und Ithaka

1941 100 Dr lilared with hand overprint. According to Sassone only one example exists, however three are known, of which this is the finest example, unmounted, with full corner margins. Certificate A. Diena.

Sassone N 39

starting price: 6,000 €
(est. 6,600 US$)

445 | Island – Island

1873, 8 Skilling brown horizontally stripe of six, two stamps left unused with original gum, four stamps mint never hinged, one perforation with a small tear, cert. Nielsen (Facit 3), scarce.

4A (6)

starting price: 1,000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)
446 | Island – Island

1878, 5 Aur blue cancelled with very rare postmark “GRENJADARSTADUR 24/11” wonderful centric and clear as single franking on cover to Arnaholt, according Facit catalogue only few used single stamps known with this cancellation, **ON COVER A REAL RARITY**, cert. Grönlund and Nielsen (Facit 9), in this condition and quality an enrichment for each great Iceland collection!

6A

starting price: **5,000 €**
(est. 5,500 US$)

447 | Island – Island

1898, 10 Aur. rose (horizontal pair) and 5 Aur. green tied “AKUREYRI 7/9” on double-sealed linnen insured envelope endorsed “32,80” to the North British & Mercantile Insurance Co. in Reykjavik w. “19 9 98” backstamp, cover cross shaped bends not affecting stamps, a rarity.

88 (2), 138

starting price: **1,500 €**
(est. 1,650 US$)
448 | Island – Island

1897, 3 prir overprint on 5 A green horizontal pair cancelled with REYKJAVIK in best condition, cert. Nielsen (AFA 18All), scarce!

starting price: **2,300 €**
(est. 2,500 US$)

449+ | Italien – Altitalienische Staaten: Kirchenstaat
Italian States – Papal States

1852, 5 Baj. black pink, variety: Front and back print, bright colors, brimmed copy with rhombus cancellation. Some paper imperfections. Very attractive item and a very rare stamp! Certificate Pascal Scheller. (Sassone 6d) 1852, 5 Baj. schwarz/rosa, Abart: Vorder- und rückseitiger Druck, farbfrisches, allseits breitrandiges Exemplar mit Rautenstempel. Rs. min., kaum wahrnehmbare Schürfstelle. Sehr attraktives Exemplar dieser sehr seltenen Marke! Fotoattest Pascal Scheller. (Sassone 6d)

starting price: **2,300 €**
(est. 2,500 US$)
450 + | Italien – Altalienische Staaten: Kirchenstaat – Italian States – Papal States

1868, big parts of a wrapper for printed matter from Rome to Sicily franked in the 8 centesimi rate (fourth weight progression). The franking consists of the very rare 3 centesimi grey rosa from 1867 and the 5 cent. blue green from 1868. Both stamps are in perfect condition. Multiple signings point out the rarity of the “Tre Centesimi”. Certificate Enzo Diena.

starting price: **3.500 €**
(est. 3,800 US$)

451 + | Italien – Altalienische Staaten: Kirchenstaat – Italian States – Papal States

1868, 20 C. black on brownpink, dull paper, variety: unperforated bottom with full lower margin, mint never hinged, superb. A very rare variety, only a few pieces known! Sass.27m / 7.000, - € for mint, mint 50% premium = 10.500, - €. Certificate Dr. Avi / SBPV.

starting price: **3.000 €**
(est. 3,300 US$)
452 + | Italien - Altalienische Staaten: Modena – Italian States – Modena

1852, 5 C. black / green, with point 10 C. black / pink, with variety “without point behind CENT”; and 15 C. black / yellow. A three-color franking on white luxury cover with clear bar cancel. Alongside line “SCANDIANO” indicated the departure, framed “RACCOM.” (Registered) and redstamp of the local administration (sender). A franking rarity! Sassone no price on letter! Certificate Enzo Diena. (Sassone 2b, 3,7)


starting price: **3,200 €**
(est. 3,500 US$)

453 + | Italien - Altalienische Staaten: Modena – Italian States – Modena

1858 15 c black on yellow, strip of four, first with the “CETN” (instead of CENT) variety. Used on letter from Reggio October 28th, 1858 to Parma. This great rarity is signed G. Bollafi, A. Diena, Raybaudi, Colla etc, Certificate Enzo Diena.

Sassone 3 d + 3 (2x)

starting price: **3,000 €**
(est. 3,300 US$)
454+ | Italien - Altalienische Staaten: Modena –
Italian States - Modena

1852, 40 centesimi black on pale blue ("celeste") with full original gum. Without gum this stamp is a great rarity, this example has an unrivaled quality. The rare "pale blue" colour comes from the first printing of the first issue and almost no unused survived. Sassone 5 (only priced without gum), Scott 5a (only priced without gum), Michel 5 IIb "schwarz auf hellblau", Bolaffi 5 priced with a minimum of 100,000 EUR. Attest Sorani: "the only example we know with full original gum". With Sorani’s personal notes. **This is one of the few truly unique rarities of the Italian States and in spectacular condition.**


5 II b / Sassone N. 5

**starting price: 15,000 €**
(est. 16,500 US$)
455 + | **Italien - Altitalienische Staaten: Modena – Italian States - Modena**

1859 State Emblem 15 C. brown, mint never hinged block of four with right margin of the sheet. The extremely rare multiple is rich in color and a rarity of Italian States. Certificate Dr. Avi, signed Emilio and Alberto Diena. (Sassone no. 13)


**starting price:** 4,300 €

(est. 4,700 US$)

456 + | **Italien - Altitalienische Staaten: Modena – Italian States - Modena**

1859: 20 Cm. purple, two copies in the nuances blue and dark purple, with 5 C. green on the back of a white letter. Clear bar cancel, alongside cds "MODENA 15 / DIC / 59". 5 C. fitted with blue bar cancel on arrival in Reggio, alongside set L1 “RACCOMANDATA” and L3 of the judicial authorities. **Exceptional 45 C. franking.** Certificate Enzo Diena, Oliva. (Sassone 12,15a / b, KW 30,000, - € ++)

20 Cm. violett, zwei Exemplare in den Nuancen blau- und dunkelviolett, mit rückseitig 5 C. grün auf weißem Luxusbrief. Klarer Balkenstempel, nebengesetzt K1 "MODENA 15/DIC/59". 5 C. mit blauem Balkenstempel bei der Ankunft in Reggio angebracht, nebengesetzt L1 “RACCOMANDATA” und L3 der Justizbehörden. Außergewöhnliche 45 C.-Frankatur von Liebhaberwert. Fotoattest Enzo Diena, Oliva. (Sassone 12,15a/b, KW 30,000, - € ++)

**starting price:** 3,000 €

(est. 3,300 US$)
457 + | Italien – Altalienische Staaten: Modena – Italian States – Modena

1852: 40 cent. black on blue, block of four on small fragment tied by PD cancel (Carrara). This rarity is signed by A. Diena, Enzo Diena, Colla. Attest Enzo Diena, Colla.

Sassone 10

Starting price: 2,500 €
(est. 2,750 US$)

458 + | Italien – Altalienische Staaten: Modena – Italian States – Modena


Sassone 11 + 2 (2x)

Starting price: 3,000 €
(est. 3,300 US$)
459 + | Italien - Altitalienische Staaten: Modena – Italian States - Modena

1859: 80 Cmi. brownish yellow, good margins and very fresh color, on piece in outstanding quality, with clear double circle “MASSA CARRARA 5 / FEB / 1860”. Only few pieces known! Certificate Raybaudi. Signed Diena. (Sassone 18)


starting price: **11.000 €**
(est. 12,100 US$)

460 + | Italien - Altitalienische Staaten: Modena – Italian States - Modena


Sassone 12 (4x)

starting price: **1.200 €**
(est. 1,300 US$)
461 + | Italien - Altalienische Staaten: Modena – Italian States - Modena
1860 registered letter bearing stamps of the provisional government 40 cent. carmine and 5 cent. green. Rare and decorative letter. Certificates A. Diena, Enzo Diena, Colla.
Sassone 17 c + 12
starting price: 2.000 €
(est. 2,200 US$)

462 + | Italien - Altalienische Staaten: Modena – Italian States - Modena
1859, Provisional Government, 80 cent orange "Arms of Savoia" used, full margins, margin of sheet at the top. One of the best examples known. Certificates G.Bolaffi, Enzo Diene, Sorani, Colla.
Sassone 18
starting price: 6.000 €
(est. 6,600 US$)
463 | Italien - Altitalienische Staaten: Modena - Zeitungssstempelmarken –
Italian States - Modena - Newspaper Tax Stamp

1859 9 c. viola lilla "B.G. CEN. 9" large characters, used with all four cutting lines - one of the best examples known. Two certificates G. Bolaffi.

starting price: 1,000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)

464 | Italien - Altitalienische Staaten: Neapel – Italian States – Naples

1860, 2 Grana and 3 Grana, each three times as spectacular 9 Grana franking on letter from Taranto to Naples. All stamps with full margins, tied by clear "ANNULLATO". A Rarity.

1860, Italien, 3x Nr.2 und 3x Nr.3 als ganz spektakuläre "9 Grana"-Frankatur auf Brief von "Taranto" 1860 nach Neapel. Dabei alle Marken hervorragend breitrandig und klar mit "Annulata" entwertet. Ein Wert ganz zarte Bugspur, ansonsten ist der Brief in wundervoller, ursprünglicher Kabinetterhaltung. Exquisite RARITÄT!

starting price: 1,500 €
(est. 1,650 US$)
465 + | Italien – Altitalienische Staaten: Neapel – Italian States – Naples

1/2 Tornese blue (“Trinacria”) in the variety “double engraved T”. Rare copy with full margins. CV 14.000.
Certificate Colla.


starting price: 3.500 €
(est. 3,800 US$)

467 + | Italien – Altitalienische Staaten: Neapel – Italian States – Naples

1860 1/2 Tornese blue “Trinacria” used on small fragment of a journal. The stamp was seperated from the
fragment and replaced with a hinge. Certificate Raybaudi.

1860 1/2 tornese azzuro “Trinacria” usato so piccolo frammento di giornale. Certificato Raybaudi.

starting price: 2.000 €
(est. 2,200 US$)
468 + | Italien - Altitalienische Staaten: Neapel – Italian States - Naples

1860 Savoy Cross ½ t. blue, variety double impression of the “T”, Type 3, Panel A; wide margins, on complete newspaper “IL SANNITA” tied by clear, curved “Annullato” (Type 32) and red double circle “CAMPOBASSO 22 / MAR / 1861”. Extremely rare use after the proclamation of the Kingdom of Italy. A remarkable rarity. Certificate Dr. Avi / SBPV.

1860: Savoyer-Kreuz ½ t. blau, Abart „T” verdoppelt”; Type 3, Tafel A; allseits außerordentlich breitrandiges Luxusstück auf feiner, vollständiger Zeitung “IL SANNITA”, herrlich klar mit geschwungenem “Annullato” (Type 32) und roter K2 “CAMPOBASSO 22/MAR/1861”. Äußerst seltene Verwendung nach der Proklamation des Königreiches Italien. Eine bemerkenswerte Rarität von Liebhaberwert. Fotoattest Dr. Avi/SBPV.

Napoli, 1/2 t. azzurro, “Croce di Savoia” con doppia incisione della “T”, su giornale, é originale, ha grandi margini da tutti i lati ed é in buono stato di conservazione. Un raro uso in periodo di Regno d’Italia. (Sassone 16c) (T)

starting price: 7.500 €
(est. 8,200 US$)
469 + | Italien - Altitalienische Staaten: Parma – Italian States – Parma


1859 Governo Provvisorio 5 centesimi verde azzurro annullato con bollo di Castel S. Giovanni. Certificato Enzo Diena.

starting price: 1,200 €
(est. 1,300 US$)

470 + | Italien - Altitalienische Staaten: Parma – Italian States – Parma


1859 Governo Provvisorio, 40 centesimi, vermiglio, annullato con bollo di Parma 11 gen. 60. Certificato Enzo Diena.

starting price: 1,600 €
(est. 1,500 US$)


1853 tax stamp for newspapers, 9 centesimi blue, used on complete journal “Gazzetta Ufficiale di Milano” dated March 28, 1857 tied at arrival by the Piacenza “grill”. Certificate Sorani.


starting price: 2,500 €
(est. 2,750 US$)
472 | **Italien - Altalienische Staaten: Romagna – Italian States - Romagna**

1859, 8 Baj. black / pink, wide margins and with lower margin of sheet, superb condition, **extremely rare single franking on complete folded letter**, with full and clear diamond, K2 “FERRARA 16 / OTT / 59”, to Maniago Libero. Besides Set R2 “P / Pontific” and tax note “15” cents. A Letter franked with 8 Baj. is one of the great rarities of Romagna. Certificate Maurizio Raybaudi, signed Emilio Diena (Sassone 8)


**starting price: 7.000 €**

(est. 7,700 US$)
473 + | Italien - Altalienische Staaten: Toscana –
Italian States - Tuscany
1852, 60 Crazie dark scarlet on grey, used. Full margins (small repairs),

“1852, 60 crazie scarlatto cupo su grigio, usato. Ha ampi margini e colore
molto fresco - in ottimo stato di conservazione.” Certificato Raybaudi.

Sassone 9  
starting price: **2.000 €**  
(est. 2,200 US$)

474 + | Italien - Altalienische Staaten: Toscana –
Italian States - Tuscany
1860, Provisional Government, 3 Lire ocrayellow, good margins. tied by
LIVORNO cds. Ex Chiesa, Ex Campello. Certificate Colla: “one of the few
with good margins”. A great world rarity.

1860, Governo Provvisorio, 3 Lire ocre giallo, ben marginato, annullo di
Livorno. Ex collezione Chiesa, Ex collezione Campello. Certificato Colla: “uno
dei pochi noti ben marginati”. Una delle grandi rarità dei classici mondiali.

Sassone 23  
starting price: **8.000 €**  
(est. 8,800 US$)
475 + | Italien — Italy

1887 huge piece of a registered, insured letter send from Rome to Germany. The item weights 7.360 Kg and insured for 123 Lire. The postage fee of 45 Lire was applied by 21 pairs of the 2 Lire De La Rue (Turin print), a single copy of the 2 Lire De La Rue and 2 copies of the 50 centesimi Umberto I (1879). The stamps are tied by the number cancel “206”, accompanied by an cds “ROMA * RACCOM. *”. Certificate Bottacchi. The largest multiple (by far) known of this classic of the Italian area. An exceptional important item in Italian philately.


Sassone T22 (43x), 42 (2)

starting price: **25.000 €**
(est. 27,500 US$)
476 | Italien – Italy

1889: cover front of a letter send in 1896 from Caravaggio to Milan franked with 5 Lire Umberto I, 3x 1 Lire Umberto and a 25 cent. Umberto I. The 25 centesimi and one of the 1 Lire have defects. Catalogue Value 60.000+. Multiple signatures approve the rarity of the franking. Certificate Raybaudi.

Sassone 49

starting price: 8.000 €
(est. 8,800 US$)

477 | Italien – Italy

1890, 2 cent on 50 cmi brown-carmine, inverted overprint, used, small fault on the backside. A great rarity - only a few known. Certificate Raybaudi.

1890, 2 Cent auf 50 Cmi braunrosa, kopfstehender Aufdruck in sauberer gestempelter Erhaltung mit rückseitig oben nur einem kleine Fehler, es handelt sich hier um eine große Rarität von der nur wenige Stücke bekannt sind, ein Schaustück für die große Sammlung, Attest Raybaudi “grande rarità”. Sassone 70.000,- €.

63 K Sassone 52 a

starting price: 2.500 €
(est. 2,750 US$)
478 | Italien – Italy

1927, 1.75 l. brown, **RARE PERFORATION 13¾ : 11, UNMOUNTED MINT**. Sassone only gives a price for used, Raybaudi says “only a few unused are known”. A great rarity! Signed A. Diena, Raybaudi and certificate Raybaudi (Sass. 214 b).

1927, 1,75 brono “Vittorio Emanuelle III” con RRR dent. 13 3/3 x 11, nuovo. (Sass. 214b). Certificato Raybaudi: “Ne sono noti pochissimi esemplari e poiché trovasi tuttora in ottimo stato di conservazione, data la sua grande rarità, e stato firmato per esteso.”

starting price: **6.500 €**
(est. 7,200 US$)

479 | Italien – Italy

1929 1.75 Brown, perforated 13 3/4 (perf. 14 according to several catalogues), **the exceptionally rare later 1929 printing of this value in this perforation**, in fine mint original gum condition (the gum shows a dull area at top). This stamp is a **MAJOR ITALY RARITY IN UNUSED CONDITION**, signed Alberto Diena and 1991 Enzo Diena certificate: “ha gomma integra originale ed è perfetto” and 1999 Bolaffi certificate: “qualita Bolaffi 80 %” (both certificates describe the stamp as mint never hinged). Scott 193a; Sassone 242 55.000 EUR; SG 212 41.000 GBP.

starting price: **13.000 €**
(est. 14,000 US$)
480 | **Italien – Italy**


Starting price: **22,000 €**
(est. 24,000 US$)

481 | **Italien – Italy**

1933, Graf Zeppelin issue, 12 Lira "St. Angelo Castle and Bridge", IMPERFORATED and margined on the right, no gum, only a few exist. (Sassone 48a)

Starting price: **3,000 €**
(est. 3,300 US$)

482 | **Italien – Italy**

1933, Squadron Flight, 5.25 l. + 44.75 l. "PELL" on piece in combination with USA 3 c., American postage obl. "New York 23. JUL 33", the se-tenant cancelled upon arrival "ROMA 37 12.8.33", small marks. This franking was necessary since the Italian stamps were not valid for the return flight, signed and certificate Sorani (Sass. refers to GP60).

Starting price: **3,500 €**
(est. 3,800 US$)
483 | Italien – Italy

1955, 25 Lire green "Italian Expedition to Karakorum K2", unperforated proof, mint never hinged, of this not issued stamp. One of the modern Italian rarities. Certificato Raybaudi.


starting price: **15.000 €**
(est. 16,500 US$)

484 | Italienische Besetzung 1918/23 – Julisch-Venetien – Italian Occupation WWI – Venezia Giulia and Istria


1918: "Regno D’Italia Venezia Giulia"-Aufdruck 3 H bis 4 Kr. einwandfrei gezähnt und postfrisch, sign. Caffaz mit Fotoattest.

1918: Soprastampa "Regno d’Italia Venezia Giulia" su 7 valori da 3 H. a 4 Kr., gomma integra originale e perfetti, Certificato Caffaz.

starting price: **2.000 €**
(est. 2,200 US$)
485 | Italien - Lokalausgaben 1918 - Meran – Italy - Local Issues 1918 - Meran

1918, 10 h. black on lilac carmine on plain dull paper, **the rare colour variety**, bright colour and large margins, unused no gum as issued, slight toning on reverse; signed and certificate Raybaudi. The 10 h. denomination was issued in a quantity of only 800 stamps in total, this colour variety is known in a couple of pieces only!

1918, 10 H. schwarz auf anilinrot auf gewöhnlichem mattem Papier, die seltene Farbabart, farbfrisch und allseits breitrandig, ungebraucht ohne Gummi wie verausgabt, rs. minime Tönung; signiert und Attest Raybaudi. Die Wertstufe zu 10 H. wurde nur in einer Gesamtauflage von 800 Stück verausgabt, diese Farbabart ist nur in wenigen Stücke bekannt! (Michel 6 llic)

*starting price: **1.000 €** (est. 1,100 US$)*

Sass. 12 A

486 | Italienische Post in der Levante – Italian Post Offices in Turkey

1874: 1 c green with **inverted overprint “Estero” and the variety “all corners are unmodified”**. For this variety according Sassone **only three unused examples** (two with defects and this perfect one without gum) are known. The Sassone price (80.000 €) is for the defect samples. This variety is only known with inverted overprint. Certificate “Qualita Bolaffi”.

1874: 1 c verde oliva con tutti e quattro gli angoli non modificati, soprastampa capovolta, perfetto senza gomma. (Sassone: il n 1b è noto solamente con la soprastampa capovolta (tre esemplari nuovi, di cui uno solo perfetto, senza gomma, ed uno usato perfetto) La quotazione indicata per il n. 1b nuovo si riferisce agli esemplari difettosi; l’esemplare perfetto vale il doppio. Certificato “Qualita Bolaffi”.

*starting price: **35.000 €** (est. 38,000 US$)*

Sassone 1b
487 | Italienische Post in der Levante –
Italian Post Offices in Turkey


1874, 2 cent., angoli modificati, senza soprastampa, nuova con gomma originale, ben centrato. One of the rarest stamps of Italian PO in Levant. Certificato Enzo Diena.

Sassone 2b

starting price: \textbf{50,000 €}
(est. 55,000 US$)
488 | *Italienische Post in der Levante – Italian Post Offices in Turkey*

1874, 5 c green "lower right corner unmodified" unused. Certificate G. Bolaffi.

1874 verde grigio, nuovo con comma, angolo inferiore destro non modificato. Certificato G. Bolaffi.

Sassone 3b

**starting price: 20,000 €**

(est. 22,000 US$)

489 | *Italienische Post in der Levante – Italian Post Offices in Turkey*

1874: 10 c orange "unmodified corners". The quality of this example is better than the ones mentioned and priced in the Sassone. This example was show in "Il Collezionista N. 4 April 1993". Certificate “Qualita Bolaffi”.

1874 10 c ocra arancio, quattro angoli non modificati con certificato Qualita Bolaffi: "privo di difetti.

Sassone 4b

**starting price: 50,000 €**

(est. 55,000 US$)

490 | *Italienische Post in der Levante – Italian Post Offices in Turkey*

1874, 10 cent. irregular modified lower right corner (without vertical line), unused with original gum. Certificate Enzo Diena.

1874,10 cent che presenta l’angolo inferiore destro privo della linea verticale, nuovo con gomma. Certificato Enzo Diena.

Sassone 4e

**starting price: 15,000 €**

(est. 16,500 US$)
28th Dec 1908, Messina EARTHQUAKE, stampless envelope to England with harrowing enclosure endorsed “Sent from Earthquake region” with SIRACUSA squared circle pmk and taxed 5d on arrival + another envelope to England endorsed “No stamps obtainable” with Messina cds + 7 postcards (4 used) relating to the earthquake (M)

starting price: **1,000 €**
(est. 1,100 US$)

1945, Definitives 0,25 L up to 30 L IMPERFORATED (1 L only green, 4 L only red / 1 L, 2 L and 5 L twice), all mint NH, totally 13 stamps, rare, Sass. 9.000,-

ex 38 u - 50 u (13)

starting price: **2.000 €**
(est. 2,200 US$)

493 | Liechtenstein – Vorläufer – Liechtenstein – Forerunner

VADUT(Z) 10 MA(I), clear nearly complete stroke of the rare cancel (Müller Nr 3057a, Ring Handbuch 8.1.01) on very fine Austrian 15 Kr Double-Eagle wide perforation. Certificates Rupp and Ferchenbauer.

VADUT(Z) 10 MA(I), klar und gerade aufsitzender Teilabschlag des seltenen zweizeiligen Vorläufer-Langstempel (Müller Nr 3057a, Ring Handbuch 8.1.01) auf erstklassig erhaltener Österreich 15 Kreuzer Doppelpfadler mit weiter Zähnung 9½. Fotoatteste Rupp und Ferchenbauer “vollzähniges, farb-und prägefrisches Prachtstück!” (LBK 4.000)

starting price: **1.000 €**
(est. 1,100 US$)
494 + | Luxemburg - Dienstmarken – Luxembourg - Official Stamps

1875, 4 C. blue green, overprint I, wide type, unused block of 10 with upper margin of sheet (partly supported, 2 brands low lighted), good and fresh condition, with interesting overprint variety "Two horizontal overprints OFFICIEL on the top, central strip of three". A striking variety! Signed Demuth BPP.

4 C. blaugrün, Aufdruck I, breite Type, ungebrauchter Zehnerblock mit oberem Bogenrand (teils gestützt, 2 Marken gering hell), gut und frisch erhalten, mit interessanter Aufdruck-Abart „Zwei waagerechte Aufdrucke "OFFICIEL" auf dem oberen, zentralen Dreierstreifen". Eine markante Abart! Geprüft Demuth BPP.

starting price: **1,300 €**
(est. 1,400 US$)
495 | Malta – Malta

1827/1976, extraordinary collection in an ancient Yvert album, covering all periods intensively, from a nice section of 14 pre-philatelic covers, GB used in Malta showing 15 covers and approx. 200 stamps obliterated. “M” and A25” incl. better like 6d. on 6d., 10d., 1s., 2s. and 5s., some Maltese postmarks on French/Italian stamps, finally the regular issues from 1860 with special strength in the mint issues, showing partially some specialisation and except few very expensive stamps more or less complete. Attractive opportunity! (A)

starting price: **10,000 €**
(est. 11,000 US$)
496 | Niederlande – Netherlands

1852, 10 c. carmine, horiz. strip of four, fresh colour (left stamp slight surface rub) and full margins all around, attractive franking on lettersheet from Rotterdam to London, obl. by four strikes of framed “Franco”, Rotterdam c.d.s. 10.4.62 and London receiver AP/12 alongside. Certificate Colla. (T)

starting price: 1,800 €
(est. 2,000 US$)

497 | Mittellitauen – Central Lithuania

1920: 2 M on 15 Sk - 10 M on 5 A, complete mint never hinged set. Rarely offered as a complete set. The two top values are expertised Jungjohann BPP. Michel 6,500 €.

1920: 2 M auf 15 Sk. bis 10 M auf 5 A., postfrischer Aufdrucksatz. Als kompletter Satz sehr selten angeboten. Beide Höchstwerte geprüft Jungjohann/BPP. KW Michel 6,500,- €

starting price: 2,000 €
(est. 2,200 US$)
1919: 5 Fr + 5 Fr. red, perfect perforated and centered! In luxury block of four with gutter, perfect K2 "MONTE CARLO 06/03/20”. A remarkable rarity of this issue. As canceled Gutter unit this should be unique! Certificate Brun / AIEP. (Yv 33 var)

5 Fr. + 5 Fr. rot, perfekt gezähnt und zentriert! Im Luxus-Viererblock mit Zwischensteg, perfekter K2 "MONTE CARLO 6/3/20”. Eine bemerkenswerte Rarität dieser Ausgabe. Als gestempelte Zwischensteg-Einheit dürfte es sich um ein Unikat handeln! Fotoattest Brun/AIEP. (Yv 33 var)

starting price: **4,500 €**
(est. 5,000 US$)
12 Kreuzer blau NICHT VERAUSGABT mit Versuchsabstempelung 'Franco', die Marke ist besonders frisch und rundum sehr breit gerandet, minimaler kaum störender kleiner Randspalt, besonders attraktives Prachtstück dieser Weltrarität, von der nur 6 Stück bekannt sind und es sich daher um die seltenste Marke Altösterreichs handelt! Dieses Exemplar befand sich in den bedeutendsten Sammlungen seiner Zeit: Thurocy, Budapest; Baron Alfons de Rothschild, Wien; Leavit J. Bulkley, New York etc. Sie wurde im Dr. Ferchenbauer-Spezialkatalog 1976 abgebildet. Ausführliches Fotoattest Steiner VÖB sowie signiert Friedl und Dr. Ferchenbauer, Mi. € 150.000,--. Während der letzten Jahrzehnten entwickelten sich die Auktionsergebnisse für diese Marke von 32.000 DM (Köhler, 1973) und 34.000 SFR (Corinphila, 1978, 125 % KW) über 420.000 ÖS (Dorotheum, 1997, 170 % KW), 100.000 DM (Köhler, 2001, 150% KW) und 108.000 SFr (Corinphila, 2010, 120% KW) auf 126.000 € (Gärtner, 2012, 126% KW).

1850: 12kr. blue UNISSUED stamp with experimental cancel 'Franco', very fresh stamp with wide margins around, small tiny marginal tear, and a very attractive copy of this world rarity of which only six are known – the rarest stamp of Austria-Hungarian empire. This copy was in the collections of Thurocy/Budapest, Baron Alfons de Rothschild, Leavit J. Bulkley/New York and others, pictured in the Dr. Ferchenbauer specialist catalogue of 1976, detailed certificate Steiner VÖB and signed Friedl and Dr. Ferchenbauer. (cat. value € 150.000,--)

starting price: **90.000 €**
(est. 100,000 US$)
1850, 1st issue complete set on machine-made paper unused and unhinged with full original gum, all stamps with good to wide margins around and in very fresh condition, a complete set in this condition was never offered in public auction within the last 30 years, all values with certificates Steiner VÖB and some signed Matl, Diena, Seitz, cat. value € 8,200,-- ++ for hinged stamps

starting price: **10,000 €**

(est. 11,000 US$)
501 | Österreich – Austria

1850, 1 Kr orangeocker Handpapier, ungebraucht mit vollem Originalgummi ohne Falz (natürliche Craquel-les), besonders farb- und druckfrische Marke mit rundum besonders breiten Rändern, Attraktives Prachtstück!

1850, 1 KR orange ocra on hand-made paper, unused with full original gum without hinge (natural Craquel-les), especially color and printing fresh stamp with particularly wide edges all around, Attractive beauty!

starting price: 3.000 €
(est. 3,300 US$)

502 + | Österreich – Austria

1850, 1 Kr gelbocker, Handpapier, Type Ib und 2 Kr. schwarz, Handpapier, Type Ib, jeweils zwei Exemplare in dekorativer Anordnung auf kleinformatigem Luxusbrief. Die Marken sind einzeln je mit schwarzem L1 "NIMES" sowie mit zusätzlichem Datums-L2 "24/9" (Müller 1928a) versehen. Der nach Cottbus adressierte Brief zeigt außerdem vs. den schwarzen R2 "AUS ÖSTERREICH". Ein in jeder Beziehung schöner und einmali ger Brief. Ein Renommierstück für eine bedeutende Ausstellungs-Sammlung. Rückseitig L3 "FRIEDLAND 25/9/53", R2 "SEIDENBERG 25/9", K1 "AUSG. N I 26/9". Fotoattest Dr.Ferchenbauer.

1850, 1 Kr yellow ocra on handmade paper, Type Ib and 2 Kr. Black, handmade paper, Type Ib, two copies in a decorative arrangement on small cover of outstanding quality. The stamps are individually tied with black line cancel "NIMES" and with additional two liner "24/9" (Müller 1928a). The cover is addressed to Cottbus and shows on front a framed black "FROM AUSTRIA". A beautiful and unique cover. A showpiece for a significant exhibition. Three lines "FRIEDLAND 25/09/53" on the back as well as framed "SEIDENBERG 25/9" and "AUSG. N I 26/9". Certificate Dr.Ferchenbauer.

starting price: 13.000 €
(est. 14,000 US$)
503 + | Österreich – Austria

1850, 2 Kr. schwarz HP Type Ib, 3 Kr. rot HP Type IIIa und 4 x 6 Kr. braun HP Type III als seltene portogerechte 29 Kr.-Frankatur auf komplett kleinformatigem Briefumschlag von „SPIELFELD 21/10” nach Dinan/Frankreich mit vs. „P.D.” und rs. Ankunftsstempel vom 26.10., Marken tw. etwas überhängend bzw. überlappt geklebt und der Brief stark gereinigt und geglättet, FA Dr. Ferchenbauer (1998)

1850, 2 Kr. Black handmade paper, Type B, 3 Kr. Red handmade paper, Type IIIa and 4 x 6 Kr. Brown handmade paper, Type III as rare correct postage-rate on 29 Kr compl. small-sized cover from „SPIELFELD 21/10” to Dinan / France. „P. D.” on front and arrival mark from 26.10. on the back. Stamps placed a little bit over the edge of the letter and the cover is cleaned and smoothed. Certificate Dr. Ferchenbauer (1998)

starting price: €1,000
(est. $1,100)

504 + | Österreich – Austria

1850, 2 Kr. silbergrau HP Type Ia Erstdruck im waagrechten Viererstreifen allseits breitrandig mit zwei Ein- kreisstempeln „PECSVAR / 17/7” (Mü. 2093a, 85 Pkte.) entwertet, sign. Diena und Dr. Ferchenbauer sowie FA Puschmann VÖB (2003), Fb. ohne Bewertung

1850, 2 Kr. silver gray HP Type Ia first printing, horizontal strip of four wide margins, canceled by two single circle cancels „PECSVAR / 17/7” (mu. 2093a, 85 pts.). Sign. Diena and Dr. Ferchenbauer and FA Puschmann VÖB (2003), Ferchenbauer without price.

starting price: €1,000
(est. $1,100)
505 + | Österreich – Austria

1859, piece of cover with mixed franking 2 Kr. Black MP Type IIIa (1850) and 3 Kr. Black Type Ib (1858) with two single circle cancels ’VIENNA 23/8 11 F.’ canceled after the date of expiration of the 1st edition, certificate BPP (2000), unusual and attractive combination of stamps the same color not listed in this kind at Ferchenbauer!

Starting price: 1,000 €

(estimated 1,100 US$)

506 + | Österreich – Austria

1850, Arms drawing 2 Kr black, Type IIIa, full-huge margins, in same value mixed postage with Emperor Franz Josef, 1858 Issue, 2 Kr dark yellow (small scissors separation), type I on a white piece (Bugspur) with centric delicate K1 “Neutitschein 30/11”, Frankaturrätte allerersten Ranges, certificate Puschmann. (ANK 2MIIIb, 10lb, 8,000,- €++)

Starting price: 3,000 €

(estimated 3,300 US$)
507 | Österreich – Austria


1850, 6 Kr. brown, hand paper Type III, diagonally bisected together with regular stamp as correctly 9 Kreuzer franking on complete folded letter from RUMA to Pesth. The stamps are tied by two clear, complete strikes of L2 “RUMA April 14”. The entire stamp has close to full margins, the bisected stamp has good margins and below a natural horizontal paper fold. The cover is clean labeled (address tightened somewhat) and has an insignificant vertical and a horizontal fold. Backside with a transit cancel mark of Osijek and arrival stamp “Pesth 18/4”. Seal has been cut out. The illustrated 9 Kreuzer correspond to the 1st weight level and 3rd distance zone. The cover goes to the known address Ignaz Brüll, without tax. This beauty is illustrated in the monograph “Hungary bisects” by Rohls as no. 75. Signed A. Diena. Certificate Ferchenbauer.

starting price: 12.000 €
(est. 13,000 US$)
508 | Österreich – Austria


1850: 6 Kreuzer brown, machine paper Type III, diagonally bisected as accepted 3 Kreuzer postage-rate used on complete letter from Babocsca to G (ROSS) Kanischa. The bisected stamp with good margins tied by “Babocsa 12.MAR” a complete strike of a black L2 . The letter has a vertical and a horizontal repaired fracture and is damaged by moisture. The bisected stamp is perfect. On the back is the full arrival stamp “NAGY-Kanisza 13/3”. A very nice piece - probably the only existing bisected on cover from Babocsa. Certificate Ferchenbauer.

starting price: 7,500 €
(est. 8,200 US$)
382
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509 | Österreich – Austria

1850: 6 Kreuzer brown, hand paper Type III, line perforation 14 (so-called “Tokayer Durchstich”) on complete cover of Tokay to Eperjes. The stamp is tied by a complete black circle cancel “TOKAY 24/6”, it has wide margins and is fine rouletted. The clean addressed cover has transit and arrival markings backside. Fine and impressive item signed Friedl, Bloch and Enzo Diena. Certificate Ferchenbauer.

starting price: 10,000 €
(est. 11,000 US$)

510 + | Österreich – Austria

1858 (18.11.), Folding envelope with mixed postage 6 Kr. brown MP Type III (1850) and 5 Kr. red Type I (1858) with clear two liner „GMÜNĐ / 18 NOV” to Verona, strong horiz. slight crease below the stamps, very scarce mixed franking. Signed Matl VÖB and certificate Matl (1984).

starting price: 1,500 €
(est. 1,650 US$)
511 + | Österreich – Austria

1858 Paar 15 Kr. blau Type I (1858) mit drei Einkreisstempeln 'HOHENEMS 14/11' entwertet, sehr dekorative Mischfrankatur gleicher Farben, sign. Matl VÖB und Fotoatteste Matl (1980) und BPB (2000)

1858, (14.11.) Part of letter with mixed franking 9 Kr. Blue MP Type IIIb (1850) and horiz. Pair 15 Kr. Type I (1858) tied by three single circle cancel 'HOHENEMS 14/11', very decorative mixed franking same colors, sign. Matl VÖB and certificates with photograph Matl (1980) and BPB (2000) 1858 (14.11.), Briefstück mit Mischfrankatur 9 Kr. blau MP Type IIIb (1850) und waagr.

starting price: **1.200 €**
(est. 1,300 US$)

512 + | Österreich – Austria

1850, 9 Kr. blau HP Type III allseits gut gerandet mit unten anhängenden ANDREASKREUZ mit Kastenstempel von Triest, FA Matl (2001) „rückseitig in der Mitte des Andreaskreuzes eine minimale Schürfung jedoch ohne große Bedeutung bei dieser großen Altösterreich-Rarität, von welcher nur ganz wenige Stücke bekannt sind“

1850, 9 Kr. blue hand made paper, Type III ,wide margins, with ANDREAS CROSS appendix, tied by framed "Trieste 2/12", certificate Matl (2001), small paper fault on the back of the cross without great importance to this huge Old Austria-rarity, of which only very few pieces are known:

starting price: **1.000 €**
(est. 1,100 US$)
513 | Österreich – Austria

1851, Gelber Merkur in BRAUNORANGER Nuance, ungebraucht mit vollem Originalgummi ohne Falz! Außergewöhnlich kräftige farbtiefe und taufrische Marke bei der das Markenbild sehr deutlich erkennbar ist. Fast alle ungebrauchten gelben Merkure sind angeschnitten bzw ohne Gummi, mit vollem Originalgummi gehören sie zu den größten Seltenheiten Österreichs! (Es ist lediglich ein zweites ungebrauchtes Exemplar bekannt, welches jedoch nachgummiert und repariert ist), Fotoattest Dr. Ferchenbauer, Katalogwert ANK ca. 200.000,-- für Falz! (plus Aufschlag für Markenbild ca 50 %)

1851, newspaper stamp (6kr.) yellow so-called 'YELLOW MERCURY' ('GELBER MERKUR') in a BROWN ORANGE shade, unused and unhinged with full original gum, very fresh colour which shows clearly the details of stamp, nearly all unused yellow Mercuries are cut into or without gum. Unhinged stamps with full original gum are one of the great rarities of Austrian stamps (only one other unused copy is known to exist but is regummed and repaired), certificate Dr. Ferchenbauer, cat. value about € 200.000,-- for a hinged stamp (+50% for the clear, readable image)!

starting price: **30.000 €**
(est. 33,000 US$)

1851. 6 Kreuzer yellow, Type Ib, so called “Yellow Merkur” on entire newspaper slip addressed to Prossnitz. Tied by light double circle “ZEITUNGS-EXPED. WIEN”, three sides wide margins, a little bit touched on the right side. The stamp has a rare printing/paper-fold and very strong colors above average. Signed Brunner, Thies Carl H. Lange. Certificate Ferchenbauer.

starting price: **7,000 €**

(est. 7,700 US$)
515 | Österreich – Austria

1851, Rosa Merkur in DUNKELROSA Nuance, ungebraucht mit vollem, außergewöhnlich frischem und quarzlampenreinem Originalgummi ohne Falz! Die Randerhaltung ist gut durchschnittlich, die Markenfarbe ist extrem kräftig, das Markenbild außergewöhnlich klar erkennbar! Fast alle ungebrauchten rosa Merkure sind angeschnitten bzw. ohne Gummi. Mit vollem Originalgummi gehören sie zu den größten Raritäten Österreichs!

Es ist nur noch ein weiteres Exemplar ohne Falz bekannt! Ausführliches Fotoattest Steiner sowie signiert Dr. Ferchenbauer und Diena. Katalogwert ANK ca. € 200.000,-- für Falz! (plus Aufschlag für Markenbild ca 50 %).

1851, newspaper stamp (30kr.) rose so-called „ROSE MERCURY“ („ROSA MERKUR“) in a DARK ROSE shade, unused and unhinged with full and very fresh original gum and good to fine margins around, very fresh colour which shows clearly the details of stamp, nearly all unused rose Mercuries are cut into or without gum. Unhinged stamps with full original gum are one of the great rarities of Austrian stamps, only one other unhinged copy is known to exist, detailed certificate Steiner VÖB and signed Dr. Ferchenbauer and Diena, cat. Value € 200.000,-- for a hinged stamp (+50% for the clear image)!

starting price: 80.000 €
(est. 88,000 US$)
516 | Österreich – Austria


1851, 30 Kr light rose, Type Ib, so-called “Rose Merkur” tied by partly cds “(MAROS-VA)JSARHELY”. Exceptional wide margins. The color is pale, the image is not good visible. A small grey spot might result from canceling. Exceptional copy. Signed Friedl, Edwin Müller, Anton Seitz, Matl, Ferchenbauer. Certificate Friedl Exper Committee, Matl and Ferchenbauer.

starting price: 7.000 €
(est. 7,700 US$)
517 | Österreich – Austria

1856, ZINNOBERROTER Merkur, ungebraucht mit vollem, frischem Originalgummi ohne Falz, außergewöhnlich frisches Exemplar dieser Welt rarität! Es sind nur ganz wenige zinnoberrote Merkure mit vollem Originalgummi existent, ohne Falz ist nur ein weiteres Exemplar bekannt! Fotoatteste Dr. Ferchenbauer und Matl, Katalogwert ANK. € 120.000,-- für Falz!

1856, newspaper stamp (6kr.) red so-called 'RED MERCURY' (ZINNOBER-ROTER MERKUR) unused and unhinged with full original gum, extremely fresh copy of this world rarity, only a few stamps with full original gum are known to exist and mint never hinged is only one other copy known, certificates Dr. Ferchenbauer and Matl, cat. Value € 120.000,-- for a hinged stamp!

starting price: 80.000 €
(est. 88,000 US$)
518 | Österreich – Austria

1857, 3 Kr. rosa Type IIib, 6 Kr. hellbraun und 9 Kr. blau Type IIib, alle Maschinenpapier mit 3 roten K1 "RECOMMANDIRT 10 12 1857 WIEN" auf blauer Rekobriefhülle der 2. Gewichtsstufe nach Temesvar, auf der Rückseite Aufgabe- und Ankunftsstempel (12.12.) sowie die beim Öffnen des Briefes zerrtrennt und nur noch teils erhaltene 6 Kreuzer-Rekomarke, 3 Kreuzer oben angeschnitten, sonst und auch die anderen vorderen Werte voll- bis breitrandig, waagerechter Registerbug durch die Briefhülle unterhalb der Frankatur glättet und hinterlegt, sonst tadellos, Fotoattest Puschmann VÖB, eine sehr seltene und dekorative Frankatur!

1857, 3 Kr. rose Type IIib, 6 Kr. light-brown and 9 Kr. blue Type IIib, all machine-paper with 3 red K1 "RECOMMANDIRT 10 12 1857 WIEN" on blue folded reko-letter of the 2nd weight step to Temesvar (Timisoara), on the back start- and arrival-mark (12.12.) and at the opening of the letter divided and only partly obtained 6 Kreuzer Reko-stamp, 3 Kreuzer cut on top, otherwise and the other values on the frone with full to wide margins, horizontal crease down the franking smoothed and deposited, otherwise faultless, photo-certificate Puschmann VÖB, a very rare and decorative letter!

starting price: 4,500 €
(est. 5,000 US$)
1861, 2 Kreuzer hellorange der Freimarkenausgabe 1858 (Mi. Nr. 10IIc) im waagerechten Fünferblock, einem waagerechten Paar sowie drei Einzelstücken als Mischfrankatur zusammen mit 5 Kreuzer rot der Freimarkenausgabe 1860 (Mi. Nr. 20a) zusammen auf Reko-Briefhülle von “BACSINCZE 5. AUG.” nach Balassa-Gyarmat, von dort weitergesandt nach Waitzen, vorderseits mit Nebenstempel “RECOM.” und handschriftlicher Rekonummer “199”, rückseitig Durchgangsstempel “RUMA 6/8” und “PEST 8. AUG.” sowie die beiden Ankunftsstempel “BALASSA GYARMAT 10 8” und “WAITZEN 1(.)/8”, die obere Innenklappe ist zerriß und unterklebt, die rechte etwas verkürzt, die untere fehlt fast entirely, in der Mitte des Briefes im Bereich der oberen drei Marken verläuft ein waagerechter, geglätteter, kaum noch sichtbarer Bug, die linke untere Ecke des Blocks ist korrigiert. **Es handelt sich um ein besonders wirkungsvolles Stück dieses wohl einzigartigen Beleges aus der Burrus-Sammlung, ausführliches Fotoattest Ferchenbauer (2005)**

10IIc (10) + 20a

**starting price: 10.000 €**

(est. 11,000 US$)
520 | Österreich – Austria

1867: 10-Kreuzer dunkelblau + 2-Kreuzer gelb, beide grober Druck + Ungarn-Freimarken-Ausgabe 1867, 5-Kreuzer karmin im Kupferdruck als 3-Farben-Mischfrankatur und Länder-Kombination auf kleinformativem Briefkuvert von WIEN nach Florenz/Italien. Die farbfrischen und vollzähnigen Marken sind völlig einwandfrei erhalten und mit kompletten und übergehenden Abdrucken des schwarzen Einkreisstempels "MARIAHILF WIEN 4/11/74. 8E" entwertet. EINMALIGE FRANKATUR-KOMBINATION, mehrfach signiert u.a. A. Matl, A. Diena, G. Bolaffi, und laut ausführlichem Fotoattest Dr. Ferchenbauer ein "naturbelassenes frisches und besonders wirkungsvolles PRACHSTÜCK dieser ungewöhnlichen und außerordentlichen seltenen Frankatur"!

1867: 10 Kr dark blue + 2 Kr yellow, both rough print and Hungarian 1867 5 Kreuzer carmine from the copperplate as decorative three color mixed franking and country combination on small letter from Vienna to Florence. Fresh colors and perfect perforation means this stamps are in excellent condition and are tied by cds "MARIAHILF WIEN 4/11/74. 8E". The use of the Hungarian stamp was tolerated. A unique combination. Signed Matl, A. Diena, G. Bolaffi. Certificate Ferchenbauer.

starting price: 12.000 €
(est. 13,000 US$)

10 II a

starting price: 12,000 €
(est. 13,000 US$)
522 + | Österreich – Austria

1861 (11.1.), Faltbrief mit Mischfrankatur 1 x 3 Kr. grün, 5 x 15 Kr. blau und 1 x 15 Soldi blau von Triest nach Valencia/Spanien, das Porto bis Auslandsgrenze Frankreich betrug ab November 1858 für Österreich 13 Neukreuzer je 10 Gramm und für Frankreich 18 Neukreuzer je 7,5 Gramm, der Brief hatte ein Gewicht zwischen 20 und 22½ Gramm womit er für Österreich und Frankreich in der dritten Gewichtsklasse war, was mit einer handschriftl. ’3’ links oben bestätigt wurde; beidseits zahlreiche Transit- und Taxstempel Frankreichs und Spaniens bis Ankunft, ausführliche Fotoatteste Holcombe (1996) und van der Linden BPP (1996), einige Reparaturen, postgeschichtlich einmaliges Liebhaberstück und große Österreich-Seltenheit!

1861, folded letter with mixed franking 1x 2 Kr green, 5 x 15 Kr blue and 1 x 15 Soldi blue from Trieste to Valencia (Spain). Numerous transit and arrival marks on both sides. Extensive certificates Holcombe (1996) and van der Linden BPP (1996), repaired. An austrian rarity.

starting price: 3.000 €
(est. 3,300 US$)

1857/1859 10 Kr light brown, type II, bisect as correct 5 Kr. franking on complete folded letter from Putnok to Rosnyo. The bisect stamp is tied by a clear, complete an continuous impression of the double circle “Putnok 20/11”. The stamp has perfect perforation and is well centered. Transit mark TORNALLYA and arrival “ROSSNYO 1/11” on the back. The letter is folded (through the stamp) Ex Ing. Provera. Certificate Ferchenbauer 2015.

starting price: **7,000 €**
(est. 7,700 US$)
1880, 2 Kreuzer yellow fine print and 25 Kreuzer light grey fine print of the definitive issue 1867 on front of a registered printed matter of the 3rd weight level from “VIENNA 19/1 80” to Melbourne (Australia), beside “RECOMMANDIRT” and handwritten Reko-number “894”, both stamps uneven in the upper region and the 25 Kreuzer damaged upper right, letter once folded horizontally and twice vertically, the printed matter postage fee to Australia from July 1878 was 9 Kreuzer per 50 grams. Australia appeared in October 1891 the Universal postal Union, very attractive and extremely rare letter, detailed photo-certificate Ferchenbauer (2010) (T)

starting price: 1,200 €
(est. 1,300 US$)
525 | Österreich – Austria

1908, entire parcel card 10h uprated 25 h. (on reverse) and three top high values 2 Kr., 5 Kr. and 10 Kr. tied „GABLONZ a. d. NEISSE 27.IX.13“, for three parcels of 5kg to 100th bank in Kyoto/Japan via Siberia, russian transit on reverse, japanese „due to fee“, good condition for this extreme postal route, rare commercial usage.

1908, 10 h Paketkarte auffrankiert mit rückseitig 25 h und vorderseitig den drei Höchstwerten 2 Kr, 5 Kr und 10 Kr, entwertet mit „GABLONZ a. d. NEISSE 27.IX.13“. Die Sendung über Sibirien enthielt 3 Pakete mit einem Gewicht von 5 Kg für die „One Hundredth Bank Ltd“ in Kyoto/Japan. Russische Transit rückseitig und japanische „due to fee“. Gute Erhaltung für diese außergewöhnliche Postroute. Rare kommerzielle Bedarfsverwendung.

starting price: **1.500 €**
(est. 1,650 US$)
526 | Österreich – Austria


1936; 10 Schilling “Chancelor Dr. Engelbert Dollfuß”, proof for the minister in the different color violet. Like all of this proofs, this proof slightly bigger than the issued stamp. This proofs are very popular with the collectors, but are rarely offered. A decorative rarity from Austria. Certificate Turin VÖB.

starting price: **3,500 €**  
(est. 3,900 US$)

527 | Österreich – Austria


1936; 10 Schilling “Chancelor Dr. Engelbert Dollfuß”, proof for the minister in the different color green. Like all of this proofs, this proof slightly bigger than the issued stamp. This proofs are very popular with the collectors, but are rarely offered. A decorative rarity from Austria. Certificate Turin VÖB.

starting price: **3,500 €**  
(est. 3,900 US$)
528 | Österreich – Austria


1936; 10 Schilling “Chancellor Dr. Engelbert Dollfuß”, proof for the minister in the different color red. Like all of this proofs, this proof slightly bigger than the issued stamp. This proofs are very popular with the collectors, but are rarely offered. A decorative rarity from Austria. Certificate Turin VÖB.

Starting price: **3,500 €**
(est. 3,900 US$)

529 | Österreich – Austria


1936; 10 Schilling “Chancellor Dr. Engelbert Dollfuß”, perforated mini sheet proof for the minister in the different color brown orange. Like all of this proofs, this proof slightly bigger than the issued stamp. This proofs are very popular with the collectors, but are rarely offered. A decorative rarity from Austria. Certificate Turin VÖB.

Starting price: **4,000 €**
(est. 4,400 US$)
530 | Österreich – Austria


1936; 10 Schilling “Chancelor Dr. Engelbert Dollfuß”, perforated mini sheet proof for the minister in the different color blue. Like all of this proofs, this proof slightly bigger than the issued stamp. This proofs are very popular with the collectors, but are rarely offered. A decorative rarity from Austria. Certificate Turin VÖB.

starting price: 4,000 €
(est. 4,400 US$)

531 | Österreich – Austria


1936; 10 Schilling “Chancelor Dr. Engelbert Dollfuß”, unperforated mini sheet proof for the minister in the different color violet. Like all of this proofs, this proof slightly bigger than the issued stamp. This proofs are very popular with the collectors, but are rarely offered. A decorative rarity from Austria. Certificate Turin VÖB.

starting price: 4,000 €
(est. 4,400 US$)
532 | Österreich – Austria


Starting price: **4,000 €**
(est. 4,400 US$)

533 | Österreich – Austria


Starting price: **5,000 €**
(est. 5,500 US$)
534 | Österreich - Zeitungsstempelmarken – Austria - Newspaper Tax Stamps

1853: 4 Kr. dunkelbraun, grober Druck, Luxus-Acheterblock, Bogenecke oben links mit allseitig guten bis breiten Rändern, postfrisch mit vollem Originalgummi (4 Marken Falzspuren, Randmängel), in sehr frischer Erhaltung, eine der größten bekannten Einheiten dieser seltenen Marke in absoluter Spitzenqualität, geprüft MATL. (ANK 4b)

1853: 4 Kr dark brown, rough print, block of eight from the upper left corner with full margins on all sides, mint never hinged resp. traces of hinges on four stamps. In very fresh condition. One of the largest known units of this rare stamp in top quality. Signed Matl BPP.

starting price: 6,000 €
(est. 6,600 US$)

535 | Österreich - Lombardei und Venetien – Austria - Lombardy and Venetia

1850: 5c yellow, 15c red, 30c brown second type, 45c blue second type bloc of three, all tied by “MILANO 4.3” cds on large piece showing the complete printed address “Signor Dottir. Francesco Paolotti in Perugia”. This extraordinary four colours combination was probably used due to its printed address on a heavy printed matter to Perugia in the Roman States. The stamps are all in perfect condition with wide to full margins all around, only a small wrinkle on the 15c is to be mentioned. A UNIQUE FOUR COLOUR COMBINATION. Signed Matl, Alberto Diena and certificate Enzo Diena (1978): “la rara affrancatura è originale e i francobolli sono perfetti” A complete cover with a four colour franking is priced in Sassone at 275.000 EUR.

starting price: 4,000 €
(est. 4,400 US$)
536 + | Österreich – Lombardei und Venetien
Austria – Lombardy and Venetia

1850, 10 C. schwarz, allseits breitrandiger Viererstreifen (kleiner Vortrennschnitt, die Marken nicht berührend). Das Besondere ist, dass die zweite Marke schwarze Markenfarbe aufweist, während die linke sowie die beiden rechten jedoch eine deutliche grauschwarze Nuance zeigen. Das seltene Stück ist deutlich mit R1 "MILANO 17/4/1852" versehen. In dieser Form handelt es sich um ein Liebhaber-Exemplar. Fotoattest Sorani. (Sass.2,2c)

1850 10 c black, strip of four with full margins. The second stamp is BLACK, the other three values are GREY BLACK. This rare item is tied by the framed "MILANO 17/4/1852". Certificate Sorani. (Sass.2,2c)

starting price: 1,500 €
(est. 1,650 US$)

537 + | Österreich – Lombardei und Venetien
Austria – Lombardy and Venetia

1850: Zehnerblock der 45 Centesimi Marke der seltenen Type I (Sassone No 10d), gestempelt in Venedig 9.11. ....... Ein Fotoattest Colla bestätigt den guten Erhaltungszustand dieser großen Rarität. ("in buono stato di conservazione" ... "grande rarità")

1850: 40 centesimi blue (Type 1, Sassone No 10d), block of ten, tied by VENEZIA 9/11. Certificate Colla (great rarity, good conservation).

starting price: 8,000 €
(est. 8,800 US$)
538 + | Österreich - Lombardei und Venetien
Austria - Lombardy and Venetia

1857: Mailänder Postfälschung 45 C. blau, Type IV, allseits breitrandiges Prachtstück, K1 “MILANO 19/3” (1858). Von der sehr seltenen Type IV sind bisher nur 8 Exemplare bekannt. Der 19/3 ist das früheste bisher bekannte Verwendungsdatum. (Sassone F11a, 15.000,- €, Ferch. 10.000,-)

1857: Milan postal fraud 45 C blue, type IV, full margins, tied by cds “MILANO 19/3”. From the rare type IV only 8 examples are known. The 19/3 is the earliest known date. (Sassone F11a, 15.000,- €, Ferch. 10.000,-)

starting price: 2.300 €
(est. 2,500 US$)

539 + | Österreich - Lombardei und Venetien
Austria - Lombardy and Venetia

1858: Kaiser Franz Joseph 3 S. schwarz, Type II, ungebrauchtes Kabinettstück mit vollem, etwas krakeligem Originalgummi. Eine seltene Marke in frischer Erhaltung! Fotoattest Dr. Avi/SBPV, Altsignum Matl. (Sassone Nr. 29)

1859 3 Soldi black, type II, mint with full original gum. A rare stamp in fresh condition. Signed Matl. Certificate Avi. (Sassone Nr. 29)

starting price: 3.300 €
(est. 3,600 US$)

540 + | Österreich - Lombardei und Venetien
Austria - Lombardy and Venetia

1858: 10 S. lilabraun, Type II, ungebrauchtes Kabinettstück in frischer Erhaltung. Selten! Fotoattest Avi/SBPV. (Sassone 31; Bolaffi 15)

1858 10 Soldi brown, Type II, mint in fresh condition. Rare! Certificate Avi. (Sassone 31; Bolaffi 15)

starting price: 1.500 €
(est. 1,650 US$)
541 + | Österreich - Lombardei und Venetien  
Austria - Lombardy and Venetia


starting price: **2.100 €**  
(est. 2,300 US$)

542 + | Österreich - Lombardei und Venetien  
Austria - Lombardy and Venetia


starting price: **2.400 €**  
(est. 2,600 US$)
543 | Österreichische Post in der Levante – Austrian Post Offices in Turkey

1867, Folded envelope bearing Franz Joseph pair 2 Sld yellow and two 3 Sld green, tied by cds “BURGAS (1872)” (today Bulgaria) sent to Constantinople with b/s arrival 2.12.72, one 2 Sld stamp with vertical letter fold, otherwise stamps and letter in very fine and fresh condition, a scarce and very rare combination!

starting price: **1,200 €**
(est. 1,300 US$)

544 + | Österreichische Post in der Levante – Austrian Post Offices in Turkey

1867: 3 S. grün, farbfrisch als Einzelfrankatur auf vollständiger Drucksache (Preisliste Türkischer Weinbeeren und Feigen der Ernte 1876), mit K1 “SMYRNE 19/8/76”, nach NEW YORK, USA, rückseitig Transit “TRIESTE 25/8”.

Eine Auslandsfrankatur von höchstem Liebhaberwert. Fotoattest Dr. Ferchenbauer.


starting price: **1,100 €**
(est. 1,200 US$)
545 + | Österreichische Post in der Levante – Austrian Post Offices in Turkey


1867: 10 Soldi light blue together with Austrian 5 Kr red (Type Ib) and 10 Kr blue (both: rough printing) on letter (open on three sides) for London. Obliterated wiht manuscripted “RUSTZUK”, Bulgaria, (Tschilinghirian Type 8) ”PD” in red alongside. Red arrival “LONDON N.W C6 PAID AU/5/72” and manuscripted remark “POSTED AT RUSTCHUCK AT 6 P.M. WED. 31/JULY/1872” (in English). A very rare franking from a well known correspondence. Only two of those mixed frankings are known. Certificate Ferchenbauer.

starting price: **12,000 €**
(est. 13,000 US$)

546 + | Österreichische Post in der Levante – Austrian Post Offices in Turkey

1869: Südliches Kleinasien, 2 So. dunkelgelb, waagerechtes Paar auf archivfrischer Pracht-Drucksache mit perfektem übergehendem Fingerhut-K1 “SMIRNE 27/3/69” nach WIEN, selten, Fotoattest Dr. Ferchenbauer.

1869: 2 Soldi dark yellow, horizontal pair on printed matter tied by perfect cds ”SMIRNE 27/3/69”. Rare. Certificate Ferchenbauer.

starting price: **1,900 €**
(est. 2,100 US$)
547 | Österreichische Post in der Levante – Austrian Post Offices in Turkey


1884, 2 Soldi yellow, fine printing, perfect perforation, very fresh color tied by cds “ALEXANDRIEN 14/5/84” on the back of a postal stationary envelope with an additional 10 soldi stamp. Two stamps from the back side are missing, but ”the only known cover with a 2 Soldi “fine print””. The rarity is clearly shown by five certificates: Wallner, Pfenniger, Matl, Ferchenbauer, Goller).

starting price: **6.800 €**
(est. 7,500 US$)
548 + | Österreich - Stempel – Austria - Cancellations

"MANTOVA" (Lombardei-Venetien), stummer Stempel, Type 3 (Kreise und Punkte - Sassone R2, Mü. 141g), voll und leicht auf Blauem Merkur, Type Ia, gerippt, sehr farbfrisch und meist breitrandig auf vollständigem Streifband nach Mantova, ng. K2 “I.R.SPEDIZIONE GAZZETTE MILANO 24/3”, rs. K2 “MANTOVA 25/MAR”. Ein sehr seltener Stempel, nur in wenigen Exemplaren bekannt! Fotoatteste Ferchenbauer, Dr. Avi, geprüft Köhler. (Sassone 6, R2)

“MANTOVA”, silent post mark, Type 3, (circles and dots - Sassone R2, Mü. 141g) used on blue Merkur, Type Ia, ripped paper, intensive color, three sides wide margins on complete wrapper to Mantua. Only a few copies of this rare cancel are known. Signed Köhler. Certificates Ferchenbauer, Avi. (Sassone 6, R2)

starting price: **5.500 €**

(est. 6,000 US$)
ca.1800 Brief mit Originalunterschrift von Maria Theresia, mit Trauerrand, große Rarität mit historischem Liebhaberwert. (M)

1800 (approx.): black edged letter with original signature of Maria Theresia. A great rarity with historical value.

starting price: **1,000 €**
(est. 1,100 US$)
ex. 550 | Polen – Poland

1860/1952, HIGH-CLASS COLLECTION housed in 2 volumes, showing a vast range of better items and specialities. The collections begins with the Russian period comprising 10 kop. blue/rose 2 covers and 15 loose stamps (also on piece/front) showing also a good diversity of postmarks, the regular issues from 1918 with overprints incl. varieties and postage dues 40 h. cert. Petriuk, following issues incl. varieties of perforation, 1919 Gniezno overprints 5 sets, souvenir sheets more than complete incl. proofs, the post-war section comprising a nice selection of attractive varieties, strong section souvenir sheets incl. Groszy, 1947 Occupations as epreuve de luxe (only 200 sets do exist!) etc. The Back of Book section is not less impressive, showing e.g. German occ. Bialystok 9 copies, East Upper Silesia with nice part “Green Mail” 4 blocks of 4 and 6 used singles (very rare), East Silesia with better types and essays (stated to cat.value 3.000,- €), Polish Post Port Danzig incl. 2 airmail covers, 1917/1918 Polish Corps approx. 80 stamps and 2 covers incl. rare stamps, 1921 Polish Corps Ukraine, 1942 Polish Army Soviet Union tete-beche and cover (very rare!), 1915/1918 Locals offering a stunning section of approx. 280 stamps (incl. covers and varieties), a high-class part of 1918/1919 local overprints showing approx. 180 stamps (!) incl. rarities, in addition airmail/zeppelin covers and a good section Polish Legion in Italy. UNTOUCHED COLLECTIONS LIKE THIS ARE RARELY OFFERED - EXCELLENT CHANCE NOT TO BE MISSED!


starting price: 20.000 €
(est. 22,000 US$)
551 | Polen – Poland

1919, 5 Pfg. Germania with overprint “Gen.-Gouv. Warschau” and additional “Poczta Polska”, Type II in complete sheet of 100. The stamps are datestamped BENDZIN 18.1.1919 and with original gum. According to Stefan Petriuk certificate this is one of only three existing original sheets. RR! (M)

Fischer 7a, II, Michel 7 II

starting price: 6.000 €
(est. 6,600 US$)
552 | Polen – Poland

1918, 20 Pfg (grey) ultramarine, Germania with overprint in type II, perfect perforated and centered on letter piece with cds “Sosnowice 02/20/19”. Certificate Petriuk / BPP. Mi. 3500, -

1918, 20 Pfg. (grau-)ultramarin, Germania mit Aufdruck in Type II, perfekt gezähntes und zentriertes Luxusstück auf Briefstück mit DB "SOSNOWICE 20/2/19". Fotoattest Petriuk/BPP. Mi. 3500, - +

starting price: **1,800 €**
(est. 2,000 US$)

553 | Polen – Poland

1923, 30.4., registered letter franked with 2.000.000 Mark and two 20.000 Mark values sent from WARSZAWA 1 30.IV.1924 within the town. The **2.000.000 Mark stamp on cover is one of the greatest rarities Polish philately has to offer**, even though this letter seems to be philatelic. According to Stefan Petriuk certificate this item is faultless and genuine in all aspects.

starting price: **1,000 €**
(est. 1,100 US$)
554 | Polen – Konsulatspost Odessa – Polish Post Office in Turkey

1919, 10 f. - 1 m. violet with black overprint "ODESSA", each as block of 4 with sheet margins at bottom (20 f. and 1 m. from the lower right sheet corner), mint never hinged, **very fine and very scarce**, most likely this complete set known! All stamps signed “J” (Januszkiewicz) and E.Eger - Czstochowa and 5 certificates Mikulski A.I.E.P.

1-5 (4)

starting price: **20.000 €**

(est. 22,000 US$)

555 | Polen – Konsulatspost Odessa – Polish Post Office in Turkey

1919, 10 f. - 1 m. violet with black overprint "ODESSA" and additional 10 f. lilac and 50 f. blue-green with red overprint "ODESSA", tied by red boxed cancel "ODESSA" to envelope, very fine and very scarce, **most likely a unique copy with all seven stamps**! Signed “J” (Januszkiewicz) and certificate Mikulski A.I.E.P

1-5, 1 b, 4 b

starting price: **10.000 €**

(est. 11,000 US$)
556 | Polen - Lokalausgaben 1915/19 – Poland - Local Issues 1915/19

1916, Zawiercie 10 Fen Type III mint in very rare complete sheet. Light detached. 1916: Zawiercie 10 Fen Type III im sehr seltenen kompletten postfrischen Bogen. Minimal angetrennt. (MS)

Zawiercie I III (100)

starting price: 2.500 €
(est. 2,750 US$)
557 | Poland - Local Issues 1915/20

DZIEDZICE, 1919, 25 halerzy on half of 50 Heller, 14 copies on 7 not divided copies of the 50 Heller, on cutout of an official Austrian form, cancelled with Austrian cancellation “DZIEDZITZ c DZIEDZICE 20.1.19”, one stamp with partly missing perforation on one side, otherwise in very good condition, certificate Petriuk (2015), presumably the highest number of copies on one document, very rare and attractive piece!

starting price: **2,900 €**
(est. 3,200 US$)

558 | Poland - Local Issues 1915/21

1919, PULTUSK, registered letter with Germania 10 Pfg vertical pair and two singles, 15 Pfg. Germania in block of four with overprint “Gen.-Gouv. Warschau” and lokal Handstamp POCZTA POLSKA and 2 bars together with block of four 15 Pfg. Germania “Gen.-Gouv. Warschau”. The letter was sent to J. Isaac, a well known philatelist in his time, in ZAWIERCE. Stefan Petriuk certificate. Very scarce item. (T)

starting price: **2,500 €**
(est. 2,750 US$)
ex. 559 | Portugal – Portugal

1862/87, KING LUIS I: Specialized collection of different issues incl. curved value bands, doorway arch etc., mounted on 98 pages in two volumes, includes covers with interesting and unique frankings (101, inc. to China, USA, several to Brazil), wrappers with complete journals (2), stamps on piece (19) and a multitude of pairs, blocks, postmark rarities. Also essays, different papers and perforation varieties are included. (A2)

Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

starting price: 40,000 €
(est. 44,000 US$)
560 | Rumänien – Romania

1858, 27 Parale black on rose tied by clear red "JASSY 25/9", full margins tiny touched on top, two tiny thins and small crease at bottom, not repaired, fine and very fresh appearance, an important classic rarity, certificate Heimbüchler BPP 1980

starting price: 7.000 €
(est. 7,700 US$)

562 | Rumänien – Romania

1866, Prince Carol 2 parale black on yellow, printed on thin paper. Block of six showing interesting shift between the transfer types 4-6/1-3 cancelled by “GALATI 20.11” cds. Very fine with wide margins all around. A UNIQUE AND LARGEST KNOWN USED MULTIPLE OF THIS STAMP. A used block of four sold in the sale of the “Cornelia” collection (lot 7134) for 3300 CHF. Certificate Fritz Heimbüchler.

starting price: 3.000 €
(est. 3,300 US$)
563 | Rumänien – Romania

1870, folded envelope bearing 2 B. orange, 18 B. scarlet (large flaw at right) and two single 10 B. blue all tied by blue “FOCSANI 24/10” cds. and blue registration mark “RECOMANDAT” alongside, addressed to Bucuresci with arrival mark 26/10 on reverse, two hinges on front, otherwise fine and very attractive three-colour-franking, certificate Heimbüchler AIEP 2013, showpiece!

Starting price: **7,000 €**
(est. 7,700 US$)

564 | Rumänien – Romania

1871 cover to CONSTANTINOPLE bearing 1871 25 bani brown and 1869 15 bani red (both extremely fine with wide margins all around) tied by bold strike of GALATI thimble datestamp (Dec 13) in black. Framed “P.D.” alongside and reverse with LLoyd Agency Constantinople arrival cds. Red manuscript ’10’ at lower left being Austrian credit. For a similar cover from this correspondence see Cihangir collection, Corinphila sale 121, lot 1133. A SCARCE MIXED FRANKING IN EXCEPTIONAL CONDITION.

Starting price: **6,000 €**
(est. 6,600 US$)
565 + Rumänien - Besonderheiten – Romania - Specialties

AUSTRIAN LEVANTE: 1864, 10 Soldi - foreign postage from GALATZ/Moldau to Constantinople, very rare combination with two 2 Soldi and pair 3 Soldi (each perf. 9 1/2) cancelled with circle stamp “GALATZ 24/4”, creased, irregular perforation and paper loss on reverse, RARITY! Certificate Sorani/1993.


Österr. Lev. V19 (2), Y20 (2)

starting price: **1,200 €**

(est. 1,300 US$)
566 | Rumänien - Besonderheiten – Romania - Specialties

AUSTRIAN LEVANTE: 1864, 200 Soldi - Mixed franking from JASSY/Moldau to Paris, unique PD-Franking of the fivefold weight level, documented by ten copies of the 15 Soldi blazon perf. 14 as well as five copies 10 Soldi blazon perf. 9 1/2, single cancel with circle ornamental postmark "JASSY 6/7", various border crossing and transit postmarks in front and reverse, flap part on reverse missing, otherwise in good condition, impressive franking rarity, Photocert. Sorani/1995.


starting price: **2,000 €**
(est. 2,200 US$)
567 + | Rumänien – Besonderheiten – Romania – Specialties

AUSTRIAN LEVANTE: 1866, 92 Soldi Registered-DoublPostage from IBRAILA/Walachei to Genua/Italy, PD-Foreign-Franking consisting of 2 Soldi blazon perf. 14, 5 soldi in stripe of five and 2 single copies (1 copy on reverse), 5 and 15 soldi each perf. 9 1/2, cancelled with circle stamp “IBRAILA 28/1”, various tax and notes, envelope with horizontal fold, on reverse a part of flap is missing at the top, 4-colors-franking rarity! Cert. Sorani/1995.


starting price: 2.000 €
(est. 2,200 US$)
568  |  Russland – Russia

1858, 10 kopeck imperforated, extremely fine with wide margins all around tied by superb strike of boxed “ODESSA 17 APRIL 58” handstamp on entire letter. **This is the FINEST KNOWN RUSSIA NUMBER ONE COVER FROM ODESSA, UKRAINE.** The other recorded strikes are very weak or almost unreadable. Signed J.F.Brun AIEP, certificate Pascal Scheller.

*starting price: 6,500 €
(est. 7,100 US$)*

569  |  Russland – Russia

1858: 10 K. Siena light blue, horizontal pair, **as a rare 20 K. postage** on a very fine lettre, each number cancellation “3” (Archangelsk / Arctic), send to ST. PETERSBURG. Late use with departure stamp from 17 / August / 1860. A very rare cover!

*starting price: 2,400 €
(est. 2,600 US$)*
570 • Russland – Russia

1858, 20 K. dark blue yellow orange, thick paper, mint never hinged superb condition, perfect perforated in bright colors and centered with white full original gum. An exceptional specimen of this very rare stamp! From the certificate Buchsbayew / AIEP: "... full original gum, never hinged and post office fresh. In my opinion, this beautiful stamp is genuine at all philatelic respects. The stamp is free of any defects at time of examination..." An extraordinary rarity! Undoubtedly, one of the finest existing examples of unused Russia No. 3”.

1858: 20 K. dunkelblau/gelborange, dickes Papier, postfrisches Luxusstück in leuchtenden Farben, perfekt gezähnt und zentriert mit vollständigem weißen Originalgummi. Ein außergewöhnliches Exemplar dieser sehr seltenen Marke! Aus dem Fotoattest Buchsbayew/AIEP: "... full original gum, never hinged and post office fresh. In my opinion, this beautiful stamp is genuine at all philatelic respects. The stamp is free of any defects at time of examination." An extraordinary condition rarity! Undoubtedly, one of the finest existing examples of unused Russia No. 3”.

3 x

starting price: 15.000 €
(est. 16,500 US$)
571 • Russland – Russia

1858, 30 K. rosakarmin / dark yellowish green, thick paper, mint never hinged item in outstanding quality in fresh colors with excellent perforation and centering. In this PERFECT CONSERVATION a WORLD RARITY. From the certificate Buchsbayew / AIEP: "... with full original gum, never hinged and post office fresh. In my opinion, this beautiful stamp is genuine in all respects philatelic There is a tiny mark, of no importance, above letter." k “of” Mapka ”. The stamp is free of any defects at time of examination. An EXTRAORDINARY CONDITION Rarity! Undoubtedly, one of the finest existing examples of unused Russia No. 4”

starting price: 15,000 €
(est. 16,500 US$)

572 • Russland – Russia

1858, 30 Kop. coat of arms with point numeral cancellation. According to the expertising of L. Hovest, VPP the watermark is strongly displaced to the lower left. Stamp and cancellation are genuine.

starting price: 1,500 €
(est. 1,650 US$)
573 • | Russland – Russia

1922: 70 R. orange red instead of grey purple, imperforated, along with 14 normal stamps 100 R. in fifteen-block of the left lower corner. The unit is mint and in perfect preservation. This imperforated printing error represents the greatest rarity of all issues of the Soviet Republic. An exhibition or museum piece! To our knowledge exist a second piece in the Russian Postal Museum in St. Petersburg, which is not available to the collectors! (Scott 233, SC 89I)


starting price: 80,000 €
(est. 88,000 US$)
574 • Russia - Obligatory Tax Stamp

1922, Hunger Aid, 2000 r. to 6000 r., 4 values complete, each as block of 4, unused no gum as issued, signed Mikulski. Extremely rare as a unit!

starting price: 1,000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)
575 | Russland - Semstwo (Zemstvo) – Russia - Zemstvo

1883: ORGEEV issue 3 kop. on postal stationery envelope tied by grey-blue negative seal mark „... skago volost. pravleniya ...“ („... НСКАГО ВОЛОСТ. ПРАВЛЕНИЯ ...“) and imperial postmark „ORGEEV 30 NOV 1883“ to Moscow with arrival mark (4.12.1883) on reverse, some toned perfs and spots have to be accepted with respect to the great rarity of this cover. It’s the only known cover with this seal mark! Detailed certificate Ortwin Greis (2016). (CHUCHIN no. 14, Schmidt no. 12)

starting price: 1,500 €
(est. 1,650 US$)

576 | Russland - Semstwo (Zemstvo) – Russia - Zemstvo

CHARKOW, 1892: Mixed franking Austrian Levante 1 Plaster from Constantinopel via Warsaw to a small town in Charkow-Gouvernement. Backside franked with Zemstwo Lokalstamp 5 Kop (Chochin-catalog Charkow #14) and oval cancellation. Rare combination, certificate Scheller.

starting price: 1,500 €
(est. 1,650 US$)
577 | Russland - Semstwo (Zemstvo) – Russia - Zemstvo

1916, KOTELNICH (Котельничъ) issue 2 kop. brown on uprated used postal stationery card, send from the village Okatevo (Окатьево), clear cancelled to Switzerland with several censor marks, tiny toned perfs and small border crease, fine and very scarce, detailed certificate Ortwin Greis (2016). (CHUCHIN no.30, Schmidt no.31)

starting price: **1,000 €**
(est. 1,100 US$)

578 • | Russische Post in der Levante - Staatspost – Russian Post Offices in Turkey

ROPiT 1865: 2 pi. blue & rose without rose underlying below “R.O.P.i.T.”, fresh colour and large margins all round showing part of the cutting lines on three sides, fold in the upper part, tied by framed “P.P.” in black (Tchilinghirian fig. 148) and two strikes of “COMPAGNIE RUSSE DE NAVIGATION SMYRNE” cds in black (Tchilinghirian fig. 150) to outer letter sheet to Mersina. The rare datestamp of Smyrna is described by Tchilinghirian to be used in blue and was thought to be used only on incoming mail to Smyrna which is here proved not to be the case. In spite of its faults a rare and appealing cover.

starting price: **1,500 €**
(est. 1,650 US$)
579 | Russland - Ganzsachen – Russia - Postal Stationery

1849, 10 Kop. black postal stationary envelope, issue of 1848, deep black imprint of the first printing, with REVERSED WATERMARK, sent from „Mogilew 19” (handwritten note on the back) to Vilna, stamp cancelled with thick handwritten ink-cross, photo-certificate Mikulski (in German) faultless and unusual beautiful, rare stationery from the earliest printing.

Michel U1 inv. wmk.

starting price: 1.000 €
(est. 1,000 US$)

580 | Russland - Ganzsachen – Russia - Postal Stationery

1849, 10 Kop. grey-black postal stationary envelope, 2nd watermark, value imprint type IV (similar to type I broad tail, showing larger triangles in the eagle surrounding circle), also showing the small spacing between p (of 1 kop) and the double-point as in type I imprint with the broad eagle tail, used with an official seal label of the Governor of Tobolsk and addressed to Wolkowysk, according to Mikulski one of the great imperial stationery rarities and rated in Lobachevskiys stationery catalogue as unique (appendix to catalogue in Soviet Kollektioner 22/84 page 42, listed as no. 16Te)

Lobatschewski 16Te

starting price: 3.000 €
(est. 3,300 US$)
581 • | Russland - Ganzsachen – Russia - Postal Stationery

1864: Local Post St. Petersburg, postal stationery envelope, 5 + 1 K. ultramarine, format 132x83 mm, good condition with marvelously clear, red K2 "ST. PETERSBURG CITY POST 1 / FEB / 1868"!

Stadtpost St. Petersburg, GA-Umschlag, 5+1 K. ultramarin, Format 132x83 mm, gut erhalten mit herrlich klarem, roten K2 "ST. PETERSBURG STADTPOST 1/FEB/1868" (Selten auf dem Wertedruck)!

starting price: **2.200 €**
(est. 2,400 US$)

582 • | San Marino – San Marino

1865, ITALY 20 c. on 15 c. blue, type III, 2 copies of fresh colour and well perforated (slight irrelevant toning mentioned for accuracy only), multiple franking on PD letter to Paris (dated inside "St.Marin 12 mai" with complete message), neatly obliterated by blue c.d.s. "REPUBBLICA DI S.MARINO 13 MAG. 65", RIMINI and TORINO transit marks on reverse and red French transit 16 MAI 65 alongside. A marvellous and desirable entire, combining rarity with appealing beauty!

starting price: **4.000 €**
(est. 4,400 US$)
**583 + | Schweden — Sweden**

1858: 24 Ö orange and 30 Ö braun (min. perforation irregularities) on letter (opening faults) tied by cds “STOCKHOLM NORR. 21/2/1872” alongside “FRANCO” sent via Hamburg and England (closed parcel) to New York. red circle “PAID ALL” and “FRANCO”. Forwarded to Montreal (Canada) with arrival mark on the back side. A large “5” indicates the canadian fees. A very rare destination from Sweden. (Facit 10d2,11e2)


starting price: **1.500 €**
(est. 1,650 US$)

---

**584 + | Schweden — Sweden**

1921, 10 ö. green, two TETE-BECHE pairs (Tail to Tail / Head to Head), neatly obl. “Stockholm 1.8.21” resp. “Malmö . .1.22”, one certificate Norsten. These tete-beche pairs orgininated from wrongly assembled printing cylinders. Very rare! (Facit 144v2, 144v3)

starting price: **1.000 €**
(est. 1,100 US$)
585 | Schweiz - Zürich – Switzerland - Zurich


Zurich 4r. black, Type III with vert. background lines, used and cancelled by red Rosette, of fresh colour, complete white margins around, a short closed tear into at lower left otherwise a fine example of this scarce stamp. Signed Hunziker, and Marchand 2009 cert.

starting price: 4,000 €
(est. 4,400 US$)

586 | Schweiz - Zürich – Switzerland - Zurich


1843, 4 Rp. Black, with vertical red lines underprint, so-called “ESSLINGER PROBE”. Wide margins on all sides tied by black rosette (experimental cancelation). A very rare stamp, only a few copies of this trial are known. Certificate Renggli / SBPV. (Zst. 1 S)

starting price: 3,000 €
(est. 3,300 US$)
587 | Schweiz - Zürich – Switzerland - Zurich


4r. black with red vertical background lines, Type V with a notched (near to broken) top frameline above 'ÜR', used and cancelled with superb strike of the Zurich Rosette in black. The fresh stamp with three margins, touched/slightly cut at right, and a central horiz. crease, but still a most attractive copy of this scarce stamp. Fulpius 1947 cert.

starting price: **3,000 €**
(est. 3,300 US$)

588 | Schweiz - Genf – Switzerland - Geneva

1843 Doppelgenf 5+5 C. schwarz auf gelbgrün mit Plattenfehler "Randlinie der rechten Hälfte links unten unterbrochen", entwertet mit klar und voll aufgesetzter, roter Rosette Nr. 2. Die farbfrische Marke ist allseits voll- bis sehr breitrandig und in sehr guter, fehlerfreier Erhaltung. EINES DER SCHÖNSTEN UND ATTRAKTVSTEN EXEMPLARE DIESER SELTENEN MARKE. Attest Renggli 2002.

Double Geneva 5+5c black on yellow-green with plate flaw “Right hand stamp with broken frameline at lower left”, used and cancelled by superb strike of the Roseete No 2 in red. A very fine stamp with fresh colours and four (mostly huge) margins around. ONE OF THE MOST ATTRACTIVE EXAMPLES OF THIS RARITY. Renggli 2002 certificate.

starting price: **15,000 €**
(est. 16,500 US$)
589 | **Schweiz - Genf – Switzerland - Geneva**


*Double Geneva 5c+5c CUT WRONGLY (composed of right half at left & left half at right), used and cancelled by full strike of red rosette No.2. A clean and fresh stamp with complete to large margins around, a weak trace of vert. crease through left-hand stamp, still fine. Two certificates. A RARITY OF SWISS AND WORLD-WIDE PHILATELY.*

*starting price: €15,000 (est. 16,500 US$)*

590 | **Schweiz - Genf – Switzerland - Geneva**


5c black/yellow-green as right half of the Double Geneva, used and cancelled by full strike of red Rosette No.2, with fresh colours, close to large margins around, and fine. An attractive example of this scarce stamp especially with the perfect strike of the red Rosette. Signed Weid, Marchand 2005 certificate.

*starting price: €3,000 (est. 3,300 US$)*
591  |  Schweiz – Genf – Switzerland – Geneva


Right half of the Double Geneva 5c black on yellow-green, used and tied by superb strike of red Rosette No 2 to small piece, with fresh colours, complete to wide margins, very fine. An attractive example of this scarce stamp. Renggli 2003 cert.

starting price: **2.500 €**
(est. 2,750 US$)

592  |  Schweiz – Genf – Switzerland – Geneva


Sc. black on yellow-green as right part of the Double Geneva, used as single franking on entire letter from a wine agent in Morges to Geneva, posted as a local Geneva letter, tied by red Rosette No.1, red Geneva despatch cds alongside. A fine stamp with intense colours (deep black on celadon shade of green), and with good margins except a touched portion of top frameline. The Rosette ‘completed’ by hand-painted dot at top and a fine penknife cut above the stamp (not affecting the adhesive), but still a scarce and attractive letter. Hunziker cert.

starting price: **3.000 €**
(est. 3,300 US$)
593 • Schweiz - Genf – Switzerland - Geneva


5c. black/yellow-green as left part of the Double Geneva, used and cancelled by red Rosette No.2, with fresh colours, large to oversized margins and very fine. Signed Fulpius, Rellstab cert.  

starting price: 2,000 €  
(est. 2,200 US$)

594 • Schweiz - Genf – Switzerland - Geneva


5c. black/yellow-green as left part of the Double Geneva, used and cancelled by red Geneve double-ring d/s, with fresh colours, large margins and very fine. An attractive example with a scarce cancellation. Zumstein cert.  

starting price: 2,500 €  
(est. 2,750 US$)
595 | Schweiz - Genf – Switzerland - Geneva


5c black/yellow-green as left half of the Double Geneva, used and cancelled by fine and near to full strike of red Rosette No.3, with fresh colours, even margins around, and very fine. A most attractive example of this scarce stamp. Fulpius ((1953) and A.v.d. Weid 2006 certificates.

starting price: 3,000 €
(est. 3,300 US$)

596 | Schweiz - Genf – Switzerland - Geneva


1849, 5 C. green postal stationery cut out on mourning cover for the 1st Rayon from Geneva, addressed to Monsieur le Pasteur Duby, les Eaux Vives, tied by black grid diamond from Geneva, left with receipt stamp "GENEVE 11 JUIN 51 10½ M". Envelope vertically folded, seal on the back missing, otherwise a well-preserved, rare and attractive document with the finest franking and rare cancelation. Certificates Berra Gautschy (1993) and Zumstein (2007). (SBK 27.000, - Fr.)

starting price: 5,000 €
(est. 5,500 US$)
597 | Schweiz - Basel – Switzerland - Basel


*Dove of Basel 2½r. black/blue/carmine, used and cancelled by fine strike of red Basel double-ring d/s, with fresh and intense colours, good relief, WHITE MARGINS AROUND, and very fine. AN ATTRACTIVE EXAMPLE OF THE DOVE OF BASEL. Signed Reuterskjöld and Bloch, 2002 certificates by Renggli and Bach & Eichele.*

starting price: **4,000 €** *(est. 4,400 US$)*

598 • | Schweiz - Basel – Switzerland - Basel


"Dove of Basel" 2½r., 2nd printing, tied by red rect. framed "LBpH" (Lettre Baloise par Huningue) handstamp to piece, also cancelled by red pen-stroke. This most attractive example of this classic stamp with good margins (slightly touched frameline at left), fresh colours and clear embossing, fine. Signed and certified. Ex Bally coll.

starting price: **10,000 €** *(est. 11,000 US$)*
599 | Schweiz – Basel – Switzerland – Basel


Dove of Basel 2½r. black/bright blue/carmine, 1st printing, used and cancelled with large red Basel c.d.s. A clean stamp with contrasty colours and a good relief, good margins around, an unimportant, slightly thinned corner at top left, otherwise a fine stamp. AN ATTRACTIVE EXAMPLE OF THE DOVE OF BASEL. Mult. signed, Renggli 1994 certificate.

starting price: 5.000 €
(est. 5,500 US$)

600 | Schweiz – Switzerland


Waadt 4c red & black, used and cancelled by superb strike of the black confederate lozenge, with fresh colours, huge margins around, very fine. Signed Weid, and Marchand 2000 certificate.

starting price: 4.000 €
(est. 4,400 US$)
601  |  Switzerland


Neuchâtel 5c red & black, used on piece tied by superb strike of black confederate lozenge, part strike of black Geneve datestamp alongside. A fresh stamp with fresh colours, four margins, and very fine. Signed and certified by A.v.d.Weid (1989)

starting price: **800 €**  
(est. 880 US$)

602  |  Switzerland


“Winterthur” 2½r. as SINGLE FRANKING von entire letter from Kiesbach to Elgg, posted at Neumünster, tied by two strike of black “P.P.” h/s, Neumünster Aug. 20., 1851 despatch double-ring d/s alongside, Zürich transit and Elgg arrival datestamps on reverse. The cover was franked insufficiently und therefore with tax “2” (kr.) = 5 Rp. in red crayon. A fresh and fine stamp (normal slight paper craquelure) with four large margins showing ornaments. A RARE SINGLE FRANKING OF THE WINTERTHUR. Signed and two certificates.

starting price: **10.000 €**  
(est. 11,000 US$)
603 • [Schweiz – Switzerland]


Poste Locale 2½r. deep black/brown-red with cross frame, Type 8, in combination with Rayon II w/o cross frame, Type 3, Stone B3-RU, paying the 12½r. rate for a C.O.D. double-weight cover 1851 from Kirchberg to Oeschenbach near Rohrbach, cancelled by fine strikes of boxed “PP”, Kirchberg despatch cds alongside, Hutwyl and Rohrbach transit datestamps on reverse. The Poste Locale with slightly touched/cut outer framelines at upper right otherwise fine and fresh stamps and a fine, slightly cleaned cover. Renggli cert. 6II (Zu. 14IIb+16II)

starting price: **1,000 €**
(est. 1,100 US$)

---

604 | Schweiz – Switzerland


Poste Locale 2½r. black & brownish red WITHOUT CROSS FRAME, but with variety ”traces of cross frame”, Type 13, fine cancelled by strikes of black confed. lonzenge, with fresh colours, four margins, very fine. AN EXTRAORDINARY EXAMPLE OF THIS SCARCE STAMP. Signed Moser and Fulpius, certificates by Weid (1987) and Renggli (2004)

starting price: **8,000 €**
(est. 8,800 US$)
605 • Schweiz – Switzerland


Poste Local 2½r. WITHOUT CROSS FRAME, Type 40, used and cancelled by black ROSETTE OF PFYN, with slightly touched/cut framelines at bottom and lower right, good margins else, fine. A SCARCE STAMP AND A RARE CANCELLATION. Rellstab certificate.

starting price: 10.000 €
(est. 11,000 US$)

606 • Schweiz – Switzerland


Poste Locale 2½r. WITHOUT CROSS FRAME, Type 17, used and cancelled by black rhomb h/s. The stamp of fresh colour and with complete to large margins around, but with small repairs (edges, backed parts) and little surface scratches. Nevertheless, an attractive example of this rarity. Fulpius 1947 cert.

starting price: 2.000 €
(est. 2,200 US$)
607 • | Schweiz – Switzerland


1850, 10 Rp., Stone A2 / LU, types 39 and 40, horizontal pair of right lower corner, large margins all around cut with full mint original gum. An extremely rare unit, which, presented especially in the rare brown yellowish (almost tobacco-colored) Nuance with deep black print. This color can be found otherwise only in the printing stone A1! A 100-200% premium for mnh on the mint cataloge price seems justified. Certificates Moser, Renggli, von der Weid. (Zst. 16)

starting price: 4.500 €
(est. 5,000 US$)

608 • | Schweiz – Switzerland

1850/52, 10 Rp., Type 12, linke diagonale Halbierung, in Mischfrankatur mit 15 Rp. rot, Type 5, auf weissem Kabinett-Briefstück als 20 Rappen-Porto. Eine außerordentlich seltene Kombination von Liebhaberwert!

1850/52, 10 Rp., Type 12, left diagonally bisect, in mixed franking with 15 Rp. red, Type 5, on a white piece as 20 cents postage. An extremely rare combination! Certificate Weid / SBPV. (Zst. 20, 16II.)

starting price: 3.800 €
(est. 4,200 US$)
609 | Schweiz – Switzerland

1857 Strubel 1 Fr. hellbläulichgraum auf DÜNNEM PAPIER mit gelbem Seidenfaden, entwertet mit K1 "GENEVE 12 MARS 59 75". Eine farbfrische Marke in typischer Nuance, allseits voll- bis breitrandig und in tadelloser Erhaltung. Ein feines Exemplar der 1 Fr. auf Seidenpapier. Attest Renggli 2002

Strubel 1fr. pale bluish grey on THIN PAPER with yellow silk thread, used and cancelled by black Geneva cds, with typical fresh colour, four margins, fine. A good example of this scarce stamp. Renggli 2002 certificate.

starting price: 1,000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)

610 | Schweiz – Switzerland

1855, Strubel: 5 Rappen lebhaftbraunorange, Münchner Druck, 1. Druckperiode, SH-Nr.: 22A1.b. senkrechtes Paar auf hellgrünen Faltbrief von AEDERMANNSDORF nach SOLOTHURN mit Klischeefehler (SBK 10,000,- Fr.). Ausführliches Fotoattest SBPV.

1855, Strubel: 5 Rp. bright brown orange, Munich Printing, 1. printing period, SH No.: 22A1.b. vertical pair on light green folded cover from AEDERMANNSDORF to SOLOTHURN with cliché error (SBK 10,000 - Fr.). Detailed certificate SBPV.

starting price: 1,000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)
Holyland incoming mail from Switzerland, two items 1878-82 franked with “Sitzender Helvetia” issue. 1) BASEL 1878 addressed to Jerusalem (Theodor Sarasin c.o Reverent Samuel Gobat, Angl. Hyerofol) franked with Schweiz 25 Rappen (Mi. 32) and french backstamps “ALEXANDRIE EGYPTE” and “JAFFA SYRIE”. 2) “AMBULANT Nr9 1882” cds on 5 rappen postal stationery card franked with the rare 5 rappen DOUBLE TRANSFER ONE INVERTED (small faults, Michel 37 I) addressed to Jaffa via Brindisi with “ALEXANDRIEN” transit and “JAFFA” austrian p.o arrival. A UNIQUE USAGE OF THIS SPECTACULAR VARIETY SENT TO THE HOLYLAND.

starting price: 2.200 €
(est. 2,400 US$)
612  |  Switzerland

1888, 15 C. gelborange, Faserpapier, ungebrauchtes Kabinettstück (kurzer Zahn) dieser außerordentlich seltenen Farbnuance. Eine der seltensten Marken dieser Zeitperiode. Uns sind weniger als 10 ungebrauchte Exemplare bekannt, was die Seltenheit dieser Marke unterstreicht. Zst.63Ad. KW 15000, - ++.

1888, 15 C. yellow orange, fiber paper, mint item (short perf.) of this extremely rare color. One of the rarest stamps of this period. Less than 10 unused items known. Zst.63Ad. KW 15000, - ++.

starting price: **7,500 €**
(est. 8,200 US$)

613  |  Schweiz – Switzerland


1fr. lilac, narrow „Wmk” II, Perf 11½ x 12, MINT NEVER HINGED. A fresh stamp, very well perfd. and centered, very fine, and as thus ONE OF THE FINEST UNMOUNTED MINT COPIES OF THIS SCARCE STAMP. Renggli 2000 cert.

starting price: **1,000 €**
(est. 1,100 US$)
614 • Schweiz – Switzerland


Complete set of three from the re-engraved plates on mourning cover addressed to the famous collector A. de Reuterskjöld, sent 31 Dec. 1900 (last day of stamps’ validity) from Lausanne to Ouchy. The stamps fine, cover has been opened somewhat roughly. A SCARCE FRANKING and a WELL-KNOWN ADDRESSEE. Hunziker certificate.

starting price: 3,000 €
(est. 3,300 US$)

615 • Schweiz – Switzerland


Pro Aero Air stamp 75 on 50c pale grey/pale red, MINT NEVER HINGED, very well centered and perforated, on reverse a weak pencil signature, very fine. A SWISS AND AIR MAIL RARITY. Rellstab 1995 certificate.

starting price: 5,000 €
(est. 5,500 US$)
1945: großformatiger eingeschriebener Luftpostbrief aus Zürich an J.+H. Stolow in New York frankiert mit einem vollständigen Originalbogen zu 25 Marken der 10 Fr. purpurlila aus der PAX (Waffenstillstand) - Serie. Weitere Frankaturen sind ein Dreier- und ein Viererblock der 5 Fr. Marke aus der gleichen Serie, einer 40 Rappen Marke, sowie einer 60 Rappen Flugpostmarke und einer 1 Fr. Flugpostmarke. Entwertet sind alle Marken mit “ZÜRICH 1 BRIEFANNAHME - 1.X.45 -10”. Das Porto von 287,- Fr. setzt sich wie folgt zusammen; Auslandsbriefporto (1890 g) = 19,30 Fr (Grundtaxe 0,30 Fr + 95 * 0,20 Fr), Einschreibgebühr 0,30 Fr und Luftpostzuschlag 0,70 Fr pro 5 g = 267,40 Fr. Die farbfrische Frankatur ist einwandfrei gezähnt, sauber und übergehend gestempelt. Es handelt sich um eine sehr seltene, attraktive Bedarfsfrankatur auf bräunlichem Umschlag in sehr guter Erhaltung. Ein zweiter Flugpostbrief mit höherer Frankatur aus dieser Zeit wird kaum mehr anzutreffen sein. Atteste Liniger und Rengli. (MS)

1945: large format registered airmail letter from Zurich to J. + H Stolow in New York franked with a complete original sheet of 25 stamps of the 10 Fr. Purple from the PAX (ceasefire) – series. In addition a block of four and a strip of three of the 5 Fr stamp from the same series, a 40 c stamp, a 60 c air mail stamp and a 1 Fr air mail stamp. All stamps are tied by “ZÜRICH 1 BRIEFANNAHME - 1.X.45 -10”. The postage of 287 Fr is composed as follows: Foreign postage (1890 g) = 19,30 Fr (base tax 0,30 Fr + 95 * 0,20 Fr), registration fee 0,30 Fr, airmail surcharge 0,70 Fr per 5 g = 267,40 Fr. The stamps have fresh colours, with perfect perforation and have clean and transitional cancels. A very rare, attractive commercial usage on a brown envelope in perfect condition. A second airmail letter from this period with a higher franking might not exist. Certificates Liniger and Rengli.

starting price: 5.000 €
(est. 5,500 US$)
617 •  | Schweiz - Portofreiheitsmarken – Switzerland - Frank Stamps


starting price: **16,000 €**
(est. 17,500 US$)

618 | Schweiz - Völkerbund (SDN) – Switzerland - League of Nations


League Of Nations 1932 ‘Tell’ 30r. blue on paper with GRILLED GUM, right-hand marginal single, MINT NEVER HINGED, fresh and very fine. ONE OF THE FINEST EXAMPLES OF THIS SCARCE STAMP WITH GRILLED GUM. Fulpius 1953 and Bach & Eichele 2001 certificates.

starting price: **1,500 €**
(est. 1,650 US$)
619 | Schweiz – Völkerbund (SDN) – Switzerland – League of Nations


The four values SDN Landscape (15c, 20c, 25, and 40c) issued with GRILLED GUM, mint never hinged, fresh and perfect condition. A GREAT LEAGUE OF NATIONS AND SWISS RARITY (only 50 sets printed). Signed Zumstein, Berra-Gautschy 2008 certificate. (SBK 18,400 SFr.)

starting price: **10,000 €**
(est. 11,000 US$)
1907, I.A.S. Switzerland, "Introduction of the International reply form", **Swiss reply form in the Roman type I with a value name . 28 Ct\(,\) complete sheets of 50 pieces, each certificate canceled "Bern 11.X.07\(,"\) the sheet is folded several times, thus 10 bills with horizontal slight crease, some more creased and a few with edge cracks; **This is the only surviving complete sheet** - Professor Dr. Koch writes in his "Nomenclature of the International reply coupons" A sheet is privately owned and some further copies should be in hand by the International Bureau of the UPU. However, it was declared that there were no sheets existing. A great UPU and Switzerland-rarity!

**starting price: 5.000 €**
(est. 5,500 US$)
621 • Soviet Union

1923, 5 K. purple, unperforated in letterpress !!!, wide margins at all sides, virtually mint never hinged. From this stamp only 3 copies are known, thus this is one of the greatest rarities of the Soviet Union. The stamp is invaluable. Due to the rarity in popular catalogs not yet listed. Certificates MIKULSKI / AIEP. There are a few copies of privately owned known, but none has ever been sold up to now in an public auction, so this stamp is one of the world rarities.


starting price: 30,000 €
(est. 33,000 US$)

622 • Soviet Union

1932, 1. Allunion-Exhibition souvenir-sheet with imperforated 2x15 K and 2x 35 K on carton-paper, issued without gum, little reduced size, corner crinkles and backside some stains, very rare item, Mi. 25,000,-

422/423 souvenir-sheet

starting price: 7,000 €
(est. 7,700 US$)
623 + | Spanien – Spain

1851, 2 R orange red Queen Isabella II with a clear cancellation (ARANA), and with fresh colors and evenly good margins, genuine and flawless, pencil signed, signed Georg Bühler and cert. BPSB, a nice and very rare stamp.

starting price: **1,500 €**
(est. 1,650 US$)

624 + | Spanien – Spain

1867: Queen Isabella II, 25 M. blue / pink, inverted CENTERPIECE, very fine copy with bar cancel “1”. From this variety are only 3 pieces known. A similar example, from the - Tapling Collection - (also with faults), is now in the British Postal Museum. (Shown in the “Rare Stamps” by L.N. and M. Williams, 1967). The stamp is one of the major world rarities. Limitations in quality are therefore not very relevant. Certificates with photograph Comex, Brettl / Schmitt. (Edifil 95ei)


starting price: **19,000 €**
(est. 21,000 US$)
625 | Triest - Zone B - Zwangszuschlagsmarken –
Triest - Zone B - Obligatory Tax Stamp

1948, Red cross issue 2 L on 0,50 Din with imprint "VUJA STT" in RED
instead of blue, mint NH, very rare stamp, only 100 issued!, cert. Caffaz,
Sass. 9.000,-
Mi. 1 I, Sas. 4A

starting price: **2.500 €**
(est. 2,750 US$)

626 • | Türkei – Turkey

1863, TUGRALI first print 5 Pia. rose horizontal pair mint with new gum,
light border at bottom, full margins and fresh colour, certificate du Vachat,
rarity of this issue, Isfila cat. value 60.000,- Euro++
Isf. 2 PV02

starting price: **5.000 €**
(est. 5,500 US$)
627 • | Türkei – Turkey

1863, TUGRALI 20 pa. black on yellow thin paper, marvellous mint right margin block of six showing three «head to head» tête-bêche pairs, tiny spots. Very fresh and fine, large part original gum. A fine and very rare first issue multiple, certificate du Vachat

starting price: **3.000 €**
(est. 3,300 US$)

628 • | Türkei – Turkey

1867, Unissued 25 pi. orange, a fresh and fine mint example of good colour, centred to base, large part original gum and hinge. A very rare stamp. Signed Brun, Michel catalogue value EUR 5.000,-

starting price: **1.000 €**
(est. 1,100 US$)
629 • **Türkei – Turkey**

1868, 10 Para rose-lilac imperf pair with *Corrige* variety at left stamp, wide margins, mint hinged with full gum, light crease and tiny thins, very fine and fresh appearance, one of two known pairs and irrefutably the finest extant, the ultimate gem in philatelic terms

*starting price: 1.200 €
(est. 1,300 US$)*

630 • **Türkei – Turkey**

1868, 20 Pa. *grey instead of green* pair on registered cover together with 2 Pia. brick, rough perf, tied by black boxed “Kayseri 81”, on reverse Samsun arrival mark, vertical fold and few crease, rarity of this issue and one of two covers known, showpiece!

*starting price: 1.200 €
(est. 1,300 US$)*
631 • | Türkei – Turkey
1876, 5 Pia. pale blue and 25 Pia. dull rose imperf pairs, 25 Pia. showing tete-beche variety, each mint hinged with full gum, very fine, attractive pair and a real gem, for normal pairs Isfila cat. 12.000,- Euro++

starting price: **1.200 €**
(est. 1,300 US$)

632 • | Türkei – Turkey
1901, NEWSPAPER ISSUE 5 Piaster buff, block of six, mint hinged with original gum, very fine and fresh, largest recorded block of this rare newspaper stamp, certificate du Vachat 2010, Isfila catalogue value 33.000,- (US$ 11.600)

starting price: **2.000 €**
(est. 2,200 US$)
633 • Türkei – Turkey

1921, TURKEY IN ASIA: 14 stamps 50 Piaster brownish yellow, 7 stamps with handstamped overprint “1336” and 7 stamps with handstamped overprint “1337” together on parcel card from “American Academy for Boys Talas Cesarea” all clear cancelled “CESAREE 2” cds. and cut as usual, one of two known mix frankings and a real great rarity of Angora period, showpiece (M)

Mi. 705a (7), A721 (7)

starting price: 2,000 €
(est. 2,200 US$)
634 • | Türkei – Turkey

1922, TURKEY IN ASIA: Registered cover with very scarce mix franking from Galata to Zurich with arrival mark on reverse. Angora Government frankings to foreign countries are very scarce, this is one of three we have recorded, showpiece for an advanced collection!

Mi.729-730, 741

starting price: **1.000 €**

(est. 1,100 US$)

635 • | Türkei – Turkey

1921, Piece with bisect 5 Pia. green Foreign Affairs and 5 Pia. ultramarine Religious Tribunals (Type II) tied by "ADAPAZARI 21/6/21” cds., an important rarity of Angora issues, ex Max Planitia, Isfla catalogue value 15.000,- Euro++

Isf. 967, 1035bis.

starting price: **3.000 €**

(est. 3,300 US$)
636 • Türkiye – Turkey

1921, TURKEY IN ASIA: Museum Revenue 1337 handstamped 5 Pia. dull violet bisected together with typo 1 Pia. blue bisected forming 3 Pia. rate on cover front tied by “Ankara” cds., important rarity and key piece of Angora issues. Sold for 17.000 SFr. at Feldman 1996, ex Burrus, Verschoyle, Kinsky, Plantinga. BPA certificate 1961 (M)

isf. 1005, 1033

starting price: 2.000 €
(est. 2,200 US$)

637 • Türkiye – Portomarken – Turkey – Postage Dues

1867: 25 Kurus bister brown, unused no gum, very fresh. An extremely fine example of this MAJOR RARITY OF TURKEY. The Michel catalogue mentions that only 9 copies exist and as such it certainly belongs to the rarest stamps of the world. Certificate Guy Du VACHAT BPP. Scott J15, Yvert taxe 14, Michel Portomarken IV = 25.000 EUR.

IV

starting price: 18.000 €
(est. 20,000 US$)
638 | Türkei - Zwangszuschlagsmarken für die Luftfahrt – Turkey - Obligatory Tax Stamp (Aviation)

1931, In aid of the Turkish Aviation Society: complete sheet of 110 of the overprint stamp "Bir lira on 2k", mint, NH, sheet folded twice, a little bit stained, according to Isfila catalogue 307.000 TRY in all, this are approx. 86,000 EUR. (Michel 20) (M)

Isfila T 21 (110)

starting price: **17.000 €**
(est. 18,500 US$)
639 | Türkiye - Zwangszuschlagsmarken für die Luftfahrt –
Turkey - Obligatory Tax Stamp (Aviation)

1931, Air Fund Issue, postal tax air post stamps 15k green & yellow (Scott #RAC11) in a block of 4 surcharged in red "Bes / lira", two stamps mint mnh, the other ones unused with hinge, very scarce. (Isfiila T 22) Catalogue Value 13.000,++

Sc #RAC23 (4)

starting price: 4.800 €
(est. 5,300 US$)

640 • | Türkiye - Zwangszuschlagsmarken für den Roten Halbmond –
Turkey - Obligatory Tax Stamp (Red Crescent)

1915, Ottoman RED CRESCENT charity stamps booklet, 20 panes complete, many glued, two stamps apart, great rarity of ottoman philately and one of the most scarce booklets worldwide, only few recorded and the best one in quality, catalogue value for panes over 20.000,-

Isfiila KN 8

starting price: 5.000 €
(est. 5,500 US$)
641 | Türkei - Schiffspostausgaben – Turkey - Shipmail Stamps

1858, Fresh entire letter bearing an "Ufficio Postale Vapori Ammiragliato" ship-stamp deep-carmine, imperforate with wide margins and m/s "1½" (Piastres=60 Para) and framed "PP" anchor-handstamp, inside dated May 9, 1860, sent from Constantinople to Gemlik, Island of Cios, stamp and cover genuine and in very fine condition, originates from the Mixany correspondence. Totally only four letters addressed to Cios known, and only two with 1½ piaster rate!, certificates A.Diena (1971), Bolaffi (1972) and G.Todd AIEP (2014)

Yv. 1

starting price: **7,000 €**
(est. 7,700 US$)
642 | **Türkei - Stempel – Turkey - Cancellations**

1909, “KALE-I SULTANIYE YALI POSTA SUBESI 1326” all arabic negative cancellation on envelope bearing pair 20 pa. carmine (Isfla No.1, RRR), adressed to Dersaadet with arrival mark on reverse, tiny shortened at right, an important item from Dardanelles with an excellent clear postmark!

*starting price: 1.000 €*  
(est. 1,100 US$)

---

643 | **Türkei - Stempel – Turkey - Cancellations**

1870, ”ZAGFERANBOLU POSTA SUBESİ” all arabic negative cancellation on envelope bearing pair 2 pia. orange rough perf. and bisect 1 pia. yellow each tied by blue boxed ”ZAGFERANBOLU” (Isfla No.2, RRR), adressed to Dersaadet with arrival mark on reverse, some diagonal and vertical crease, tiny border flaw, an important item from central Anatolia for an advanced collection!

*starting price: 1.000 €*  
(est. 1,100 US$)
Ukraine Military stamps for the courier field post office 1920: two very rare registered covers: 1) Registered cover (mild toning) franked with pair 40 hr. on 20 sh. brown (Scott M7 only 400 stamps printed) with Courier Field Post Registration cachet and cancellation dated 8 IX 920, all on front. A receiver cancellation 11 IX 20 on reverse. This value was not included in the Dr Ron Zelonka collection used on cover 2) Registered cover (upper flap missing) franked with an exceptional multiple franking of eight examples (a strip of five and strip of four) of 10 hr. on 30 sh. ultramarine (Scott M3 only 900 stamps printed, two stamps with a tear) with Courier Field Post Registration cachet and cancellation dated 4 IX 920, all on front. This value was not included in the Dr Ron Zelonka collection used on cover and none of his covers had more than two stamps. THIS IS CERTAINLY ONE OF THE MOST SPECTACULAR FRANKINGS RECORDED OF THIS VERY RARE AREA. Both items are signed by the expert Pascal Scheller (Paris)

Scott M3, M12

starting price: 6.000 €
(est. 6,600 US$)
645 | Westukraine – West Ukraine

1919. Stanislav issue 10 hryni on 10 kr. slate lilac on grey paper, tied by official seal to piece (printed from position 2, originally affixed to the May 1919 Ekonomat document), stamp with small spot at left and an almost invisible bend in the lower right corner without any importance! This is a crown jewel of Western Ukrainian philately, only one other copy (mint) is recorded - a unique copy! (Fischer Nr. 65) Certificate Mikulski and Huylmans BPP (2014). Provenance: Marquess of Bute Collection, 1956 and ex Ron Zelonka

starting price: 50,000 €
(est. 55,000 US$)

646 | Zypern – Besonderheiten – Cyprus – Specialities

1867, Austrian. Levant 5 S. red, in horizontal pair on fine cover with extremely rare cancellation by cds “SPED.POST.PRESSO LLOYD SMYRNE 15/12/77” (Müller 6859b), to LARNACA, Cyprus, with taxe markings. A stamp and letter rarity! Photo-certificate Dr. Ferchenbauer.

1867 Österr. Post in der Levante 5 S. rot, im waagrechten Kabinett paar, auf feinem Brief mit äußerst seltener Abstempelung durch K1 “SPED.POST.PRESSO LLOYD SMYRNE 15/12/77” (Müller 6859b), nach LARNACA, Zypern, mit Nachtaxvermerk. Eine Stempel- und Briefrarität ersten Ranges! Fotoattest Dr. Ferchenbauer.

starting price: 1,000 €
(est. 1,100 US$)
Air Mail &
Zeppelin Mail

Thematics

Collections

The auction sale for the following lots starts at 12 am
in room 1E03 Javits Center, New York City.
647 | Flugpost Deutschland – Air Mail Germany

1912, Flugpost Rhein/Main, 10 Pf mit Aufdruck E.EL.P. im waagerechten Paar mit obligatorischer Zusatzfrankatur 5 Pf Germania auf Sonderflugkarte (Abbildung des Piloten Leutnant von Hiddessen im Flugzeug) von Darmstadt, 22.6.1912 nach Beerfelden. Karte mit Beförderungsspuren. Flugpost Rarität!, LP

1912: Air mail Rhein/Main, 10 Pf with overprint “E.EL.P”, horizontal pair, and obligatory 5 Pf Germania on Special Picture Card (Showing the pilot Lt von Hiddessen in the plane) sent from Darmstadt, June 22th 1912 to Beerfelden. Transportation traces.

Starting price: **3.500 €**
(est. 3,800 US$)

648 + | Flugpost Übersee – Air Mail Overseas

Canada: 1918, July 8., Calgary to Edmonton flight by Miss Katherine Stinson, folded letter from the manager of the Calgary Industrial Exhibition (under the auspices of which the flight was made) and signed by the manager, franked by two War Tax 2c + 1c stamps, one of which is tied by boxed “Aeroplane Mail Service JULY 9, 1918.CALGARY ALBERTA” cachet/ds, with Edmonton bs (July 9) and addressee’s s/l receiver (July 10). Very few covers from this flight have survived, and not all of those have the cachet/ds, very fine (AAMC PF-7)

Starting price: **1.000 €**
(est. 1,100 US$)
1920, AUSTRALIEN, Ross Smith airmail vignette tied by oval cachet „FIRST AERIAL MAIL GREAT BRITAIN TO AUSTRALIA 26. FEB.1920” to cover to Adelaide, fine, signed E.Diena, scarce

starting price: **3,000 €**
(est. 3,300 US$)
650 | Flugpost Übersee – Air Mail Overseas


starting price: 12,500 €
(est. 13,500 US$)
651 | Zeppelinpost Deutschland – Zeppelin Mail – Germany

1937, HINDENBURG KATASTROPHEN-BRIEF mit Niederlande Jamboree-Marke 12½ C. frankiert, gelaufen ab "ROTTERDAM-WAALHAVEN 1.5.1937" mit rotem Frankfurter Luftpoststempel an die bekannte Adresse Mr.G.Thoolen c/o Mr. Donald E. Dickason, Wooster, USA. Stempel und Adresse nur noch teilweise vorhanden, aber übereinstimmend mit den anderen Briefen aus dieser Korrespondenz, eine grosse Rarität, nur wenige Belege mit Niederlanden-Frankatur bekannt.

1937 Catastrophe letter from the Hindenburg franked with the Dutch Jamboree 12½ C. Posted in "ROTTERDAM-WAALHAVEN 1.5.1937", red Frankfurt airmail cancel addressed to Mr.G.Thoolen c/o Mr. Donald E. Dickason, Wooster, USA. Address has only partly survived, but matches other letters from this correspondence. A great rarity. Only a few covers with Dutch stamps are known. (M)

Sie. (454)

starting price: 9,000 €
(est. 10,000 US$)
ex. 652 | Zeppelinpost Deutschland – Zeppelin Mail - Germany


Sieger (454)

starting price: 4.000 €
(est. 4,400 US$)
653 | Zeppelinpost Übersee – Zeppelin Mail – Overseas


starting price: 3.800 €
(est. 4,200 US$)

654 | Zeppelinpost Übersee – Zeppelin Mail – Overseas

1933, Italy Trip, registered cover bearing complete set Cyrenaica 3 l. to 20 l. and Libya 1.75 l. orange, neatly oblilt. "Tripoli 29.5.33" and flight cachet alongside, addressed to Rome with arrival mark 30.5./31.5. on reverse (there also two vignettes “Fiera di Tripoli”), envelope few marks, signed and certificate E.Diena. (T)

starting price: 1.500 €
(est. 1,650 US$)
655 • Deutsche Schiffspost im Ausland - Seepost –
German Ship Mail - Sea Post


1889: Packetcard, franked with 10 x 20 Pfg blue and 2 x 50 Pfg dull rose brown, in good legitimate condition, each with K1 “FROM WEST AFRICA ON HAMBURG 2 1/8/93” to Hannover. On a steamer of the Woermann Line were loud acceptance notice in “Mayumba” (Lower Guinea) 2 packets with the delivery number “413” and “414” accepted for transport. An extremely decorative, probably unique mailpiece of the highest value. Certificate Steuer / BPP.

starting price: 7,000 €
(est. 7,700 US$)
1901, **BARFRANKIERUNG DAMPFER KOENIG:** “DEUTSCHE SEEPOST OST-AFRIKANISCHE HAUPTLINIE 31.12.01” ideal auf AK, darüber handschrift. Barfrankierungsvermerk “Porto cassiert” nach Oppeln mit Ankunftstpl., im Gegensatz zu den Vineta-Provisorien u.ä. ist die hier angewendete Barfrankierung mit ent-spr. Vermerk des Zahlmeisters auf der Postkarte die **einzig korrekte und zulässige Notmaßnahme bei Markenmangel gewesen.** Dies erklärt auch, warum die nachweislich 57 Barfrankierungen von diesem Dampfer als auch vom Reichspostamt in Berlin nachträglich anerkannt wurden, winziger Eckbug, nur wenige Stücke bekannt - **größte Rarität.**

1901. cash franking from the steamer Koenig. “DEUTSCHE SEEPOST OST-AFRIKANISCHE HAUPTLINIE 31.12.01” on ppc with manuscripted “Porto cassiert” (porto received) posted for Oppeln with arrival mark. **Contrary to the VINETA provisorial this was the correct handling in case of stamp shortage. This explains why it was accepted by the GPO in Berlin for exact 57 items. Only a few items of this rarity are known.**

**starting price: £1,000**

(est. 1,100 US$)
Great Britain, 1852 (14 May), entire letter from his parents at West Boldon “By West India Mail May 14 1852” to Capt. Collinson on H.M.S. Enterprise “Artic (sic) Expedition Sandwich Islands Pacific”, bearing 1841 1d. red-brown horizontal pair and 1847-54 embossed 10d. brown lightly cancelled and showing, on reverse, circular-undated “WEST BOLDON”, Manchester (14.5) and London (15.5) c.d.s.; the contents include reference to the Duke of Northumberland writing to the Admiralty urging them to search for Investigator and Enterprise at Melville Island “as well as Franklin & Co. in Wellington Channel, other comments on parliament and much family news; the deshives with a few small faults though a remarkable letter to this ill-fated expedition. Notes: This expedition of two naval vessels, the “Enterprise” under Capt. Richard Collinson, and the “Investigator” under Commander Robert McClure, was sent to search for Sir John Franklin from the Pacific end of the North West Passage, after Lady Jane Franklin pressed for a search for Sir John, missing since 1847. The two ships crossed the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans though became separated and missed their rendezvous at Hawaii. After entering the Beaufort Sea some way behind McClure Collinson retraced his steps and wintered at Hong Kong. The next season Collinson sailed as far as Prince of Wales Strait where he found evidence that McClure had wintered there though due to ice blocking the northern exit of the Strait he was forced to turn south where he wintered at Walker Bay, Victoria Island. A party set out on foot to leave a message at Winter Harbour on Victoria Island and just missed meeting up with McClure’s men. The next year Collinson sailed east round the south coast of Victoria Island and wintered at Cambridge Bay. Parties explored the mainland and came within thirty miles of the route taken by Franklin’s men on the other side of the strait on King William Island. “Enterprise” spent a third winter at Camden Bay and returned home via the Bering Strait and the Cape of Good Hope, arriving back in England in May 1855 McClure and his crew spent three years locked in pack ice aboard the “Investigator” before abandoning it and making their escape across the ice. Rescued by H.M.S. “Resolute”, which was itself later lost to the ice, McClure returned to England in 1854, where he was knighted and rewarded for completing the passage. Franklin was never found.

starting price: 4,000 €
(est. 4,400 US$)
659 • Thematik: Astrophilatelie – Thematics: Astrophilately

2000, USSR/USA, STS-97 on the way back letter sent from the ISS and delivered to Earth by the American Space Shuttle Endeavour (STS-97). The letter was written by cosmonaut YURI GIDZENKO and addressed to his mother-in-law; handwritten message included. Aboard the station the cover and the text of the letter were marked with the “ISS” octagonal board souvenir seal and the “Expedition 1” round board souvenir seal. Only 18 letters were delivered to Earth from the ISS by the American Space Shuttle Endeavour (STS-97). Included are the certificate of authenticity signed by cosmonaut Yuri Gidzenko and the A.I.E.P. certificate of authenticity. It was the last Space Mail sent from Space to Earth in the 20th Century as well as in the 2nd Millennium!

starting price: 3,000 €
(est. 3,300 US$)
From 1957 up to now, MANNED SPACE FLIGHT of the USA and USSR. Interesting and comprehensive collection containing about 553 space covers (launch covers, flown covers, landing/recovery covers), many of them signed by astronauts and cosmonauts. And some signed photos of astronauts inclusive. There are many of high-grade items such as: APOLLO-15-Orbit-Cover taken to the moon orbit (signed and certificated by Scott, Worden and Irwin), APOLLO-8-Orbit-Cover signed by F. Bormann (including handwritten data for launch, moon orbit and splashdown), signed Portrait of Michael Collins, Recovery cover »USS Lake Champlain (CVS-39)« for the first U.S. manned space flight May 5 1961 (certificated by Swanson), Launch cover MA-5 signed by all MERCURY astronauts (incl. Slayton) and many other early MERCURY covers, Launch cover First Space Shuttle mission Apr 12 1981, many high-class flown covers from the USSR space stations SALYUT and MIR and from the SOYUZ spacecraft, signed by all cosmonauts (many of this covers originate from the Lasarew collection), and many great flown covers from the ISS, also available some covers of Chinese space flight, notably a signed commemorative flown cover SHENZHOU VI. In all the collection contains items for the following spacecrafts and missions: Sputnik, Vostok, Voskhod, Salyut and Soyuz, Apollo-Soyuz, Mir, Mercury, Gemini, Apollo 1 to Apollo 17, Skylab, Space Shuttle, ISS and China Shenzhou. Stored in 9 albums. (K)

starting price: 45,000 €
(est. 50,000 US$)
1916 HAPAG-Ocean Shipping Comp. Submarine stationery card 50m. of the ’German Insurance Bank’, with three parts adhered (lightly separated perfs), unused, fine and scarce.

starting price: **2.000 €**
(est. 2,200 US$)
661 • | Thematik: Olympische Spiele – Thematics: Olympic Games

1944: color error: 50 years IOC, 30 C. red carmine / black (color of 20 C.), mint never hinged outstanding quality with lower margin of sheet. A very rare collector’s item, both for the Switzerland and the Olympics collectors. Photo-certificate Renggli. (Zst. 261)

50 Jahre IOC, 30 C. in Fehlfarbe rosakarmin/grauschwarz (Farbe der 20 C.-Marke) als postfrisches Luxusstück mit unterem Bogenrand. Ein sehr seltenes Liebhaberstück, sowohl für den Schweiz- als auch den Olympia-de-Motiv-Sammler. Fotoattest Renggli. (Zst. 261)

CH 430x P2

starting price: 3.500 €
(est. 3,800 US$)

662 | Thematik: Olympische Spiele – Thematics: Olympic Games

1956, Melbourne, Poland Boxing 20 gr. with variety “center inverted”, mint never hinged, very fine. Only one pane of 42 was discovered and only few copies of this very scarce variety reached in private ownership - a crown jewel of Olympic Games philately after 1900! Unsigned with certificate Krzysztof Ceremuga.

Polen 985 K

starting price: 12.500 €
(est. 13,500 US$)
663 + | Thematik: Persönlichkeiten – Churchill – Thematics: Personalities – Churchill

WINSTON CHURCHILL AUTOGRAPH, complete notepaper sheet with embossed seal “HOUSE OF COMMONS”, bearing full message in manuscript “It has given me great pleasure to receive your kind message on my birthday. Winston Churchill November 30 1947” (the date of his 73rd birthday). Enclosed envelope with sender’s seal “HOUSE OF COMMONS” on flap (roughly opened), addressed to Mr.&Mrs. Weyeneth Zurich (Mrs. Paula Weyeneth was an excited admirer of Winston Churchill). Very rare and delightful!

starting price: **1,200 €**  
(est. 1,300 US$)

664 | Thematik: Pfadfinder – Thematics: Boy Scouts


starting price: **4,000 €**  
(est. 4,400 US$)
665 | **Thematik: Raumfahrt – Thematics: Astronautics**

USA 1971, MOON LETTER, with Apollo 15 flown moon letter, franked with USA Michel # 1042 and 1046/47, red start-mark „LAUNCH JULY 26-1971“, bord-mark „USS OKINAWA, AUG 7 1971 AM, (LPH-3)” and on the back green mark „RECOVERY AUG. 7-1971“, front signed SCOTT, WORDEN and IRWIN, perfect condition.

*starting price: 5,500 €*

(est. 6,000 US$)

---

666 | **Thematik: Rotes Kreuz – Thematics: Red Cross**

1939, Red Cross, unissued 90 + 35 C, mint never hinged, due to the small edition of only 50 pieces very rare, photo certificates Calves (for a complete sheet) and Scheller, Yvert 422 A, Dallay 430 A, catalog price 22.500, - €.


*starting price: 9,000 €*

(est. 10,000 US$)
ex. 667 | Britische Kolonien – British Colonies

1858/1977, mint and used collection in an ancient Yvert album with special emphasis on Gibraltar, comprising an interesting part GB used in Gibraltar (apprx. 65 stamps and 11 covers incl. better items), the regular issues from 1886 with main value in mint, well collected throughout and excl. few expensive stamps more or less complete (also some Specimen), in addition a lovely collection mint and used P.O. Levant (from “C” on GB) and Morocco with many better pieces, e.g. Levant SG 15 on piece etc. Attractive collection! (A)

starting price: 7,500 €
(est. 8,200 US$)
ex. 668 | Alle Welt – Worldwide

1840/1890, old "Illustrated stamp-album by Alwin Zschiesche" (twelfth edition of 1893) with gilt-edged pages in excellent condition, including a mainly cancelled (some mint and mint never hinged) COLLECTION “ALL WORLD” with extraordinary values. The collection contains only the early issues until 1890 (about 6000 selected examples) and was assembled over several generations. All continents are very well endowed with some great rarities, excellent expanded with more than 170 covers from all over the world. Because of the quantity of material it is impossible to highlight the best (therefore view the pictures). The outstanding factor - here the top quality of the valuable rarities - is remarkable. The determining factors for the collection are “superb” and “very fine” items. This is also proved by over 100 (!!!) certificates (all "genuine and very fine") as well as many expertized values. The present object is based on high quality and best care and because of that an ideal investment. Catalogue value approx 1 Million Euros.


Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

starting price: 100.000 €
(est. 110,000 US$)
ex. 668 | Alle Welt – Worldwide

starting price: 100,000 €
(est. 110,000 US$)
starting price: 100,000 €
(est. 110,000 US$)
ex. 669 | Alle Welt – Worldwide

1840/1900 (ca.), ALL WORLD COLLECTION IN 2 ANCIENT RED YVERT ALBUMS - THICK AND HEAVY are not only the albums but also the included stamps. As always at old-time collection like this varied condition; some stamps have been included into calculation very cautiously. The overseas countries have been collected rather sporadically; we would like to mention the following: Australian states, NZ, Fiji, Philippines, Hawaii, Brazil Bull’s Eyes, Canada, Chile, Colombia, China, Japan and a marvellous section USA from 1847 5 c. used and a wonderful selection of EARLY UNUSED material. While the completion of overseas areas apparently lacked of the necessary endurance, the European countries are the more impressive. Germany and especially German states showing a lovely array of better stamps of almost all countries, Austria from 1st issue, Belgium from epaulettes, Denmark incl. essays, Italian states, an enchanting Spain, Finland, France, a convincing GB incl. top values, Luxembourg, Norway, Netherlands, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Sweden from 2 values skilling, a breathtaking Switzerland, Turkey etc. Please take your time and browse through this philatelic wonderland, really turning page by page, since there is plenty to discover and many items are "hidden" on the pages and may be overseen at first glance. A "MUST-VIEW" ON THE VIEWING LIST OF EVERY MAJOR BUYER! (K)

starting price: \textbf{38.000 €}

(est. 42,000 US$)
ex. 670 | Alle Welt – Worldwide

1841-1970 ca.: PAPER-FOLDS and VARIETIES: Comprehensive and impressive specialized collection of more than 1000 stamps showing paper-folds, starting with a lot of classic issues from British Commonwealth, Overseas, Europe and German States there are spectacular items, also multiples, early covers and many more. Also several hundred stamps with varieties and plate flaws were included, as perforation errors, surcharge varieties, flukes, colour errors, etc. An extraordinary, and scarce collection. Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

starting price: 16.000 €
(est. 17,500 US$)
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Bank fees are at your cost.

If your account is located outside Germany, please mark in the field “Fee Arrangement” within the remittance slip “OUR” (all charges shall be paid by principal / account holder).

**KREDITKARTEN / CREDIT CARDS**

Wir akzeptieren Zahlungen mit folgenden Kreditkarten:

✓ VISA ✓ MASTER CARD

Bei Kreditkartenzahlung berechnen wir eine Bearbeitungsgebühr von 3% auf die gesamte Rechnungssumme.

Folgende Angaben sind erforderlich:

Karteninhaber, Karten-Nummer, Ablaufdatum, 3-stellige Sicherheitszahl

Accepted credit cards

✓ VISA ✓ MASTER CARD

For payments by credit card, a transaction fee of 3% is charged on the invoice total.

Following information is required:

Credit Card Holder, Card Number, Expiry Date, CVC number

**SCHHECK / CHEQUE**

Bei Zahlung per Scheck erhöhen Sie bitte den zu zahlenden Betrag um 15,00 EUR.

Der Versand der Lose erfolgt nach Gutschrift des Schecks auf unserem Konto.

If you pay by cheque please add EUR 15,00 (cheque-fee). Shipment of the lots after credit entry.

**PAYPAL**

Wir bitten um Ihr Verständnis, dass wir mit PayPal nicht zusammenarbeiten.

We kindly ask for your understanding that we do not collaborate with PayPal.

**BARZAHLUNG (vor Ort) / CASH PAYMENT**
Steigerungsstufen | Bidding Increments

Die unverbindlichen Steigerungsstufen liegen im Ermessen


des Versteigerers und betragen 5 bis 10 % vom Ausruf:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From / to</th>
<th>100,- €</th>
<th>5,- €</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100,- €</td>
<td>10,- €</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250,- €</td>
<td>10,- €</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700,- €</td>
<td>20,- €</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.500,- €</td>
<td>50,- €</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.000,- €</td>
<td>100,- €</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.000,- €</td>
<td>200,- €</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.000,- €</td>
<td>500,- €</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wir bieten für Sie bei Geboten wie "bestens", "höchst", "kaufen", "auf jeden Fall", "bis ultimo" oder ähnlichen Formulierungen bis zum zehnfachen Ausruf!

The non-committal bidding increments are subject to the assessment of the auctioneer, they are between 5 to 10% of the bidding price:

We bid on your behalf such as "best", "at the most", "buy", "in any case", "without limit" or similar description up to 10-fold of the bidding price!

Gärtner online

Unsere Online-Angebote lassen sich kostenlos und unabhangig vom Betriebssystem am PC Zuhause, am Notebook im Hotel oder unterwegs auf dem iPad nutzen.

www.auktionen-gaertner.de

Mit unserer komfortablen Suchmaschine verschaffen Sie sich in kurzer Zeit einen Überblick über alle Lose, die für Sie interessant sind. Alle Einzellose sind sorgfältig beschrieben und meist mit Vorder- und Rückseite in Originalgröße abgebildet. Zu vielen Sammlungen stellen wir ebenfalls aussagekräftiges Bildmaterial zur Verfügung.

Gebote können Sie sicher und bequem direkt aus dem Online-Katalog abgeben. Die online abgegebenen Gebote werden mit derselben Sorgfalt behandelt wie schriftlich abgegebene Gebote.

Bereits unmittelbar nach jedem Auktionstag sind die entsprechenden Ergebnisse online.

Kataloge vergangener Auktionen können Sie im Auktionsarchiv inklusive der Auktionsergebnisse durchsehen und für Ihre Recherchen nutzen.

www.stamp-auctions.de

Auf unserer zusätzlichen Service-Seite bieten wir die aktuellen Kataloge und ausgewählte Sammlungen als pdf zum Download an.

Unsere Kooperationspartner

Neben unseren eigenen Seiten finden Sie unsere Auktionen auch bei vielen bekannten Kooperationspartnern:

www.philasearch.de
www.stampauctionnetwork.com
www.stampcircuit.com
www.philotax.de
www.delcampe.de
www.sixbid.com

Our online services can be used free and independent on your PC at home, your laptop at the hotel or on your iPad on the go.

www.auktionen-gaertner.de

Find what you are looking for quickly and efficiently with our search engine. All lots are carefully described and photographically illustrated in color. Actual-sized fronts and backs of covers as well as those of individual stamps and sets are often shown.

Bids can be placed directly and secure in just several steps. Your online bids will be treated in the same way and with the same accuracy as traditional written bids.

At the end of every auction day bidding results are directly online.

In our archive you can look through all catalogues and results of our past auctions and use them for your research.

www.stamp-auctions.de

On our additional special page you can download all current auction catalogues and complete collections as pdf.

Our cooperation partners

In addition to our own pages you can find our auctions on the cooperating well-known partners:

www.philasearch.de
www.stampauctionnetwork.com
www.stampcircuit.com
www.philotax.de
www.delcampe.de
www.sixbid.com
Participate **LIVE** from anywhere in the world in Auktionshaus Gärtner’s New York Auction May 30, 2016 using StampAuctionNetwork.com on any device!

Joint the world’s largest Philatelic Community at StampAuctionNetwork.com and browse, research or participate in the world’s best auctions. We are proud to have been partners with Auktionshaus Gärtner for their last 27 Auctions!

StampAuctionNetwork presents international stamp auctions representing over 250 million US$ in value annually, our bidders annually account for 15-20 million US$ in winning bids, over 180,000 site visits per month and the #1 organic (non-sponsored link) position when searching for “stamp auctions” in Google and other search engines.

Watch or Bid in this historic event in the life of Auktionshaus Gärtner at StampAuctionNetwork!

---

**Registering is Easy as 1. 2. 3**

**Create your free StampAuctionNetwork User account**
Go to StampAuctionNetwork.com/Register.cfm

**Enter you contact information**
Fill out the required fields and add a verification question

**Select the Auction Companies that you would like to bid with**
Simply put a check in their box and when done press “Submit Registration”

**For those that already have StampAuctionNetwork Accounts**
Simply login using your account
Go to the MySAN Menu option and choose “Update Registration”
Select the desired auction companies and press “submit Registration”

After you submit your registration the auction company will be notified and will process your registration normally within the next few days. While waiting you registration page will show Pending for that company. When you are approved the Pending will disappear.
Bidding online — like child’s play

Placing bids prior to an auction

Your benefits:
- Browse the whole auction content comfortably from your own home
- Choose interesting offers and set your maximum bid
- Place your bids conveniently and directly at any time — regardless of the actual auction date

Get started:
After registering at www.philasearch.com/en we will guide you through our bidding process step by step.

Real-time bidding on the internet

Your benefits:
- Control your bid until the last moment just as if you were physically present on the auction floor
- Listen to the auctioneer via direct acoustic playback
- Mark lots of your choice to get an extra alert upon call

Get started:
Upon your successful registration you will be able to run a simulated auction to get used to all the features. This is how you can gain as much preparation as needed for the actual auction.

http://www.philasearch.com/en

Philasearch.com GmbH · Lindenweg 1 · 63877 Sailauf · Germany · +49 (0)911 / 669 3 222 · info@philasearch.com
Online bieten — ein Kinderspiel

Online-Gebote vor der Auktion

Die Vorteile:
- Bequem von zuhause aus alle Lose der Auktion studieren
- Interessante Angebote auswählen und Ihr Höchstgebot festlegen
- Jederzeit einfach und direkt das Gebot abgeben — unabhängig vom tatsächlichen Auktionstermin

So geht's:
Nachdem Sie sich auf unserer Webseite unter www.philasearch.com registriert haben, werden Sie schrittweise zur Gebotsabgabe begleitet.

Live bieten im Internet

Die Vorteile:
- Sie können Ihr Gebot bis zum Zuschlag kontrollieren, als wären Sie im Saal dabei
- Sie können die Angaben des Auktionators akustisch verfolgen
- Sie können Lose Ihrer Wahl vormerken

So geht's:
Nach erfolgter Anmeldung auf unserer Webseite können Sie mit Hilfe eines Simulators zunächst alle Abläufe testen. Auf die spätere Auktion sind Sie dadurch bestens vorbereitet.

http://www.philasearch.com

Philasearch.com GmbH · Lindenweg 1 · 63877 Sailauf · +49 (0)911 / 669 3 222 · info@philasearch.com
## Auktionsagenten | Auction Agents

Ihre Gebote können Sie gerne auch über einen der folgenden Agenten ausführen lassen.
Your bids can also be placed through the following auction agents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Contact Details</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Horst Eisenberger</strong></td>
<td>Kastanienallee 21, 16567 Mühlenbeck, GERMANY</td>
<td>Tel +49 - (0)33056 - 8 18 02, Fax +49 - (0)33056 - 2 00 41</td>
<td><a href="mailto:horst.eisenberger@t-online.de">horst.eisenberger@t-online.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ute Feldmann</strong></td>
<td>Kreidestr. 4, 65193 Wiesbaden, GERMANY</td>
<td>Tel +49 - (0)611 - 567289, Fax +49 - (0)611 - 560347</td>
<td><a href="mailto:feldmannauktionagents@gmx.de">feldmannauktionagents@gmx.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thomas Häußer</strong></td>
<td>Charlottenstr. 12, 40210 Düsseldorf, GERMANY</td>
<td>Tel +49 - (0)211 - 3694608, Fax +49 - (0)211 - 1795505</td>
<td><a href="mailto:info@phiia-agent.de">info@phiia-agent.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jochen Heddergott</strong></td>
<td>Bauerstr. 9, 80796 München, GERMANY</td>
<td>Tel +49 - (0)89 - 272 1683, Fax +49 - (0)89 - 272 1685</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jh@philagent.com">jh@philagent.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lorenz Kirchheim</strong></td>
<td>Op de Höh 21, 22395 Hamburg, GERMANY</td>
<td>Tel +49 - (0)40 - 64532545, Fax +49 - (0)40-64532241</td>
<td><a href="mailto:lorenz.kirchheim@t-online.de">lorenz.kirchheim@t-online.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dr. Peter Müller</strong></td>
<td>Mülenborner Str. 62, 54568 Gerolstein, GERMANY</td>
<td>Tel +49 - (0)6591 - 954495, Fax +49 - (0)6591 - 954499</td>
<td><a href="mailto:peter@mueller-muellenborn.de">peter@mueller-muellenborn.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Herbert Fischer</strong></td>
<td>Neumühistr. 39, 63636 Brachtal, GERMANY</td>
<td>Tel +49 - (0)6054 - 917598, Fax +49 - (0)6054 - 917599</td>
<td><a href="mailto:postcards-stamps@t-online.de">postcards-stamps@t-online.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Johann Fürntrett</strong></td>
<td>Plüddemannsgasse 83a, 8010 Graz, AUSTRIA</td>
<td>Tel +43 - (0)66 43 57 60 77, Fax +43 - (0)3 16 4638 31</td>
<td><a href="mailto:hannes.fuemtratt@gmail.com">hannes.fuemtratt@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hanspeter Thalmann</strong></td>
<td>Langrüttistr. 9, 8820 Wädenswil, SWITZERLAND</td>
<td>Tel +41 - (0)44 - 780 6067, Fax +41 - (0)44 - 780 5078</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LoveAuctions - Nick Martin</strong></td>
<td>Angel House, Station Road, Sutterton, Boston, Lincolnshire PE20 2JH GREAT BRITAIN</td>
<td>Tel +44 - (0)1205 460968, mobil +44 - (0)7703 766477</td>
<td><a href="mailto:nick@loveauctions.co.uk">nick@loveauctions.co.uk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Firma Tony Lancaster</strong></td>
<td>1 Langley Crescent, Kings Langley Herts WD4 8EW GREAT BRITAIN</td>
<td>Tel +44 - (0)1923 - 262260, Fax +44 - (0)1923 - 262260</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jean.lancaster@lineone.net">jean.lancaster@lineone.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trevor Chinery</strong></td>
<td>9 St. Laurence Way, Stanwick NN9 6QS, GREAT BRITAIN</td>
<td>Tel +44 - (0)1205 - 330026, mobil +44 - (0)7527 - 444 825, Fax +44 - (0)1933 - 622808</td>
<td><a href="mailto:trevortrilogy@aol.com">trevortrilogy@aol.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ronald Boucher</strong></td>
<td>Messchaerstraat 12, 1077 WS Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS</td>
<td>Tel +31 - (0)20 - 679 5952, Fax +31 - (0)20 - 679 47 80</td>
<td><a href="mailto:info@bouscher.nl">info@bouscher.nl</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Giacomo F. Bottacchi</strong></td>
<td>Via Bronzetti 21, 20129 Milano, ITALY</td>
<td>Tel +39 - 02718023, mobil +39 - 3397309312, Fax +39 - 027384439</td>
<td><a href="mailto:gbstamps@iol.it">gbstamps@iol.it</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theo Bakker</strong></td>
<td>Scholtensweg 37, 8124 AG Wesepe, NETHERLANDS</td>
<td>Tel +31 - (0)5706 - 3 32 58, Fax +31 - (0)5706 - 3 62 93</td>
<td><a href="mailto:th.c.bakker@orange.nl">th.c.bakker@orange.nl</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jonathan Orenstein</strong></td>
<td>Purser &amp; Associates, LLC, 84 Webcowet Road #2, Arlington, MA 02474 - 2323, USA</td>
<td>Tel +1 - (0)857 - 928 5140, Fax +1 - (0)781 - 658 2567</td>
<td><a href="mailto:info@pursers.com">info@pursers.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frank Mandel</strong></td>
<td>Mandel Auction Network, P.O. Box 157, NEW YORK NY 10014 - 0157, USA</td>
<td>Tel +1 - (0)212 - 675 0819, Fax +1 - (0)212 - 366 6462</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Besuchen Sie den Online-Shop unseres Handelshauses! Dort finden Sie fast 100.000 Festpreisangebote!
Oder bestellen Sie unsere Handelshaus DVD unter: info@philatelie-gaertner.de

Visit our mail order house and you will find nearly 100,000 fixed net-price offers online!
Or order our DVD: info@philatelie-gaertner.de

Festpreis Angebot Nr. 20
Net-Price Offer No. 20

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Übersee / Overseas</th>
<th>1 - 12.605</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Europa / Europe</td>
<td>13.000 - 24.341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutschland / Germany</td>
<td>25.000 - 54.063</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Festpreis Angebot Nr. 12
Net-Price Offer No. 12

| Motive / Thematics | 60.000 - 98.532 |

Gedruckte Kataloge PRIVATGANZSACHEN DEUTSCHLAND 2014/2015 und AMTLICHE GANZSACHEN DEUTSCHLAND 2014 bei Interesse bitte anfordern:
Tel: +49 (0) 7142 - 789 0
E-Mail: info@philatelie-gaertner.de
KOMMEN SIE ZU UNS

Ob per Flugzeug, mit der Bahn oder mit dem Auto, unser Firmensitz in Bietigheim-Bissingen ist einfach zu erreichen und hat eine optimale Verkehrsverbindung.


HOTELRESERVIERUNGEN

Gerne sind wir Ihnen bei der Auswahl Ihres Hotels behilflich, holen Sie vom Bahnhof ab oder organisieren einen Fahrdienst.

In Bietigheim steht Ihnen eine gute Auswahl an Übernachtungsmöglichkeiten in vorzüglichen Hotels zur Verfügung. Wir verfügen über diverse Kontingente in den Hotels und können Ihnen vorteilhafte Konditionen anbieten.

HOTEL ARRANGEMENTS

We are pleased to assist you in choosing a hotel, picking you up from the station or offering you our car service. Bietigheim has a great selection of excellent hotels. We have a number of quotas in the hotels and can offer you favorable terms.

Geben Sie uns frühzeitig Ihre Wünsche bekannt, damit wir für Sie eine Reservierung vornehmen können.

Please give us your requirements in advance, and we will take care of all arrangements.

Druckerei | Print Office

Media-Print Informationstechnologie GmbH
Egertstrasse 28, 33100 Paderborn / GERMANY
Tel +49 - (0)5251 - 522 300
Fax +49 - (0)5251 - 522 485
www.mediaprint-druckerei.de
contact@mediaprint-druckerei.de

Impressum | Company Details

AUKTIONSHAUS
Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG
Steinbeisstraße 6 + 8
74321 Bietigheim-Bissingen / GERMANY
Tel +49 - (0)7142 - 789 400
Fax +49 - (0)7142 - 789 410
www.auktionen-gaertner.de
info@auktionen-gaertner.de

Sitz registered office
71732 Tamm

Handelsregister commercial register
Amtsgericht Stuttgart HRA 301183

USt - IdNr.
VAT-ID No.
DE 244 027 995

Persönlich haftende Gesellschafterin; personally liable companion

Auktionshaus Christoph Gärtner Verwaltungs-GmbH
Sitz registered office
71732 Tamm
Amtsgericht Stuttgart HRB 302375

Geschäftsführer president
Christoph Gärtner
1. ...mit dem PKW
- Autobahn A 81, Ausfahrt Ludwigsburg-Nord
- B 27 Richtung Bietigheim-Bissingen
- erste Ampel links (vor dem Porsche Gebäude)
- Richtung Tamm/Gewerbegebiet Laiern III
- nächste Ampel rechts
- erste Möglichkeit links abbiegen (in die Robert-Bosch-Straße)
- danach gleich wieder links
- die nächste rechts in die Steinbeisstraße und bei den Firmen fahren wieder rechts auf unsere Parkplätze

...by car
- highway (Autobahn) A 81 Stuttgart - Heilbronn,
- exit: Ludwigsburg-Nord
- B 27 direction Bietigheim-Bissingen
- first traffic light left (in front of Porsche company)
- direction Tamm/Gewerbegebiet Laiern III
- next traffic light right
- first possibility left (enter Robert-Bosch-Straße)
- immediately left again
- right into the Steinbeisstraße and at the company flags right again onto our parking lots

2. ....mit öffentlichen Verkehrsmitteln
- ab Hauptbahnhof Stuttgart S 5 Richtung Bietigheim
- nach 25 Min. Ankunft in Bietigheim auf Gleis 5/6
- Treppe hinunter in die Unterführung, abbiegen in Richtung Buch bzw. Gleis 8, 9, 10...
- oben nach rechts über zwei Ampeln
- danach gleich rechts die Treppe hoch und den Parkplatz der Firma VALEO überqueren
- rechts halten, an dem Firmengebäude von VALEO vorbei (Ecke Industriestraße)
- die Industriestraße/Laiernstraße gerade aus, vorbei an den Firmen Hofmeister und Breckle bis zur Bäckerei Stöckle, gegenüber sehen Sie unser blaues Firmengebäude
- der Fußweg dauert ca. 12 Minuten

...by public transport
- from the main station in Stuttgart take the subway S 5 (S-Bahn) direction Bietigheim
- after 25 min. arrival in Bietigheim at track 5/6 downstairs in the underpass, keep right in direction Buch or track 8, 9, 10...
- upstairs keep right and cross two traffic lights
- immediately right upstairs, cross the parking area of VALEO company
- keep right and pass VALEO building (corner Industriestraße)
- follow the Industriestraße/Laiernstraße, pass the companies Hofmeister and Breckle till the coffee shop Bäckerei Stöckle, across you can see our blue company building
- the footway lasts about 12 minutes

3. ....mit dem Flugzeug
- 30-minütige Taxifahrt vom Flughafen Stuttgart zu uns nach Bietigheim-Bissingen oder
- mit der S-Bahn S 2 oder S 3 sind Sie in 27 Min. am Hauptbahnhof Stuttgart.
  Weiter geht’s wie unter 2. beschrieben

...by plane
- 30-minute Taxi ride from Stuttgart airport,
- or the metro S-Bahn S 2 or S 3 will take you to the Stuttgart main station in 27 minutes.
  then just take public transportation as described above
BEGINN DER BESICHTIGUNG:  
Ich würde gerne folgende Lose besichtigen. Ich bin damit einverstanden, daß während dieser Zeit Videoaufnahmen erstellt werden.

I’d like to see the following lots. I agree that during this time, I will be filmed by video.

Pinzette / tweezer  [ ]  Lupe / magnifying glas  [ ]  Katalog/e / catalog/s  ________________________________

Biße tragen Sie bei Großlosen zusätzlich unter „KB“ den Buchstaben ein, der hinter der Losbeschreibung im Katalog in Klammern steht: - (A) - (K) - (M) - (S) - (T) - usw. Wir können sie dann schneller bedienen!

IMPORTANT for being served fast with oversize or bulky lots: please fill in the gap in column „KB“ the different letter which you may find in brackets after the description of the lot in the catalogue, as they indicate us the size of the lot. - (A) - (K) - (M) - (S) - (T) - etc. (A = binder / K = big box / M = folder / S = box / T = envelope)

Los-Nr. – Lot No.  KB  A  Z

Los-Nr. – Lot No.  KB  A  Z

Los-Nr. – Lot No.  KB  A  Z

Datum – Date:  _________________________  Unterschrift – Signature:  _________________________
<table>
<thead>
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<th>Los-Nr. – Lot No.</th>
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Ich ermächtige die Firma Auktionshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG, Bietigheim-Bissingen, für mich und auf meine Rechnung die unten aufgeführten Lose zu den mir bekannten und anerkannten „Allgemeinen Versteigerungsbedingungen“ im Auktionskatalog bis zu den nachstehenden Preisen zu kaufen. Ich beauftrage die Firma Auktionshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG, in meinem Namen und auf meine Rechnung, den Versand der Lose an mich vorzunehmen. Die Zusendung der Lose erfolgt grundsätzlich nach Vorauflage, falls Sie in unserer Kartei nicht anders registriert sind.

I authorize the firm Auktionshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG, Bietigheim-Bissingen, to buy the lots for my account up to the limits stated. I have read and agree to the „General Conditions for auction” in the Auction catalog. I request the firm Auktionshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG to forward the lots to me and on my account to the above address. Unless otherwise agreed lots will only be dispatched after the receipt of payment in full.

Ich begrenze die Summe meiner Zuschläge (ohne Provision und Spesen) auf: (Minimum 300,- €)
I limit the sum of my bids (without commission and fees) to: EUR (10% Toleranz)

Wenn notwendig erhöhen Sie meine Gebote wie folgt: – If necessary please increase my bids as following:

□ 10 %  □ 20 %  □ 30 %  □ _____ %

Ich hole die Lose persönlich ab in New York City, USA – I will pick up the lots personally in New York City, USA

☐ Versand der Ware von New York mit Fedex – Shipment of the goods by Fedex from New York

☐ Ich hole die Lose persönlich ab in Bietigheim-Bissingen – I will pick up the lots personally in Germany, Bietigheim-Bissingen

Datum – Date ___________ Unterschrift – Signature ________________

Referenzen – References: ____________________________________________________________________________

Bitte belasten Sie meine Kreditkarte / Please debit the total invoice amount to my credit card [ ]  
(zzgl. 3 % Kreditkartengebühr / additional 3 % credit card charge)

Karten-Nr. / Card No. ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________  

Ablaufdatum / expiry date: ___________ Kartenprüfnummer (CVC)*: ___________ ___________ ___________  
(* Die Kartenprüfnummer (KPN) wird auch CVC (Card Validation Code) genannt, ist dreistellig und auf die Rückseite Ihrer Kreditkarte gedruckt)

Unterschrift für Kreditkartenzahlung – Signature for credit card payment: ___________________________________________
Ich möchte telefonisch bieten. Bitte kontaktieren Sie mich rechtzeitig. (Mindestgebot für Telefonbieter beträgt 300,- €)
Ich bin unter folgenden Telefonnummern zu erreichen ______/________ oder ______/________

I wish to bid by telephone. Please contact me in time. (Minimum bid for telephone bidders is 300,- €)
I am available under the following telephone numbers ______/________ or ______/________

Für diese Lose: / For these lots: __________________________________________________________

Datum – Date: __________  Unterschrift – Signature: _________________________________________

Referenzen – References: ______________________________________________________________________________________

Kunden-Nr. – customer No. __________________________
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WICHTIGER HINWEIS FÜR UNSERE EU-PRIVATKUNDEN:
Nach Zuschlag eines Loses werden wir Sie für die Versandformalitäten anschreiben. Dies ist auf Grund der gesetzlichen EU-Versandhandelsregelung notwendig.

IMPORTANT NOTE FOR OUR EU-CUSTOMERS:
After knocking down and acceptance of your bid, we will contact you for the special shipping formalities. This is necessary because of EU legal regulations for distance sales.

NOTE IMPORTANTE POUR NOS CLIENTS PRIVÉS EUROPÉENS:
Après l’attribution d’un lot, nous vous écrirons pour les formalités d’expédition. Ceci est nécessaire en raison de dispositions légales communautaires sur la vente par correspondance.
I SELL YOUR “LARGE GOLD COLLECTION” AND GET “GRAND PRIX” RESULTS!

Christoph Gärtner

Give me a call:
+49-(0)7142-789400

Contact me by mail:
c.gaertner@auktionen-gaertner.de

Take the chance to present your consignment in an excellent auction. If you have any further question concerning the details such as insured shipment, pick-up service or transport – we are always pleased to be at your service.
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